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Chapter 1: The Comic Dimension

1.1 Introduction - Although Slabolepszy is a well-known South African

playwright, relatively little formal, comprehensive research has been undertaken or

published regarding his contribution to South African theatre as a whole. As a

result, much of my interpretation of Slabolepszy's achievement as a playwright has

been of a subjective nature. This is especially true with regard to some of his

unpublished works, where my comments are mostly based on my reaction to

performances of these plays. '"

In this chapter my focus is on specific theoretical aspects of comedy which

I find applicable to Slabolepszy's work, as these have enabled me to assess

Slabolepszy's comic technique from particular vantage points. An exhaustive

study of comic theory has not been my intention, not only because of the subjective

nature of the individual's reaction to comedy, but also because such an exercise

would have little bearing on the thesis as a whole.

In addition, in subsequent chapters I have endeavoured within this frame

of reference to illustrate the scope of Slabolepszy's comic technique and the

*Please note that the scripts of the following plays were unavailable or unpublished at the time
this thesis was undertaken. Any references to these plays are either based on personal
observation during performances and/or commentary/critiques provided in newspapers or other
research material:

• Renovations (1979) - no script is available.

• Making Like America (1986), Victoria Almost Falls (1994), Tickle to Fine Leg (1995),
Heel Against the Head (1995) and Once a Pirate (1996) - no scripts were available at the
time the thesis was undertaken, therefore these plays have not been analysed in full.
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While bearing in mind White and White's warning against overanalyzing:

"Humor can be dissected, as a frog can, but the thing dies in the process and the

innards are discouraging to any but the pure scientific mind" (White and White

1941:27), one cannot help standing in awe of the different theorists and the many

similarities and unique arguments put forward by them throughout the ages; but

one simultaneously realises that the definitions of comedy based on these writings

are at best incomplete. Alien and Wollman observe how many of these great

theorists have endeavoured to elucidate the mysteries associated with humour, but

concede that their conclusions are contradictory, ephemeral and non-scientific

(Alien and Wollrnan 1987:27). Allen and Wollman's interpretation corresponds

with Kern's view that the "rules" governing comedy are changing all the time

(Kern 1980:2).

quality of these particular comic devices. Therefore I have based my overall

assessment of Slabolepszy's comic approach on the features of comedy

pointed out in this chapter. The rest of this chapter will focus on the similarities

of specific aspects of comic theory put forward by a diverse group of theorists.

1.2 Defining Comedy - The answer to the question, "What is comedy?",

remains elusive and enigmatic, despite the continuous research on the topic

throughout the ages. Comedy certainly means many different things to many

different people. Donaldson underscores this difficulty one experiences in defining

comedy in "Justice in the Stocks" (1970) and draws our attention to the dynamic

nature of comedy, which is "always changing a shade faster than the definitions

which pursue it" (Donaldson in Palmer 1984:103). Theorists such as MacHovec,

Shershow and Donaldson believe that comedy defies definition and Howarth even

adds that a comprehensive theory of comedy is an absurdity (Howarth 1978: 1).

However, it remains an intriguing subject for contemplation and discussion as

evidenced by the ongoing studies on the subject.
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1.3 The Subjective Nature of Humour and Laughter - One certainly

cannot ignore Styan's warning about attempting to determine the worth of a play,

that the "first and last values of drama are revealed in the response of an audience

in a theatre, and all else must be secondary and speculative" (Styan in Hinchliffe

1979:20).

The relevance of Styan's remark calls to mind the 1996 Grahamstown

Festival where the first performances of Slabolepszy's Once a Pirate (1996) were

viewed by discerning audiences comprised mainly of white South Africans. At one

performance I attended some seven members of the audience left the auditorium

before the show was over and, when I asked some of the remaining members of

the audience how they had enjoyed the show, about five of them agreed that this

play of Slabolepszy's was certainly not their idea of entertainment, that they had

enjoyed his earlier play The Return of Elvis du Pisanie (1992) much more and

that Tickle to Fine Leg (1995) had also been much more fun. It is enlightening

that when the same cast was used and the same show of Once a Pirate was

performed at an English Drama Festival for schools at the University of the Orange

Free State, August 1996, for an audience of mainly black high school pupils, the

response to the play was extremely enthusiastic. From this type of audience

reaction, one cannot help agreeing with both MacHovec's unequivocal statement

that "humor eludes precise definition", and his acknowledgement that humour "can

coldly cut or warmly bind together" (MacHovec 1988:ix). Through the cultural

diversity of these three humorous plays and the diversity of audience reaction to

them (Elvis du Pisanie relates the agony of a white male South African; Tickle to

Fine Leg concentrates mainly on the perceptions through the eyes of a certain

class of white man; and Once a Pirate draws from the experiences of a black

South African male and his culture), one is also able to support wholeheartedly

MacHovec's interpretation of humour as being subjective and "truly in the eyes,

ears and mind and times of the beholder" (MacHovec 1988:xi). MacHovec clearly

challenges any compartmentalization of humour and states that "Just as there is no
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single, universally accepted explanation of what is funny, there IS also no

agreement as to why anything is funny." (MacHovee 1988:27)

From the aforementioned it is clear that there is certainly validity to the

view of man as a unique individual governed by his unique emotional point of

VIew. Our impression that humour and laughter are subjective in nature is

reinforced by the views of various authors on the subject. In his essay, "On Wit

and Humour" (1818), Hazlitt states that the "essence of the laughable then is the

incongruous, the disconnecting one idea from another, or the jostling of one

feeling against another" (Keynes 1946:414). On the other hand Shershow

emphasises that why we laugh is undefinable and supports his argument by quoting

Freud's reference to a joke as "a double-dealing rascal who serves two masters at

once" (Freud in Shershow 1986:3), but Freud himself again admitted that humour

does have something liberating about it (McFadden 1982: 148). WC Fields also

said that "The funniest thing about comedy is that you never know why people

laugh." (Fields in Shershow 1986:3) Shershow emphasises that the same genre,

work and joke can be both generous and cruel, fierce and forgiving, radical and

reactionary, depending on the point of view put forward by the play and our own

point of view (Shershow: 1986:x).

Olson explains that the object of our laughter is to express a certain

emotion in certain circumstances and that laughter is in fact "only an unreliable

external sign of a particular internal" or psychic phenomenon: the laughter

emotion (Olson 1968: 11). However, Olson is both more ambiguous and rigid

when he states that the relation between the person who laughs and the object of

his laughter depends on three factors, namely: a certain kind of object; our frame

of mind at that moment; and the grounds on which we feel; nevertheless, he does

admit that this emotion that is evoked is not felt with respect to everyone (Olson

1968: 12).
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1.4 Comedy's Alter Ego - Peck and Coyle attempt to elucidate the

enigmatic quality of comedy by pointing out that the classical and medieval

traditions of comedy usually consist of "laughing at people caught in different

situations which we know will be resolved" (1985: 80). However, they indicate

that comedy at its core is much more disturbing "for it is a way of looking at the

world that regards the whole of social life as an elaborate charade which is

constantly disrupted by man's folly" and the aim of the comic dramatist cannot be

to correct behaviour because he is ''too aware of mankind's irredeemable folly"

(Peck and Coyle 1985:80). Such a pronouncement implies that comedy has a

much more disturbing tragic impulse and Kerr refers to this as "comedy's

indispensable alter ego" (Kerr 1968:213).

1.4.1 The Tragic Dimension - At the Screen Actors Guild Awards

(1995), Tom Hanks remarked that comedy and tragedy are mirror images of each

other. Bentley elaborates on this idea of comedy in "As You Like It'' when he

defines comic dialectic as a dynamic contrast between "a frivolous manner and a

grim meaning" in which the tone says "life is fun", but where the undertone

suggests that "life is a catastrophe" (Bentley 1966:312).

Bentley argues in the same vein ill "Tragedy and Comedy: Some

Generalizations" and emphasises that the "comic sense tries to cope with the

daily, hourly, inescapable difficulty of being" (Bentley 1966:306). Bentley

substantiates his argument by referring to Lord Byron's words "And if I laugh at

any mortal thing 'Tis that I may not weep" (Don Juan, Canto IV, stanza 4 in

Bentley 1966:299), which seem to imply that comedy is even blacker than tragedy.

Similarly Freud also admits that humour is one of the many methods man has

devised in order to escape his compulsion for suffering (Freud in McFadden

1982: 148). Bentley pursues his suggestion of comedy's affinity with tragedy by

indicating that misery is the basis of comedy, with gaiety as its "ever-recurring
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Shershow refers to the paradoxical nature of comedy as the "ironic union

of tragedy and comedy" (Shershow 1986:96). Similarly Northrop Frye insists in

"The Argument of Comedy" (1948) that there is a comic sequel to the tragic

story and that "tragedy is really implicit or uncompleted comedy" (Frye in

Robertson 1965:64-65), but Twain holds a more pessimistic view when he says

transcendence" (1966:301). Byron's words are recalled when Bentley compares

comedy with tragedy and maintains that these genres are a way of coping with

"despair, mental suffering, guilt and anxiety" (Bentley 1966:30 1).

Similarly Kern's argument also implies a tragic dimension when she

comments on present day farce and the "haunting ambivalence of farcical laughter"

(Kern 1980:85). Consider also Kerr's remark that whenever the comic pressure

becomes too intense, he cries (Kerr 1968: 14), and his claim that we "cry because

the disparity is unthinkable, and we laugh because there is no other thing we can

do about it" (Kerr 1968: 145). He adds that one bursts into laughter at that precise

moment when the situation becomes hopeless. He then compares tragedy with

comedy, emphasizing that in tragedy there is still hope, but that we rarely laugh,

and that laughter or comedy occurs when there is no escape or way out (Kerr

1968: 145). This is similar to uncomfortable moments in everyday life when some

things are just too sad or hurtful to admit or even mention, and when the only way

we are able to cover our discomfort is by laughing. One finally has to concede that

there is indeed a precarious balance between laughter and tears as Girard assumes

in "Perilous Balance: A Comic Hypothesis" (Girard in Kern 1980: 18) and that

"comedy is always something larger, deeper, and more complicated than it seems"

(Shershow 1986:4). Kerr finally suggests that comedy is able to extend itself "in

the presence of tragedy, achieving its greatest stature when it is able to taunt

stature" and depends upon tragedy for its inspiration, but will not necessarily

disappear when tragedy disappears (Kerr 1968:314).
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that "everything human is pathetic", that the secret of humour is not joy, but

sorrow and that there is no humour in heaven (Twain in Eastman 1936:331).

The self-contradictory tragic element in comedy gives it an elusive, secret

nature and Kerr attempts to demystify its derivation from tragedy by explaining

that something at the heart of comedy is not funny and that comedy is often harsh

in nature. He insists that he now understands that "laughter ignores the pain

inherent in what is funny" (Kerr 1968: 16).

Bentley resumes the same line of thought in "Let's Not Go Into That",

but warns that although the intimation of pain is detectable in comedy, appearances

should be maintained and the texture of comedy should not lose its lightness (or

perhaps not for long). However, he adds that from time to time the convention of

gaiety in great comedy is in danger (Bentley1966:299-300).

In "Comedy and the Modern World" (1958) Durrenmatt effectively

pinpoints the tragic dimension in comedy by referring to the tragic effect that can

be achieved out of comedy and that we "can bring it forth as a frightening moment,

as an abyss that opens suddenly" (Durrenmatt in Palmer 1984: 132).

1.4.2 Pathos - Kerr refers to man's essential pathos and indicates that it is

the function of comedy to deal with this pathos, even though it may be at the

expense of its own identity (Kerr 1968:333). This picture of man's "essential

pathos" is reaffirmed by Bentley's words in "Tragedy in Modern Dress" on "the

Christian democratic assumption that merely to be a man is a tragic fact" and his

reference to '<thetragedy of modern life" (Bentley 1967:25).
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1.4.3 Irony - Shershow embraces the conviction that comedy purges and

provides catharsis in the form of "pleasure and laughter", in direct contrast to

Aristotle's doctrine of the catharsis oftragedy (Shershow 1986:28). He refers to

the "ironic power" (Shershow 1986:30) of comedy and the "inevitable irony of the

comic process" which "allows us to express emotions hidden even from ourselves,

and which cloaks its serious messages in ridiculous yet appealing disguises"

(Shershow 1986:31). This idea is particularly true of Slabolepszy in that he,

through his drama, manages to evoke empathy for people or a society he is

actually criticising, but without having to revert to heavy-handed, moralizing

protest theatre about the South African situation and its peoples.

Bentley comments on the indirect, ironic quality of comedy which says

"fun" when it actually means "misery" and maintains that when comedy reveals this

misery, "it is able to transcend it in joy" (Bentley 1966:302). Bentley concludes

on an optimistic note by emphasizing that what comedy is actually saying is that in

"the midst of death we are in life" (Bentley 1966:303). In other words when we

laugh, we are aware; and when we are aware, we know at least that we are alive.

Kern points out that even death and violence may evoke laughter (in what

she calls the realm of the "absolute comic"), whereas these same experiences will

make us cry when presented in the idiom of that which is tragic (Kern 1980:72).

Similarly Kerr indicates that ''There is no act in life that is not, when it is seen

whole, both comic and tragic at once." (Kerr 1968:28) This irony inherent in

comedy is also echoed by one of the characters in a Woody Alien movie, Crimes

and Misdemeanors (1989), in which a film producer remarks that comedy plus

tragedy equals time: when Abraham Lincoln dies it is tragic; given time, one is

able to joke about such a tragic incident. This angle to the comic dimension is

both enlightening and acceptable; when they are able to achieve distance from the

tragic, whether it be literally or figuratively speaking, some people are even able to
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laugh and joke about matters that are indeed tragic. This can be associated with

what one interprets as black comedy and which McFadden regards as becoming

"an attempt to make chaos acceptable, or at least interesting, without allowing it to

become orderly or meaningful" (McFadden 1982: 151). Charlie Chaplin adds a

different angle to this interpretation of comedy when he says that the "minute a

thing is overtragic it is funny" (Chaplin in Eastman 1936:331).

Shershow concludes his argument of the paradoxical nature of comedy

on an optimistic note by referring to the solution of George Bernard Shaw, whose

"belief in the future turned the comic convention of optimism into a vision of the

possible" (Shershow 1986: 126), but who ironically while making his audience

laugh, simultaneously reveals that the real joke is that he is being deadly serious in

the process (Shershow 1986: 127).

It is ironic that in The Tempest (1611), Prospero closes with "And my

ending is despair" (Shakespeare in Parr 1976: 137), and this is indicative of the

despair and ambivalence inherent in comedy. Kerr points out that the "bleak

breath of the actual, unstated ending is often felt in the play like a subtle draft in a

warm house" (1968: 172). Shakespeare's Cymbeline (1609) foreshadows this

bleakness of the comic ending in the lines of the well known song of the fourth act

poignantly:

Fear no more the heat 0' the sun

Nor the furious winter's rages;

Thou thy worldly task hast done,

Home art gone, and ta' en thy wages;

Golden lads and girls all must, As chimney-sweepers come to dust.

(Shakespeare in Craig (ed.) 1974:1035)
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However, the aforementioned lines also simultaneously indicate the ambivalent

nature of comedy. For what is mourned here or foreshadowed, is man's mortality,

although Shakespeare's play ends happily, with all peace restored: "Never was a

war did cease, Ere bloody hands were wash'd, with such a peace." (Shakespeare

in Craig (ed.) 1974: 1047)

1.5 Laughter and Enjoyment - In 1995 a handicapped presenter stated

an important fact about comedy at the American Comedy Awards: "To laugh at

others is cruel; to laugh at ourselves is essential." Common devices which are

usually used to evoke this laughter include one or more of the following: irony,

understatement, exaggeration and deprecation of seriousness (Olson 1968:22).

At the outset of their pilgrimage, Chaucer's Host in The Canterbury Tales

(1387) also places the accent on the principle of enjoyment and laughter, when he

suggests that the pilgrims tell one another tales on their way to Canterbury that

give "the fullest measure, Of good morality and general pleasure" [Chaucer in

Radice (ed.) translated by Coghill 1985:40]. Shakespeare's romantic comedies

follow this same convention of mirth and merriment, and the catastrophe at the

outset is usually resolved at the close of the play, for example, in comedies such as

A Midsummer Night's Dream (1595) and Much Ado About Nothing (1599).

Jonson in Timber: or, Discoveries; Made upon Men and Matter (1641)

again insists that the "moving of laughter" should not always be the "end of

comedy" (Jonson in Clark 1965:77) and this corresponds with both Cicero's views

that the dramatist should not try to induce laughter without justification; and with

Aristotle's idea that laughter in comedy is a fault or a "kind of turpitude"

(Aristotle in Palmer 1984:37).
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Congreve attempts to distinguish between wit and humour in his "A

Letter to Mr. Dennis, concerning Humour in Comedy" (1695) and makes a

relevant contribution when he among other things points out that "External Habit

of Body is often mistaken for Humour" and immediately qualifies that this does not

mean clothing as such, but includes manners, speech and behaviour that are

peculiar to people of the same country, trade, profession or education (Congreve

in Marshall 1948:410). When asked why he had written Once a Pirate,

Slabolepszy replied that he was perturbed because his friend and fellow actor,

Seputla Sebogedi, was so upset that his favourite soccer team, Orlando Pirates,

had lost their match. Slabolepszy promptly reacted by specifically writing a one-

man play about the Orlando Pirates, with Sebogedi playing the main role. In this

ingenious work, Slabolepszy dresses the main actor in an elaborate "pirate"

uniform distinguishing him as belonging to a certain group of people in South

Africa and revealing all the characteristics that Congreve mentions. As in

Congreve's view, this appearance in itself is not responsible for the laughs, but the

character on stage that has been created as a whole; it is this ''whole'' picture in

Once a Pirate which simultaneously makes us want to laugh and even wipe away a

tear from time to time.

Fielding's observation in his preface to Joseph Andrews (1742) that "life

everywhere furnishes an accurate observer with the ridiculous" (Fielding

1970:xviii) even rings true in the twentieth century if we consider Slabolepszy's

acute observation of South African behaviour and the mass appeal of plays such as

his Under the Oaks (1984) and Tickle to Fine Leg in which the escapades of his

observation that "Theatre is formed to amuse Mankind" (Goldsmith in Friedman

1966:212), emphasises the entertainment value that is associated with good

comedy and his warning at the close of "An Essay on the Theatre; or A

Companion between Laughing and Sentimental Comedy" (1773) cautions the

theatre-goer against becoming too fastidious, hereby banishing "Humour from the
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Stage" and depriving himself of rthe art of Laughing" (Goldsmith in Friedman

1966:213).

Another truism about comedy is uttered by Goethe's Mephisto when he

explains to God that "one cannot understand man unless one is able to laugh"

(Goethe in MacHovec 1988:183). A similar viewpoint is put forward by Brown

and Kimmey when they defend comedy as a more comprehensive means of

presenting "our human condition" even though comedy does not touch us as

deeply as tragedy does (Brown and Kimmey 1968:8).

Gilliatt states that a "real popular comedy is simply one that can excite and

exhort and amuse a very large majority of people into reacting with the greatest

density, interest and recognition of which they are capable" (Gilliatt 1990:31), a

view which does not necessarily exclude the well-made play.

1.5.1 Superior/Sympathetic Laughter - Cicero maintains that people

laugh at that which is ridiculous and which he considers "turpitude et deformitas",

that is, a "certain baseness or deformity", a view that was adopted by many later

writers (Cicero in Olson 1968:6). Olson elaborates by informing us that those

persons whom we find ridiculous are those whom we feel we can slight and

towards whom we feel superiority (Olson 1968: 14). In other words the person(s)

at whom we laugh are ones whom we consider ridiculous and we feel superior

when we laugh at these "ridiculous" people (Kern 1980:2).

A similar view is also shared by Bergson in his ingenious French essay on

comedy (1900), "Le Rire, Essai sur la Signification du Comique", translated as

"Laughter", in which he interprets the phenomenon of laughter as a corrective,

proportional response to the rigid qualities of the body that "reminds us of a mere
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machine ,. (Bergson in Clark 1965:387). Anita Loos, author of the hit comedy

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (1925), clearly disagrees with the principle of

superiority in comedy which regards man as a machine which the audience are able

to laugh at and scorn. Loos is quoted by Eastman as having said: "I never feel

superior when a hero or villain stubs his toe and falls on his fanny - 1 only hark

back in memory to times 1 have done the identical thing"; she adds that she does

not consider an audience watching in superior amusement, but rather "translating

its own activities into those of the futile little souls on the screen and laughing at

them with brotherly understanding and sympathy"; in her case, every pie that hit

Chaplin has also hit her (Eastman 1936:332). Slabolepszy's comic technique

evokes a similar reaction of ''understanding and sympathy", for example, we feel

for Miles and his insecurity in Miles from Machadodorp (1992) which

Slabolepszy reveals through Miles's gauche behaviour. When the food is rammed

into September's face in Saturday Night at the Palace, Slabolepszy is also able to

evoke empathy for his character; although such a demonstration of power by

Vince could possibly evoke the cruel laughter of the audience, only the most

unfeeling of audiences would not be able to share September's indignity and hurt.

Olson clearly disagrees with Cicero and his followers who have identified

the ridiculous with baseness. He maintains that miserliness, cowardice and

hypocrisy are "comic only in the sense that they are conducive to particular actions

that are ridiculous" and that the persons that he has called ridiculous are not

necessarily inferior (Olson 1968:20). Kern defines the most salient feature of farce

and the absolute comic as the triumph of the meek over those in command or that

which is considered ethical, not in the sense of rebellion as such, but rather as a

momentarily turning upside down of the known world (Kern 1980:75). The

reason why this induces laughter is surely not that we find the victors inferior or

deformed; our sympathies lie with these characters because they triumph and this

does not mean that we consequently feel superior towards them. We should also

distinguish between laughing "at" and laughing "with"; the former usually implies
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derisive laughter, whereas the latter presupposes sympathetic laughter. We also

laugh at any humorous remark or behaviour without necessarily considering the

humorous man ridiculous (Olson 1968:22).

Most critics agree that one of the prerequisites of comedy is enjoyment and

that laughter is involved in some or other way. Groucho Marx comments on the

different kinds of humour that one may encounter, "Some is derisive, some

sympathetic and some merely whimsical", and the diversity of the laughter impulse

which makes it so difficult to create comic drama, for "people laugh in many

different ways and they cry only in one" (Marx in Eastman 1936:336). Sypher

eloquently traces his theory of humour to the nineteenth century and quotes

Lamb's description of laughter "as an overflow of sympathy" (Sypher 1956:204).

Similarly, Eastman quotes Carlyle's more genial approach to laughter: "True

humor springs not more from the head than from the heart; it is not contempt, its

essence is love; it issues not in laughter but in still smiles which lie far deeper."

(Eastman in Machovee 1988:67-68) This emphasises a more sympathetic

approach towards laughter in humour, an approach which seems to be the point of

departure for Slabolepszy as well.

Palmer again suggests that comedy is a reaction to destruction and pain,

which can be surmounted if we register their reality (Palmer 1984:20). This is

reminiscent of Jung's viewpoint that if one is able to laugh at error and evil, it

means that they have already been surmounted (Jung in Sypher 1956:246).

1.5.2 The Comic Writer or Performer - Olson makes it clear that to

clarify the dilemma of comedy per se, one needs to consider the comic writer or

comic himself; what we laugh at; who does the laughing; why we laugh; and
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what the relation between the person who laughs and the object of his laughter is

(Olson 1968:5).

Nelson relates his experience of the typical comic writer or performer, with

an anecdote of a man who consults his doctor about his depression; the doctor's

subsequent advice to his patient is that he should see the show of a great comedian

who is in town at the moment. The patient's retort is that he himself is that great

comedian (Nelson 1990:33). Kerr again maintains that if the comedian is able to

embrace both tragedy and comedy, "the richer and more complex will his

personality be" (Kerr 1968:212). In a similar vein Nelson concludes: '~A

heightened sensitivity to the potential dreadfulness of the universe seems to be

characteristic of those who know how to make others laugh." (Nelson 1990:34)

Bentley insists that we are in desperate need of "our sense of the comic" because

the comic poet "is less apt to write out of a particular crisis than from that steady

ache of misery" which constitutes life itself and which is so much more common

than this crisis (Bentley "On the Other Side of Despair" in Palmer 1984: 141).

1.6 Low and High Comedy - MacHovec refers to Charney's work,

Comedy High and Low (1978), and the six categories of theatre comedy put

forward by Charney. Charney says that these categories do not necessarily

accommodate all comedies, but in this study they serve as an indication of

comedy's diversity. The categories are as follows: farce (anything goes), tragic

farce (dealing with tragic themes which are absorbed and transformed by comedy),

burlesque comedy (mocking the stylistic pretensions of romance and tragedy),

comedy of manners (mocking pretentiousness), satiric comedy (to reveal and

control villain-heroes) and festive comedy (asserting a carnival spirit) (Charney in

MacHovec 1988:154-155).
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Abrams again points out the distinction that is often made between high

comedy, which evokes a more intellectual, detached type of laughter; and low

comedy, which often comprises farce, in which the arousal of laughter is more

dependent on jokes, gags, slapstick humour or clownish, boisterous physical

activity (Abrams 1981 :27).

George Steiner remarks that "There are no lavatories in tragic palaces, but

from its very dawn, comedy has had use for chamber pots." (Steiner in Kerr

1968: 154) Improprieties have always appeared in comedy because they are the

things that make us laugh, and this type of "baseness" that the classical writers

make mention of, seems to confront one with what Kerr regards as "the

imprisoning role of the body" (Kerr 1968: 154). This base effect is apparent, for

example, in Slabolepszy and Pieter-Dirk Uys's frequent use of words such as

"kak" and "poephol" in their work; (consider, for example, Slabolepszy's

scathing, verbally adroit "poephol without portfolio" in Victoria almost Falls,

which evoked so much laughter during its first performances at the 1994

Grahamstown Festival).

Another impropriety that always seems to work in evoking laughter is

anything involving sex in some way. Knight argues that comedy is often limited to

the sexual (Knight 1962:342) and Kerr points out that sex is always funny because

no man can choose whether he wants to be sexual or not (Kerr 1968: 161).

MacHovec explains that man's preoccupation with sex can be attributed directly to

Freud's pleasure principle of immediate gratification or pleasure, thus man's

frequent use of the dirty joke to relieve his tension (MacHovec 1988:42). Kerr

verifies that sex can only contain inflections of tragedy when passion is involved in

forging permanent relationships of the body and mind, when the body plays a

subservient role or when psychological preferences play a part (Kerr 1968: 164).

Slabolepszy does not write sexual plays, but does make use of sex or sexual
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innuendo to evoke laughter, as does his contemporary, Pieter-Dirk Uys. For

example, consider Vince's "amours" in Saturday Night at the Palace, Spider and

Jessica's sexual encounter in Boo to the Moon and how sexual gratification

comprises one of the core elements in Slabolepszy's farce, Heel Against the Head.

However, the broad South African backdrop in all Slabolepszy's plays with

its inherent undertones of tragedy because of a social system which evolved from

an unjust system of government, gives his work an added dimension. The

aforementioned is also applicable to Uys's work: for example, in his Adapt or Dye

which was first performed in 1981 he, through the dramatic persona of Evita

Bezuidenhout, assumes an ironic mask and is able to ridicule those in authority in

the apartheid government of the time and criticise the so called political "reforms"

of the early 1980s, while simultaneously evoking empathy for the victims of

apartheid. Similarly, Mda's work, And the Girls in their Sunday Dresses, first

performed at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival in 1988, criticises bureaucracy, but

also conveys an underlying sadness because of the "system". Even Slabolepszy's

farce, Heel Against the Head has a tragic dimension if one takes into

consideration Slabolepszy's demonstration of how a game of rugby is able to rule

one's whole life and how viciously Crispin turns on his wife for spoiling his

chances with a call girl in the second half of the play.

1.7 The Absurd - Peck and Coyle elaborate further: they suggest that in

more modem comedy, farce takes on an extra dimension in that "the farce is that

life itself is so devoid of any deeper meaning" that man is regarded as an "absurd

pawn in a meaningless universe" (Peck and Coyle 1985:83). One immediately

thinks of Ionesco, Pinter and Beckett in this regard, as their dramas are usually

categorised as "existentialist" or "absurdist theatre", and are usually "haunted by

the fear that human life may be trivial and meaningless" (Nelson 1990: 159).

Slabolepszy cannot be considered an absurdist dramatist per se. However, one is
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aware of a new direction in his latest plays which contain elements often associated

with absurdist drama. For example, Heel Against the Head (1995), Tickle to

Fine Leg and Once a Pirate, lean more towards the farcical and in an earlier play,

Smal/holding, Slabolepszy implements the technique of alienation, a dramatic

device one associates with Brecht. Although the apparently absurd comic

elements one recognises in the sketches in Travelling Shots (1988) are directed at

specifically identifiable social targets, Slabolepszy here to a large degree also

seems to be alluding to man's absurdity and triviality in a meaningless world.

Slabolepszy's angle in Travelling Shots is effective and gains significance if one

takes into account the political turmoil in South Africa at the time and how

Slabolepszy though a specific dramatic technique is able to make fun of man's

personal and political insecurities at this point in South African history.

Most people will also agree that it is what the dramatist includes or

excludes, and how he handles complex themes within this conventional structure

that make for interesting reading and success in entertaining the audience. The

drama Waiting for Godot, which is referred to as "absurdist", has no formal

dénouement to speak of and, with its circular structure, ends where it begins; but

who will argue with the tremendous impact of this play, demonstrated by its

enthusiastic reception even by the inmates of the San Quentin Penitentiary (Esslin

1966: 13-14), and the large amount of critical writing on this specific work.

Although a work such as Slabolepszy's Travelling Shots is not "absurdist" per se,

it also succeeds well because of its structurally sound basis (in spite of its diversity

of sketches) and Slabolepszy's introduction of absurdist elements. Through the

metaphor of travel, Slabolepszy is able to unify the sketches and enhance the

quality of his comedy by combining satiric humour (sometimes even adding a

tragic dimension) and farce. In so doing Slabolepszy is able to realise his creative

vision by both entertaining his audience and evoking empathy for the individual

within the South African situation at large.
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1.8 The Paradoxical Nature of Comedy - The further one explores the

vast dimension of theatrical comedy and its logic that has been described as

"precarious", the more one is struck by the "similar paradoxes of meaning and

interpretation" which Shershow refers to (1986:x). This aspect of comic theory is

examined by Shershow in his work, Laughing Matters: The Paradox of Comedy

(1986). He emphasises that the classical writers tend to contradict one another

regarding comic theory (Shershow 1986:6). For example, although classical

writers in general seem to regard comic characters as "worse" than they really are,

Shershow points out that these comic characters are "both worse than us and

exactly like us" (Shershow 1986: 12), which suggests a very cynical view of human

nature. According to Shershow this is indicative of comedy's ambivalence, for

cynicism is generally regarded as a "negative distortion of reality" or a "simple,

unillusioned acceptance of the world as it actually is" (Shershow 1986: 12). The

appeal of a character such as Slabolepszy's Corky Labuschagne seems to

exemplify Shershow's paradox of being just like us and also at the same time

worse than us.

1.9 The Scapegoat or Fool - Kern explains that the trickster figure or

scapegoat in farce or comedy is a paradox in himself, and the comic justice meted

out to him, ambivalent (Kern 1980:206). She maintains that this trickster figure

provides insight beyond our daily existence and that he "makes apparent the frailty

of human existence and the proximity of laughter and tears" by playfully putting

down the mighty and exalted and hereby daring to be both Satan and Saviour

(Kern 1980:208). Her conclusion on the role of the trickster encapsulates the

essence of comedy strikingly: "But though it is mixed with sadness, the laughter

he elicits is liberating in its ambivalence: while it makes us realise that we are but

spokes in the great wheels of existence, it makes us cherish the moment of infinity

allotted to us." (Kern 1980: 208) Kerr rightly states that the tragic means "free"

and not "sorry" or "doomed" or "morally guilty" (Kerr 1968: 128); if we endorse

his sentiments, we must surely agree that the tragic dimension in comedy would be
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able to set us free. But this in itself is a paradox, for it is a limited freedom, as

Kerr points out on the origins of visual comedy in films: free man is really the

prisoner of his body and when his foot, for example, gets caught, he does not

possess the freedom to leave it behind and his "mind, together with all of his

aspirations, must go along with it" (Kerr 1968: 152).

In The Poetics of Aristotle (after 335 BC), Aristotle maintains that "the

comic mask is something ugly and distorted, but painless" (Aristotle translated by

Else 1967:23-24), and this implies objective nature of audience involvement. This

distorted view of man presented in comedy seems to imply that comic characters

are unable to be identified with. Conversely Kerr insists that even the fools in

comedy such as Chaplin's clown are able to evoke feelings in us for they "are fools

we feel for" (Kerr 1968:215). Plato (c. 427 - c. 347 BC) also admits that the best

of people "delight in giving way to sympathy, and are in raptures at the excellence

of the poet who stirs our feelings most" (Plato in Daiches 1977: 18).

Kerr elaborates on slapstick humour by suggesting that when one

implements "second-stage slapstick", comedy becomes impersonal and is

"emotionally neutral", for example, when a woman falls in the mud because the

puddle of mud over which her benefactor puts his coat for her to step on is actually

a hole (Kerr 1968:191). Shershow emphasises a contrasting view of comedy by

suggesting that comedy is not only a tool used by society, but that it is also man's

tool to understand society, hereby highlighting comedy's special power, namely its

"lack of detachment" (Shershow 1986:38).

Cicero argues that in "ugliness" and in "physical blemishes" there is more

than enough to be ridiculed, but warns that there are "limits of licence" and that

the comedian should not allow his jesting to become "buffoonery or mere
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mimicking" (Cicero in Palmer 1984:29). These enlightening thoughts by Cicero

once more remind us that there is nothing more tragic or comic than unhappiness,

but that a comic distance should be maintained, otherwise that which is considered

laughable will not seem so funny any more and may topple over into tragedy, a

feature that is becoming more and more associated with modem comic drama. His

warning to the comic dramatist seems to imply that the dramatist should exercise

caution against using comedy just to raise a laugh without any prior motivation or

reason. Even Charlie Chaplin's slapstick comedy seems to heed this warning for,

though it always manages to raise a laugh, the underlying "message" or sadness is

just below the surface; Kerr describes Chaplin's clown as reducing "dignity to

candid, quivering terror", but that he "comes to possess dignity" more and more

(Kerr 1968:213-214).

1.9.1 Angst - Nelson's stance on the anguish of the wise or holy fool in

comedy supports Cicero's implication that comedy should be adequately

motivated, but Nelson adds a deeper dimension, that of identification with the

central character, an aspect which Cicero fails to address: "If the wise or holy fool

never feels quite at home in the world, his Angst is one which we all experience

from time to time." (Nelson 1990: 122).

1.10 Sentiment in Comedy - Nelson states that we should not always

conclude too readily that "feeling is fatal to laughter" and when he defends Kerr's

description of Charlie Chaplin in his most eminent film roles as the "single

character whose silhouette embraces both sentiment and comedy, and both at the

same time" (Nelson 1990:38), we tend to support this view. Slabolepszy and his

drama, Victoria A/most Falls (1994 ) are called to mind, the play being a brave

attempt at what I shall call reconciliatory theatre, depicting life in South Africa just

after the 1994 elections, which brought about political freedom to the masses in

South Africa. At the 1994 Grahamstown Festival this endeavour of Slabolepszy's
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was bulldozed by the critics who condemned him for the seemingly fatal crime,

sentimentality. However, even though one might interpret the play as lacking the

satiric edge of some of his earlier plays, and containing too much personal emotion

or sentiment, the emotion in the play seems justified in terms of the euphoria most

South Africans were experiencing at that specific time in South African history.

1.11 Satire - One might argue that the comic and satiric modes are two

distinct entities and that comedy is more ready to accept the imperfections of the

world whereas satire is not as accommodating, and that the underlying focus of

satire is to ridicule man's pretensions, vices and follies, by either subtle or forceful

means, in either a lighter or more heavy-handed way. However, satiric comedy is

usually regarded as a sub-section of comedy as a whole and Esar emphasises that

satire is extensively used in most popular humour and that "practically all wit is

satire of one kind or another", using as its simplest devices either irony, caricature

or parody (Esar 1954:203). He states that there are practically no human vices

that it does not comment upon, nor personal defects or deficiencies that it does not

laugh at (Esar 1954:204). He indicates that the favourite weapons of satire are

jokes, gags and epigrams (Esar 1954:205).

Eddie Cantor, one of the twentieth century's most well-known conuc

entertainers, acknowledges that satire "is barbed and malicious and likely to hurt",

and voices his preference for "the genuine quality of humor" which "is founded on

tenderness and gentleness" in which "the most pleasant type of laughter is rarely

evoked by touching on human follies and deformities" (Cantor in Eastman

1936:340). Conversely, the Elizabethan writers were very fond of vicious satire

for they advocated that the sharp quills of the porcupine should shoot out "in each

angry line", wounding the blushing cheeks and fiery eyes of "him that heares, and

readeth guiltily" (From The Collected Poems of Joseph Hall (1602) in Peter

1956: 139).
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A didactic element also seems to be detectable in satire, by which an

individual is made aware of his shortcomings and urged to do something about

them. MacHovec maintains that humour can in fact "be used as a creative outlet

and to facilitate change" (MacHovec 1988:75), but whether satire does in fact

teach the individual to mend his ways still remains a debatable point, as is proved

by the arguments put forward by many critics and theorists throughout the ages.

In the more modem type of comic drama, with a few exceptions, satire

seems to be more fortuitous and this corresponds with the view put forward by

Abrams who states that satire "occurs as an incidental element in many works

whose overall form is not satiric" (Abrams 1981:168).

Sydney acknowledges the satiric edge in comedy when he remarks that

"Laughter hath onely a scornful tickling" in his An Apologie for Poetrie (1595),

(Sydney in Shuckburgh 1896:55). He hereby seems to be admitting that the

dramatist and his audience are able to laugh at their objects of scorn to a large

degree, without overstepping the comic bounds of laughter and enjoyment. When

a man is given donkey's ears, there is a satirical edge to the situation, for though

we may laugh at this absurd picture of man, the implied criticism of the man who is

a fool or donkey is just below the surface.

In "Modern Manners Fatal to Comedy", Hazlitt accuses comedy of

naturally wearing itself out, destroying the "very food on which it lives; and by

constantly and successfully exposing the follies and weaknesses of mankind to

ridicule, in the end leaves itself with nothing worth laughing at"; Hazlitt implies

that the underlying criticism in comedy in fact forces mankind either to hide his

defects and peculiarities, or to avoid them. To Hazlitt it is not the "criticism which

the public taste exercises upon the stage, but the criticism which the stage
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exercises upon public manners, that is fatal to comedy" (Howe (ed.) The

Complete Works of William Hazlitt (London 1931:vi, 149-151) in Palmer

1984:51). Hazlitt softens his harsh denunciation of comedy by agreeing that the

"comic genius succeeds in taking off the mask from ignorance and conceit" and in

the end, teaches us to regard ourselves as others do (Hazlitt in Palmer 1984:52).

This is especially evident when comedy has that satiric edge which makes man

aware of his shortcomings. While satire itself perhaps does not teach or force man

to change his bad habits, it does succeed in heightening his awareness of his guilt.

Saturday Night at the Palace with its subtle nuances, comic/satiric humour and

final direct confrontation, serves as a good example of this element of making us

aware.

1.12 The Reflection in the Mirror - In an extract from De Comoedia et

Tragoedia or On Comedy and Tragedy (4th century AD, attributed to Donatus,

translated by Rogers), Evanthius concurs with Cicero and the Latin philosopher,

Andronicus, when he compares the origin and nature of comedy to our reflection

in a mirror in which "we easily perceive the features of the truth in the reflection.

So, when reading a comedy, we easily observe the reflection of life and of custom"

(Evanthius in Clark 1965:34). This seems to imply that comedy is not as much an

exercise in realism, as it is an attempt to entertain in a realistic manner.

Cicero (55 BC) defines comedy as having to be an imitation of life, a

mirror of habits and an image of the truth, "a thing throughout pleasant and

ridiculous and accommodated to the correction of manners" (Cicero in Watson

1983:92). He thinks that we not only laugh at that which is "unseemly or ugly",

but also at those sayings which point this out in "no unseemly manner". Cicero

also points out that neither outstanding wickedness nor outstanding wretchedness

can be assailed by ridicule. He supports this by suggesting that those things that

are most easily ridiculed "call for neither strong disgust nor the deepest sympathy"
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(Cicero translated by Sutton and Rackman (London 1942: 371, 373, 375) In

Palmer 1984:28-29).

Shershow also mentions the complex nature of social life and demonstrates

that comedy itself becomes more artificial as social life becomes more complex,

hence the emergence of the comedy of manners or "mannerisms" (he is quick to

point out) which deepens this "paradoxical relationship between drama and life"

(Shershow 1986: 15). Through its characters comedy distorts our world, but

comedy is simultaneously also representative of our world (Shershow 1986: 16).

He emphasises that comedy glorifies life, but in the process presents it as "more

perfect than it really is" (Shershow 1986: 17), thus indicating another paradox

associated with comedy. He insists that the theatre-goer endorses this paradoxical

approach by his stubborn insistence that drama should be both a willing suspension

of disbelief and, to a large degree, a depiction of the real world (Shershow

1986: 18).

In Olson's "The Comic Object" (1968), Olsen highlights the

consequences of learning and emotional satisfaction in the imitative role of tragedy

and comedy (Olson in Palmer 1984:155), in other words, drama as a reflection of

social life, with all its comic/tragic undertones and overtones. In "The Comic

Rhythm" (1953), Langer cautions us that these topical and political allusions to

actual life in plays, though they amuse us and ensure laughs because they are used,

have "immense popularity but no dramatic core" and "do not outlive the hour of

their passing allusions" (Langer in Palmer 1984: 127). Although Langer might

have a point, this cannot be said of all plays, for there are still many dramatic

works which have outlived their hour on stage, even though they were written

within a specific political/socio-economic era. For example, Chaucer's The

Canterbury Tales can still be enjoyed today because it both informs us of the times

and evokes laughter at human vices such as greed and hypocrisy. Even though
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history, customs and lifestyles have changed, human nature has not changed

throughout the ages. This is why the plays of Shakespeare, Wilde and Shaw, for

example, still enjoy immense popularity, even today, and this largely undercuts

Langer's argument about the ephemeral nature of topical and political allusions in

plays.

The conventional, contrived happy endings in comedies call into question

the issues of "happiness" and ''forever after". While this reflection in the comic

mirror seems to defy any interpretation of comedy as being a depiction of the real

world, it also both emphasises the irony inherent in comedy and alludes to its

paradoxical nature. For example, there is irony in this "deus ex machina" type of

ending which in fact betrays man's "desperate need to live happily ever after"

(Shershow 1986: 19-20). Shershow explains that the playwright's implementation

of this type of ending expresses an optimism which in itself is ambiguous for it

"magnifies the world with its infinite sense of the possible, and diminishes it with

its ironic sense of the impossible" (Shershow 1986:20). These processes both

criticise and praise the world as it "really" is (Shershow 1986:33), while at the

same time inviting the "cynical laughter" of the audience (Shershow 1986: 110).

Bentley's statement in "Varieties of Comic Experience" that "comedy

begins with laughter and ends in judgement, reproof, and perhaps bitterness"

(Bentley 1967: 128), also reinforces one's impression of comedy's paradoxical

nature. Shershow's comments on how comedy allows us to see the world with

double vision, similar to the distorted reflections of a fun-house mirror (Shershow

1986:26), further enhance this perception. He maintains that through its characters

this double vision of the world of comedy conveys an ideology of a particular

moment in history that is filled with malice and intolerance, and which makes

various assumptions, but which simultaneously provokes laughter by implying an
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opposite interpretation, and mocking those personified, prevailing conditions,

indicating that "comedy is both fierce and forgiving" (Shershow 1986:27).

1.13 Proposition - This chapter has revealed that comedy is not only

open to various interpretations, but also varies greatly in technique, depth and

subject matter. By the same token, one's subjective interpretation of comedy adds

to its enigmatic quality. The many facets of comedy are seen in varying degrees of

light-hearted comedy, low or high comedy, tragi-comedy and subtle or stinging

satire. The intensity of the type of comedy employed by the playwright depends

on varied or combined comic techniques, which include either irony, wit, a clown

or trickster figure, paradox and/or elements of the absurd. Moreover, the

playwright reflects reality as he perceives it at a certain time in socio-political

history. It seems that the easier it is for one to recognise the characters within this

world that has been created by the playwright, the easier it is to get involved with

them within their familiar milieu. The playwright's ability to evoke

sympathetic/empathetic laughter within this framework of comedy, therefore

largely depends on a degree of identification and involvement with the characters

within a recognisable world. Consequently this chapter provides the basis for

examining the many different ways in which Slabolepszy intentionally employs

comic technique subtly and/or more directly in particular plays which I analyse in

this thesis. My working within this framework enables me to determine the extent

to which Slabolepszy has been able to make involvement possible, and in so doing

to realise the potential of comic technique to evoke empathy for recognisable

characters with whom we are able to identify through the laughter of recognition,

within a familiar South African setting.
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Chapter 2: The South African Setting as a
Backdrop to Slabolepszy and his Plays

2.1 Paul Slabolepszy* - Paul Slabolepszy was born on 1 February 1948

in Boulton, England. His father is Polish and his deceased mother, English. His

parents moved to South Africa when he was three years old and he was brought up

in what was then known as the Northern Transvaal. He started his school career at

Witbank and later attended the Messina Primary School. He matriculated at a

Roman Catholic boarding school in Pietersburg, the Brothers of Charity College.

He obtained a BA-Drama degree at the University of Cape Town, having chosen

the course because he was an enthusiastic sportsman who had taken part in many

kinds of sport during his school days, namely cricket, soccer, rugby, swimming and

athletics, and wanted to become a sports commentator. This enthusiasm about

sport also surfaces when he speaks about rugby as the social art of distraction and

refers to the gentle art of cricket; and in his plays, for example, Under the Oaks

(1984) which is set at an old Newlands cricket pavilion, Over the Hill (1985)

which takes place in a rugby dressing-room, Tickle to Fine Leg (1995) which

describes elements of rugby and cricket in fine detail, Heel Against the Headr"

(1995) which makes fun of rugby and its obsessive supporters and Once a Pirate

(1996) which depicts a black man's preoccupation with his favourite soccer team,

Orlando Pirates.

"" The background to Slabolepszy and his life is based on an article in Beeld, 26 September

1987:9 and personal interviews/discussions from 1994 to the present.

** In an interview (31 December 1998) Slabolepszy states that the film version of Heel Against

the Head will be making its début in 1999, and will also be presented in Wales to coincide with

the 1999 World Cup rugby series.
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At university Slabolepszy was exposed to the theatre for the first time and

it was here that he realised that this was where he belonged, and where his acting

career began. Even as a child he had been in the habit of writing down pieces

of dialogue on bits of paper, and more and more this creative drive found

expression in his writing dramas and comedy. However he acted for ten years

before starting to write in earnest. For his first work, Renovations (1979), he

received the Amstel Prize, and other successful works followed, such as Over the

Hill, Under the Oaks and Making Like America (1986). His widely acclaimed

play, Saturday Night at the Palace (1982), released on the movie circuit in 1987,

earned him the most recognition at the time, having been seen by more than

300,000 people and receiving many awards, among which that of Best Play in

1981 (even though it was not even the play's final draft). In Montreal, Saturday

Night at the Palace was honoured by a standing ovation, but Slabolepszy was

quite sceptical about this, remarking that the Americans were hypocritical, for they

either rejected anything that was South African, or otherwise went overboard in

their acceptance of something, just because it was made in South Africa. As an

actor he also made his mark in various local films, as well as in his own plays. One

of his earlier awards was the DALRO prize as best actor for his role in Fortune of

Eyes. He also attained international recognition with performances in London,

Ireland, Sweden and Germany. The Return of Elvis du Pisanie (1992) is one of

his most popular plays. It has received more awards than any other play in the

history of South African theatre, is also internationally known, and was very well

received in the United States of America. Mooi Street Moves (1992) also enjoys

local and international recognition for in it he sketches with sensitivity and peculiar

insight, without being too overtly political, the delicate issues that are at stake

between an upcoming Black and a conservative White in the "new" South Africa

on its way to full democratization.

It is clear that Slabolepszy's roots are South African, despite his European

heritage. What also stands out in his upbringing is his growing up in the politically
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conservative, mainly Afrikaans-speaking mining area in the Northern Transvaal.

He admits to being an absolute racist at school because of his upbringing in the

Northern Transvaal and that he still had the preconceived notion when he started

his university career that Blacks had smaller brains than Whites. He believes that

prejudice arises from fear and that this type of fear is empty and meaningless. He

also concedes that he hated himself in the role of Vince in Saturday Night at the

Palace, but says that the type of racial prejudice depicted in the drama is a world

wide phenomenon. Slabolepszy explains that the idea of Saturday Night at the

Palace was born after he had read a newspaper article about a black waiter who

was terrorised by white hooligans at a roadside café. In his creation of Vince he

had a soccer player as a character at the back of his mind and also drew on his

school background and the experience he had of bullies. He regards himself during

his younger days as being more like the gauche Forsie, shy and unsure of himself

because of an eye aflliction which was only rectified after an operation when he

was sixteen years old.

Slabolepszy has in a sense risen above the circumstances of his growing up

in a conservative, apartheid-upholding, white mining community; but these very

circumstances have also helped to mould his creative talent. He admits that he

hates any form of prejudice, whether it be because of religion or colour.

According to Slabolepszy, such prejudice is derived from fear and people revert to

fear, instead of being strong in themselves. He believes that it is the worst thing in

the world to feel threatened, but that this is not necessary, since there is room for

everyone, without one's having to fear a loss of identity. Slabolepszy admits that

he also gets annoyed by any form of intolerance by people, whether to the right or

the left. When he was asked whether he was politically inclined, his reaction was

that politics is a waste of time, but that he does not shy away from political

themes. Slabolepszy's final retort betrays the source and inspiration of his writing:

when people say things, he uses these in his plays. He writes what he sees and

what he hears.
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Slabolepszy acknowledges a compulsive need to tell stories, and that

comedy is his favourite genre because one needs to laugh. He maintains that if one

applies a comic scene appropriately, the pathos of such a situation can be brought

home with great impact and this corresponds with the view put forward that

comedy has a comic/tragic dimension. In this respect one calls to mind his earlier

work, Saturday Night at the Palace, which evokes tremendous empathy for the

black character, September, although much of the laughter before the final

shattering closing scene is at his expense. The title, "Aikona Boss", under which

Saturday Night at the Palace was staged in Sweden and Germany, is in itself

revealing, conjuring up scenes and images in the play of September's protestations

at being taken advantage of by the two white hooligans, images which are at first

amusing, but which finally reveal September's plight in all its stark reality. The

closing of Saturday Night at the Palace brings home with extreme force the

pathos of the September character, a pathetic victim of white hooliganism, stripped

of his manhood and human dignity, as he sits chained to Forsie's bike, blamed for

Vince's death although he is innocent. In later works such as Smallholding

(1989), it is especially the Pa character which Slabolepszy invests with much

pathos. The witty dialogue that Slabolepszy places in the mouth of Pa evokes

laughter, but the overriding image we have ofPa is that of a broken man, who has

lost everything and who has nothing to live for, and it is especially towards the

close of the play when Pa starts losing his senses, that this image is strengthened,

even while we are laughing.

Slabolepszy's sensitivity regarding people and what they do, has added to

his success both as playwright and actor. For example, although Victoria Almost

Falls (1994) can be regarded as a brave attempt at reconciliatory theatre which in

itself is a rather serious theme, Slabolepszy reveals his acute perception of people

and the comic when he creates a character such as Joey, who throughout the play

hangs on to his cellular phone, reminding one of the joke of a few years ago in

which cellular phones were referred to as "yuppy earrings". Nowadays the cellular
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phone is an everyday commodity, but one sees Slabolepszy using it to very good

effect in Victoria Almost Falls. Of course one must bear in mind that 1994 was

the year when the cellular phone was only starting to become popular in South

Africa and was still regarded as an exclusive status symbol for the privileged few

who could afford it, resulting at the time in an almost "cellular mania" to keep up

with these South African Joneses. Slabolepszy was also a teenager during the

fifties/sixties and one attributes his success in both creating and acting the part of,

for example, Eddie du Pisanie, to his personal experience of the Elvis rock-era.

This shows how acute Slabolepszy's observation of other people must have been

even when he was a teenager, for he can now draw on those observations in the

creation of the characters in his plays.

Slabolepszy is a man who believes in emotion as having a place, though not

to the extent that one cries about everything. He accounts for his attitude through

the type of life that he leads in the world of the theatre, where emotion is part of

the environment and is therefore more acceptable. He admits that he does cry, as

he did when his son, James, was born deaf and blind, with serious brain damage.

Slabolepszy is married to Carol, who was a Capab ballet dancer when he met her

and they have three children.

It is significant that Slabolepszy mentions that he was brought up in an

environment where one was taught to be a winner, as in rugby, and where the

father regards his son as one of his possessions, teaching him to be the hero who is

not allowed to cry. He recalls a man's indignation at being asked whether he was

present when his baby was born; according to this man, this was beneath him and

not his business, and he was proud because he had never cried in his life.

Slabolepszy found this strange, but it is not so strange if one realises that many

South African men are brought up like this. These chauvinistic attitudes, with their

darker tones of intolerance, authoritarian rigidity, family violence and wife bashing,
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are also clearly detectable in plays such as Saturday Night al the Palace, Over the

Hill, The Return of Elvis du Pisanie (1992) and Smallholding (1989).

Undoubtedly Slabolepszy's background, upbringing, education and

personal (at times extremely traumatic) circumstances have all been instrumental in

forming the unique individual that he is and have also provided the frame of

reference from which his creative talent has been able to draw. With his shrewdly

perceptive powers and acute sense of humour, Slabolepszy is able to create a

vibrant, familiar world on stage through his memorable characters. In addition,

what Slabolepszy sees and what he hears derive from a uniquely South African

setting and this is why a short background to this setting and his place in South

African theatre is necessary before one can attempt to interpret his works.

2.2 Slabolepszy's Place in South African Theatre - Michael Chapman

makes a valid point when he identifies the void at South African educational

institutions that concentrate more on "re-reading Shakespeare (an important

exercise) than on recovering and reinterpreting literary expression from their own

country" (Brown and Van Dyk 1991:7). This does at present seem to be changing

with the rapid transformation taking place on South African campuses, and one of

the reasons that this study of Slabolepszy has been undertaken is to endeavour to

assist this change in emphasis that Chapman finds so lacking in the South African

academic world.

In Shakespeare's As You Like It (11 vii 139-141), the world is perceived

as a stage with our being the mere players on that stage; and this view of the

theatre's being a "mirror" of the world has been heard in many languages

(Schipper1982:7), all over the world:
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All the world's a stage,

And all the men and women merely players:

They have their exits and their entrances:
And one man in his time plays many parts. [Shakespeare As You Like It 11 vii

139-141 in Craig (ed.) 1974:227]

The idea of South African theatre's also being a "mirror" of the world, can

be compared to the views put forward by Hauptfleisch when he points out that:

The multi-cultural nature of South African
society has of course made itself felt in every
phase of our daily lives, also in our art. It
undoubtedly permeates the nature of our art - its
form and matter - as well as our responses to
that art. It colours our perceptions about art.
depending on our specific position within the
socio-cultural spectrum and the particular value-
systems we have inherited, imbibed or selected.
(Hauptfleisch 1984:4)

Hauptfleisch elaborates on this statement by explaining that the political, social and

cultural dynamics of South African history have certainly left an impact which he

considers as "undoubtedly profound and all-pervasive", on the content and form of

South African theatre (Hauptfleisch 1984: 5). Orkin reiterates a similar standpoint

when he states that a play's choice of focus and the content which it tries to

understand through dramatic discourse should always be seen as "an activity

located within history" (Orkin 1991 :3). Trump also admits "literature's complex

insertion within a broad socio-cultural terrain" (Trump 1990:xi). These claims are

certainly true of Slabolepszy, who through his plays depicts a multi-cultural South

African world as he sees it at a specific point in South Africa's political, social and

cultural history.

However, one has to heed Hauptfleisch's warning that the theatre is not

able to reflect society objectively. Schipper maintains that an objective reality
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cannot exist and that the theatre is merely an instrument whereby writers, for

example, are able to interpret "their own idea of reality" (Schipper 1982:6), a

statement which certainly is applicable to Slabolepszy's work. Slabolepszy's

success as a playwright is indisputably a mark of the talent with which he portrays

very accurately a South African world, although it is a subjective world as he

himself sees and interprets it. Slabolepszy' s insight into the oppressed classes must

and can only be limited, since he himself belongs to the more privileged classes in

South Africa, but the honesty of his personal interpretation of what was and is

taking place in South Africa is what distinguishes him and makes his plays so

authentic.

One cannot really speak of Slabolepszy as belonging to the "British cultural

influence" and being dominated by "colonialist, Eurocentric and North American

dominated attitudes to culture" (Orkin 1991:12) which Orkin refers to, since even

though Slabolepszy's plays adhere to an identifiable British format, the typical

South African language he employs in his plays and the various ways in which he

structures his plays to suit a typically South African setting, place him in a distinct

"South African" class of his own, which Hauptfleisch and Steadman categorise as

"altemative"(1984:7). In his later work, Hauptfleisch further elucidates this

concept in his description of the "new, indigenous 'canon' of locally written work

in the Western mould, a canon of writing based on the paradigm derived from the

Western concepts of theatre and the theatrical endeavour", which makes use of the

"infrastructure and conventions introduced to the country by the British and

Dutch" (Hauptfleisch 1997: 57).

Schipper suggests that "Dramatic expression can serve to order and to

control society, to ensure the survival of the species. It can also modify and

influence society." (Schipper 1982:9) Although Slabolepszy's plays are not

directly didactic in nature such as, for example, Mda's and Mayponya's, and one
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cannot say that he has realised all of Schipper's ideals in his plays, Slabolepszy is

able to touch his audience and to heighten their awareness of a South African

environment and its internal social structure. It is particularly noteworthy that he

achieves this within a comic genre, thereby evoking empathy. In addition,

Slabolepszy does not only rely on language to get his message across, but every

gesture or movement is also designed to lend further impact to his dramatic aim.

Consider, for example, the lively buccaneer in Once a Pirate, whose exuberance is

reflected in both his speech and body; the dissipated Pa in Smallholding, whose

whole attitude to life can be interpreted by the way he moves and uses his body to

communicate; the aggression of Vince in Saturday Night at the Palace which is

not only revealed by the way he speaks, but also by the arrogant way in which he

carries himself; and the memorable Eddie in The Return of Eivis du Pisanie,

whose whole bodily stance identifies him as belonging to the Elvis-era.

In his paper, "Preparing Ourselves for Freedom" (1990), Sachs warns

that the obsession with apartheid has impoverished art in South Africa and that the

ANC "should be banned from saying that culture is a weapon of the struggle"

(Brown and Van Dyk 1991:vii). Sachs further says that this obsession with

apartheid has consequently resulted in a lack of "wit" and "invention" (Brown and

Van Dyk 1991:viii). However, Chapman argues that literature has always been

based on some sort of struggle, and quotes as examples: Milton (political), Eliot

(cultural), Donne (religious) and Shakespeare, who did not only struggle with

apolitical universals such as love and jealousy, but also struggled against the

residues of feudalism (Brown and Van Dyk 1991:9). Orkin puts forward a similar

view in his assumption that "Discursive struggle of one kind or another will almost

always therefore be part of the theatrical endeavour." (Orkin 1991: 5) Cornwall

also points out that literature in the stormy apartheid years has in fact been both

positive, creative and self-creative, in the process liberating from silence a whole

range of voices never before heard in South Africa (Brown and Van Dyk

1991: 16). Malange's idea that culture has been a means of ensuring that people's
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voices are heard (Brown and Van Dyk 1991:42) is relevant for it is undoubtedly

true that, in the stormy apartheid years, part of the ANC's political struggle found

expression in the arts, even though people like Sachs believe that this to a large

degree could impoverish creativity by politicizing literature, thus revealing

intolerance and imposing upon people's freedom of choice.

Nevertheless, it is clear from the forgoing conflicting ideas on what artistic

expression should/should not be or include, that South African theatre cannot be

looked at in isolation. As Hauptfleisch and Steadman explicitly state, there

is not "one theatre tradition" in South Africa; there "have been at least

five distinguishable traditions influenced by such opposing classifications

as AfricanlW estem, Afrikaans/English, indigenous/imported, BlacklWhite,

literary/theatrical and popular/political theatre". They go on to explain that

"popular" theatre is geared towards the general public and a form of light

entertainment; and that the "political" sense, on the other hand, is "committed to

socio-economic and socio-political change" (1984:3). They point out that this

popular theatre may include, amongst other forms, farce, light comedy melodrama

or thrillers and that serious theatre tries to say something about the human

condition in social, religious and political terms (Hauptfleisch and Steadman

1984: 7). They distinguish between "Afrikaans theatre, White English theatre and

Black English theatre" which have developed "along parallel lines" in South

Africa, but "at varying pace" (Hauptfleisch and Steadman 1984:7). Hauptfleisch

informs us of these "notable" black playwrights who use English as a "lingua

franca", and mention Dhlomo as one of its first practitioners in the 1920s and

1930s, and more recently, Dike, Mda, Maponya and Ngema (1997:57).

Hauptfleisch now considers these four different subsystems of theatre (Afrikaans,

English, Black and alternative) outdated and "extremely tentative at best"

(1997: 119). Mda also states that he does not consider the work ofKente, Fugard,

Manaka, Slabolepszy, Ngema, Pieter-Dirk Uys, Barney Simon, Opperman or

Govender as "alternative" as such, but rather "representative of the different
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categories of the mainstream South African theatre" (Mda 1996:xii). As all such

categorising is, however, arbitrary, I shall accept Hauptfleisch's earlier definitions

and regard Slabolepszy's work as "alternative".

Hauptfleisch and Steadman describe their concept of "Alternative Theatre"

(1984:7) as representing the multi-cultural cross-fertilisation between Afrikaans

and English traditions (1984:8). Hauptfleisch calls this type of theatre

"indigenous, 'alternative' Western" which "also implies experimental, workshop

theatre companies, venues and performances" which "dates from the late 1950s"

(1997:58). Sophiatown, by the Junction Avenue Theatre Company and first

presented in 1986, is a good example of workshop theatre. This play is based on

the form of popular, melodramatic township musicals (Hauptfleisch 1997:62), for

example, Ipi-Tombi, written by Egnos and Lakier, which was inspired by the

internationally successful King Kong (1959), and which has been followed by

Ngema's more recent, but more controversial, Sarafinat (1987), a musical which

focuses on the role of black school children in the liberation struggle. Sophiatown

is praiseworthy for its innovative implementation of language, for example, the

mixed "language of the street" (tsotsitaal) (Banning in SATJ Vol. 3 No. 1

1989:98), as well as English, Afrikaans and Zulu, which is used by the characters.

Furthermore it combines township music, dance, "narrative techniques with a stab

of Brechtian alienation effects" (Hauptfleisch 1997:62), realism, sentiment and

humour. The play succeeds in evoking sympathy and empathy for its characters

who are forcefully removed through government policy from their Sophiatown

home (to be transformed into the white suburb, Triomf) in the 1950s. Hauptfleisch

points out that the creators and performers of this play "seem to be signalling to

the multicultural audiences that the play is seeking to represent South African

society at large, not only the limiting sectional interests of a ruling elite" and that it

is in this respect, "political theatre at its most devastatingly persuasive" (1997:62).

Slabolepszy's plays are also praiseworthy for being able to bridge the gap between

exclusively white audiences and multi-cultural audiences, as he introduces a cross-
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section of South African society in his plays and evokes empathy for his characters

through a variety of comic techniques.

Although Fugard is generally regarded as the major contributor to English

theatre of the 1960s and 1970s, Hauptfleisch and Steadman warn that he should

not be regarded in isolation, since the same period also produced English

dramatists such as Geraldine Aron, James Ambrose Brown, HWD Manson,

Sowden, Pieter-Dirk Uys and Slabolepszy (1984:82). In his article "Identities

and Priorities in Recent Black Literature", Sole largely ascribes "the black

cultural and political reawakening of the 1970s ... to the growth of the Black

Consciousness movement and the spread of its ideology in the townships", which

regarded the arts as a means of "raising social awareness and demonstrating the

need for a changed society" (Sole in SATJ Vol. 1 No. 1 1987:47). This is why

many critics criticised popular works which emerged during the 1970s; for

example, the escapist musical extravaganza, Ipi-Tombi, which was written by

white authors, was regarded as an untruthful reflection of oppressive township life,

and Fugard's plays were criticised by Mda for depicting Blacks as passive sufferers

(Sole in SATJVol. 1 No. 1 1987:53).

In reaction to Sachs's assessment of South Africa's literature for the past

forty years as reflecting a South Africa as "the greyest and most sombre of worlds

completely shut in by apartheid", Abrahams maintains that generally speaking, this

is "far from accurate" (Brown and Van Dyk 1991:2), although Stephen Watson

attributes this bleakness to the "effects of almost fifty years of institutionalized

racism" (Brown and Van Dyk 1991:91). If one takes Slabolepszy's works into

consideration, one agrees with Abraham's pronouncement, since Slabolepszy

portrays a vibrant world even though there are darker undertones that do reflect a

bleak apartheid landscape, in for example, Saturday Night at the Palace, Boo to

the Moon, Braait Laaities, Smallholding and Mooi Street Moves. Nevertheless
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the comic nuances in all of his plays, even in the more political Saturday Night at

the Palace, ensure that Slabolepszy never becomes morbidly fixated on politics

and its effects. One is unable to agree with Orkin that while Saturday Night at the

Palace is "ostensibly directed at exposing racism", it highlights an image of "the

oppressed - against which Black Consciousness fought so vigorously" and

reproduces ''the negativity of defeat" (Orkin 1991 :204). Indeed, what Slabolepszy

seems to have achieved in this play is not ''the negativity of defeat", per se, but the

positive evocation of empathetic understanding of a black character within an

extremely sad set of circumstances which were possible in a racist, apartheid

society.

Director Teresa Devant commends Mda's plays for not falling "within the

scope and approach of playwrights who address their works largely at white urban

audiences and express protest by depicting the hopelessness of the situation of the

oppressed without analysing the past or scrutinising the future" (Devant in Mda

1993:xxvii). Once again, Slabolepszy's plays (for example, Boo to the Moon,

Mooi Street Moves, Pale Natives, Smallholding and Fordsburg's Finest), cannot

be categorised as being guilty of the aforementioned, since they (like Mda's, for

example) not only seem to suggest that there is hope for the future, but are diverse

in nature as well. Furthermore, Slabolepszy does not write for a white, elitist

theatre-going public only, for his plays have been attended by all layers of South

Africa's various communities. Consider, for example, the mass appeal of

Slabolepszy's most popular play, The Return of Elvis du Pisanie. Likewise,

Under the Oaks and Over the Hill are gems in Slabolepszy's repertoire of

apartheid writing: they are compact, well-written and although satiric in many

ways, they lean more towards the comic and have provided a great deal of

entertainment for audiences from different cultures.
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The post-Sharpeville (1960) and post-Soweto (1976) periods in South

Africa are characteristic of a new, much more outspoken political consciousness

among writers which resulted in many creative plays being produced by English

playwrights during this time. The playwright's boycott of 1963 which made it

impossible to get the rights to new works from Europe and America, and the

success of the early works of playwrights such as Warner, Sowden and Fugard,

was eventually "to create an international market for South African plays"

(Hauptfleisch and Stead man 1984:83). A new generation of playwrights writing

"about South Africa and the South African situation" arose; Fugard stood at the

centre of this creative upsurge which gained momentum in the 1970's, and from

which much of "Alternative theatre was to flow" (Hauptfleisch and Steadman

1984:84).

Although one is inclined to agree with Abrahams that, when art is treated

as exclusively political in nature, it becomes distorted, obstructing individual

freedom and alienating one from factual aesthetic experience, becoming in the

process too exclusive (Brown and Van Dyk 1991:4), one simultaneously heeds

Sole's warning that the "literature springing from the Black Consciousness

movement does contain a greater diversity of technique and subject matter than

many critics allow" (SATJ Vol. 1 No. 1:62). The varied works of the black

playwrights such as Mda, Maponya and Manaka (for example, his well-known

play, Egoli - City of Gold) immediately spring to mind in this regard.

Hauptfleisch and Steadman point out some of the forerunners to the

playwrights of the 1960s and 1970s, distinguishing Stephen Black as one of the

significant earlier playwrights (Hauptfleisch and Steadman 1984:84). This is true

regarding, for example, Black's satiric-comic work, Love and the Hyphen, which

was first performed as far back as 1908, and is able to evoke both laughter and

empathy, whilst also incisively satirising universal issues such as pride and racism.
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For example, Sophie, the Coloured "tries for White"; Black imitates the local

tongue of the Cape Coloured in the play; and through the broken Afrikaans-

English of a character such as Van Kalabas, an ex-Afrikaner social climber, he

evokes laughter, but also criticises. Black's work resembles Slabolepszy's,

because both these playwrights are comic-satiric in their approach, use local

"patois" to enhance the authentic nature of their work and to evoke both laughter

and empathy for their characters within a specific South African situation at a

specific point in South African history.

Similarly, Sowden's Kimberley Train (1958), can be regarded as a

significant contribution to South African theatre prior to the 1960s and 1970s in its

exposure of racial prejudice, a theme which runs through most of Fugard's plays

and which is also taken up by Slabolepszy. Hauptfleisch and Steadman also

distinguish Brown's Seven againstthe Sun (1962), a war-time adventure, Butler's

The Dam (1951) and the works of Manson whom they refer to as an "outsider ...

socially and culturally" (1984: 86) (Manson •s The Magnolia Tree (1963) serves as

a good example of this), as forerunners to the work of Fugard and the alternative

theatre which was to follow in the seventies (1984:87). They include as the

"alternative" writers, amongst others, Stephen Gray, Pieter-Dirk Uys and Paul

Slabolepszy, and an evolving number of black writers (1984:87). They describe

Uys's remarkable contribution to the theatre as a "curious example of the bilingual

multicultural writer"(1984:87), but Uys's work is also comparable with

Slabolepszy's because both playwrights evoke laughter and promote authenticity

through the South African "patois" in their work, while simultaneously ridiculing

an intolerant, racist society, although Slabolepszy's work on the whole is not as

stridently satiric as Uys's.

Maishe Maponya's work can certainly also be regarded as "alternative" if

one takes into consideration his innovative The Hungry Earth (1983), which
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simultaneously entertains, evokes laughter and empathy, through speech, song,

mime and dance. Although Maponya's play is certainly comparable with

Slabolepszy's work, its seething indictment of the appalling conditions of black

South African miners is much more propagandistic in its socio-economic

conscientization than Slabolepszy's work in general. Similarly, the plays of Mda

are characterised by his "empathy with the experiences of common people"

(Peterson in Mda 1993:ix), but "consistent with the tenor of much black theatre,

are intent on restoring individual and cultural integrity and self-worth and on

explaining and inspiring the need for active resistance" (Peterson in Mda 1993:xi).

One cannot dispute the fact that Fugard is South Africa's most best known

dramatist. He and Slabolepszy are comparable because they both reflect what is

"local" in their plays, implement a recognisable South African dialogue and when

creating their characters, are influenced to a large degree by stereotype images

emerging from the social and political climate of apartheid South Africa; for

example, typical white, racist Afrikaners or passive, oppressed Blacks. Both

Fugard and Slabolepszy write "about polyglot communities and basically within the

realist tradition" (Hauptfleisch 1997:95), and they use English as a means of

communication. Hauptfleisch commends Fugard's varied linguistic environments,

for example, The Bloodknot (polyglot township), Master Harold and the Boys

(urban English), Hello and Goodbye (urban Afrikaans), The Road to Mecca (rural

Afrikaans) and Boesman and Lena (''Kaaps'') (1997:95). Similarly, the

communication patterns of the characters in plays such as Slabolepszy's Saturday

Night at the Palace and Mooi Street Moves, are spiced with this typically South

African cross-language, which include, for example, a combination of Afrikaans

expressions, English expressions, tsotsitaal and Zulu.

To a large degree one could interpret the way in which Fugard and

Slabolepszy use language as a satiric comment on the fragmented nature of South
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African society at large with its diversity of cultures and polarised racial groupings

resulting from its apartheid heritage. Although Fugard's work on the whole is

much more "political" and critical in nature than Slabolepszy's [compare, for

example, the direct political confrontation in Fugard's My Children! My Africa!

(1989) and Slabolepszy' more indirectly political approach in Saturday Night at

the Palace, Boo to the Moon and Mooi Street Moves], they both employ satire

and, through humour, evoke empathy for their characters, whilst also making us

deeply aware of, and criticising, the racist tendencies of apartheid South Africa.

Hauptfleisch and Steadman commend Fugard's tremendous achievement of being

able to straddle the "entire spectrum of South African theatre" in his plays, for

example, People are Living There (English theatre), The Blood Knot (Black

theatre) and Sizwe Banzi is dead (Alternative theatre) (1984:88). Slabolepszy's

multi-cultural plays are certainly also commendable for being able to attract large

audiences from all layers of South African society.

Hauptfleisch and Steadman further elucidate "alternative theatre" by

referring to the tendency to accommodate elements from the Afrikaans, English

and Black traditions in theatre from 1976 onwards (1984: 166), as an alignment

"against dominant tendencies in South African culture" (1984: 167). In addition,

they indicate that the international playwrights' boycott in fact forced the South

African theatre community to create new works, indigenous to South Africa

(1984: 167). They point out that "Black theatre evolved in opposition to White

cultural norms" (1984:167) and that 1977 was the year in which South Africa's

theatre practitioners signed petitions for the abolition of government legislation

which prevented the mixing of races on stage, an action which was the forerunner

of their creating original South African plays in both subject matter and form,

using multiracial casts (1984: 168). Slabolepszy's breakthrough play, Saturday

Night at the Palace, which made use of a multiracial cast and was first performed

at the Market Theatre, Johannesburg, in 1982, is a good example of the sort of

"original" South African play which was emerging at the time.
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Hauptfleisch and Steadman include other important practitioners of

alternative theatre, such as Fugard and Uys (already mentioned), Barney Simon,

Fatima Dike, Manake, Maponya (already mentioned) and Zakes Mda (1984: 169-

170). They also impress upon us that the emergence of alternative theatre has

called for a reassessment of South African theatre according to the dominant

"White" culture based on values of a Western theatrical tradition, a result of South

Africa's social and political structure during the past few decades (1984: 170). A

good example of the new direction that had come to play making in South Africa is

Simon's Woza Albertl, created in collaboration with Kente actors, Ngema and

Mtwa in 1981, which relates the second coming of Christ to South Africa, with the

intention to "conscientize white audiences about the evils of apartheid" (Kerr

1995:225), using as their tools, pathos, absurdity, satire and caricature.

Mda's breakthrough onto the South African scene came in 1978 when he

received an Amstel Merit Award for his play We Shall Sing for the Fatherland

(Holloway in SATJ Vol. 2 No. 2 1988: 81). In an interview with Mda, Holloway

refers to Mda's plays as a combination of "incisive political comment with what

may be seen as European avant-garde" and points out that We Shall Sing for the

Fatherland has been compared to the work of Beckett and Ioneseo (SATJ Vol. 2

No.2 1988: 83). However, Mda admits that when he wrote We Shall Sing for

the Fatherland, he had never read Beckett or Ionesco, but that he had read the

work of playwrights such as Orton, Sam Shepard and Tennessee Williams at

school, and that the African playwrights, Fugard and Soyinka, had greatly

influenced him. Mda informs us that his style is "based on international models",

but that he does not want his work '10 act as social comment only"; it should be a

vehicle for critical analysis of "our situation" and to "rally people to action", which

is true if one takes into account that the practice of migrants selling their blood for

money in Maseru was stopped after The Hill was performed in Lesotho (SATJ

Vol 2 No. 2 1988: 83).
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Although Slabolepszy's work is not as overtly political as Mda's - Mda

admits that his "political inclinations are sympathetic to Marxist-Leninism" (SATJ

Vol. 2 No. 2 1988:82) - they both criticise racial prejudice in their plays, while also

through laughter evoking empathy for their characters. For example, in

Smallholding we are able to laugh at Pa's weaknesses and despise his racist

tendencies, but simultaneously, Slabolepszy through laughter, is able to make us

empathise with Pa and the other characters on stage as victims of their

circumstances. Similarly, Mda's comic-satiric work, And the Girls in their

Sunday Dresses, is both able to make us laugh at and empathise with his two

women characters as victims of bureaucracy and South Africa's apartheid politics.

The similarities between their approaches sometimes make Mda's writing an

excellent source of comparison when one wishes to assess Slabolepszy's

achievement in particular plays in subsequent chapters.

Sachs's paper with its call for a "culture less fixated by apartheid" was met

with a great deal of scepticism because the material conditions of life as yet had

not changed for the majority of people in South Africa (Brown and Van Dyk

1991:viii). But from their research Brown and Van Dyk are able to deduce that "it

is clear that South African writing is in a state of transition" and that "a culture of

change is beginning to emerge, and implicit in this is the notion of cultural

pluralism, with no single cultural formula or orthodoxy being paramount" (Brown

and Van Dyk 1991:viii). Malange foresees future literature in South Africa as

being more humorous, talking about the realities of life from within or outside a

socio-political vantage point, and being more educative and uniting in nature

(Brown and Van Dyk 1991:45). Ndebele regards one of the vital roles of

literature as making us "conscious of the multiplicity and complexity of human

experience" (Brown and Van Dyk 1991:56). One has to support these views if

one takes into account the way in which Slabolepszy's post-Apartheid plays have

changed regarding their overall lighter approach, to politics and culture in South
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Africa: for example, Victoria Almost Falls (1994) which strikes a note of faith,

hope and courage for the future; Tickle to Fine Leg and Heel Against the Head

(1995) which on the whole are very light-hearted and witty; and Once a Pirate

(1996) which makes one especially aware of the diversity of human experience that

Ndebele speaks of, while not restricting perception through a western-oriented

culture only.

The more international and "African" flavour of the recent Grahamstown

Festivals with less emphasis on the angst and political protest of the apartheid

years is further proof that there is a definite change of emphasis discernible in post-

apartheid writing. Steadman also points out the rapid changes that have been

taking place in South African theatre in the 1980s in his essay, "Collective

Creativity: Theatre for a Post-Apartheid Society". He remarks that South

African theatre since 1976 in response to important cultural and political

developments has "not only asserted a new identity, but has also been marketed

abroad to an extent where South Africa boasts a high profile at many international

festivals" (Steadman in Trump 1990:307). This is certainly true of playwrights

such as Slabolepszy, Uys and Mda, who enjoy international recognition with plays

they have taken abroad and which have featured at international festivals. For

example, in the case of Slabolepszy, Saturday Night at the Palace opened at the

Old Vie Theatre in London in April 1984, and Mooi Street Moves was performed

on the Fringe at the 1994 Edinburgh Festival. Once a Pirate (1996) is a play from

a black man's perspective in the "new" South Africa, and was also very successful

in America from 22 to 28 July 1997 at the Lincoln Centre Festival in New York.

However, in his essay Steadman warns us not to be over-optimistic for

"while some South Africans are celebrating the death of apartheid, the theatre

continues to signify the exploitative relations of social life which will long be the

heritage of apartheid" (Steadman in Trump 1990:320). Conversely, Lionel
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Abrahams admits his amusement at finding that "historico-materially orientated

writings from even as late as 1989 are suddenly dated and irrelevant, except as

records of outmoded standpoints" (Brown and Van Dyk 1991: 1). Abrahams' view

is debatable, if one takes into consideration Slabolepszy's plays, as well as those of

other alternative dramatists such as Mda, Dike, Fugard and Uys, which are about

people within this socio-political context and how they handle these circumstances.

We recognise these alternative dramatists as belonging to a familiar South African

landscape and often see ourselves in a well-drawn social situation. But

Slabolepszy's characters are also universally known: they are confronted by fears

that are universally experienced (for example, Eddie's aloneness and Pa's

inadequacy) and they experience feelings which are universal (for example, Miles's

inferiority and Spider's emotional turmoil). Slabolepszy employs a style involving

realistic characters (albeit on occasions stereotypical characters) with universal

characteristics, within a realistic socio-political context in South Africa. In this

way Slabolepszy succeeds not only in painting a very empathetic picture of South

Africa and its problems, but also of the people who live here.

Abrahams' final vision for literature encapsulates what one assumes is the

essence of good literature and which one would wish to see realised in the works

of Slabolepszy: that literature shall go on "keeping us alive to the present and the

past, opening our passions and bodying forth our dreams - helping us always to

bring about those human connections in virtue of which the individual man can be

larger than his aloneness and larger than his death" (Brown and Van Dyk 1991 :6).

In conclusion Sole also states that both literature and culture as a whole are

crucial to South Africa's well-being; that it is the means by which the "new"

South Africa can formulate and reformulate its identity; common differences/bonds

can be understood and celebrated; one can communicate pleasure, discontent, pain

and love; and one can dream of the type of future one is striving towards. Sole
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believes that without this, people will be meeting the future "like a bunch of

automatons" and the "new" South Africa will be uninhabitable (Brown and Van

Dyk 1991:87). Hauptfleisch to a large degree endorses the above sentiments by

his reference to the situation in South Africa by the end of 1996:

Peering into our fractured mirror, it seems to
me that the schizophrenia of Apartheid South
Africa is clearly displayed in the equally
schizophrenic theatrical system that evolved in
the region.. and that the paranoia of uncertainty
facing the country is eloquently conveyed by a
theatre system in disarray. At the same time
there is a tentative but clear sense of
rapprochement to be detected in the evolution
towards crossover theatre and the increasing
preference for utilizing theatre and theatre
techniques as bridge-building and healing
processes, rather than as weapons to be
mobilized in an ongoing political and cultural
struggle. (1997:169)

In the light of these pronouncements which one cannot help endorsing

wholeheartedly, one realises the importance of dramatists such as Slabolepszy who

have succeeded in painting a humorous and vibrantly alive, multi-faceted South

African landscape, and expressing optimism for the future of a multicultural South

African society.
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Chapter 3:

The Turbulent Eighties - Palace and After

3.1 Saturday Night at the Palace (1982) - Slabolepszy's best known play

has been widely acclaimed, earning him local as well as international recognition.

Hauptfleisch places the play in the company of Simon and the cast's Cincinatti

(1979), WozaAlbert! (1981) by Simon, Mtwa and Ngema, and Fugard's work,

since these playwrights all reveal an "alternative" approach to culture and racial

relations (1997: 133). McMurtry also praises Slabolepszy' s particular achievement

in being able to open the barriers "at the entrance to the average white South

African mind" (1993:290).

Saturday Night at the Palace has been described as a microscopic

examination ofa microcosm of South African life (Macliam in The Star 2 February

1984). Although one would not wish to burden Saturday Night at the Palace

with profundity unnecessarily, one has to admit that the play successfully magnifies

a cross-section of South African society through comic-satiric/tragic humour, with

events that are possible and characters that are plausible. Saturday Night at the

Palace can be compared with Ngema's multi-language play, Asinamali, created in

1984 and categorized by Kerr under "Theatre of Emergency" (1995:233), which

also exposes the inhumanities suffered by Blacks under apartheid. Through a

much more direct appeal to the audience than Slabolepszy's, and by means of

innovative flashback devices to portray the different lives of the prisoners,

Asinamali evokes tremendous empathy for its "real" people and incidents depicted

on stage.
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Slabolepszy was invited to present his play at the cultural festival in

Ireland, and it was also staged for six weeks at the Old Vie in London; shows in

Sweden and Germany followed under the title of "Aikona Boss", also to critical

acclaim (Die Vaderland 28 August 1987: 13). It is therefore surprising that a critic

who reviewed Saturday Night at the Palace at the Old Vie in London, should

have remarked rather condescendingly that Slabolepszy's play "sheds less new

light on the condition of humanity than the information printed on the average

Kellogg's packet" (Roper 1984:23). But even if this were true, Saturday Night at

the Palace would still be memorable, for its achievement would then lie in

reinforcing our impression of a broken and an imperfect world, in which the human

psyche has few redeeming qualities.

lfd.V.@, BiBUO'fE\E~

We are reminded of the paradoxical nature of comedy with its portrayal of

man as being worse than he really is and at the same time just like us, when Smith

points out that Saturday Night at the Palace "captures the dichotomy in this

country where too many whites believe that a white skin is the passport to

everything" (Smith in Sunday Tribune 30 August 1987:30), a truth which few

white South Africans and even foreigners who share the same attitudes would care

to admit. In other words, in Saturday Night at the Palace Slabolepszy presents

the prejudiced white man in apartheid South Africa through the characters of

Vince and Forsie, whom we recognise as people whose attitudes are familiar and

who react in ways which are similar to our reactions. We find these typical

characters with their typical reactions comic and are able to laugh at them, but at

the same time, because we laugh at them, we think that they are actually worse

than us and we are reluctant to admit just how similar we are to them. The play

makes fun of our prejudices and pretensions, but also clearly shows the extent to

which white South Africa has been indoctrinated into believing that skin colour is a

saving grace. Although Saturday Night at the Palace does not offer solutions, it

does provide insight into old problems, and despite its underlying sadness, is very

humorous and above all, entertaining. Saturday Night at the Palace could be
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regarded as Slabolepszy's personal breakthrough both locally and overseas. Daniel

describes Slabolepszy's achievement as follows:

Paul Slabolepszy's award-winning play,
"Saturday Night at the Palace" - a taut if
somewhat oblique commentary on racial
attitudes in South Africa - enjoyed an almost
hysterical reception here and much critical
acclaim overseas. (Daniel in The Sunday
Star 13 September 1987:18)

The film version of Saturday Night at the Palace subsequently made its

début on the 10ca1film circuit in 1987. When a preview of the film was shown to

400 bikers, they were riveted, although when it started cutting too near the bone,

one or two of the more faint-hearted started walking out towards its end (The

Sunday Star 23 August 1987:23). Veldman commends the film "as a radiant

beacon of achievement in the South African film industry" (The Star 20 October

1988: 14). Rave reviews and ovations of the film at festiva1s in Chicago, Los

Angeles, Montrea1 and Taormina in Sicily were the order of the day, the latter also

being the place where John Kani was honoured by an award as best actor for his

role as September (Burger in Weekly Mail11 September 1987:21).

Saturday Night at the Palace resembles the well-made play inasmuch as it

IS well-structured, with a fairly simple, straightforward story-line. However,

Slabolepszy's innovative approach and dramatic daring in addressing the politica1

iniquities in South Africa during a time that South Africa was tom by strife

because of its internal system of apartheid politics, sets Saturday Night at the

Palace apart from the conventionalism of the well-made play. The title, Saturday

Night at the Palace, as an ironic reference to the "pretentious dreams which form

the core theme of the play" (Hauptfleisch 1997:125) - for example, Vince's dream

of becoming a soccer star and Forsie's yearning for a girlfriend and a new

motorcycle - adds to the inner meaning of the play. Similarly, the title of Mda's
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Slabolepszy believes that South Africans like watching South African plays

because they are able to identify with them. He states that this is the reason that he

is not afraid of broaching contentious issues, for by doing so he is helping us to

understand ourselves better (Die Volksblad 7 October 1987: 13). This emphasizes

comedy's lack of detachment and its being utilised as a tool to help man

understand society. By his own admission, Slabolepszy hated himself in the role of

the bigoted Vince, but one has to admit that Vince is one of Slabolepszy's

creations that is the most successful in enlightening a complacent public about the

horrors of apartheid. However, Saturday Night at the Palace is not a political

play exclusively, and both Slabolepszy and eo-actor/editor Bill Flynn (Flynn

assisted in the final editing of Saturday Night at the Palace) are reluctant to admit

its political nature, although they do acknowledge the possibility of South Africa

with its unique political set-up being able to spawn characters like Vince and

Forsie (Burger in Weekly Mail11 September 1987:21). Their admission reminds

one of Shershow's view on the ambivalence and irony inherent in comedy which

are able to disguise serious messages. For example, although Slabolepszy makes

us laugh at Vince, Forsie and September through comic/satiric humour, and on the

surface they are not political mouthpieces for the South African situation at the

time, an underlying political motif in the play is implicit. The fact that Slabolepszy

is able to combine satiric/comic humour to evoke empathy for his recognizable

characters, is significant, if we take into consideration McMurtry's observation

We Shall Sing for the Fatherland (1978) is also ironic, with its echoes of

"vaderland" and "vaderslandsliefde" (Hauptfleisch 1997: 130), which one

associates with the upholders of apartheid, and the irony of the two freedom

fighters freezing to death in a park (an example of dark comedy), even though they

are now members of the new society, made possible by the liberation struggle. By

investing his two characters with humour and human emotions such as envy and

duplicity, Mda is able to evoke empathy for his two characters, and does not make

them simply stereotypes of the "stock 'protest' play" (Hauptfleisch 1997: 131).
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that whereas "comedy tends to induce acceptance through a measure of empathy

or identification, satire tends to rejection of the target" (1993: 38).

Saturday Night at the Palace has been appropriately labelled as a tragi-

comedy. MacLiam describes Saturday Night at the Palace as falling "squarely in

the theatre category of tragedy", but says that it is easy to be misled because it is

filled with so many ''belly-laughs'' (The Star 2 February 1984). This of course

supports the interpretation of comedy's affinity with tragedy, and the irony of

comedy which implies fun when it actually means misery. Saturday Night at the

Palace can be described as a play which is interspersed with humour, directly and

indirectly informing its public of the devastating social consequences of apartheid

in the lives of three plausible, albeit stereotyped characters, who are not obviously

political. Saturday Night at the Palace magnifies fear and prejudice resulting

from long-term indoctrination, and shows how this type of racial discrimination

creates social inequality, its outcome inevitably being destruction. No wonder

Kruger describes Slabolepszy as a man who does not for a minute hesitate to rub

salt into the wounds of an already bruised society (Kruger in Beeld 26 September

1987:9). In addition, Saturday Night at the Palace also addresses a universal

problem that is still relevant today, since bigotry, racism and prejudice are matters

that have not disappeared overnight and are still encountered in South Africa and

all over the world. Slabolepszy admits that part of his satiric intent in the film

version of Saturday Night at the Palace was to change people's attitudes by

examining a mad society and to find answers through his characters (Burger in

Weekly Mail 11 September 1987:21). Whether Slabolepszy has succeeded in

achieving this is debatable, but what is clear is that he has been successful in

shocking his audience out of their complacency, as an in depth-study of the play

reveals.
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An underlying menace permeates Saturday Night at the Palace, for the

audience is constantly aware of the extremely volatile situation in the play, which

has the underlying propensity to erupt at any moment. For example, Vince is the

instigator who is responsible for most of the menace and tension in Saturday

Night at the Palace which eventually and inevitably erupts at the shattering close

of the play. Slabolepszy's closing is not subtle and in the end there is a great deal

of pathos in the image of the abandoned September character howling into the

night, bereft of self-respect, dignity and everything he holds dear.

One believes that one of Slabolepszy's greatest strengths is his lack of

detachment and his ability to stir up the emotions of his audience, something that

he succeeds in very well in Saturday Night at the Palace, especially in his image

of the pathetic, black man, September, who is rendered totally helpless and

defenceless to assert and defend himself by the close of the play. The comic

dimension in Saturday Night at the Palace reminds one of Kerr's contention that

a function of comedy is to deal with pathos, as Slabolepszy does in his

characterization of September. Slabolepszy's play places tremendous physical and

mental demands on the actors, which in turn also demands a great deal from the

audience, a point that MacLiam expands on in The Star (2 February 1984), when

he says that the "mental and physical energy expended by the actors in this play is

of such power that the audience is enervated by the end of the performance".

Saturday Night at the Palace is also bald drama, in other words,

straightforward, blunt and unadorned, somewhat garish on occasion and very

daring or bold, if one takes into account the turbulence of the era in which

Saturday Night at the Palace was written. Slabolepszy is also ribaldly humorous

in Saturday Night at the Palace and uses sex as a comic device to both shock and

evoke laughter. For example, Vince runs around on stage wearing on his head the

panties of the girl whom he had sex with.
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Slabolepszy does not flinch from saying what he has to say by the mouths

of his characters, in a type of language that is chillingly recognisable, however

offensive or blatant it might seem. Slabolepszy definitely exploits language to its

full to get his point across in Saturday Night at the Palace. Consider for example

the way in which he implements a typical lower class South African English accent

to both shock and evoke laughter by virtue of the explosive content and context of

the words within the play as a whole. He uses familiar derogatory terms which

might offend or even evoke the cruel laughter of the audience. Slabolepszy's

boldness in addressing extremely sensitive personal and political issues in South

Africa at the time (and which are still very sensitive in present day South Africa),

through this type of ribald humour, leaves one almost gasping in disbelief. For

example, his characters refer to the black man as "kaffir" (similar to the American

"nigger"), "kaffir-boetie" (nigger-lover) and "kaffir-taxi"; this type of shock

device would not only evoke our cruel laughter, but simultaneously evoke empathy

for the black man in South Africa who is so shamelessly taken advantage of and

mocked at by insensitive white South Africans whose lack of breeding and low-

class mentality are hereby exposed by Slabolepszy. In this way he condemns the

insensitive behaviour towards Blacks in general.

Blasphemous words for God or Jesus: "Gott", "Jirre", "Jissus", "Yassas",

"shassass", "G.C.M." (God, Christ and Moses) reinforce our impression of his

characters' low class mentality. In addition, other offensive references like "doos"

(cunt), "kak" (shit) and "moffie" (the Afrikaans for a gay person which makes it

sound so much worse than it really is) are also ribaldly humorous. Slabolepszy's

references to "rock-spider" (a derogatory term for white Afrikaner), "fraying"

(two lovers cuddling), "cans" (breasts), "gat" (arse), "gat -creeper" (arse-creeper),

"poephol" (arsehole) are also examples of the aforementioned type of low comedy,

but in the latter examples the overall impact of his humour is not as harsh as in the

former examples. Slabolepszy would hereby be able to evoke the superior

laughter of his audience at the expense of low class characters like Vince and
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Forsie because he dares to place a type of language in their mouths which one

would not expect to be used in decent company. However, this seems exactly part

of the point that Slabolepszy is making, for the characters that he depicts in

Saturday Night at the Palace are not decent, with the possible exception of the

extremely dignified, down on his luck, September.

September's use of Zulu words is also extremely effective in conjuring up a

representative multi-cultural society. Slabolepszy's satiric intention through this

type of insensitive word usage is clear - this is the means by which Slabolepszy is

able to shock, criticize, expose, condemn, while simultaneously evoking both

laughter and empathy for his characters and South Africans within similar

situations. For example, September's language would be able to evoke our

Vince and Forsie represent the lower middle working classes in South

Africa and Slabolepszy is extremely accurate in his depiction of these two foul-

mouthed individuals, for this is the type of language that one would expect of

them, however base or coarsely humorous their language might be. Although

Saturday Night at the Palace defies categorisation, this type of humour which

relies on coarse language to evoke laughter, could be regarded as the "low

comedy" which Abrams refers to in his exposition of comedy. Pieter-Dirk Uys is

well known for his implementation of crude language in order to evoke laughter.

However, the irony in Beyond the Rubicon (1984) is far-reaching, and Uys's

indictment of South African politics is bitterly scathing. For example, Uys

recounts a conversation with dissident writers in America who had been "battered

... bruised ... tortured"; when they ask what happened to dissidents in apartheid

South Africa, Uys answers that they are "imprisoned, in solitary confinement,

tortured". They ask whether this happened to Uys, to which he replies that he is

white, and his plays were banned because he used the word "poep" on page three

(McMurtry 1993:201).
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patronising laughter as well as heighten our awareness of a society where the black

man's language is secondary to the white man's, hereby greatly enhancing one's

empathy for the black man as a victim.

Although one no doubt agrees with the cinema-goer who said that one

shudders with loathing at every hair on the repugnant Vince's body (Kruger in

Beeld 26 September 1987:9), one should bear in mind that Vince, like September,

obviously, and Forsie more obtusely, can also be interpreted as victims of their

circumstances, in this case specifically the unjust system of politics in South Africa

and the ensuing consequences because of this. Smith accurately describes Vince as

the "breker who never wants to grow up because he cannot and because he's too

afraid of reality" (Smith in Sunday Tribune 30 August 1987:30). In accepting this

interpretation of Vince, we are also forced to admit that despite our dislike of him

and what he stands for, he is also, in essence, a pathetic creature whom we should

feel sorry for. Vince comes from a home where his father lost his job on the mines

because he had to make room for black employees. Vince was also obviously

brought up in a household where he was taught to be blatantly racist because of

this and also because the reigning politics of the day seemed to endorse and

encourage his discriminatory, prejudiced attitude towards Blacks.

Many white South Africans were plagued by the same insecurities and fears

by which Vince is besieged in the following passage and which Lawrance describes

as an "amorphous fear of the black masses" (Lawrance in The Natal Witness 20

October 1987: 11). Both the fact that Vince has been dropped from the soccer

team, which has crushed his dream of becoming a sports star, and that he has been

asked to leave his place of residence as a result of his inability to pay the rent,

merely increase his belligerence in this passage. His lack of a job and his reticence

at looking for a decent job with only a standard eight certificate because the Blacks

are, according to him, usurping the jobs of the white man, all add to Vince's
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bitterness and paranoia. Vince' sanger (comparable with Jimmy' s passionate

tirades in Osborne's Look Back In Anger) when he starts lashing out against

September and other Blacks like him, reveals his racial prejudice in no uncertain

terms. In the passage below, Slabolepszy reveals that Vince believes that Blacks

have usurped all the available, comfortable jobs once held by Whites, but

Slabolepszy also makes fun of a government which encourages racist attitudes

such as those revealed by Vince. This is comparable with Uys's view that by

making "a government look ridiculous in the eyes of the people who are supposed

to respect it is to undermine its authority"; thus humour can be utilised as "a very,

very powerful weapon" (McMurtry 1993:60):

himself, ironically, is being the superlative of "cheeky"). Simultaneously

Like this oke in here. Who's he that he must
be in charge of a bloody road-house and I'm
out of work? They taking over our jobs. Can't
you see that? Everywhere you go. Walk down
Eloff Street all you see is black faces. Bus
drivers, bank tellers, bloody three-piece suits,
man! And cheeky! Ten years ago that bastard
in there would have been out there serving us -
not giving us shit. (p.50)

Vince's choice of words in the above passage is certainly comic, but also exposes

Vince's feelings of racial superiority towards Blacks and his envy of what he

believes is a good deal for Blacks, but a raw deal for Whites such as himself.

Slabolepszy in addition reveals the white man's fear of the black masses taking

over in South Africa, which adds an ironic twist to Vince's words. Slabolepszy

evokes laughter at Vince's childish indignation at Blacks for wearing "bloody

three-piece suits" and his begrudging them the luxury of being "cheeky" (while he

Slabolepszy also uses Vince as a comic vehicle to expose a mentality associated

with many white South Africans at the time (racially prejudiced people such as

Vince who had not yet come to terms with political changes that were starting to

take place in South Africa at the time). By this type of reflection in the comic
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mirror, Slabolepszy succeeds in making his audience aware of their own

shortcomings. He helps us to regard ourselves as others do, and reveals the

paradox of Vince' s being just like us, but at the same time, worse than us.

Nevertheless, even while Slabolepszy is making us laugh at Vince, we are

simultaneously also aware of his psychopathic disposition which is at times

nauseating, and we also find his inherent tendency towards violence, chilling and

horrifyingly disturbing. We cannot ignore that a person like Vince does exist, and

Slabolepszy is quick to impress upon us that a person "like Vince exists, he's not

sucked up out of our thumbs" (Burger in Weekly Mail 11 September 1987:21).

However, even though one does not really like Vince much, one is unable to deny

that Vince is also a victim, not only of his political circumstances, but also of his

unfortunate personal circumstances. In other words, through satire Slabolepszy

makes us aware that Vince' s blatant racism which is so outrageous and shocking at

times, is because he is a product of apartheid South Africa and this is able to evoke

our superior laughter. In addition, we also laugh at Vince as a product of his

upbringing through both his obvious lack of finesse and decent education, and his

petulant behaviour which are betrayed by his words, language and manner. It is

through this type of laughter that Slabolepszy is even able to make us pity Vince,

and to a degree, empathise with him. Indeed, Slabolepszy seems to achieve even

more in Saturday Night at the Palace than Mda does in We Shall Sing for the

Fatherland; for example, we are able to empathise with Mda's freedom-fighters

because they are likeable characters, whereas Slabolepszy evokes empathy for

Vince even though he is not a likeable character at all.

The tension in the play mounts as the play progresses and Vince also

becomes more and more repugnant to the audience as his vicious taunting of both

September and Forsie increases. The dramatic impact of the words addressed to

Forsie in the subsequent passage is absorbed without any apparent empathy for
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Vince himself, although his circumstances and profound insecurity are perceived as

tragic, while at the same time also betraying his racial prejudice. Simultaneously,

Slabolepszy also invests this passage with humour, for despite Vince's

belligerence, his reference to the child psychiatrists' advice to him that he should

write poetry in order to get rid of his frustrations (advice which he regards as being

for homosexuals) is very amusing. It once again demonstrates the comic principle

of laughing at the other person's weakness or misfortune, in this case the other

person's homosexuality. Slabolepszy not only makes fun of Vince through

contrast and the incongruous picture he paints of a tough, "manly" youngster like

Vince being advised to write poetry in order to vent his frustration; he also mocks

practising psychiatrists by exaggerating their learned, professional advice which is

often ineffectual and which lacks proper insight and understanding.

Another aspect in this passage which is quite amusing is that the audience

suspects that the chauvinistic Vince might have a more feminine side and that his

insistence on being regarded as tough, is in fact to hide his own inadequacies.

Slabolepszy's use of the instantly recognisable, lower class South African slang in

the mouth of Vince is sure to evoke laughter, despite the fact that a person who is

not able to provide for his family any more is in essence a tragic phenomenon: for

example, "skop ... out" to explain that his father (the "old man") was expelled from

the mines. The word "moffie", a derogatory Afrikaans neologism for a male

homosexual, and a word which is typically South African and instantly

recognisable, is also sure to evoke laughter because of its South African origin and

also because it makes fun of homosexuals. In addition, the passage has a tragic-

comic dimension, for Slabolepszy paints a picture of a pathetic individual who

deludes himself that he still has "his pride" left that will keep him going, but who

despite this, cannot earn our respect. Slabolepszy exposes Vince as someone who

has wasted his life and for whom there are few redeeming factors left. In so doing,

Slabolepszy makes us both pity and laugh at Vince in a superior way:
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Your whole life you had it made! I'm nine years
old they skop my old man out of the mines to
give bastards like this work. Hub? Scaling tins
of baked beans from the corner Greek. You get
caught once, just once - it's with you for life.
[Tapping his foreheadï You carry it here. Hub?
Then you get your child psychiatrists - their
moffie advice. 'Go write some poetry. Vincent.
you'll feel better: Poetry! For fuck's sake.
man. [He begins sta/king around the stagel
The times I been in for a job - the bastards take
one look at your face, you know what the
answer's going to be. 'Sorry, no vacancies' -
'The post has been filled.' I tell you I've had it,
my mate. I have had it! You play ball they kick
you out. You come right, they knock you down.
They cut you off left, right and centre. They
force you to go it alone!! Well, I will my mate!
I can go it alone!! [He lashes the dustbin with
the kierie. In his frustration he lifts it up and
hurls it across the stage, spilling its contents] A
man's got his pride, man! A man's also got his
pride. (pp.66-67)

In essence, the aforementioned passage paints an essentially tragic picture of Vince

as someone who has no control over his pathetic life any more and who lashes out

at everything and everyone in order to relieve his frustration. No wonder that

Roper should regard Saturday Night at the Palace as "an exhausting evening at

the theatre" and add that he is speaking "only as spectator, not as actor" (Roper

1984:23). However, Vince's psychopathic vindictiveness and tendency towards

physical and mental violence, do not evoke any sympathy.

In an examination of Mda's The Hill (1990), one finds that Mda uses the

issue of homosexuality in a completely different way than Slabolepszy. Instead of

making us laugh at homosexuality, Mda exposes and criticises a government which

through its policy of migrant labour, actually encourages homosexuality in its

single-sex hostels.
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Forsie is, like Vince, a young man in his late twenties, also a victim of the

"system" he was born into, but ignorant of what is really going on in his country.

Unlike the aggressive Vince, Forsie appears clumsy, gullible, ineffectual and soft-

hearted, qualities which Slabolepszy exaggerates in order to evoke laughter at

Forsie's expense. Slabolepszy makes fun of Forsie and individuals like him by

using Forsie as the typical fool or comic "clown" in order to make his audience

laugh. For example, although Vince is being cruelly vindictive, we cannot help

admiring his perceptiveness and laughing at his accurate description of Forsie who

seems like a puppet who is unable to make his own decisions and just wants to

please everyone: "You're so bloody kind-hearted it makes me sick." (p.55)

Forsie lacks inner strength and character for, in the words of Smith, his only goal

in life seems "to get laid and be friends with everyone" (Sunday Tribune 30

August 1987:30). It is precisely this type of mentality which Slabolepszy ridicules

that adds to our amusement and even scorn.

However, in the end when Forsie's gentle exterior proves to be veneer only

and he is exposed as an extremely dangerous individual who is capable of even

worse violence and mental cruelty than Vince, Forsie is no longer a laughing

matter. As such, Forsie's physical and mental "violence" is much more frightening

than Vince's, despite his self-righteous cry, "I am not to blamel!" (p.75), at the

close of the play. Forsie's protestations are blatantly selfish for he sacrifices not

only the life of one, but two, in his selfish, loveless bid for self-preservation. This

in itself is terrifying, and the implications become even more devastating when one

takes into account that Forsie, in order to save his own skin, should not only use as

a scapegoat, the black man, September, but also the "system" which will obviously

favour Forsie because the colour of his skin is white. (This calls to mind Mda's

Dead End, first performed in 1979, in which Frikkie, an Afrikaner pimp, also

denies murder and is believed because he is white). Ronge comrnends the forceful

performance of actor, Bill Flynn, as Forsie in the film version of Saturday Night at

the Palace, which brings to life the characteristic "edge of dangerous hysteria"
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Although Forsie is a fool whom Slabolepszy makes us laugh at because of

the way Forsie looks, speaks and acts, we are also able to empathise with him,

especially when he is baited and made fun of by Vince. However, Slabolepszy's

exposure ofForsie's guilt at the close of the play and his allusion through Forsie to

a country which suffers fools despite their being instrumental in its downfall, make

the Forsie character less amusing. By indicting the "system" in this manner

through Forsie, Slabolepszy intensifies our own guilt. At the same time

Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy for the black man's predicament in white

South Africa through Forsie's actions, for he exposes a country which still has to

learn the most basic principles of human dignity and equality. The apparently

(Ronge in Sunday Times 13 September 1987:4) that one so readily associates with

Forsie. The contrast between the Forsie at whom we are able to laugh and the

Forsie whom Slabolepszy exposes at the close of the play, serves as a shock device

and greatly enhances the dramatic impact of the play.

The reflection that we see in Slabolepszy's mirror is not pleasant and the

accusation against Forsie, becomes ours, his self-righteousness our own. When

Forsie rationalises that he is not to blame at the close of the play, it also forces us

to recognise that, like us, he is a victim of circumstances over which he has no

control. Nevertheless, the intensity of our blame remains unaltered. If one is to

interpret Forsie as a product of the apartheid government in South Africa, he

inevitably becomes one of its representatives and, in this respect, one flinches at

the implications of the kind of power that is hereby placed in the hands of a dim-

witted individual like Forsie. One has to admit that by using Forsie as a comic

instrument and making him appear foolish in order to evoke laughter and empathy

as a build-up to the devastating dénouement in Saturday Night at the Palace,

Slabolepszy succeeds in heightening the overall dramatic impact of the play, while

simultaneously demonstrating the more disturbing implications of comedy.
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"harmless" Forsie as a foil to the aggressive and potentially violent Vince allows

for many of the laughs in Saturday Night at the Palace, but in the end Slabolepszy

uses Forsie to emphasize and intensify the guilt of everyone who condones

apartheid.

Even while we are laughing at September, especially at the beginning of the

play, Slabolepszy imbues him with almost regal dignity. This contrast, together

with the paradoxical way (laughter mingled with tears) in which Slabolepszy treats

September, heightens our awareness of September's being the most direct victim

of an unjust society resulting from an unjust system of politics, and hereby

Slabolepszy evokes a great deal of empathy for his September character within a

possible scenario in apartheid South Africa. By contrast, although we also laugh at

the antics ofVince and Forsie, our laughter is not as empathetic as when we laugh

at September. Slabolepszy almost obliges his audience to feel sorry for Vince and

Forsie as the "other", more indirect victims of apartheid, products of a system

which they have neither made, nor can understand. For example, the joke that

Vince and Forsie share while singing the well-known ditty for cane spirits (the

original version of the advertisement promises an idyllic life) could evoke laughter.

It is simultaneously also prophetic for in this manner, Slabolepszy is able to evoke

empathy for them by hinting at the cul-de-sac in their own empty lives which,

ironically, are heading for disaster:

VINCE [singing]: You can stay as you arc for
the rest of your life ...

BOTH: ... or you can blow your brains out ...

VINCE: Brains out .

FORSIE: Brains out .

VINCE: Brains out .

FORSlE: Brains out .

VINCE: Brains out (p.16)
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September's almost fanatical insistence on self-esteem and being treated

like a dignified human being when he objects to being called "whatsaname" (p.26)

by Forsie could evoke the cruel laughter of the audience. In addition, his quiet

determination while he is holding the kitchen knife against Vince's throat, to

enforce respect, is menacing, but at the same time also an extremely pathetic, but

dignified attempt at asserting his personal pride and at prompting at least some

form of acknowledgement from his white persecutors: "I'm not a piece of nothing.

I'm not a dog. I'm a man. I've got a name. I'm not a month in the year - my name

is Vusisizwe Ngamkwanasi." (p.61) The fact that both Vince and Forsie seem to

ignore September's pleas, merely enhances September's desperate desire for

acknowledgement and to be treated with respect and dignity.

September's inability to carry through his threat of slashing Vinoe's throat

also heightens our empathy, while adding to our perception of September as a

kind-hearted person who, for instance, could never be as cruel as Vince.

However, an underlying thread of latent menace undoubtedly pervades the play;

all three of the characters are menacing and ultimately capable of violence within

the inherently menacing situations which Slabolepszy depicts. Through comedy

which intermingles with this menace, Slabolepszy evokes laughter and even

enables us to deal with the horror of violence through laughter. At the same time

he heightens the tension by contrasting comedy with the menacing atmosphere,

Similarly, September's defensiveness about the mental skills of Blacks

could evoke cruel laughter, but it simultaneously also magnifies the attitudes of a

blatantly racist society, which in turn intensifies the severity of our own guilt. The

quiet dignity of the following words by September evokes a great deal of

empathetic understanding for September and Blacks in general: "You think

because some of our people can't read, they can't think. We are not stupid."

(p.60)
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which adds a note of hysteria, unpredictability and an explosive quality to the play

which in turn enhance its tremendous impact.

The action of the play commences at about two 0' clock on a Sunday

morning and September, a black male-servant or "boss-boy", is in charge, clearing

up the road-house before locking up. The black man's exuberance is enhanced by

his whistling and what Slabolepszy describes as his "clearing up show" which

almost resembles a dance, "the trays becoming partners" (p.9). This light-hearted

atmosphere serves as a striking contrast to September's utter desolation and

despair by the close of the play, after he has been completely broken by the two

white hoodlums.

September is interrupted by his white employer on the phone who wants to

find out whether everything's all right before September hands over the keys and

leaves on his intended holiday. September reveals extreme humility by referring to

his employer as "my boss" (p.1 0) - an allusion to the Afrikaans, "my baas" - four

times during their short conversation, which could evoke a cruel type of laughter

from the audience (laughing at the vulnerability or shortcomings of others).

Through satiric humour, Slabolepszy succeeds in magnifying the "boss-underling"

relationship between Whites and Blacks, ''underscoring the subservient pose the

black man is forced to adopt" (Daniel in The Sunday Star 13 September 1987: 18)

and which is so characteristic of apartheid South Africa. Simultaneously, this type

of cruel humour immediately also establishes September as an object of

compassion, an individual whom we are able to empathise with because of his

unenviable social status in a country where his human rights are of secondary

importance.
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In The Road (1990) Mda also exposes racism and the "boss-underling"

relationship between Blacks and Whites in much the same way as Slabolepszy does

in the aforementioned paragraph. Both Slabolepszy and Mda also use language, in

this case Afrikaans, as a cross reference or a tool by which to evoke laughter and

target the Afrikaner as the oppressor. Mda's humour is scathingly satiric when

Koekemoer (a stereotype white Afrikaner), will not allow the Labourer to sit in the

shade of the tree. In this way Mda is also able to make his audience sympathetic

towards Blacks who are exploited and treated like people who have neither culture

nor humanity, and able to evoke empathy for the black man:

Sit there and learn to enjoy yourself in the sun.
When you can manage yourself I'll give you
your independence ... Think of all the
possibilities, man. ... Jy is die baas daar ... in
your own area. No white man to boss you
around. ... Who knows? One day you might
reach the first rung of my superior culture. then
Imight allow you to visit the shade sometimes.
(Mda 1990:134-135)

Slabolepszy spices Vince and Forsie's conversation with humour by means

of a typical South African vernacular which is sure to evoke laughter. For

example, Vince's effective, humorous language is marked by typical, but accurate

South African slang ("lightie" for small boy, "toppie", a disrespectful term for

one's father and the familiar "braai" for barbecue, which is so readily associated

with the South African way of life). Slabolepszy makes fun of the way in which a

certain class of South Africans communicate (the working class, flat accents of the

two characters add to the overall humorous effect), hereby evoking laughter at

their speech and the class which they represent. In this way Slabolepszy also

identifies the target of his humour, that is, the lower working class white South

African.
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Vince also refers to the well-known ''Robben Island" (p.52) where so many

former ANC prisoners were incarcerated during the old regime, including the

present State President of South Africa, Nelson Mandela. The audience is also

bound to recognise a familiar South African landmark in the Northern Cape when

Vince mentions the ''big hole" (p.7l) of Kimberley's famous diamond mine. All

this makes Saturday Night at the Palace accessible to most South Africans, for

there is so much with which they are able to identify, including not only the

familiar landscape, but also the universality of theme. However, the play

transcends the confines of South Africa, for while providing a unique opportunity

for the foreigner to get acquainted with a vibrantly South African setting and way

of life, Saturday Night at the Palace also identifies universal problems such as

prejudice, intolerance and violence. In the play Slabolepszy succeeds in creating

believable characters who have nothing to draw on and who find themselves in a

cul-de-sac situation. In this way Slabolepszy criticises a way of life which is

appropriately described as "an emptiness which goes even beyond the alienation in

a racist society" (The New Nation 24 August 1987: la).

When Forsie hands Vince an official letter of a telephone bill that Vince has

not paid, which Vince mistakes for an army call-up, their ensuing conversation

contains many familiar and amusing "army" expressions like "vasbyt" and "min

dae" (p.19), telling the audience of a familiar time in South African history when

white soldiers were called up to defend the borders of South Africa. Their

conversation is also light-heartedly humorous, especially when Vince refers to

Forsie as a person who is "as thick as pigshit" (p.19), because of his lack of

comprehension that the official letter might be a summons to serve in the army.

Vince's "This could be it, my china. The ultimate summons from the Great Cop in

the Sky!! Well, stuff them! I done my time. Angola, Caprivi - you name it. Once

was bad enough" (p.19) is very comic because of the way in which Vince refers to

Forsie as his "china" (South African slang for friend) and immediately afterwards

refers to God in the same casual, but more disrespectful vein; his subsequent
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defiance or "angry young man" attitude which is totally ineffectual, makes us laugh

in a bemused kind of horror, at the audacity with which Vince handles all his

problems, including God. In addition, Saturday Night at the Palace meets

comedy's function as a reflection of social life when Slabolepszy through Vince

makes us aware of the trials that young, white South African men had to endure

while defending the borders of apartheid South Africa. Simultaneously, it also

enhances our impression of Vince as a defiant, angry young man, who believes the

world owes him something and who does not even have reverence for God and

compares Him to a merciless policeman summoning him to his death.

Forsie's "knock knees" (p.19) which prevent him from serving in the army

are also funny. In this way Slabolepszy evokes the superior laughter of his

audience at Forsie's imperfection or the "turpitude et deforrnitas" which Cicero

refers to and which in realistic terms is actually quite sad. Vinoe's " ... let the rock

spiders go fight. It's their bladdy country" (pp. 19-20), also relies on the

condescending type of humour employed in the former example. In addition,

Vince's reference to the "rock spiders" is corrosively satiric in its scathing

indictment of the Afrikaner-based Nationalist government at the time.

Slabolepszy's stinging satire is far-reaching, for he succeeds in criticizing

the gullibility of people who are exploited by a type of government that blames

anything bad happening as being part of the communistic threat or the Antichrist,

instead of paying more attention to its internal politics and the plight of its black

majority. However, Vinoe's ridiculous but ingenious metaphor to describe the

communists as the "red cabbage stalking our land" (p.20) is very comic and

simultaneously able to evoke much laughter. Consider, for example, the following

passage in which the exaggerated absurdity of Vince's lines stereotypes the

military authorities. Vinoe's words are humorous, but they also criticise the extent

to which people were indoctrinated concerning South African politics. Within the
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... on my last camp - just for the joke - I told
them I was a vegetarian. Next thing the
bladdy commander comes along. He tells me,
'Vegetarianism is a Communist plot!'
Something about Antichrist rising in the East
to come take over our country. And these are
the ous we're fighting for. I mean stuff the
coons and what they want - it's the red
cabbage stalking our land! (p.20)

context of the play this type of comedy works well because it is both informative

and critical. Slabolepszy makes fun of South Africa's conservative politics and

belligerent types like Vince, but at the same time he also evokes empathy for

people within the South African situation at large, for example, young, white men

who were forced to serve in the army and the "coons" (Blacks) who were

exploited within the apartheid system:

Vince's reference to the "coons" can be interpreted as cruel humour, but

Slabolepszy once again through satire exposes prejudiced white South Africans'

racist attitude towards Blacks. Slabolepszy evokes laughter through irony in

Vince's apparent sympathy with the Blacks as having no "voice", considering the

cruelty with which he treats September during their road house encounter.

Slabolepszy evokes a great deal of laughter through contrast. For example,

Forsie and Vince's attire to a large extent betrays what they are like and by

exaggerating their differences in outlook and dress, Slabolepszy evokes laughter at

their expense. For example, Forsie is dressed in what Slabolepszy informs us is a

poor attempt at looking '<With it" (p.IO) and Vince, who is obviously half

inebriated, sports tight-fitting faded blue jeans, boots, a red T-shirt and black

leather jacket with "Vikings" printed in yellow on its back. The contrasting

clothing of the two seemingly unlikely friends gives us an accurate non-verbal

description of their personalities, for we immediately recognise Forsie as a typical
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"nerd", who with his unflattering tortoise shell spectacles presents the exact

opposite picture of Vince, who is toting "a nip of brandy wrapped in a brown

paper bag" (p.10) and who immediately reminds one of the typical ducktail-type

hooligan of the fifties. Forsie is verbally and non-verbally presented as a type of

clown character, a familiar comic device implemented in low comedy in order to

evoke laughter at the misfortunes or deformities of others. Forsie's looks and

slow mind compared with the suavity of Vince (which one also suspects Vince

would like to believe about himself), are responsible for much of the audience's

superior laughter at their transparent attempts at conveying a particular "image" of

themselves, which is reminiscent of the Laurel and Hardy type of low comedy of

the first half of the twentieth century in which contrast and buffoonery constituted

most of the humour. (Vince is portrayed as the typical bully and Forsie, the rather

"slow", cowardly friend who is unable to stand up to Vince's tyranny).

Slabolepszy's depiction of these stereotypes, including September as the typical

black man who Whites regard as not being very bright, adds to the comedy in

Saturday Night at the Palace. Slabolepszy invites laughter at the expense of

others, by which the comic principle of seeing the face of others (while being

reticent about admitting that it is your own reflection in the mirror) is endorsed.

Slabolepszy's interpretation of the rather dubious character, Vince, with

himself in the title role, is a remarkably accurate one and he has received rave

reviews for so accurately bringing to life the underlying viciousness, elastic tension

stretched to its limit, and obnoxiousness so inherent in Vince. Veldman commends

Slabolepszy's prowess as Vince with the following: "There is genuine menace in

Slabolepszy's interpretation. He carves Vince with bold, determined strokes and

in the process creates a frightening psychopath." (The Star 20 October 1988: 14)

With lines such as, "If Carsten's schemes I'm going to play seconds he can get

stuffed" (p.l3), Vince slings profanities at his soccer coach in an argot that one

immediately associates with an uneducated, lower middle class bully, and which

Slabolepszy's portrayal enhances. When Vince starts unleashing vicious blows and
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kicks on the telephone receiver when it does not work, Slabolepszy evokes

laughter through irony: Vince's remark that it is the fault of "Bloody vandals"

(p 13) is ironic if one takes into consideration that it is he himself who trashes the

phone. Vince continuously bates the black man. When a struggle between Vince

and September ensues over the phone, September loses his balance. Vince's "You

check that coon's face, hey?" (p.IS) might elicit a wicked laugh or two from the

audience, but it simultaneously evokes empathy for Blacks who are treated like

September and overall reasserts our impression of Vince as an individual who

revels in other's discomfort, does not respect the feelings of Blacks and who is

crude and unfeeling. This type of wicked laughter at the misfortune suffered by

others is the direct opposite of the view put forward by Anita Loos and Eddie

Cantor mentioned in chapter I, who believe that laughter should be more

understanding and empathetic than this type of superior laughter.

Vince's defiance and nonchalance at not having paid his telephone bill

provide an example of low comedy, but his attitude simultaneously also exposes

the typical "joller" or "angry young man" types such as Vince. His crude choice

of words is sure to evoke laughter: "It says here you got to pay a deposit or they

cutting it off, so you can stick it up your poephols! [He throws the letter away]

Up Katz! Up Carstens! Up the telephone department! Up the whole bladdy lot of

you!!" (p.20)

Forsie and September's conversations are carried along more genial lines

than Vince and September's, and their seeming goodwill towards each other makes

the closing of Saturday Night at the Palace, by contrast, even more devastating.

Among other things, Forsie seems to be interested in the black man for he asks him

questions about himself and good-naturedly makes an attempt to speak the black

man's language. September reciprocates in the same spirit by telling him about his

family in Natal and his previous job. September even tries to sell Forsie some
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SEPTEMBER: You sell it to me. I fix it.

FORSlE: Voetsak, you mad man.

SEPTEMBER: Ai-ai-ai-madala.

FORSIE [tapping his head]: You madala up here, yes. (p.21)

marijuana (commonly known as "dagga" in South Africa) which September argues

is beneficial for chest ailments; here Slabolepszy evokes laughter by making fun of

the abundance of marijuana in South Africa, how easy it is to get hold of the drug

and how people make excuses for their psychological dependence on the drug.

When Forsie points out that there are special buses to convey "you ous"

(p.22), Slabolepszy evokes laughter through ridicule. Simultaneously he makes his

audience aware of the discriminatory apartheid laws which prohibited Whites and

Blacks from sharing the same public system of transport, hereby evoking empathy

for individuals such as September, who are the direct victims of apartheid.

September also does not have the proper "papers" (p.65), a problem which has

prevented him from seeing his family for the past two years by restricting his

freedom of movement in South Africa and from holding a legal job; this allusion

by Slabolepszy to the influx control, migrant labour and pass laws restricting

Blacks during the apartheid rule in South Africa, is a constant reminder of an

unfair system of justice that people were subjected to simply because the colour of

their skins happened to be black. Despite these more serious undertones,

September and Forsie's conversations contain much humour. Consider, for

example, Slabolepszy's punning of the word, "madala", when September tries to

buy Forsie's motorbike to get to his family in Natal more quickly and Forsie

translates September's Zulu words at random. This is again an example of

condescending humour, but in this specific example Slabolepszy's approach IS

light-hearted and although we are laughing at the black man's expense, our

laughter as such is not cruel:
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September's fear of the police is also very amusing when he sees Forsie's

handcuffs with which he locks his bike and mistakes Forsie for a policeman. (The

fact that he should confuse the slow-witted Forsie with a policeman, is also a

somewhat dire commentary on the mentality associated with white policemen).

However, through our laughter at September's discomfort and Forsie's momentary

mistaken identity, Slabolepszy also criticizes by making an oblique reference to the

mistrust and fear with which the Blacks specifically perceived white policemen

who, as upholders of the cruel laws of apartheid for Blacks, were often themselves

very cruel in executing these laws and in their subsequent handling of Blacks.

When September informs Forsie that he left his previous job at ''Europa'' because

employees were not allowed to ask their employers for more money and

employers, in reply, would say" ... voetsak with your unions" (p.2S), Slabolepszy

mocks the typical reactions of self-serving white employers in South Africa. By

means of this type of satire, Slabolepszy highlights one of the problems of the

"old" South Africa, where it was illegal to belong to a union in order to prevent

exploitation by an unfair employer who often regarded black labour, as cheap

labour.

September embarks on a coaching session to teach Forsie about gumboot

dancing, which is traditional to Zulus working on the mines. The session is

precipitated by September's "Haak Vrystaat!" (p.2S), a good-natured dig by

Slabolepszy to induce laughter by implementing a favourite expression of fanatic

Free State rugby supporters. While the congenial atmosphere between September

and Forsie makes the play more realistic and "South African" in nature, the light-

heartedness between September and Forsie also succeeds in providing comic relief

and serves as a contrast to the heavy drama at the close of the play when Forsie

ultimately betrays September. In so doing Slabolepszy not only strengthens our

empathy for September when the play comes to its shattering close, but also

strengthens our empathy of the black man's plight in apartheid South Africa at

large. Slabolepszy's satiric intention is far-reaching and devastating when one
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realises that his creation, September, seems to suggest that in South Africa the

black man has learnt through bitter experience that in order to survive, he will have

to "play his tormentor's game by the white man's rules" (Business Day 16

September 1987:20), but that these rules in the end are self-defeating and

destructive.

Vince and Forsie's inane chatter evokes laughter by constantly illuminating

Vince's selfish, arrogant, cruel nature and by contrast, Forsie's more gentle,

tolerant attitude and simple mind. Slabolepszy invites laughter to relieve the

underlying tension in the play when he, for example, exposes Forsie's lack of

intelligence and sophistication, when Forsie not only states the obvious, but invents

his own word "clirosis" instead of "cirrhosis", when he explains to Vince in all

earnestness that "Alcohol causes clirosis of the liver" (p.16); (the sexual innuendo

in the word "clirosis" in order to evoke laughter is self-evident). Throughout the

play Forsie is also at pains to try and calm the potentially violent Vince. However,

Slabolepszy manages to infuse their conversation with humour so often, that only

the most unreceptive audience would be able to restrain their laughter. For

example, the way in which Forsie is made the comic butt when Vince reminds him

that "It's out of the goodness of my heart you got a social life at all, my china."

(p.27) Vince's reference to a girl Forsie guesses Vince was unable to "chaff" is

also an example of humour at the expense of others' imperfections: "Tall girl -

Bloody Amazon! [Demonstrating] When she danced she looked like a praying

mantis with epilepsy - could've got my head bitten off!" (p.27) By implementing

the above type of comic humour which relies on jokes, Slabolepszy largely tempers

our initial responses to these characters who are at first not perceived to be as

nasty as they are by the close of the play. Our perception of Vince and Forsie at

the closing of the play lacks the patronising tolerance with which we regarded

them at the beginning of the play when our reactions to them were tempered by

means of this type of humour. The light-hearted humour in the beginning of the

play and our tolerance towards Vince and Forsie's working class mentality, stand
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in stark contrast to the play's dramatic closing in which Slabolepszy exposes and

condemns injustice and intolerance, as well as the perpetrators thereof. Hereby

Slabolepszy heightens the dramatic impact of Saturday Night at the Palace and

also evokes empathy for individuals such as September who suffer because of

racist individuals such as Vince and Forsie, within a possible scenario in apartheid

South Africa.

Vince's reference to the first landing on the moon as "One giant swipe for

mankind" and that the famous South African golfer, Gary Player, would soon be

designing a course called ''Moon City" (p.30) up there, is both comic and locally

enlightening, for it immediately reminds one of the hotel conglomerates like the

famous "Sun City" starting to spring up in South Africa at the time. Forsie also

gives a very amusing rendition of the well-known film, TwoMules/or Sister Sara,

starring his hero, Clint Eastwood who, according to him, must have "animal

magnetism"(p.33) (a cliché which evokes laughter and highlights Forsie's lack of

imagination when expressing himself) to make him so popular with the girls, and a

nun, played by Shirley Maclaine, who turns out not to be a nun at all, but a

prostitute in disguise. Vince's advice to Forsie about computer dating is revealing,

but also amusing, for example, Vince's use of the familiar South African slang for

girlfriend ("goose") and chap ("oke"):

You got to forget about the computer, man. I told
you. If you want a goose, you got to catch them
young and treat them rough. Time and chicks
wait for no man, man. Some other okc' s going to
get in there and what you left with? Scope
magazine. (p.38)

Also very amusing in the aforementioned is Vince's reference to the single,

unrestricted, well-known sexually explicit magazine in the "old" South Africa,

considering how such censoring is almost non-existent in present-day South
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Africa. In this example, Forsie is the comic butt of Slabolepszy's humour, for

Vince implies that the only sexual kick Forsie gets, is out of reading a magazine

like Scope; at the same time, Vince's authoritarian, chauvinistic attitude towards

women in general is also exposed.

Slabolepszy is even able to infuse a very serious moment with humour. For

example, the following extract demonstrates that despite Vince's anger at Dougie

for banishing him from their house, his self-righteous protestations about how he

supported Dougie in the beginning and his knowledgeable advice to Forsie, are

very comic. The audience is bound to suspect that Vince is either lying or slanting

the truth about his magnanimous role in Dougie's life; this, together with Vince's

blaming of others for not giving him credit for things which he has probably not

done, evokes the patronising laughter of the audience at Vince's transparent wiles.

This type of humour to a certain extent could even evoke empathy for Vince as a

victim of an unfair world which has forced him to lie and cheat, a world which the

audience will no doubt recognise as the uncompromising Johannesburg. At the

same time one has to bear in mind that comedy is open to various interpretations

and is governed by one's own, emotional point of view at a specific juncture:

I put the bastard right man! When I came
along he was popping so many pills that they
were calling him Sleeping Beauty! Did he tell
you that? Hey!? Who put him right? - (Self-
righteously tapping his chest] The good fuckcn
Samaritan. Jesus. Seven hundred bucks! Can
you handle it? Seven hundred rand the bastard
says I owe him! Where from? He owes me
double that for all the hours I spent on his
fucken excuse for a car - labour alone! Let me
tell you something Forsie - don't ever let youself
be squeezed, my mate. 'Cause in Jo'burg - you
let them - they squeeze you dry. Like a lemon.
Sa! Don't ever let that happen to you. (p.58)
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As the play draws to its shattering close, Vince's cruel nature becomes

more and more apparent and that at which one was able to laugh does not seem so

laughable any more. Saturday Night at the Palace now starts toppling over into

tragedy, one of the dimensions one has come to associate with comedy; for

example, when Vince starts taunting September by shoving serviettes through an

open hatch and dribbling the packets, soccer style, around September. Vince

steals the road-house keys and he and Forsie start throwing the keys at each other

with September jumping up and down trying to catch the keys. When September

brandishes a knobkierie to ward off the two hoodlums, Vince tells him the keys are

in the dustbin, and then cruelly jams the dustbin lid down on top of him. When

Vince's senseless terrorization of September starts getting out of hand, Forsie

eventually informs Vince personally that his bike is not really broken, and that it

was just a way of forcing him to phone their landlord so that Dougie himself could

tell him that he was unwelcome as a boarder at their place of lodging. Vince' s

anger gets the upper hand and his cruel disposition is soon revealed in all its

meanness when he not only forces Forsie to arm-wrestle with him in order to

"win" the keys of the road-house, but orders Forsie, the winner, to arm-wrestle

with September to win the coveted keys. When September wins the round, Vince

still does not relinquish the keys, but in addition, handcuffs September to Forsie's

motorbike. Vince trashes the roadhouse, wreaking havoc. He starts slapping

September in the face and prodding him in the stomach with the knobkierie in

order to force him to reveal where he has hidden the day's takings.

Eventually Vince loses all control and his anger knows no bounds as he

throws out September's belongings onto the floor, including, amongst other things

baby shoes, a little girl's dress, a little boy's shirt, September's savings book and a

family photograph which he tears to pieces. There is extreme pathos and

poignancy in this heart-rending, realistic image of a black man's privacy being

invaded by the destructive Vince, and much empathy is evoked for the defeated

black man.
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Vince accuses Forsie of being a ''Kaffirboetie'' (p.69), a familiar South

African term used on Whites who are politically more liberally orientated towards

Blacks. But Vince's accusation is proven false, for Forsie not only reveals his

racial prejudice by offering September five rand as consolation and then thinking

September will miraculously recover from Vinoe's physical and mental torture; he

also uses September as a scapegoat when, after having killed Vince, he has to save

his own neck by placing the blame on the black man.

When Vince finally discovers that he is on his own, he adds insult to injury

by ramming a slice of pecan pie into September's face. He also launches his final

revenge on Forsie by informing him that Sally, the ''Little chick with the cans"

(p.27), whom Forsie believes "smarks" (p.28) him, had in fact had sex with him at

the party which they had attended that night, and that her shining face afterwards,

while she was talking to Forsie, was a result of their ardent lovemaking. Vince

produces a pair of panties to prove his point and runs around the stage with it on

his head, all the time taunting Forsie about the woman: "You scheme she's a

virgin? So's the big hole of Kimberley." (p.71) Although this could be interpreted

as black or ribald humour on the part of Slabolepszy, it is at this stage of the play

merely a fleeting comic moment.

Everything proves too much for Forsie, for he subsequently, in a blind

moment of rage, stabs Vince to death with a screwdriver. When Forsie realises

that Vince is dead, he informs September in a devastatingly calculated manner how

he will frame the black man for Vince's death, knowing full well that his

"exploitation of officialdom's innate prejudice" (Business Day 16 September

1987:20) will make his story of the frightening consequences of the evening more

believable than September's. The apparent paradox in Forsie's otherwise servile

nature is established and his absolute guilt is confirmed. Despite Forsie's apparent

amiability towards September, he proves to be an even worse bigot than Vince as
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this forceful close of the play demonstrates. Van Rooyen's interpretation of the

ambivalence in Forsie's character certainly rings true:

Semi-liberal Forsie. excellently portrayed by
Bill Flynn, has been as influenced as Vince by
the racialistic attitudes of his society, yet pity
softens him. A5 a result he sits on the fence -
when it is convenient - sympathising with the
underdog but keeping a firm grip on the
master's whip. He becomes the most evil
character. (Van Rooyen in Pretoria News 14
September 1987:5)

And so Saturday Night at the Palace reaches its shattering climax with

Vince lying dead on the floor and the black man's hopeless cries of "Aikona"

filling the darkness as he sits helplessly chained to Forsie's motorbike. Macliam's

summary of Saturday Night at the Palace's closing is particularly descriptive:

"... the denouement hits at gut level with all the power of a battering-ram" (The

Star 2 February 1984). The contrast of a noble Black destroyed by what one

could describe as the ultimate in "white trash", is extremely vivid. By means of

this powerful closing, Slabolepszy finally brings the tragic truth of a divided society

during a turbulent era in South African history to the surface, evoking empathy for

everyone concerned. However, it is the black man's suffering as a result of this

that is given new meaning and it is with him that most of our sympathies lie. This

devastating ending of Saturday Night at the Palace recalls Bentley's assumption

that although comedy may begin with laughter, its ending is very often judgmental

and bitter. One has to admit that it is no wonder that this tautly-written play with

its alarming pace has made the particular impact that it has and has left its audience

so exhausted mentally.

3.2 Boo to the Moon (1986) - This dynamic play is set in the year 1986

and was also performed for the first time in the same year. Thamm commends
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Slabolepszy for being "one of the most keen observers of the human race"

(Thamrn in The Cape Times 14 August 1987: 1) and one has to endorse these

sentiments especially with regard to Slabolepszy's insight in a play such as Boo to

the Moon. It is significant that this was the time when the glimrnerings of renewal

were starting in South Africa, for political change in South Africa at the time was

inevitable. However, despite growing resistance from the Western postulators of

democratic and personal freedom who maintained that South Africa's political

stance was not changing rapidly enough, and the genuine efforts that were in fact

being made to initiate change in South Africa, internal instability, unrest, violence

and growing uncertainty among the white ruling classes, as well as South Africa's

black majority, were the order of the day.

It is especially the fear and uncertainty of Whites that Slabolepszy depicts

in this play, as his emphasis on white South Africans' emigrating to a supposedly

safe haven like Australia because of South Africa's turbulent internal political

situation, reveals. In view of the aforementioned, Chisholm is justified in

describing Boo to the Moon as a play where "emergency is lurking in the

background" (Chisholm in The Cape Times 8 July 1987:10). This is evident from

Boo to the Moon's riveting opening, the resounding car crash, and the note of

urgency and uncertainty which underlies the conversations among the five white

Matric pupils throughout the play. Not only are these five friends victims of an

unfortunate automobile accident, the broken car also becomes a symbol of their

broken lives. They are without doubt, also victims of circumstances over which

they have no control, the circumstances of course being the broader political

spectrum in South Africa at the time. The cul-de-sac on stage is reflected in the

characters' own lives, for they are all plagued by uncertainties of what the future

holds for them. However, as with Saturday Night at the Palace, it would be

wrong to interpret Boo to the Moon as a political play exclusively, although one is

aware of the political thread running through the play. The characters themselves

for the greater part of the action in Boo to the Moon seem politically
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unenlightened and unaware; however, this type of paradox seems to be part of

Slabolepszy's satiric intention of criticising the passivity of white, teenage South

Africans regarding apartheid politics.

However, Spider is not as unenlightened as his friends are, for he alerts the

other characters to what is happening in the country. For example, he tells them

about the ANC resistance in South Africa at the time and the "Comrades" which

"are gonna come down here and give us all the necklace" (p.l04) - the "necklace"

of course being a reference to revolutionary Blacks' inhumane method of killing

dissenters and the enemy during the stormy apartheid years of the eighties.

Although Slabolepszy makes fun of the HNP through Spider's reference to this

very conservative, ultra-right political party in South Africa who think "every black

man's a terrorist" (p.l1l), it is also a telling comment on the way in which this

dominantly right-wing, Afrikaner political party functioned, reinforcing one's

perception of the fear and distrust a certain section of the white population felt

towards the black majority in South Africa. Greig's comment that ''the abyss of

political violence invalidates the past and negates the future: meaning is only in the

present moment" (Greig in Slabolepszy 1994:xi) is especially applicable to Boo to

the Moon if one takes the characters' inability to take action into consideration,

but the play is certainly not restricted to politics only.

Slabolepszy infuses the play with so much humour and treats his teenager

characters' personal and political crises with so much empathy, that one is unable

to interpret the play as a historical textbook on South African politics. So one is

able to agree with Wilson that Boo to the Moon does not, like so many of the

protest plays of the British and South African theatre of the 1960s onwards,

descend ''to the dreary agit-prop that has become the benchmark of so much new

indigenous writing" (Wilson in The Argus 20 August 1987:2). In addition, what

takes place in the play is not only possible, but plausible, for Slabolepszy succeeds
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in reflecting a realistic slice-of-life in the lives of five teenagers involved in a car

crash after their Matric farewell in South Africa in the year 1986. Pact's

advertisement of Boo to the Moon reinforces this impression:

It's a story about youth and about being
young, presenting its fledgling heroes not as
their loving parents see them but as they
really are - spots, bad language and all.
(Thamm in The Cape Times 14 August
1987:14)

One also suspects that Slabolepszy s unconventional surroundings in the

play were specifically chosen in order to raise issues that otherwise might have

been evaded in a more congenial milieu. As a close analysis of Boo to the Moon

will reveal, it can without doubt be described as a play which, through the comedy

of recognition, teaches and entertains us. However, as Coetzee points out,

Slabolepszy's most telling comment is "the way the youngsters mirror, quite

unconsciously, the society in which they have grown up" (Coetzee in Pretoria

News 31 July 1987:2). It is also significant that the refrain that runs through Boo

to the Moon, with slight variations, is: "1 don't want to listen to this ...You don't

have to tell us" which "reflects a society that closes its eyes and ears to reality, to a

school system that squashes rather than encourages questioning" (Coetzee in

Pretoria News 31 July 1987:2). Coetzee's remarks are especially meaningful to

the children of an era in South Africa during which not only what was taught in

schools, but also what was issued by the press, was blindly followed and passively

accepted by the majority of South Africa's peoples, especially the white privileged

classes. This in itself evokes tremendous empathy for a society of people denied

the opportunity of reasoning for themselves.

Slabolepszy's five characters are diverse in outlook and much of this is also

discernible from the way that they are dressed. Much of the action is centred on
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the pivotal character, Spider, the oldest of the five, whose "dismal school record"

is reflected "in his behaviour and dress (totally inappropriate for something as

formal as a Matric Farewell)" (p.89). Spider is comparable to the archetypal rebel-

without-a-cause of the fifties, a James Dean or Jimmy Porter type of character who

wants to change the world, but is unable to do so because of his own insecurity

and helplessness. Spider defiantly lashes out at those nearest to him and, through

aggression, tries to jerk someone like the innocent, naïve Myrtle out of her

complacent unawareness, into the harsh realities of life. He is also constantly at

pains to taunt Coxie, who is described as "head boy and rugby star - the only one

wearing a 'tux' "(p.89), for not facing up to the changes that are taking place in

the country, and blames him for his intention of running off to Australia, thereby

evading the issues plaguing South Africa and its inhabitants.

Spider is a complex character, for despite his poor academic school record,

he is the most enlightened of the group of friends. However, he is also plagued by

inherent feelings of inferiority, and is the most insecure and sensitive of the

characters, as his devastation about what is going on in South Africa at the time

demonstrates. On the other hand, Spider seems to have insight into the human

psyche and we find his humorous advice to Allie, about being strong and not too

sensitive in an uncompromising world, applicable to ourselves as well: "The world

is made of two types a' people, Allie. Those who can take it - and those who

can't. If you belong to the second group, my friend - the world can be a helluva

shit place to live in." (p.112) We recognise ourselves through Spider's words,

which not only make us laugh, but simultaneously teach us a valuable lesson.

It is also clear that Spider is an individualist who will not allow himself to

be dictated to like Allie. He makes fun of Allie by calling him a "dweezil" (p.l13)

for not being able to understand the psychology of "The law" which says "red is

stop and green is go. When it's orange, you put foot, man. You hit the gas."
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(p.ll3) When Allie responds to this by telling Spider that he was taught different

traffic rules in nursery school, Slabolepszy makes fun of Allie's naïveté through

Spider's patronising advice to Allie that "If you gonna let something you learned in

nursery school dictate the pattern of your life - you in big trouble, my friend. Very

big trouble." (p.ll3) Slabolepszy evokes laughter by contrasting Spider's

worldliness and apparent wisdom with Allie's wide-eyed innocence. The above

example is not only very amusing, it is also illustrative of Slabolepszy's verbal

adroitness. In this specific example Allie is made the comic butt, but there is irony

in this type of humour for underneath the laughs, Slabolepszy provides insightful

advice about life which cannot be based on childhood rules. Slabolepszy evokes

empathy for Spider through this type of clever humour (which we suspect can only

be properly appreciated by Spider himself and is perhaps a means of coping with

his own unhappiness). In addition, this humorous side to Spider's personality

which he is unable to share with his friends, emphasises his isolation, for one

realises that he is actually wise far beyond his years. Simultaneously Slabolepszy

to a large degree evokes empathy for individuals such as Allie who are so naïve for

their age.

Our empathy for Spider is enhanced when we learn with amusement how

enterprising he is. It appears that he has taken some of the sponsored liquor at

their Matrie farewell which he intends selling at a profit. Although Spider takes

something that does not belong to him, we forgive him, for the way in which he

jokingly justifies the deed is cunning, and evokes our indulgent laughter: "Free

enterprise, my friend. The Lord provides and Man divides." (p.123) In addition,

Slabolepszy further enhances our empathy for Spider through his unfortunate

personal circumstances, which add to our impression of him as a victim - his father

is an alcoholic and his mother is a weakling who is unable to stand up to her

husband or to protect her child. Slabolepszy contrasts Spider with his friends,

which, while making us laugh, also shows up his friends' unconcern about their

apartheid environment; in this way Slabolepszy is able to utilise humour as a
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satiric tool by which to criticise. Everything in the aforementioned adds to our

impression of Spider as a complex character, whom can be compared with a James

Dean rebel-without-a-cause type, an idea which Chisholm's description of Spider

further elucidates:

... holds the action together as the tough-
talking. foul-mouthed cynic from the broken
home, who beneath his amoral, callous
exterior is vulnerable and more politically
sensitive than his complacent establishment
classmates. (Chisholm in The Cape Times
21 August 1987:15)

Spider is the only character who has had direct contact with the pain and

suffering concomitant with political violence, for he was present when a bomb

exploded in a supermarket. He is the most politically aware of all the characters

and admonishes Jessica and Myrtle for not wanting to take a lift from Blacks, for

he realises that they will have to get used to the fact that the Blacks will be

"running the country soon" (p.120). His own personal shame and guilt about the

political situation in South Africa is nowhere as intense as when he lashes out

against the way in which innocent, black children have to bear the brunt of political

injustice: 'We racist pigs. We practise chocolate fucken genocide, didn't you

know that? We slaughter schoolkids, just for fun. We shoot them in the streets

... !" (p.134) However, in the above example Slabolepszy largely also defuses the

seriousness of the moment by evoking laughter at Spider's swearing and his verbal

expressiveness in a phrase like "chocolate fucken genocide", which ingeniously and

shockingly explains how black children are wilfully murdered. Through an

example like the above, with its serious critical intent and undertone of aggressive,

cruel, sarcastic humour which verges on hysteria, Slabolepszy not only succeeds in

evoking momentary laughter, but also empathy for black people and their innocent

children who have been abused and even destroyed by the apartheid system. In the

course of the play it becomes clear that Spider's facade of being totally in charge
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and his aggression is to hide his insecurity, which further endears him to us. Our

empathy for Spider increases when Myrtle guesses correctly his lack of a partner at

the dance was because he was afraid that no girl would go with him.

Spider's choice of words and his teenage slang often evoke laughter,

despite his aggression, but when we recognise his anger as an indication of the

typical insecurity teenagers suffer from, a teenage rebel like Spider is able to evoke

our empathy as well, as his most telling remark to Coxie demonstrates: "And it

might be the last jol we ever have - so I'd bladdy well enjoy it." (p.130) This

petulant remark reveals Spider's own insecurity about the future, which is

reaffirmed when he remains behind at the scene of the accident after his friends

have left, alone with his thoughts - this is yet another dimension of Spider's

complex character because one hardly associates this type of behaviour with

someone one has initially thought is a shallow, ignorant "joller" type. Like Myrtle,

Spider is also beset with fear and he even admits as much to her, but he despises

her ignorance and lack of concern about the realities of life in South Africa and the

plight of those around her, especially the Blacks. The following lines are satiric.

In Myrtle's ignorance, we see our own reflection in Slabolepszy's mirror, which is

simultaneously comic and disturbing. When Spider tries to shock Myrtle into

some form of awareness, Slabolepszy touches on a contentious, but sadly, true

issue that is applicable to many white South Africans:

You scared? I'm scared too. But you
know what scares me, Myrtle? You do!
You dangerous, you know that? You live
behind your high walls - your bladdy
burglar bars, and that's bugger all you
know. And what's worse is, you don't
even wanna know! (p.134)
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Coetzee lends further insight into one of Slabolepszy's most complex anti-

heroes whom Slabolepszy draws with so much compassion, when she describes

Spider as a person:

Masquerading as the aggressor, he is in fact
the victim ... of emotional, physical and
political violence. As fragile as rice paper
when stripped of his defences. he hides his
hurt, confusion and anger behind a barrage of
wise-cracking cynicism and taunting
sloganeering. (Coetzee in Pretoria News 31
July 1987:2)

Jessica is also a school prefect, but gives the impression of being not only a

survivor, but also the most emancipated of the group of friends; for example, even

though she apparently seems antagonistic towards Spider, she is attracted to him

and prepared to have sex with him, despite her attachment to Coxie. In addition,

she wants to get out of her family home and away from her uncaring father as soon

as possible, to set up her own flat with her own furniture, "even if it's tomato

boxes" (p.127), as long as it belongs to her. In this way Slabolepszy highlights an

aspiration for personal independence that is peculiar to many young people. It

appears that Jessica's Achilles' heel is the "thing about her bum" (p.lll), and

Slabolepszy uses this typical teenage hyper-sensitivity to induce much of the

laughter at Jessica's expense. Once again Slabolepszy's comedy in this instance

corresponds to that of laughing at the errors in others which, although to a large

extent is cruel humour, corresponds with Jung's view that one can surmount error

or evil through laughter. Jung, by implication, seems to be suggesting an

additional interpretation of the type of comedy associated with Jessica: if we are

able to laugh at ourselves, we will be able to surmount our problems. Although

Slabolepszy describes Jessica as a person with "a mind of her own" who "knows

the rules, but still plays the game her own way" (p.89), she is also depicted as a

vulnerable person who is not unaffected by her personal circumstances in a wider

South African political context. However, Slabolepszy's creation is also
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empathetically sketched as a recognisable teenager who is vulnerable about what

she considers as physical blemishes and who, in addition, is sexually active.

Although Slabolepszy makes fun of teenagers' hyper -sensitivity about their

physical appearance through Jessica, he simultaneously paints a picture of a typical

teenager experiencing typical teenage problems. Slabolepszy reveals insight into

the psyche of a large number of teenagers who are like Jessica and who encounter

the same problems as she - the fact that she experiments with sex is also a reality

among many teenagers, which makes Boo to the Moon not only enlightening and

accessible to Jessica's peers, but also to the parents of teenagers who have to deal

with this type of problem. By making fun of Jessica and her insecurities,

Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy for teenagers and parents who have to cope

with similar problems, through our initial laughter of recognition at these typical

teenage problems.

Coxie is the direct opposite of Spider and is depicted as the type who

makes all the right noises and does all the right things in order to impress his

friends and teachers. When Spider accurately sums up Coxie as not being a person

who is "gonna die for any lost bladdy cause" (p.142), Spider's unique teenage

jargon is in itself amusing and in addition able to evoke laughter at Coxie's

weaknesses. Coxie does not try to understand Spider, but retaliates against

Spider's taunting by making fun of Spider's poor academic record. Coxie is also

instantly recognisable as the type of teenager who endeavours to do everything

right and who tries to ingratiate himself wherever he goes. Through low comedy,

Slabolepszy makes us even more aware of this when Spider, for example, in a type

of language that accurately depicts the way in which many schoolchildren would

communicate with one another, ungraciously accuses Coxie of being a social

climber and currying favour with his teachers,: "Wanker. You gonna kak off next

week when yo got no teachers to suck up to, hey? No more tea and biscuits in the

staff canteen" (p'103); and when Spider insults Coxie by telling him that he

became head boy because he spends so much of his time with his head "up the
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teachers' arses" (p.llS). Although Slabolepszy makes fun of opposites like Spider

and Coxie who are typical examples of the "bad" and the "good" guy who are

constantly at loggerheads with each other, he also paints a very realistic picture of

these teenage types through humour. Slabolepszy also evokes empathy for such

individuals because we recognise these types as part of our society and part of our

own, fallible human nature. Coxie's apparent lack of concern for his country and

his egocentric nature make him less admirable than Spider, but later in the play

even he evokes empathy from the audience when he is revealed as a victim who

has no choice, when one learns that he has been forced to emigrate from his land

of birth at his parents' insistence.

Myrtle is the youngest of the fivesome and is described as being very proud

of her "Pamela Ewing" dress that she has made especially for the farewell.

Although Slabolepszy makes fun of Myrtle's naïveté in this example and evokes

laughter at her restricted frame of reference and her shallowness at aspiring to be

like a popular TV idol of the eighties, Slabolepszy here also highlights the political

isolation of his characters, which inevitably also deprives them personally. By so

doing, Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy for the Myrtle-type of character who

is both naïve and unenlightened about circumstances in South Africa. Myrtle

seems to be the typical blind follower who does not question anything and whose

only frame of reference is the TV series Dallas, which was so popular in the

eighties, and who, in addition, is pampered by over-indulgent, affluent parents.

Spider's disgust at Myrtle is clearly visible when he accuses her of "being so

bladdy thick" (p.134) that she won't even know when the Blacks have come to get

her. Here Slabolepszy pokes fun at all the ignorant Myrtles of this world and

evokes laughter at their lack of insight. However, although we are able to laugh at

Myrtle, we are also able to recognise her and what she stands for as being part of

our own lives, and in so doing, through the comedy of recognition, we are able to

feel sorry for individuals like Myrtle, and Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy on

her behalf
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It soon becomes clear that Myrtle is not totally unaffected by her South

African milieu, for she is tortured by nightmares of the swimming pool's Kreepy

Krauly suffocating her and in the end promises Spider that she will make an effort

to communicate with Blacks. Through Myrtle's ridiculous encounter with the

Kreepy Krauly, Slabolepszy not only makes us laugh, but also succeeds in

heightening our awareness of the fears of the white, young South African female

regarding Blacks, as a direct result of her political heritage and the way in which

she has been brought up. This fear of the black man in South Africa is reiterated

when Myrtle and Jessica decide that they don't want to hike home any more after

having seen "some blacks go past in a bakkie" (p.120). But Slabolepszy is not

condemning; he evokes empathy for this type of problem experienced by Whites in

South Africa. Slabolepszy through Myrtle does seem to be warning us to wake up

and not to lose track of the realities oflife.

Allie, again, is the typical "nerdish" type, whom Slabolepszy describes as

''bespectacled, the class boffin" whose " 'straight' suit is worn in a way which

suggests a total ignorance of hip, as does his body language" (p.89). Allie's

character evokes much laughter and reminds one of the slapstick humour and the

role of the clown or trickster figure characteristic of vaudeville comedy. Consider,

for example, the following stage instructions, when Allie starts fiddling with the

torch: "ALLlE fries to click the torch on. He switches it on in his own face,

giving him a small fright. He shines the torch in a semi-circle over the audience -

beams the light in JESSICA'S face." (p.97) Jessica's displeasure with Allie's

unintentional tomfoolery is met with a disgruntled, "Ah, voetsek Allie, man",

typical of the way in which many teenagers communicate, while Allie continues to

manipulate the torch as he "walks downstage flicking the torch on and off' (p.97),

further enhancing our perception of Allie as a clown or dunce. However, although

Allie's antics on stage are comic - he slowly but surely becomes more and more

inebriated during his stage appearance and is at pains to injure his index finger in

order to evade being called up for compulsory army service - he also strikes a
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sympathetic note, for one is immediately able to identify with the personal dilemma

that young, white South African males had to deal with when forced to serve in the

army and fight a cause that was not really their concern, and which filled them with

fear and trepidation because of the risk and danger involved.

In his depiction of Allie, Slabolepszy adds to the comedy in Boo to the

Moon. Allie evokes laughter in his guise as the trickster/clown comic figure whom

we are able to laugh at. Simultaneously Allie is also able to evoke empathy from

the audience when they realise that his clowning and inebriation are largely ways of

coping with his personal problems by hiding his true feeling in order to blunt the

rough edges of his life. Once again Slabolepszy makes us aware of human failings

which we are able to recognise, for evasion is part of our lives as well. Through

Allie Slabolepszy not only seems to be entertaining and amusing us, he also seems

to be teaching us about individuals such as Allie who try to hide their true feelings

behind masks because they are unable to come to terms with reality. Because we

to a large extent are able to recognise and identify with Allie's problems, we are

also able to empathise with Allie and his circumstances. Allie's reference to the

well known Magnus Malan, head of the South African Army and Minister of

Defence at the time, also succeeds in making Boo to the Moon very topical. When

the distraught, intoxicated Allie finally cannot contain his feelings about going to

the army any longer, Slabolepszy's satiric intent becomes clearer and more

forceful, as he criticises the internal system of politics in South Africa at the time:

I'm not going to the army, okayl? I'm
not fighting any mad military war for any
fascist minority one party mish-mash,
Not for Magnus!' Not for my dad. Not
for anyone. (p.129)

Coxie's observation to Allie that if something happens to your index finger on the

right hand, "they teach you to shoot with the other" (p.122) is perceptive, for
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Slabolepszy subtly seems to be targeting the undefined they in South Africa, which

one immediately interprets as a system which denies one one's freedom of choice.

Conversely, Slabolepszy evokes empathy for an outsider like Allie who is not able

to fit in with his friends and who is not readily accepted by his peers because he is

so different from them. Even the exemplary Coxie makes fun of Allie when his

reaction to Allie's enquiry about the number twelve spanner is: "It's your IQ,

poephol" (p.99) - this laughing at instead of with, being one of the conventions of

comedy regarding the fool. However, although we laugh at Allie, we are

simultaneously also able to feel for him as the outcast in society, and through this,

Slabolepszy extends comedy's dimension or function in Boo to the Moon. Allie's

alienation is enhanced when it appears that he lied about owning the car in which

they crashed, for he admits that it in fact belongs to his mother; he pretended the

car was his because he wanted to impress his friends and be more acceptable to

them.

Although Boo to the Moon in particular seems to be addressing a specific

target audience, that is the young, white South African, not only younger

audiences would find it appealing. For the parents of teenagers there is also much

to learn and look back on, as Wilson correctly says: "Boo is a play that will

straddle any generation gap. Anyone who ever matriculated is likely to embark on

a nostalgia trip as the play unfolds." (Wilson in The Argus 20 August 1987:2)

Slabolepszy's opening to Boo to the Moon is innovative, humorous and

entertaining. For example, when Myrtle's screaming pierces the night air just after

the accident, it gives way to "general pandemonium" as all the passengers of the

car start screaming and shouting, which Slabolepszy describes as "a mixture of

tipsy euphoria and genuine fear. A sense of a roller-coaster gone wrong." (p.90)

The comic dimension of Slabolepszy's innovative opening is further enhanced by

what Slabolepszy describes as the "bizarre and slightly comic" (p.90) atmosphere
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that should dominate the opening scene before the interior cab light of the car is

switched on. One is unable to agree that Boo to the Moon has an "implausible

beginning" (Brooks in Eastern Province Herald 8 July 1987:7), for Slabolepszy's

riveting opening emphasises an individualistic approach that immediately focuses

the audience's attention on what is to follow. However, Brooks does concede that

Boo to the Moon "catches one's attention and holds it to the end" (Eastern

Province Herald 1987:7), a viewpoint that one is able to share by merely

considering the remarkably zestful pace, clever repartee and witticisms in the play,

which do not allow a dull moment and are sustained throughout the play.

Although such a car crash on stage is not an entirely new approach, calling to

mind, amongst other plays, Noel Coward's popular Blythe Spirit, both a younger

audience, as well as a more mature audience, should find such an exciting,

stimulating opening particularly appealing and welcome.

Coetzee remarks that Slabolepszy's crashed vehicle on stage IS a

"foreboding metaphor" (Pretoria News 31 July 1987:2). It is true that the

symbolic value of the crash and the broken vehicle on stage cannot be

underestimated, since it is an extremely effective device to stimulate audience

interest and to heighten awareness of the young people's personal crises.

Slabolepszy seems to be saying that the young peoples' lives can only be renewed

after having flirted with disaster, as a result of which they are able to come to a

dramatic standstill, take stock of their lives and start anew. The broken vehicle can

also be interpreted as a reflection of a broken South African society.

In the play Slabolepszy succeeds in capturing the way in which young

South African Whites speak, which is responsible for much of our laughter. For

example, when the passengers surface and realise that nobody has been hurt, an

argument ensues between Spider and Coxie about who caused the accident.

Although their conversation is amusing, we are immediately made aware of the
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COXIE: You roll a' bladdy car!

SPIDER: Don't look at me.

COXIE: Who the hell's behind the wheel ... ?

tension between the two and that Coxie's girlfriend, Jessica, is trying to defuse the

situation - the way in which they communicate is typical of the slang that teenagers

employ: "Shut your face" (Keep quiet); "chick" (girlfriend); the frequent use of

the South Africanism "man", in order to convey irritation or annoyance; and the

repeated use of swear words like "hell", "bladdy" and "shit" (pp.92-93).

Boekkooi captures the essence of Slabolepszy's effective use of dialogue

by pointing out its staccato quality which succeeds in heightening the tension and

adding to the cutting edge of the humour (Boekkooi in Beeld 31 July 1987:2). In

the following example, Slabolepszy also seems to be making fun of the

consequences of drinking and driving. However, the short sentences and swear

words used by the characters in addition suggest shock, urgency, irritation and a

need to blame someone for the accident, hereby heightening the tension of the

moment through the serve and volley effect of their arguing. Although we are able

to laugh at the young people's arguing, Slabolepszy's humour is incisive, for by

means of their conversation, an underlying criticism of the irresponsibility of

teenagers is also illuminated. In addition, the characters' shortness with one

another emphasises their self-absorption, since they are not really listening to one

another:

JESSICA: What happened to the road?

SPIDER: We took a detour. Cross country.

COXIE: Shut your face, man!

SPIDER: What's up with you?

COXIE: What the hell you do?

SPIDER: What you mean what the hell I do? You saw
what I did.

JESSICA: Sbh ...
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JESSICA: Shht!

SPIDER: You didn't see it!?

COXIE: See what?

SPIDER: Don't tell me you didn't sec it!?

COXIE: Talk shit. man - you fall asleep ...

SPIDER: Right in the middle of the bladdv road ...

JESSICA: Oh, shut up now. man!

SPIDER: Who you telling to shut up?

JESSICA: We been in an accident here .

SPIDER: You shut up yourself. my girl .

COXIE: Don't tell my chick to shut up (pp.92-93)

The fact that Slabolepszy in addition touches on contentious issues such as

smoking and alcohol abuse by teenagers, alcoholism and wife bashing in the home,

homosexuality, paedophilia, and teenage sex, further enhances the impact of the

play, since these are problems that young people are often confronted by and have

to cope with. Spider tells his friends that he caught out one of their teachers,

nicknamed Zombie, "with his hand up Cornelia Snyman's dress" (p.108) and

Myrtle tells them that the same thing also happened to her. Although Spider's

language usage is able to evoke laughter, his words in themselves constitute quite

a serious accusation against educational institutions and the type of teachers that

they draw, for is not a teacher supposed to be in a position of trust and a person

whom the pupils can look up to and have faith in: "The oke's a potential rapist.

Serial bonker. First degree." (p.107) Spider maintains that this is the reason why

he failed standard eight and one is inclined to agree with him, considering his

above average insight and knowledge. Their headmaster's apparent homosexuality

is also discussed by the friends, but it becomes clear that Bloubal, as he is

humorously called, is powerless to do anything about the alleged molestation of

the girls because he is afraid that his homosexuality will count against him. As

Spider informs us, "He's a moffie, man." (p.109) While we are able to laugh at

Spider's reference to homosexuality by the derogatory term of "moffie",

Slabolepszy simultaneously also seems to be subtly pointing a finger at man's
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prejudice against and bigotry towards homosexuality, which needs empathy more

than it does outright condemnation.

The oke' s 100 per cent proof, man. Clean
burning Sasol! One day he's gonna strike a
match - blow himself - the whole bladdy house
up ... Don't need a fly spray with him around,
ou. He just sommer breathes them dead. We
went to the Game Reserve, they wanted to keep
him there. No mosquitoes for a ten kay radius.
(p.116)

It is significant that all the teenagers in the space of the play abuse alcohol

(with the possible exception of Coxie and Jessica, who don't seem to be as

affected by the alcohol as the other characters) which adds to much of our laughter

at the characters' lack of inhibitions as a result. However, Slabolepszy here also

heightens our awareness of the very real problem of alcohol abuse among

teenagers. It is also clear that the teenagers' abuse of alcohol in the play merely

exacerbates the already traumatic situation, an added danger which Slabolepszy

seems to be warning his audience of. It appears that Spider has crashed the car

because he has had a bit too much to drink and this in itself issues a warning to

especially the younger, but also the older members of the audience, that drinking

and driving is hazardous. It also alerts us to the fact that many teenagers like

Spider who are from dysfunctional families and who do not have strong role

models, abuse alcohol; Jessica's remark to Spider about his drinking: "You never

know when to stop" (p.lOO), is indeed telling. Although Slabolepszy invests

Spider's story about his drunken father or "old top" (p.116), as he calls his father,

with humour in characteristic teenage slang, there is also sadness in the image of a

drunken father who as a result of his drunkenness is unable to meet the needs of

his dependent son. Spider's speech also seems to be hinting at the vicious circle

caused by alcohol abuse, for at this stage of the play it seems as though Spider's

abuse of alcohol is a case of "Like Father, like son":
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Although the flippancy and jocular tone of the above description is sure to evoke

laughter by endorsing the comic principle of laughing at other people's

weaknesses, Slabolepszy extends his comic technique by investing the passage with

pathos, adding a tragic dimension and hereby heightening the dramatic impact of

Spider's words. Comedy's function as a way of dealing with pathos is also clear

from the implied lack of mutual respect, understanding and meaningful

conversation between Spider and his father, which in essence is extremely sad,

despite Spider's use of swear words when he tells Allie how his father forces him

to listen to music that he doesn't like, which is simultaneously also extremely

funny: "And all I'm hearing coming outa' the speakers is this pure kak. This total

unadulterated shit." (p.117)

Spider also recognises the irony of his father's slurred insistence on "life's

rich tapestry" and that they should be proud of living "in this beautiful country",

after they just moments before had been "walking through the blood and the glass"

(p.117) when a terrorist bomb exploded in a supermarket. Spider's inadequate

family background evokes empathy for such an individual who in addition does not

have a mother who is able to resist her husband's physical abuse, but accepts

everything passively and can't even protect her own son. Spider's exaggerated,

sarcastic, comic description of his home life as "Bloody mad-house-de-luxe"

(p.117) and the Border being "bladdy paradise" (p.118) by comparison, is sure to

evoke laughter, but it is by means of this contrast between Spider's jocular manner

and the inner pain we know he must feel, that Slabolepszy emphasises the inherent

pathos of Spider's personal circumstances and evokes empathy for Spider. One

suspects that Spider jokes about his family life in order to hide his own

disillusionment and sadness, which once again hints at the complexity of Spider's

character. Besides the comic reaction which Spider's misleading manner and

choice of words evoke in the audience, Slabolepszy here also highlights the

paradoxical nature of comedy which seems to be saying joy, when it actually

means sadness. By focusing on Spider's problems, Slabolepszy emphasises similar
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problems that many teenagers have to battle with. Because we are able to

recognise Spider's problems and the way in which he deals with them as being

similar to our own problems and reactions, Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy

for teenagers such as Spider, through laughter.

Much of the initial tension brought on by the accident is tempered by the

passengers' frantic search for Myrtle's dental brace in the beginning of the play,

but it soon comes to light that she did not lose it at all, but left it at home "for the

dance" (p.92). The comedy is also enhanced when the passengers suddenly all

scramble from the car amidst much "shoving, shouting and general chaos" (p.94),

in fear of being blown up by leaking petrol. Spider insists that the accident was

caused by a "dassie" on the road. The image of dassies migrating to the coast in

the middle of the road at midnight, is in itself ludicrous and sure to evoke a amused

response from the audience, since it is highly unlikely that dassies will be able to

cause motor-car accidents: dassies are very small animals; in addition, dassies are

not nocturnal animals; and, in the words of Cox.ie, they are "confined to rocky

outcrops" and ''High-lying areas. Not the bladdy sea-side!" (p.94). When Cox.ie

voices his doubts about the dassie having caused the accident, Spider swiftly

retaliates by further goading Cox.ie with: "You a zoologist or something? You a

social bladdy anthropologist?" (p.94) - Spider's words are revealing because they

clearly indicate that Spider and Cox.ie are at loggerheads and that Spider is not as

uninformed as one thinks, for his vocabulary includes academic names like

"zoologist" and "anthropologist". Spider's intelligence is also revealed by his use

of words like the "art of discourse" (p.132) and he even knows more about the

Bible than Cox.ie. In addition, Spider's knowledge and insight into the South

African situation and its politics, are impressive; for example, he goads Myrtle for

not knowing about:

Poverty and unemployment in Umlazi .,.
Mamelodi? Langa ...? How about Tembisa?
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Twice the size a' Maritzburg. [Slight pause]
You know when Napoleon sent a piss-willy
telegram to Bismarck but I bet you know
stuff-all about what happened in Soweto on
the 16tha' June, 1976 ... ! (p.133)

As the play progresses the friction between Spider and Coxie intensifies,

for example, when Coxie insults Spider's intelligence by suggesting that he does

not know what a camel is. Spider's reaction is crude and lacks finesse, but while

we are laughing, one interprets this as Slabolepszy's way of evoking empathy for

Spider by making us aware of how an anchorless, angry young man would

communicate. The vehemence of Spider's reaction suggests that he is insecure, as

his ribaldly humorous answer indicates: "1 know what a camel is, you cunt."

(p.lOl) Slabolepszy's use of coarse language through Spider functions on

different levels. On the one hand one suspects that Slabolepszy uses foul language

to evoke laughter at a very low comic level; it also serves as a shock device to

demonstrate the way in which some teenagers do in fact communicate, but which

few people, especially parents, are willing to acknowledge. On the other hand, it

questions the ability of both educational institutions and parental upbringing to

control or prevent this type of language. At another level, it also evokes empathy

for teenagers such as Spider who come from deprived family backgrounds and

have not been taught any better by their parents.

Slabolepszy places very amusing phrases in the mouth of his protagonist

and Spider's verbal dexterity evokes laughter, but simultaneously indicates that he

is not stupid, per se: "So maybe the dassies are moving? They jolling down to the

coast. Maybe some dassies dig the surf? Shaun Thompson Dassie? How do you

know?" (p.95) Spider's reference to Shaun Thompson, the world renowned South

African surfer is also revealing, for it is a name that young people were sure to

recognise and which also shows that he is not oblivious to what is going on in the

world.
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Spider's annoyance at people who leave South Africa instead of facing up

to its political reality reveals his anger, but is also quite amusing, considering his

choice of words addressed to Coxie: "the sooner you bugger off to Australia, the

better" (p.95); and his accusation that he is "heading for the chicken run" (Wilson

in The Argus 8 July 1987:7) "Like all the rest." (p.95) Spider blames Coxie for

"kaking off the day they come to get us" (p. 134), which indicates just how angry

Spider is with Coxie for going to Australia just before the Blacks take over even

though Coxie, as part of the white minority, has been instrumental in their immense

suffering. However, Spider's crude choice of words once again serves as a good

example of low comedy which could evoke the laughter of the audience;

simultaneously it serves as a satiric device by which to criticise South Africans'

behaviour which resembles Coxie's.

Spider seems genuinely irritated with Coxie, for he even accuses him of

being a "pooftah" (p.95), which is a mocking term for a homosexual, and which

depends on the comic principle of laughing at the misfortune of others. Spider

tells Coxie that the Australians would not like people like that in their country.

During Coxie and Spider's argument, Jessica, Myrtle and Allie's in-between

conversation could evoke laughter, but it is at the same time indicative of their

personal preoccupation, the one not really listening to what the other is saying. By

means of this, Slabolepszy exposes their lack of meaningful communication, one of

the distinctive features of modem comic drama and the theatre of the absurd.

Slabolepszy implements the teenage slang of the day as a comic device in

order to evoke laughter, but it is language that the audience is sure to recognise.

The way in which the friends communicate also enlightens the audience about the

characters' individual personalities. For example, it turns out that the car will not

budge and Coxie's reaction to Jessica's enquiry about the car, is given in the

familiar jargon associated with teenagers: "Zed. Zero. Bugger all", and Jessica's
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reply to this follows the same type of speech pattern: ''Brill. That's really brill"

(p.96), the latter effectively conveying her disgust with the whole situation.

Spider's speech is also conveyed in the teenage argot of the day and successfully

demonstrates his aggression towards his friends, for example, when he sarcastically

taunts Myrtle about her ignorance when she wants to know what Coxie is doing to

the car: "He's fixing the Rocket Booster so that we can blast into hyper-space.

Now piss offl" (p.96) His irritation with Myrtle is also evident when he, in the

same vein, tells Jessica how Myrtle gets on his nerves: "Starting to grate me

something chronic here." (p.97) Spider is quite cruel towards Myrtle for he even

makes fun of her Matric Farewell dress which she herself has made and which she

is so proud of, when he suggests that they will never be able to get away and that

"No one's gonna check you in that lekker Sue Ellen outfit again. [Smirking

wickedly] Oh, sorry - or was it Pamela?" (p.l03) The fact that the TV series,

Dallas, should be Myrtle's frame of reference is also indicative of her restricted

development, but inadvertently also highlights the cultural paucity of South Africa

and its inhabitants because of cultural boycotts, a direct result of South Africa's

internal apartheid politics. Although Spider becomes more insulting and even

obscene when he enquires about which girl won the Dallas look-alike at the dance:

"Orraight, so which one a' you Dallas-crazy dooses did it?" (p.l04), this example

of low comedy is sure to evoke laughter.

Spider's reference to Coxie as a "grease monkey" (p.98), which is the

condescending slang for motor mechanic, is amusing, but at the same time also

strengthens our impression of Spider as the angry young man or "wilful stirrer"

(Wilson in The Argus 8 July 1987:8), who aggressively baits everyone around

him, but whose taunts are actually a means of indirectly venting his anger at the

world. Allie's whining about how to get out of compulsory army service is met

with an irritated "The only thing you gonna catch now's a stiff klap - now can it"

(p.123) by Spider. Slabolepszy makes fun of teenagers' language usage to evoke

laughter with this direct translation of the Afrikaans expression, "stywe klap",
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mearung "hard smack" in English, which would be easily recognisable and

entertaining to a South African audience. By the same token, "can it" which is a

shortened version of the slang, "put a lid on it" which means ''Keep quiet", would

be able to evoke laughter. However, in addition to the comedy in Slabolepszy's

clever phraseology, Spider's words in the above example also succeed in

conveying Spider's antagonism and do not hide his potential aggression. Spider's

anecdote about the snake and the driver who thought he was a "Big Bok" (p.99)

(very important person), and who ignored the fact that he had driven over a snake,

but who later died from the snake's bite after he had opened his car's bonnet and

found it lying on the radiator, evokes laughter. It also to a large degree

demonstrates Spider's aggression which in this example is targeted at the man who

got exactly what he deserved.

Spider's advice to Allie to do himself physical harm in order to fail the

physical so that he can get out of going to the army, otherwise it will be "vasbyt,

min hare and baie dae" (p.119) for Allie, is also very amusing and the Afrikaans

terminology that Spider uses in the aforementioned example is sure to strike a

familiar chord with most South Africans, since it is a well-known South African

army expression meaning "endure, little hair and many days". Only the most

solemn and grave would fail to laugh at Spider's story about the marshmallow guy

who got out of the army by pretending to be mad; and the astutely witty language

Slabolepszy places into the mouth of his creation when he explains about the army

rebel and the Commandant who "sommer kicks the bastard out ... he got his

discharge papers in fucken quadruplicate" (p.119). Spider's use of "sommer", the

Afrikaans word for "just", is typically South African and the way in which

Slabolepszy implements this South African slang, adds to the authenticity of the

Spider character, while at the same time evoking laughter. Slabolepszy

implements low comedy and exaggeration to make his audience laugh when Spider

uses the words, "fucken quadruplicate" - at the same time Slabolepszy's use of

language is both clever and inventive, as this example demonstrates. Through
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Spider's amusing stories, our positive response to Spider is reinforced, despite his

underlying aggression.

What's history. anyway? Huh? ICs a bunch
of wankers trying to bullshit a bunch a' even
bigger wankers that such-and-such happened
on such-and-such a day. Meanwhile what
actually happened is something totally
different. I mean, take South Africa. You
watch - when the blacks take over - Jan van
Riebeeck's out the window. Bye-bye Piet
Retief. Imean don't even talk about the Great
Trek. (p.107)

Chisholm captures the essence of Slabolepszy's withering dialogue which is

so particularly effective when articulated by Spider, with the following:

"Slabolepszy's dialogue is excellent. It's like a furious McEnroe-Becker tennis

match: verbal serves and ding-dong volleys all the way." (Chisholm in The Cape

Times 21 August 1987: 15) For example, Spider's reminder to his friends that it is

the last time that they will ever see each other, is at the same time funny,

characteristic and urgent, sure to be understood by especially school leavers. It is

as though Spider is trying to instigate some form of reaction from his complacent

friends who, as representatives of the "bourgeois South African white youth" are

limited in their "cocooned experience" (Wilson in The Argus 8 July 1987:8) and

do not seem to realise just how momentous the occasion is: "Don't you realise

this is our last jol together? I mean this is it, man." (p.1 04)

Even though Spider's friends make fun of his poor academic record,

Spider's words about History as a school subject for white South Africans show

remarkable insight. His anticipation of what will happen to the History syllabus

once a new government takes over in South Africa, is perceptive and illustrative of

the serve and volley effect Chisholm refers to:
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Likewise, Spider's rendition of Hamlet is also very amusing and

entertaining, but is at the same time quite a sad reflection on just how little school

pupils in South Africa need to know in order to pass their standard:

Hamlet comes back from boarding school to
find his mother having it off with his uncle.
Because of this and also the fact that
something is very rotten in the State of
Denmark - he slowlybut surely goes out of his
mind. (p.l07)

Spider's words in the following will evoke laughter, but also imply a definite

deficiency regarding the education system in South Africa, while at the same time

also placing emphasis on the fact that Spider is a chancer, but not unintelligent:

You sec. All you got to know is the general
outline and the rest is waffle. Padding.
Bullshit baffles brains. I learnt that a long
lime ago. (p.l07)

Spider's further disenchantment with the educational system in South Africa

where, according to him, pupils are indoctrinated like robots, is apparent when he,

bitterly sarcastic, says: " ... our Christian National Education works like a dream.

Our classrooms are sheep dips. Free fucken brain wash - five days a week]!"

(p.ISO) However, Spider's sarcastic choice of words and the way in which

Slabolepszy hereby mocks and trivialises an inadequate school system, are able to

evoke both laughter at an unacceptable school system and empathy for pupils

within this system.

The helplessness of the friends is finally articulated in Spider and Allie's

booing of everything and everyone that ever upset or irritated them at school,

home and everywhere; Allie's final outburst captures it all: "Fuck 'em all! Boo

... !" (p.I47) It is ironic that Spider should say that they might as well be booing
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to the moon (which Allie promptly does), for this is how ineffective their rebellion

is - the fivesome, but especially Spider, are ineffectual in the face of circumstances

over which they have no control, and all that their insurrection in actual fact boils

down to is a powerless: ''Boo to the Moon". This type of helpless feeling and

powerless rebellion that Slabolepszy depicts in this comic, but insightful ending,

will definitely be instantly recognisable to the audience; here Slabolepszy seems to

be endorsing the comic principle that we laugh in order to relieve tension and

because there is really no other way out.

The party eventually ends after Spider and Coxie have had a good fist fight

by which they are able to vent their frustration and cooped up emotion. In the

process of their fight, Allie gets in the way and, "the final irony" (p .151),

uncannily jams his finger in the bonnet, and Allie's clumsiness could evoke

laughter. However, Slabolepszy humour is purposeful, for the blood on Spider's

own nose reminds him of all the blood he saw after the bomb explosion in the

supermarket, in which the number seven till and the cashier instantly disintegrated,

'just blown away" (p.lS3). In this way Slabolepszy is able to remind his audience

of the violence of apartheid, and evoke empathy for victims of apartheid such as

Spider. Jessica consoles Spider and it is through this that one realises just how

vulnerable Spider is, despite all his bravado.

Boo to the Moon is a tautly structured play and Boekkooi is justified in

concluding that Slabolepszy is not a person who allows himself to be strangled by

structure; he commends Slabolepszy's innovative approach and strikingly

describes the catharsis achieved by the characters in Boo to the Moon as a

simmering stew in which a limpet mine and a hand grenade or two are drifting,

exploding just when the temperature becomes too high (Boekkooi in Beeld 31 July

1987:2).
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The equilibrium is restored by the end of the play and the friends all leave

on a good footing, with Spider and Coxie apologising about what has happened.

Myrtle also promises Spider that she will not be "stupid" (p.155) anymore, but

start learning black languages such as Zulu, Xhosa and Sotho and start speaking to

the maid, garden boy, delivery boy, the postman and anyone who wants (or

doesn't want) to talk to her. Myrtle's insistence that "we all got to talk to each

other" (p.156) effectively captures the essence of how to solve lack of insight and

understanding. It seems as though Slabolepszy uses Myrtle as a mouthpiece by

which to suggest a way in which many of South Africa's internal political and

social problems can be solved. Jessie and Spider also say farewell on a good

footing and arrange a tentative date for New Year's day.

One has to agree with Wilson that Boo to the Moon indeed has fizz-banged

across the stage from beginning to end (Wilson in The Argus 8 July 1987:8), as

Slabolepszy obviously intended with his script. Boo to the Moon ends

satisfactorily, for the play provides an excellent evening's entertainment, while at

the same time giving us insight into the lives of recognisable white South African

teenagers. In keeping with one of the requisites of comedy, chaos is restored by

the close of the play. However, the poignancy of the image of a brooding Spider,

his restless energy totally spent, left alone in the veld while his friends are making

their way to the highway in order to hitch a ride home, as the lights fade to

blackout, in itself extends Boo to the Moon outside the confines of the theatre and

leaves the play reverberating in the mind long afterwards.

3.3 Smallholding (1989) - Slabolepszy started writing this play as early

as 1987,just after the general election in South Africa on 6 May, which once again

reaffirmed the Nationalist Party's staying power in apartheid South Africa, but

which, in addition, was, "characterised by a swing to the right" (Slabolepszy

1994: 164). Although Smallholding is not a political play per se, the political
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nuances are more conspicuous than in most of his other plays (with the possible

exception of Saturday Night at the Palace) and much more can be read into and

deduced from Smallholding than that which meets the eye. Slabolepszy himself

describes Smallholding as a "dream play" which he "regards as a current

metaphor for the South African condition", with Pa as a PW Botha type of figure

and his son, JJ, as a Terre'blanche, AWB type (Wilson in The Star Tonight 10

April 1989:2). Smallholding is a play that to a large degree reflects the fear,

uncertainty and disintegration of a society on the brink of political change, and

more specifically, a white, more conservative society.

However, Smallholding is about much more than politics, for

Slabolepszy's creative talent and innovative approach in the play, also enable him

to focus on destructive family relationships plagued by alcoholism, greed and

violence. The play effectively reflects the precarious political situation in a rapidly

changing South Africa; the lot of the silent black man within this situation; the

forbidden love between a white woman and a black man; incestuous love; and the

redistribution of the South African soil and the resistance to this of the white,

conservative Afrikaner, who tenaciously clings to the ground that he fought so

hard to conquer and to toil on. Pa's passionate love for his land finds expression,

for example, in his insistence on going for a walk on his property in the dark and

there is great pathos in the image of Pa insisting, "[rising to his full height,

passionately]: Who needs to see anything!? I can smell my land. I can feel it

between my toes. I mos know my land!" (p.203) Fourie is perceptive when he

points out that "ONE of the most enduring yearnings of Afrikanerdom is for in eie

stukkie grond, a piece of territory, no matter how miserable ... Three hundred

years of frustrated searching has engraved this ideal into the ethos of the Afrikaner

... " (Fourie in The Argus 31 July 1989:5) Slabolepszy is very successful in

portraying this yearning in Smallholding and as such, evoking empathy for many

South Africans sharing the same ideals as Pa and to whom their birthright is so

important. Similarly, Fugard effectively portrays this yearning in A Lesson from
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Aloes, written in 1978, in which his creation, Piet Bezuidenhout, adamantly clings

to the African soil of his birthplace, in much the same way that he tends and

nurtures his die-hard aloes.

Above all, Smallholding is a play which with piercing compassion tells the

story of a father who slowly but surely loses control over his life, his family and

everything that has given his life meaning. Much of the play's success can also be

attributed to the tour de force of Slabolepszy's vivid portrayal in the title role of Pa

in the initial productions of the play, a brilliant performance which Brommert sums

up as follows:

By turn maudlin, crude, conciliatory and
truculent, he never loses credibility, despite
the swift pace and daunting challenge of an
awkward genre. (Brommert in Eastern
Province Herald 7 July 1989:11)

In addition, Slabolepszy's setting is recognisably South African which,

together with his recognisable South African characters and their typical South

African way of conversing, which Green pinpoints as their ''unerringly accurate

dialogue" (The Cape Times 10 July 1989:4), adds to Smallholding's authenticity.

Slabolepszy says that he started writing the play after having encountered people

like those in Smallholding, so his characters are possible and do exist somewhere

in South Africa. They reflect a society as it really could be.

In the play, Evie accuses Pa and his son, JJ, of being "worse than pigs"

(p.233). Her assessment is true because of the squalor in which Slabolepszy's

characters live, as well as the way in which they communicate. For example, Pa's

uses lewd language by which Slabolepszy evokes laughter, but this, together with

the run-down setting of the play and the undercurrent of violence inherent in Pa,
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Gideon and JJ, add to our impression of a family whose language and surroundings

are a manifestation of their inner decay and lack of substance. In Smallholding,

Slabolepszy's bald humour and earthy characters are very realistic and his

surroundings extremely authentic. These qualities add to the overall dramatic

impact of the play.

Slabolepszy makes use of an alienation technique or verfremdungseffekt

one associates with Brecht, for example, the story teller and the play's surreal

dimension, especially in its ending, but Smallholding does not seem contrived

because of this. Whereas Pieter-Dirk Uys employs alienation to jar his audience

"out of a sense of complacency" by using "the cotton-wool and the blade"

(McMurtry 1993:45), Slabolepszy does not cut off emotional involvement entirely.

Slabolepszy surpasses himself in Smallholding by both introducing alienation and

inviting emotional involvement, especially regarding his larger than life Pa

character. Although Pa's incessant swearing, clever word play, get-quick-rich

schemes and drunken debauchery make us laugh at him, the fact that we are also

able to recognise and feel his aloneness and empathise with him because of his

mental and physical degeneration, especially towards the end of the play,

contribute to the dramatic impact of Smallholding.

Slabolepszy tries something which is completely new for him in

Smallholding. In the play he employs, with resounding success, a story teller who

narrates the events of the play in flashbacks. This variation in dramatic approach

and the fact that Slabolepszy is prepared to experiment in a new direction, places

further emphasis on his growth as a playwright. The story telling element

distances the audience, but this does not detract from the play's tremendous

impact and inner meaning. Grobler (Tempo 1 September 1989:8) suggests a

definite decline in Slabolepszy's work in Smallholding, but has obviously

misinterpreted Slabolepszy dramatic intention. Although this alienation lends
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distance because the audience are in fact aware that they are watching something

from the outside, the play provides insight into a situation not directly experienced,

events which are possible and which somehow may even have happened.

In addition, Smallholding is spiced with enough of Slabolepszy's razor

sharp satiric and even slapstick humour to provide not only a superb evening's

entertainment, but also a talking point after the play. Meijer perceptively suggests

that Smallholding "could be seen as an awful warning to those who still seek to

impose their destructive aspirations and perspectives" (Meijer in The Daily News

29 August 1989: 1), as, for example, Pa and JJ do.

Slabolepszy's upper-class white audiences who seem to find Slabolepszy's

ribald humour so amusing (according to Coetzee in Die Transvaler 1 December

1989:2), will certainly also not be disappointed; Coetzee here seems to be

acknowledging the comic principle evident in most of Slabolepszy's plays that the

audience enjoy laughing at the deficiencies of others (for example, laughing at the

bald language which Slabolepszy's characters employ and their way of life). No

wonder Minervini (The Sunday Star 3 December 1989) asks how "anything so

serious can be so hilarious", which endorses the comic principle put forward by

Kern (mentioned in chapter 1) about the "haunting ambivalence" of comedy.

Consider, for example, the comic/tragic dimension of a character such as Pa who

can be hilariously funny on occasion (for example, the fiddling with the TV aerial)

and also extremely sad, when one takes his desolation into consideration at the

close of the play. Minervini's final assessment of Smallholding as "a remarkable

balance of impending tragedy and wild, robust comedy in a theatrical allegory

which is surely one of his most important works up to date" (The Sunday Star 3

December 1989), strikingly sums up Slabolepszy's tremendous dramatic

achievement in Smallholding.
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Slabolepszy invests the play with great pathos within a situation that is not

impossible in South Africa at the time the play was written, and it is especially the

character of Pa which evokes empathy from the audience. This is not to say that

Slabolepszy does not also treat the other characters with empathy; for example,

even the potentially violent, right-wing AWB JJ, who clings to his right of

inheriting the family plot, is painted with empathetic understanding. The surreal

quality of the play that is especially prominent in the play's open-ended closing, by

which the story teller provides the audience with two interpretations, gives

Smallholding yet another dimension. The fact that one is able to identify with the

pain in characters such as Pa and Evie, further adds to the play's impact and

appeal.

The ever-present spectre of violence in the form of JJ's brandishing a

power-saw, assegaai or sjambok, is also reminiscent of the same undertone of

aggression and violence prevalent in the works of Pinter, although Pinter' s

characters' are very different from those Slabolepszy's. The characters' aggressive

communication patterns and underlying violence inherent in especially Pa, JJ and

Gideon, find relief only in the characters' sudden and inevitable eruption of

emotions on stage. Slabolepszy puts this stacking technique, whereby he builds up

tension, impending violence and spurts of humour to the extent that they inevitably

have to erupt, to very good use to enhance the dramatic impact of Smallholding.

However, what makes Smallholding exceptional, is that although Slabolepszy

relies on the underlying principle of comic energy to relieve tension and to reveal,

for example, that his characters are alienated from society, he, in addition, invests a

character such as Pa with aggression, humour and pathos, which makes the play as

a whole very plausible and the character of Pa identifiable. A feature of drama is

the attempt to combine a willing suspension of disbelief and a depiction of the real

world. In Smallholding, despite Slabolepszy's alienation devices, emotional

involvement with the character of Pa, for example, is possible and, because of this,

one is also able to empathise with Pa within his specific circumstances.
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It is significant that Pa is forty-eight years old in the play (but ironically

looks twenty years older), almost the same length oftime that the Nationalist Party

was in power in South Africa. Even though Pa is described as a chauvinistic

"Boere-Rambo" (p.163), the fact that he is sickly, an alcoholic, with a leg that is

giving in, and seems to be slowly losing his mind, especially towards the end of the

play, could be interpreted as symbolic of the Nationalist Party's demise in a rapidly

changing political South Africa. At another level again, Pa can also be interpreted

in more realistic terms, which Christiaan explains to us as the picture of "An old

man. A young man. A man old - before his time." (p.I72)

The right-wing fear because of the changing political emphasis in South

Africa is also evident from the brute force, mingled with fear, in the character of

JJ. Gideon, the dumb, black farmhand, who is "Very aware of the fact that his

father and his father's father worked Sweetfontein long before it was a

smallholding" (p.163), can also be interpreted as representative of the majority of

displaced, voteless Blacks in South Africa at the time (Gideon's vocal chords were

tom out by a pack of savage dogs on the smallholding and he, ironically, was

saved from death by the politically prejudiced, racist Pa). The many broken

implements on stage, surrounding the dilapidated caravan without any wheels, gain

symbolic value and can be interpreted as the worthless symbols of an old order

which has become redundant with the emergence of an entirely new way of life.

The fact that none of these broken articles seems to work properly any more, is

also indicative of renewal that is imminent, where the old inevitably has to make

way for the new. Greig lends insight into Slabolepszy's setting with its scattered

objects lying around by describing them as "metaphors of paralysis, immobility and

degeneration"; he explains that in Smallholding the landscape is "dominated by a

beached caravan - an ironic allusion to a Voortrekker wagon - and littered with

mechanical objects which don't work" and adds that the "broken technological

mechanisms stand for the society at large" (Greig in Slabolepszy I994:viii).
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The song "Trekliedjie" enhances the impact of Smallholding, adding to its

nostalgic reverberations, for the words of the song reveal a yearning for the good

old days and promise "geluk lê net om die draai" (Sichel in The Star 10 July

1989:2). At another level, Slabolepszy also seems to be making fun of the song

and its sentimental content, evoking laughter at Pa's stubborn refusal to let go of

the past and his naïve conviction that every cloud has a silver lining. However,

"Trekliedjie" also adds a symbolic value to Smallholding by alluding to a political

past which propagates a wishful "Alles sal regkom" (p.200) no matter what; in

this way Slabolepszy is also able to satirise the Afrikaner's stubbornness to face

reality and his holding on to insubstantial dreams. This in addition adds to our

impression of the Afrikaner's tenacious clinging to his land that he acquired with

so much effort and suffering, when one considers his traumatic Voortrekker

heritage. At another level the song prepares the way for Slabolepszy to inform his

audience through Pa about the trauma of many South Africans who are unable to

shake off their past and start afresh in a world in which old values have become

outdated and where they will have to start afresh in order to survive. The fact that

Pa is unable to start over because of his stubborn unwillingness to compromise and

because he is a dying man, lends a poignancy and sadness to Pa's situation which is

extremely effective in evoking empathy for Pa and those like him experiencing the

same circumstances.

The play commences with the story teller, Christiaan, who is described as

"A young Afrikaner, late twenties. High up in the Post Office. God-fearing, and

of sober, compassionate habits" (p.163), relating the events that are to take place.

Slabolepszy makes fun of the Christiaan type of person in his stage directions, for

Christiaan immediately strikes one as one of South Africa's well-meaning,

ineffectual, complacent white South African Afrikaner types, relatively happy in a

society dominated by a ruling party that has looked favourably on the "small man"

and which has been instrumental in providing the relative comforts of his hitherto

uneventful life. Through this impression which Slabolepszy gives of Christiaan, he
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is able to evoke laughter at Christiaan as a product of his simple background

which, in addition, magnifies a very restricting way of life. Slabolepszy ridicules

Christiaan's academic aspirations when Christiaan tells us the story about how he

wanted to become a writer and how his father insisted " ... if! wanted to be a man

of letters, I must rather go work by the Post Office." (p.221) Although this is a

comic example which would certainly evoke laughter, it is also very informative

and indicative of Christiaan's unacademic, middle-class background.

Slabolepszy immediately invests the play with a surreal, dream-like quality

when Christiaan informs the audience of what they are to expect:

... there are things that happen - strange things.
So strange, you think - no, wait a minute - did
they really happen? Or did I just imagine it?
Maybe it was just a dream. A dream that
seemed real, but a dream all the same. You say
- okay - you leave it at that. I mean, why place
any importance on a dream? ... But then the
dream stays with you. Only it's more than a
dream. It's more of a kind of a - nightmare ...
(pp.167-168)

By means of this opening, Slabolepszy immediately alerts his audience to the fact

that what happens in the play may be a true version or it may not be - and this is

especially relevant in the close of the play, which leaves the audience to draw their

own conclusion, which may be either dreadful or happy: Does JJ kill Gideon and

Evie with the assegaai, or do the two lovers have a future, living a happy,

contented life on the smallholding? In Smallholding Slabolepszy inverts the

conventional happy ending usually associated with comedy by giving his audience

a choice. One is inclined to favour the first ending, but notwithstanding which

interpretation we choose at the close of Smallholding, Slabolepszy through this

device adds yet another dimension to his play, for he also seems to confront his

audience with another type of choice by the end of the play: will they choose a
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peaceful midway to political change in South Africa or will they rather revert to

bloody confrontation? Although both these interpretations seem rather simplistic

considering the complexity of South Africa's overall problems, the play is sure to

strike a chord with the audience, by forcing them to look at their own lives and to

consider a simple choice regarding not only their political, but also their personal

circumstances in South Africa at large. In Smallholding, Slabolepszy's ability to

stimulate thought is verified by Meijer's interpretation of the play as being an

"indication that Slabolepszy has not lost the power to provoke" (Meijer in The

Daily News 29 August 1989:1).

Chisholm says of Slabolepszy's closing that "It is the final act of a play

about self-deception in which people refuse to see life as it really is." (Chisholm in

The Cape Times 29 July 1989:22) This interpretation has merit if one takes into

consideration the way in which Pa is able to shut himself off from reality, by living

in his own illusory world. Pa's solution to handling life's complexities echoes

many of the choices that we make in order to evade reality and the ending which

we choose at the close of Smallholding, will certainly reflect whether we are

people who, like Pa, choose the easy way out, or face up to life. If we choose the

conventional, happy ending, the paradoxical nature of comedy is exemplified, for

by choosing such an ending, we ignore the ironic reality of sadness which is an

integral part of our lives.

The character of Christiaan also provides much of the irony in the play,

which adds to our laughter because he is the exact opposite to what Pa envisages

as their deliverance from their intolerable circumstances. Pa believes that

Christiaan, by marrying Evie, will be able to restore the smallholding to its former

glory before the floods and the new national road that was built running through

his property. Pa expects that by marrying off his daughter to a rich, white young

man in a white Mercedes Benz, he and his family will be saved from going under,
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which demonstrates not only the selfishness of the old man, but also his

desperation. Ironically, Pa's vision, in the end, proves to be an empty dream only,

as so much ofPa's pathetic life is:

He's going to come riding up here. over the bult.
A white Mercedes. Tinted windscreens. Air
conditioning. He's going to pull up in front here
and climb out. A tall man. Blond. Brown with
the sun. He's going to come across to me and
put out his hand. Pa, he's going to say, Pa - he's
not going to call me mister or meneer or sir.
anything like that. Pa, he's going to say - I've
come for your daughter '.' And there's going to
be this huge big wedding. The church is going
to be stampvol - people coming from all around.
Ox braai. Lamb on the spit. Singing and
dancing and carrying on. And you going to
come back here, the two of you. and move into
the farmhouse. And he's going to take over the
place. Build it up again. Make it like it was
before. Before they started with all their
nonsense. (p.187)

A similar theme of "star-crossed lovers" in apartheid South Africa is

evident in Fugard's Statements after an Arrest under the Immorality Act (1972).

However, Fugard's play leaves no room for laughter in its exposé of the unfairness

and intolerance of the Immorality Act. The irony in the fact that Evie is in love

with a poor, black man, the complete opposite ofPa's expectations, is responsible

Pa's story has a comic dimension, for the type of language that he uses to tell his

story, the fact that he is so impressed by the outward trappings of wealth, and his

cheap snobbery, as well as his naïve conviction about his daughter's impending

marriage to a rich man, are sure to evoke laughter. The comic contrast between

Pa's dream and reality, is responsible for much of our laughter, for it comes as a

complete anti-climax when Pa's hopes of a rich son-in-law driving a white

Mercedes Benz are dashed, when the envisaged son-in-law turns out to be a poor,

simple Post Office worker who drives a run-down, white Volkswagen.
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for much of our laughter at Pa and his particular brand of self-deception. The

content of Pa's story is also tragic, considering that Pa's life hope subsists on a

myth: not only is such an envisaged hope of salvation to life's complexities

unlikely to materialise and is in fact the stuff that fairy tales are made of; Evie is,

ironically, also in love with a black man whom Pa will never accept. Initially,

Evie's disclosure about her love for the black man is able to make us laugh

wickedly at the cruel trick that fate has played on Pa and at his complete ignorance

of his daughter's "betrayal". However, we are able to feel sorry for Pa and

empathise with him when he eventually learns the truth and it ultimately leads to

his complete emotional breakdown. On the one hand Pa's stubborn refusal to let

go of his dream even though it turns out that, who he believes is their Saviour,

drives a white, broken-down Volkswagen, and only stops at Sweetfontein in

search of petrol, evokes laughter; on the other hand this heightens our impression

of Pa's dependence on an unrealistic, illusory dream world, which merely

emphasises the irony of the situation.

Although Pa's words to Christiaan after Evie has told her father that she

loves the black farmhand, are racist and unfeeling, we do feel rather sorry for the

disillusioned Pa as a victim of his own self-made dreams that are shattered so

cruelly. In addition, his word choice to describe part of the female anatomy is

comic and could evoke a sly laugh or two: "I should have seen it coming. I

caught his mother feeding them when they were still small. I came into the kitchen

and there they were - one on each black tet ..." (p.235) By contrast, Mda's

humour is even darker and more blatant than Slabolepszy's in The Road when

Koekemoer tells the Labourer:

Don't you know that it is illegal for me to share
the same facilities with you? Don't you know
that it is also immoral and unchristian? Why do
you think God created us differently? (Mda
1990:133-134)
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Throughout the play one is aware of Pa's impending breakdown and of his

increasing separation from reality, which is evident from the following examples.

Pa's mournful howling like a dog at the beginning and close of the play is

simultaneously comic and sad. Christiaan explains that Pa's bad leg and crippled

walk are the result of "a man who's had too much to carry" (p.l72) and Pa's

affliction becomes markedly worse as the play progresses. Pa's self-destructive

alcoholic binges are largely responsible for his wandering mind and euphoric

flashbacks to the past, but this image of Pa encompasses a comic/tragic dimension

because we are able to empathise with Pa because we cannot help laughing at his

weaknesses, while simultaneously also feeling sorry for him. Through laughter

Slabolepszy also seems to be giving us the opportunity of dealing with the pathos

inherent in his Pa character.

We know that Pa has placed all his hopes of financial rescue on a popular

seam of the time, the rotting kubus plant which so many South Africans cultivated

in the nineteen eighties, involving millions of rands of personal losses. By making

fun of man's extreme gullibility and hopeless aspirations through Pa, Slabolepszy is

able to evoke empathy for Pa through our laughter of recognition. Similarly, Pa's

tenacious clinging to the past, which finds expression in his stubborn refusal to let

go of the memory of his dead wife, the ashes of whom he carries around with him

in a storm lantern, also allows for many laughs. The image of Pa carrying around

the ashes of his dead wife wherever he goes is ridiculous and as such, very comic.

By means of this black comedy, Slabolepszy evokes much laughter at something

like death, which is actually supposed to be tragic. This same comic principle

applies when Christiaan casually dusts his trousers and shoes, not realising that the

dust he has spilled onto himself is Ma's ashes. The fact that we know that the dust

is in fact Ma's ashes, greatly adds to our amusement at Christiaan's expense. In

this image of Pa and his precious ashes, the comedy is extended, for such an image

is simultaneously a sad reflection of an individual who is unable to let go of the

past and get on with his life.
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It is significant that Pa also deludes himself regarding his dead wife, for he

does not honour her death wish of always providing a home for Gideon at

Sweetfontein when she is gone. It becomes clear in the course of the play that he

has chased Gideon away from the smallholding even though the black man is

prepared to work, but would like to receive wages instead of only the

"pap"(p.183) and meat he is given for his troubles. Slabolepszy is very scathing in

this example and his satire establishes Gideon, who is treated no better than a

slave, as a person whom we should pity and empathise with.

Pa's contradictory nature is also apparent when he admits that, although he

loved his English wife, "bless her heart, but the English are mad. They want to

give the world away!" (p.184) In this example Slabolepszy makes us laugh at Pa's

stereotyping of the English as "mad" because of what he interprets as their

unjustified generosity. The comic impact is doubled when we realise that

Slabolepszy is alluding to the liberal English political faction in South Africa at the

time, who were so eager to share the land with the deprived Blacks in apartheid

South Africa. Simultaneously this type of dark comedy also alerts us to the

unequal distribution of land during apartheid and how many Blacks felt cheated

because of this. Slabolepszy in addition reminds us of the Afrikaners' obsession

regarding their South African heritage and land that they had fought so hard to

come by. To a large extent we are also able to empathise with the predicaments of

both Blacks and Whites, which Slabolepszy reveals within this South African

historical and political context. By humanizing the victims of apartheid through

believable characters such as Pa, and by investing them with humour, Slabolepszy

is able to expose the dehumanization of apartheid and evoke sympathy and/or

empathy for his characters within the system.

Through this type of comedy Slabolepszy also reveals an apparent

contradiction in Pa's nature. For example, Slabolepszy adds to the comedy and
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evokes laughter by contrasting Pa's apparent love of his wife and his criticism of

her, while he is at the same time being informative about South Africa and even

evoking empathy for its diversity of inhabitants with their various aspirations and

outlooks on life. Slabolepszy's allusion to the more liberal political way of

thinking associated with many white, English South Africans whose love of the

South African soil which the Afrikaner sets so much store by, is not as obsessive,

evokes laughter. Simultaneously it makes us aware of Pa's love of the land and

evokes empathy for him.

Although the battered Pa would like to believe that he is the patriarchal

head of the family who is still in control of himself and his family, he also deludes

himself regarding this aspect of his life, for what remains of Pa is merely bravado.

Evie does not respect him any more and is tired of feeding him, looking after him

and tidying up after his alcoholic binges - in addition, she is unable to respect a

debauched alcoholic like her father who is so politically biased that he will not be

able to accept her love for a black man. This image of a father who is just a

shadow of his former, honoured self, is sad. Jl's disrespect, physical abuse of his

father, and his obsessive, cruel ambition to usurp his father's position as head of

the family and owner of the smallholding, enhance this impression we have ofPa as

a broken, pathetic creature; it also demonstrates an interpretation of modern

comedy as having a tragic dimension. For example, in the following passage

Slabolepszy cleverly makes fun of Pa's dream about his precious alcohol being

spilled, which is sure to evoke laughter from the audience. At the same time

Slabolepszy gives the passage a tragic dimension by making us aware of the pathos

inherent in the image of a person who is addicted to alcohol:

I'm driving into town for my usual dop in the
pub ... But it's not there anymore! The Station
Hotel is gone! And now I'm digging in the
rubble like a bladdy baboon in a mishoop. I
don't even know what it is I'm looking for - and
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then I find it ... ! It"s the last bottle a' Klipdrif
and ifs the only one left ... ! [Snatching up one
of his own empty K/ipdrifbott/es, to JJ] But the
bottle's fulla cracks and the brandy' s sommer
leaking out. The Greek! The corner Greek ... !
I charge down to the corner Greek and thank
God he's still there. A Coke, I say to him.
Coca-Cola! To go with my Klipdrif He just
looks at me! He's never heard of it!! And all
the time the brandy' s just seeping away onto the
floor a' that cafe until there's bugger all left.
And now I know it's true. No more Coke. No
more Klipdrif. No more Nothing. [He sobs,
face to the ground] (pp.202-203)

Pa's inadequacy as a father is reaffirmed by the fact that he is both unable

to act out his function as a role model and a father who is worthy of emulation, or

to provide a safe, stable family background that JJ and Evie so desperately need.

In addition, Pa is also a failure at providing the compassion, love and

understanding that Evie craves, for example, when she tells him that she is unable

to communicate with him: "Oh, God - I can't talk to you" (p.196). Pa himself

realises that he is unable to perform his role as a father adequately as his drunkenly

self-righteous, self-pitying, but extremely comic words suggest: "A Father is king

in his own castle, that's what they tell you. But it's a klomp twak. Nothing but a

moersa klomp twak." (p.172) Pa's expressing himself in elevated terms as "king",

the immediate contrast of the Afrikaans words, "klomp twak" which he emphasises

by repeating the words and by adding a familiar Afrikaans swear word, "moersa" ,

and the fact that he takes himself so seriously, greatly add to the comedy in this

example. The fact that Pa gives Evie a hiding because of her concern for Gideon,

emphasises Pa's lack of insight and the faulty way in which he attempts to raise

and force subordination on his daughter.

Although the wild Pa, whom Minervini (The Sunday Star 3 December

1989) aptly describes as a "whirling vortex of energy", as the central character in

the play evokes a great deal of empathy from the audience, Slabolepszy even
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manages to evoke empathy for a person like JJ who, although being the least

likeable in the play, is a product of a deficient family upbringing. The image of JJ's

inadequate, insecure family background is given extra impetus by Pa's constant

badgering of JJ, and the way in which Pa constantly compares JJ with his other

two sons. Pa's conversations with his family, which involve swearing,

blaspheming and constant reproaching make us laugh, but also expose that there

are definite deficiencies in Pa as a suitable role model and father figure for his

remaining son and daughter. While Pa's coarse, crude way of addressing his

children succeeds in eliciting much laughter from the audience, it is also a sad

reflection on a person who, according to Christiaan, is supposed to be the "Father.

Protector. The One Who Makes the Rules" (p.168) and to set an example for his

children, providing them with unconditional love and respect. For example, when

Pa reproaches Evie about her bad housekeeping: ''Bladdy-hell ... ! 1 don't see why

I should put up with a lot of nonsense from a silly bitch who can't even cook a

decent bladdy meal. Let alone let a oke sing at his own bladdy dinner table ... !I"

(p.172) In this specific example Slabolepszy inverts the underlying tragic

dimension of a father who is lacking in his role as father and identification model,

and evokes laughter through Pa's audacious swearing and insulting of his

daughter.

The comic impact is doubled by the ridiculous image of Pa's stubborn

insistence on singing at the dinner table. Pa's constant breaking down and

comparison of JJ with his "betters" in the family, evokes a great deal of empathy

for a person such as JJ who suffers from an inferiority complex, as a result of not

being treated with dignity or compassionate, loving understanding by his father and

because he has to compete with his other brothers for his father's affection and

favour. For example, JJ is unfavourably compared with his wonderful brother,

Wynand who, in the meantime, ironically, has passed away. JJ's hurt is reflected

by his accusing, but comic choice of the words he flings at his father: "That's the
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way it's always been, isn't it? Wynand was the Hero, Michael was the Brains and

I'm the Total Stuff Up ... !" (p.210)

Pa also mistakenly assumes that his other son, Michael, will take over the

smallholding on his return from Australia to where he has fled. (The rate at which

white South Africans fled to other countries like Australia - and are still emigrating

- in order to escape what they find an intolerable political situation, is a telling

comment on a certain section of South Africa's Whites). The following speech in

which Pa addresses both JJ and Gideon, serves as an excellent example of Pa's

ambivalent relationship with JJ, his personal loss because of apartheid, when he

lost a son defending South Africa's border, Pa's prejudice against Blacks and his

racial bigotry. The passage illustrates the brilliance with which Slabolepszy is able

to interweave Pa's unfeigned dialogue with bald comedy (his use of words such as

"poephol", ''bladdy'', "kakhuis" and "doos") and pathos (the image of a father

whose favourite son died while defending the Border of South Africa and whose

other son has run away from home - there is even pathos in the image of the

violent JJ who is so much like his father, but who is not accepted by his father and

is constantly belittled by him) to evoke both laughter and empathy. Slabolepszy

also invests the passage with a corrosive satiric edge, by criticising blatant racism

through Pa's condescending references to Blacks by the derogatory term,

"Kaffirs" . Here Slabolepszy is also able to evoke empathy for Blacks who have

had to endure similar insulting treatment by their white masters:

Jissus, poephol. We trying to set up a bladdy alarm
system down there. Alarm's supposed to work
twenty-four hours a day - round the bladdy clock.
The way I look at it, that's three shifts - eight hours
each. Three shifts, three kaffirs. A) where am I
gonna find the money for three kaffirs when I can't
even afford one kaffir - and B) even if I had three
kaffirs, what's to stop the kaffirs breaking in and
helping themselves? Tell me that! Anti-theft
system that steals ... ! Brilliant! [JJ has moved off
in search of cleaning liquid] Sometimes I think you
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were born with your brains in your backside.
Every time you go to the kakhuis. irs bye-bye some
more brain-cells! [Raising the loud hailer to his
lips] POEPHOL ... ! DOOS ... ! [Lowering the
hailer, shaking his head] Yissus, irs not fair, hey,
Gideon? The tricks the good Lord plays on you'.'
Three sons. One dies on the Border. One runs
away. And I'm left with this ... ! [Shouting off
again] Wynand would have sorted it out! Wynand
would've fixed the alarm chop-chop - trip-wires. the
Iot i..' (pp.176-l77)

Conversely, JJ's disrespectful attitude towards his father as a result, is

evident when he reminds Pa that their home is nothing but a "vrot -stinking

smallholding that's fucked-out finish!" (p.177), which emphasises the sad outcome

of an inadequate family environment. Pa's vengeful retaliation against JJ's

disparaging remark makes it abundantly clear that Pa has merely reaped what he

has sown, for JJ treats his father in the only way he has been taught. Pa forcefully

reminds JJ that he will never take over the smallholding as long as Pa is there,

which is darkly comic. Slabolepszy is especially able to evoke laughter through

Pa's comparison of JJ with the excrement of an animal and the alliteration in the

coarse Afrikaans phrase, "bladdy bok-drol" (p.177). Slabolepszy hereby also

reiterates the antagonism and bad blood between the two: "I'll kill you before you

take over, you good for nothing piece a' bladdy bok-drol !" (p.l77) Slabolepszy

evokes laughter at the primitive behaviour ofPa and JJ when they physically attack

each other and have to be separated like dogs by Evie's timely intervention with a

hosepipe. Here Slabolepszy also seems to be relieving the underlying horror of

violence by making us laugh. On the other hand, Slabolepszy also through

laughter emphasises the underlying aggression in the son/father relationship, JJ's

lack of discipline and respect for his father, and Pa's incompetence as a father. It

is this image of the dysfunctional family in Pa's relationship with his children

which, within its comic dimension, is able to evoke empathy for Pa and his family.
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The first inkling we have of Evie' s special affinity with Gideon is when she

communicates with him in her own special way and he silently responds. It

becomes clear that she is concerned about whether he has eaten or not, and seems

to understand his contrition at being chased away by Pa and forced to leave the

place of his birth, the place where his ancestors lie buried, the latter being of great

cultural import to the traditional Blacks in South Africa. Pa's unwillingness to

communicate with Evie about Gideon's plight concerning Sweetfontein and his

ancestors: "I don't wanna hear it! I don't wanna hear it!" (p.185), is also an

oblique reference by Slabolepszy which echoes the general attitude of the

conservative right wing in South Africa at the time, who did not want to listen to

the problems of the black man at that stage in South African history, but were

more concerned with retaining the land which they had conquered at great

personal risk and sacrifice, a long time before. However, it seems as though Pa

suspects that there is something between Gideon and Evie, which his prejudiced

mind is unwilling to admit, but which is clear from the following insensitive, cruel

and reproachful manner in which he communicates his suspicion to his daughter.

Nevertheless, Pa's sarcasm in the following passage, especially when he refers to

Gideon's communication skills, would be able to evoke a cruel type of laughter

from the audience:

Oh, you 'talk'? To you, he talks? He talks to
my daughter. My slet of a daughter. Who
behaves like a hoer and wears men's clothing!
To her, he talks! [Bearing down 0/1 her] Maybe
you'd be so kind as to explain to me how a man
with no voice manages to talk! Or arc you the
one who does the talking!? (p.183)

Despite Pa's mental cruelty towards his daughter, he does seem to love her,

for we are informed that he "kisses her gently on the forehead' (p.188) after

having told her about the omen of the man in the white Mercedes and her mother

who came to him in a dream. Simultaneously one is able to laugh at Pa's

ridiculous notions of deliverance. Evie also shares her desperation at her
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depressing circumstances with Gideon when she indicates her desire to jump onto

the road from the farm stall where she sells the smallholding's meagre produce and

to hitch a ride to any place, never to return to Sweetfontein again. Echoes of her

desperation are reiterated when she tells Pa that she can't go on any more or

breathe in a place where they "live like animals. In a hok ... " (p.195).

It is also comic when Pa refuses to allow Evie to go into town where there

are "Lazy bastards who got nothing better to do than hang around bladdy discos,

boozing all night" (p.182), and immediately afterwards starts accusing everyone of

drinking his precious Klipdrif brandy because he can't find the line he made to

warn him when people are stealing his brandy. Through the above, Slabolepszy is

able to evoke laughter through irony because Pa's words expose his guilt and how

inconsistent he is. Slabolepszy also makes fun ofPa's alcohol dependency, despite

Pa's futile attempts at educating his children to lead respectable lives are

themselves contradictory and comic. For example, even though he warns JJ and

Evie about using bad language, he himself swears like a trooper; he also

admonishes Evie about wearing pants, which is not respectable and which does not

honour the memory of their departed mother, while he himself does not reflect any

semblance of respectability. His insistence on a Christian way of life is also ironic

and evokes laughter, for his own lifestyle resembles the exact opposite and he only

uses the name of God as a swear word. In The Road, Mda's criticism is much

more scathing than Slabolepszy's, for in the following, Mda launches a blatant

attack on the Dutch Reformed Church when Koekemoer explains to the Labourer:

''We can't mix, you know. God wouldn't like that." (Md a 1990:149) Whereas

Slabolepszy by implication attacks the church through his depiction of Pa who

revels in the fact that he has seen the inside of a church and because of this,

believes that he is saved, Mda's attack on the church is much more direct, and

marks Koekemoer as the culprit, and the Labourer as an object of compassion.
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his promises to Evie of never touching alcohol again. Although Slabolepszy paints

a ludicrous picture of an alcoholic's dependence on alcohol and how his children

have to suffer his paranoia as a direct result, Slabolepszy to a large degree extends

the comedy by evoking empathy for people suffering the tragic consequences of

alcohol dependency with ensuing dementia as one of its symptoms, which is very

clear from Pa's irrational behaviour Pa does try to assert some of his former

authority when he tells JJ that ''We need some order, that's what we need. We

need some discipline." (p.175) This irony evokes laughter while simultaneously

informing us it is sadly too late, for there is no turning back for the drunken old

man, whose own life is the epitome of self-destructive disorder. The way in which

Pa's words expose him in the aforementioned example to a large degree also

makes us feel sorry for him and evokes empathy for individuals such as Pa who

have lost their grip on life.

Slabolepszy places many amusing anecdotes in the mouth of his dissipated

Pa-figure, which simultaneously make us pity the type of person that Pa represents,

and laugh at his clever jokes. A critic such as Coetzee (Die Transvaler 1

December 1989:9) however, regards Slabolepszy's humour as doing injury to the

authenticity of a character like the drunken Pa who is unlikely to be so sharp

because of his alcohol abuse and background. Nevertheless, even if we were to

interpret Pa as being a mouthpiece for Slabolepszy himself by which to induce

laughter, this is functional in providing comic relief in a play such as Smallholding

with its contrasting, darker undertones of intolerance, dissipation and

misunderstanding. In addition, these lighter moments heighten our awareness of

the characters' pain and evoke empathy for them within their circumstances.

Smallholding has even been described as an endemic, contemporary piece of

tragic writing laced with a small shot of "witblits" on raw wound comedy (Die

Volksblad 21 April 1994:6), which one interprets as an explanation of the satiric

edge in this play with its comic/tragic dimension. For example, Pa can on occasion

be so comic and at the same time, also tragic. Sichel sums up this comic/tragic
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sense of Smallholding with the words that "for every laugh there's a pang of pain

and stab of irony" (Sichel in The Star 10 July 1989:2).

Examples of the lighter comic moments in Smallholding are plentiful,

despite its darker undertones, as the following examples demonstrate. Pa's

dissatisfaction with the state of the chicken one buys is extremely funny and is

most probably an impression the audience will be able to share: "What pisses me

off the most is that, these days, they feed them so much fish meal, you don't know

if you getting chicken or Kentucky Fried Fucken Kingklip." (p.174) Likewise,

Slabolepszy makes fun of JJ through Pa's foul language and the way in which Pa

reprimands his rather dull son about being too slow on the uptake to understand

the rationale of fixing the fence before fixing the house: "What's the point of

having a smart-fancy fence and fok-all house to live in?" (p.175) When Pa tells JJ

to leave his tinkering with other people's cars, while Pa himself is trying to eke out

an existence from the soil, it also evokes a great deal of laughter because of Pa's

choice of words and their ironic context, if one is to take into account Pa's own

twisted priorities: "Los all that shit! Where's the priorities here? I'm busting my

gat trying to coax a cabbage out the ground - you fiddling around with

somebody's clutch!" (p.175) Likewise Pa's accusing remarks to JJ about his

incompetence at running a farm and clever word play about what JJ did to their

car, are also very comic, while at the same time also informing us of the almost

barbaric, brute force with which JJ conducts his life (this could also be interpreted

as an allusion by Slabolepszy to the military character of the ultra-right, politically

active, white Afrikaner farmers in South Africa): "One thing, JJ. You got to

understand. There's more to running a farm than charging around with a moersa-

fat power-saw, chopping down blue gums."; and "You turned my Cortina into a

concer-tina!" (p.208) Although Slabolepszy also criticises an ultra-right mentality

and chauvinistic attitude in the aforementioned example, Pa's impatience and

sarcastic way of dealing with his only remaining son, evoke empathy for people

having to endure similarly problematic family relationships.
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Much of the play's comedy is derived from a type of humour which is

akin to slapstick. For example, when Pa and JJ fiddle with the broken TV aerial in

order to get a better image on the screen. Consider, for example, the way in which

JJ and Pa have to manipulate and adjust the TV at the beginning of Act 1, se. 2,

ranging from squeezing the plastic orange on top of the aerial to Pa's unplugging

of the makeshift bunny ears, which eventually results in their getting a clear picture

on the screen, but which Pa regards as "luck" (p.191); and also, the following

stage directions which enhance the comic overtones of the play and which are

almost farcical in nature:

From inside the caravan, we hear the heavy
static of an unhealthy television set. Blows
and cursesfrom a disgruntledPA.

PA emerges from the caravan and stands
looking up at the 7V aerial... He looks
around for something to throw at the aeria/.
Finds a battered empty milk carton and
various other potential projectiles. Begins
tossing them. When he scores a direct hit, he
goes inside to check the results. A mufJIed
'shit' is heard. The static snaps off ... PA
emerges holding a pair of home made bunny
ears - three metal coat hangers stuck together
with copper wire and tape ... (pp.186-187)

The way in which Christiaan fiddles around with the storm lantern, unaware that

what he has accidentally spilled on himself, are the ashes ofPa's departed wife and

which he vigorously rubs to get rid of after having learnt the truth, is similar in

comic approach to Pa and JJ's fooling around with the TV.

Pa's preoccupation with TV and especially the then popular TV senes,

Dallas, enhances the comedy of Smallholding, but is also indicative of Pa's

isolation, demonstrating how cut off he is from reality and the outside world, for

this shows how he once again bases his life on something which is not real. Pa's

illusory heroes in Dallas seem to dictate his life, providing his only frame of
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reference and seem to have the same effect as a drug, almost like his alcohol

addiction, by which he is able to turn a blind eye to life's realities. Pa's insistence

that if "You can't distinguish between reality and fantasy in this world - you in

deep trouble. Moer of a deep" (p.192), is simultaneously comic and ironic, for this

is indicative of the paradoxical nature of his own life. In addition, this type of

humour also succeeds in evoking empathy for Pa whose own pathetic life is based

on lies. Through Pa's preoccupation with a TV series such as Dallas, Slabolepszy

also seems to be alluding to South Africa's isolation at large because of cultural

boycotts as a result of its internal system of apartheid politics at the time.

The underlying violence in the play is effectively contrasted with comedy

throughout the play, which greatly enhances its dramatic impact. This violence

finally erupts when JJ whips Gideon with the sjambok because he does not leave

the smallholding as instructed by Pa; he eventually also burns down Gideon's

"pondok" (p.224), which is a derogatory reference to Gideon's place of abode.

The fact that Pa condones JJ's violent behaviour towards Gideon is also revealing,

but Pa's blasé attitude and words which condone violence, are to a large degree

also darkly comic: ''Whatever you do, do it quietly. Don't make a fuss." (p.197)

This is also indicative of the fact that Pa himself is capable of doing violence to

those who do not comply with his wishes. The cruel way in which Gideon lost his

vocal chords and Pa's unfair expectation of Gideon that he should forever be

grateful to Pa and that this gives him the right to run Gideon' s life, also point a

finger at people such as Pa who take advantage of Blacks. Pa's attitude towards

Gideon is tantamount to emotional cruelty; nevertheless, this does not imply that it

is less severe than JJ's physical cruelty. Gideon is also capable of violence and

cruelty, as the rather crude way in which he relieves himself in Pa's Sasol drum

containing Pa's precious kubus plant (an example of low comedy), indicates. The

way in which Gideon taunts JJ after he has been whipped by JJ by boldly knocking

on the caravan door and then disappearing, also demonstrates, like the

aforementoned, that even the silent Gideon is capable of insurrection, however
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ineffectual it seems. When Gideon, in addition, attempts to strangle the sleeping

Pa with the TV cord, but suddenly stops when his courage fails him, the

undertones of potential violence are even darker.

If's inability to fix the implements and renovate their crumbling homestead,

has various implications. Firstly, Evie correctly guesses that it is a ploy by JJ to

make life intolerable for everyone at the smallholding so that they will leave and he

then will have the smallholding to himself. This is not only indicative of H's selfish

nature, but also reveals the passion of a young man to retain what he believes is his

birthright, something that many South Africans will be able to identify with and

understand. The disintegration of the old farmhouse is also symbolic of the

disintegration ofPa and his family. Conversely, If's insistence on protecting Evie

from the evils of the outside world like murder and potential rape, by erecting

barbed-wire fencing around the smallholding has various implications: it

emphasises the white man's fear of political intervention or bodily harm by

outsiders such as the Blacks who will take over the land which they believe is

rightfully theirs; it also highlights the irony in If's promise that Evie will be safe

while he is there to protect her. Slabolepszy seems to imply that the danger for

Evie lies within the borders of the smallholding with a potentially violent JJ

harbouring incestuous thoughts towards his sister; for example when JJ tells Evie,

"You my sister. Ikill anyone who touches you ... [He paws at her]" (p.206), and

Evie reacts by cuffing him and replying that she will tell Pa the way in which JJ

watches her. The fact that he vows to do Christiaan immense bodily harm in

reaction to Pa's portentous omen about Christiaan saving the farm and marrying

Evie, also indicates how violent 11 can be and how jealous he is of both Evie and

giving up his right to the farm: "I'm gonna moer him. I'm gonna moer this guy's

face so bad, he's gonna wish he never been bom." (p.211) The fact that JJ later

threatens Christiaan by activating the power-saw and holding it against

Christiaan's throat, giving the impression that he is really going to saw Christiaan's

head off, demonstrates just to what violent lengths the cruel JJ is prepared to go.
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In the :final scene of Act 2, Slabolepszy's central image hovers between

fantasy and reality. Here the play's tragic dimension, which can be interpreted as

comedy's alter ego, is the most evident. Slabolepszy portrays Pa's mental and

physical breakdown masterfully. In addition, Slabolepszy invests the character of

Pa with immense pathos, which evokes a great deal of empathy for Pa and his

unenviable situation. The way in which 11violently assaults the broken old man is

especially vivid and touching:

JJ grabs the power-saw and swings PA around -
hurling him to the ground. JJ bellows with
laughter and kicks PA square in the face. The old
man comes back - his pride is at stake. JJ kicks
him to the body - again and again. until there is
no more fight left in the old dog. (pp.239-240)

It is now clear that Evie has "shacked up" (p.240) with Gideon and Pa even

suggests that 11 ''Do them both" (p.242) with his power-saw. It is therefore

evident that both Pa and 11want to do harm to Evie and her chosen mate. But the

audience never knows whether 11 did in fact kill Evie and her lover with Gideon's

assegaai which a "Blood-spattered" 11 carries, "dripping with blood" (p.243),

when he appears in the caravan's doorway. The audience are left to draw their

own dreadful conclusion. On the other hand, when Christiaan looks inside the

caravan, another, more poignant ending to the play can be envisaged, because we

are informed that an "ultra-bright light' comes up in the caravan, "turning the

lace curtains to gold' and we hear "Gideon playing his Jew 's harp. a heart-

warming sound And then Evie begins laughing - there's a feeling of joy and

hope." (p.244) This hopeful ending calls to mind the ambivalence of the comic

ending with its emphasis on "happiness" and "forever after", while simultaneously

evoking empathy for all of us who desperately need to be assured of happiness.

Slabolepszy's approach through such a double angle, exemplifies his superb

mastery over his subject matter which has never been as vivid or magical.
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Brommert is certainly justified in her commendation of Slabolepszy ability

to provide a "superlative" theatrical experience and of Heaney's remarkable skills

as director of Smallholding to "strike a happy balance between convention and

naturalism, the characters and plot creating an illusion of total verisimilitude - since

the play explores the twin worlds of reality and illusion" (Brommert in Eastern

Province Herald 7 July 1989: Il). The fact that Smallholding is able to stimulate

thought as Brommert suggests, and also to evoke empathy for its characters

through humour, greatly adds to its appeal.
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Chapter 4:

Aftermath of the Eighties
An Extension of Comic Technique

4.1 Travelling Shots (1988) - This work by Slabolepszy, which he

also directed, was voted one of the ten best fringe productions at the 1988

Grahamstown National Drama Festival (The Cape Times 10 April 1989:9).

The Star (1 June 1988: 14) applauds "Paul Slab" for "making like South

Africa" and not like America in this work, and this is precisely what makes

Travelling Shots so authentic, for Slabolepszy draws on a typical South

African background. Furthermore, Travelling Shots attempts to blend "social

comment, psychological realism and topical allusion" (Brommert in Eastern

Province Herald 6 July 1988:9), which it succeeds in doing masterfully.

Travelling Shots is divided into a series of seven revues or sketches,

linked loosely by the metaphor of travel, and deals with a particular type of

South African, from a particular class, society or viewpoint, on the move at a

specific time in South African history. As bridges between the scenes,

Slabolepszy makes actors take turns to introduce the next sketch by hitch-

hiking in a downstage spot with, for example, D.D. (O.F.S.) written on a

suitcase or Karoo View splashed on a dirty hanky. Mda's cinematographic

approach in Joys of War is similarly innovative, in that the story unfolds from

two different angles through two simultaneous passages.

South Africa's social and political character is easily recognisable in

these short, comic sketches, although Slabolepszy draws caricatures, and not

fully fledged characters on stage. These sketches are not political plays, but

one is easily able to identify reigning political viewpoints or elements in them.

When interviewed by Steadman about Travelling Shots, Slabolepszy himself

admits that "It's easy to write plays about South African politics. What's more
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difficult is to write plays about characters who are more complex than their

apparent political identities." (Weekly MaillS December 1988:32)

In his typical fashion, Slabolepszy paints pictures that his audience are

familiar with, but his satire is neither offensive nor bitter; it is extremely subtle,

amusing and above all, entertaining, while at the same time, as Coetzee

suggests, "quietly making his point" (Coetzee in Pretoria News 24 June

1988:3). Daniel even goes as far as to suggest that these seven satirical

sketches of attitudes of the South African situation today "might have been

penned by Roald Dahl" (Daniel in The Citizen 18 June 1988:15). These short

sketches seem to encapsulate the conscience of white South Africans, but

Slabolepszy never reverts to heavy-handed moralising, neither is he judgmental;

instead, his criticism is razor sharp although it is also light-hearted and not

bitter, while at the same time softly rapping us over the knuckles.

It is interesting to note that in the same year as Slabolepszy's

Travelling Shots (1988), Mda's And the Girls in their Sunday Dresses, the

first play to represent Lesotho, was performed at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival

and also very well received by the critics (Md a 1993:xxvi). What makes

Mda's work comparable with Slabolepszy's, is that they both evoke empathy

for their characters through humour and are concerned with the experiences of

the common people. It is also true that we at first perceive their characters as

stereotypes. For example, in And the Girls in their Sunday Dresses, the

Woman is depicted as the motherly type and the Lady, as the "sexy" type. In

Travelling Shots again, Albert, the black butler in Packing for Perth 1, is

depicted as the typical dumb servant who is exploited by typical white masters

who ignore his dignity. Both these plays are comic-satiric and evoke laughter.

However, the underlying criticism in both these works is clear and the

playwrights to a large degree are able to evoke empathy for their characters

within their specific circumstances. For example, although one might laugh at

the women in And the Girls in their Sunday Dresses for using skin lightening
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creams in their youth because to them being white is synonymous with beauty,

Mda's criticism of a system which actually encourages such behaviour (the

women can secure their future by attracting white men), is quite scathing. Here

Mda evokes empathy for individuals who have to resort to desperate measures

in order to secure financial independence and status. Similarly Slabolepszy

through laughter is able to evoke empathy for individuals such as Albert in

Packing for Perth 1, as well as Stix in Sidewalking, R.S.A., who has to

pretend that he is an American Negro in order to secure accommodation in a

white area. Both Mda and Slabolepszy criticise a ruling government in their

plays, but Mda's criticism of the corruption of the new rulers and the élite in

Lesotho who deny the ordinary man the gains of independence, seems much

more scathing than Slabolepszy's in Travelling Shots. Although Slabolepszy is

able to evoke much laughter through his ridiculous caricatures in Packing for

Perth 11, for example, his underlying satirical commentary is quite clear.

Slabolepszy explores the vast wealth within a South African context

which most people would find appealing, even if they are not avid theatre-

goers. Slabolepszy admits to Stead man that he has learnt "to reject Anglo-

American models of drama" (Weekly MaillS December 1988:32), and there is

no denying the South African character of Travelling Shots. The carefully

patterned speech with all its underlying nuances that Slabolepszy creates for his

characters and which makes a certain type of person belonging to a specific

South African mould so easily recognisable in Travelling Shots, is also

extremely humorous. The Cape Times justly commends Slabolepszy's

"remarkable gift for dialogue across the spectrum of SA society - including

Black, Brit, white Karoo joller and a down-on-his-luck-carpetbagger, who trots

out every advertising cliché in the book" (10 April 1989:9). Consider, for

example, the black man, Stix, in Sidewalking, R.S.A, whose name is even

authentic, since to be called by this name is popular among many South African

Blacks. Stix's speech is typical, recognisable and comic, hereby informing and

entertaining the audience. It is especially Stix's use of words like the Xhosa

"aikona" for "no"; the use of the neologism "high-big", for the superlative of
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high; and "bra" for ''brother'' (an indirect reference to the extended families of

most black people in South Africa who have very large families and where

everyone is regarded as a "brother", even if they are not related by blood),

which are put to extremely effective use in the following passage:

Ja. sidewalking! It's got nothing to do
with walking on the pavement - oh. no -
aikona. uh-uh ... ! lfs the walk.you do
inside your head - in your mind -
rrAPPING IDS HEAD, SAYING
"Head-walk." IN XHOSA) It's the kind
of walk.you do when you walking along
and there's this high-big wall right in
front of you - broken bottles on top. You
can't go forward. You don't want to
move back. You sidewalk, bra. You
move like the crab ... (p.2)

The Brit's speech which the Sunday Times refers to, is agam

particularly effective in the following example from Packing for Perth 1.

Slabolepszy succeeds very well in conjuring up the typical rich, bored, English

white South African housewife living in the northern suburbs of Johannesburg,

.who finds the effort of moving to Perth excruciatingly painful. She even plans

on taking her domestic help or black "boy" (a typical way in which white South

Africans refer to black males working for them and which is a satiric dig at

many white South Africans' racist tendencies) to Australia with her, although

she doesn't even bother to consult him in the matter. By exaggerating the way

in which these northern suburbs housewives speak, Slabolepszy succeeds in

evoking the indulgent laughter of the audience who will instantly be able to

recognise the "type" Slabolepszy is mocking:

HELEN: So tell me, doll, is it the
absolute pits? 1mean, how's it all
coming along?

YVONNE: It's a nightmare.

HELEN: Don't tell me.

YVONNE: We can't move for
crates.
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HELEN: Don't tell me. (p.Z)

As one is able to see from the above examples, Slabolepszy's

trademark without doubt is that he "shakes up people primarily through

laughter, and it is the laughter of recognition" (Steadman in Weekly Mail 15

December 1988:32). An in-depth analysis of the sketches will reveal the extent

to which we can recognise our own faces in the exaggerated stereotypes

Slabolepszy draws. However, the fact that we laugh at Slabolepszy's

stereotypes fulfils a primary function of comedy, that is, through laughter we

will be able to relieve our own pain, however momentary it might be. If we are

able to laugh at ourselves through Slabolepszy's stereotypes, Slabolepszy will

have succeeded in making us acutely aware of our own faults and

transgressions. Greig pinpoints the essence of Travelling Shots as follows:

"Above all 'Travelling Shots' has acute sympathy, couched in blurting cruel

humour ... It's funny, alarming and poignant." (Business Day 6 December

1988:8)

4.1.1 Packing for Perth I - In this first sketch in Travelling Shots,

Slabolepszy makes fun of the typical "Yuppy" types of the northern suburbs

of Johannesburg who are planning to emigrate to Australia. These "Yuppy"

hosts are entertaining their equally pretentious ''Yuppy'' friends with drinks

and snacks at their posh residence in Hyde Park, Johannesburg, a black,

uniformed male domestic in attendance who helps to add to their social status

in the community. By introducing elements associated with the absurd,

Slabolepszy evokes laughter. For example, cross-purpose communication

patterns, the surreal deaths of the characters at the close of Packing for

Perth I and the way in which these "Yuppy" friends communicate with one

another, are absurd in nature. The following "Yuppy" business colleagues'

conversation about fly fishing while Albert, the black manservant, is serving

them, provides a good example of Slabolepszy's effective use of the absurd:
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AS ALBERT SERVES THEM, THE MEN START
SPEAKING AGAIN - AS BEFORE - IN
:MID-CONVERSATION.

GEOFF: Walker" s Killer Red.

BOB: Walker's Killer Green.

GEOFF: Connemara Black.

BOB: March Brown.

GEOFF: Bloody Mary.

BOB: Royal Coachman.

GEOFF: Prince Charming.

BOB: Woolly Worm. (p.3)

The conversation of the husbands' wives follows a similar absurdist

pattern when Yvonne has to decide what she is packing for Perth. By means of

their empty conversation, Slabolepszy makes fun of their shallowness and the

faith that they place in material possessions. In the following example,

Slabolepszy also demonstrates their total disregard of Albert (typical of the

"cruel" humour which the Sunday Times refers to), but ignoring the black help

and talking about him in front of him as though he does not exist, is surely

something of which many white South Africans are guilty and which the

audience will no doubt recognise. Even while we are able to laugh at this

situation, we are also able to feel empathy for Albert, who is treated like one of

the appliances or material acquisitions of his rich, condescending, white

tormentors:

YVONNE: Dish-washer.

HELEN: Deep-freeze?

YVONNE: Micro-wave.

AS ALBERT SERVES THEM, THE
WOMEN START SPEAKING AGAIN - AS
BEFORE - IN :MID-CONVERSATION.

HELEN: Washing-machine?

YVONNE: Tumble-dryer.

HELEN: Magi-mix?

YVONNE: Motor car. (p.4)
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Slabolepszy's exaggerated interpretation of the typical language of the

northern suburbs stereotype is dead on target, evoking much laughter, for

example, when Helen asks her friend, Yvonne, how her packing for Perth is

going: "So tell me, doll, is it the absolute pits?" (p.2) One is unable to agree

with the caption in the Sunday Times of Il December 1988 that ''Random

shots score few bullseyes" and the criticism that Slabolepszy is only successful

when he speaks of ''the working class and the lower reaches of the

bourgeoisie" (p.18); that "Whenever he tackles the other classes he falls back

on the crudest stereotypes and tries to uncover his tracks with positively

pensionable jokes"; and that the "kugel who prattles about containers and

emigrating, who calls her friend Doll and casts a lustful eye over the male

servant, is a cliché as old as a pantomine dame" (p.18). The critic in the

Sunday Times seems both to have missed the point and misunderstood

Slabolepszy's dramatic intent.

It is true that Slabolepszy is especially adept at depicting the lower

classes in South Africa, but his talent is not restricted entirely to the effective

portrayal of these types only, as Packing for Perth I proves. Furthermore,

Helen's "eye" that she casts over Albert is surely more disdainful and envious,

than "lustful". Slabolepszy immediately "marks" his caricatures by the way in

which they speak and they are unquestioningly recognisable as the typical, blasé

northern suburbs "types". Although we are able to laugh at their speech,

mannerisms and hauteur, Slabolepszy also makes us painfully aware through

this type of satiric humour that it is they who strip Albert of both his dignity

and human worth. However, in the end they get what they deserve for treating

their servant like one of their many possessions, a point which Slabolepszy

makes quite clear through irony. Thus Slabolepszy is able to evoke laughter at

something which is supposed to be shocking. However, because our

sympathies lie with Albert, Slabolepszy also succeeds in evoking empathy for

Albert who has at last got the better of his disdainful masters.
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Slabolepszy does more than merely ridicule the affluent classes in white

South Africa. His satire also informs his audience about an apartheid South

Africa where the Black still occupies a subservient role and is treated almost as

though he does not exist: for example, where Albert is referred to as the "huh-

huh" by the party, and is spoken of within earshot, as though he were some

kind of invisible imbecile and material asset, unable to venture an opinion on

how he feels about accompanying his employers to Australia. The sketch

certainly indulges in a black type of comic humour, which is ironic, for it makes

one laugh at something which is actually tragic. For example, the conversation

ultimately reaches its climax when Albert is placed in the same category as

Geeff's BMW and Albert's status is further undermined by ignoring the

possibility of his being able to spell and understand that they are speaking of

him:

YVONNE: You can take your Ben Hogan's,
you can take your BMW - I don't see why I
can't take my B - 0 - Y ... ! (p.7)

In the above Slabolepszy makes us aware of prejudices which often resemble

our own and which we, in addition, are able to laugh at. Ironically, our

laughter merely betrays our guilt. By means of laughter Slabolepszy exposes

the unfeelingness of Whites and also evokes empathy for black servants such as

Albert who are treated by Whites like non-human entities, with neither feelings

nor status.

While making fun of the grandiose emigration schemes of his wealthy

white characters in Packing for Perth 1, Slabolepszy also subtly informs us of

an existing climate in a changing South African landscape in the late 1980s

where a drastic transformation in the internal politics of the South African

government was imminent. The result of this was that many of the reigning,

privileged Whites in South Africa frantically started planning emigration

schemes in a desperate bid for greener pastures.
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FORBERT - ALIVE ON ARRIVAL" (p.8) plays in the background.
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Coetzee's remarks deftly sum up Slabolepszy's presumed intention in

Packingfor Perth I:

It demonstrates once again Slabolepszy s
genius for capturing the quintessence of the
South African idiom ... like a cartoonist he
creates an immediately recognisable yet
caricatured world, edged by irony, absurdity
and prophetic punch. (Coetzee in Pretoria
News 24 June 1988:3)

The absurdity in this compact, well-structured sketch, Packing for Perth I, to

which Coetzee refers, is reinforced by the startling closing of the sketch. The

"irony" and "prophetic punch" are nowhere as well-placed as at the end when a

very suave Albert "delicately nibbles at some snacks in a bowl he carries" (p.8)

and smiles at the audience, while the bodies of his victims lie scattered on the

floor (Albert has presumably poisoned them with some or other sleeping

concoction while he was serving them and they, in his presence, were

discussing him, the "huh-huh").

Slabolepszy's closing is a highly effective exercise in black comedy, for

Slabolepszy here succeeds in making Albert's actions acceptable to the

audience, even though he is actually making fun of death. Albert has the well-

deserved last laugh (figuratively and literally speaking) in this quintessential

South African sketch: Slabolepszy very appropriately closes his cartoon with

Albert in control, nonchalantly blowing at the crumbs on his gloves, and

laughing at the audience: ''Huh-huh-huh-huh-huh-huh ... !'' (p.8) Slabolepszy

cleverly adds to the dramatic impact when Albert in conclusion laughs into the

Coetzee maintains that Slabolepszy preaches without alienating his

audience and what enables him to do so is that he "does it without apparent

anger" (Coetzee in Pretoria News 24 June1988:3). This is obvious in Packing
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for Perth 1, so one is unable to support the unwarranted viewpoint put forward

in the Sunday Times of Il December 1988, and the critic who would like us to

believe that all Packing for Perth 1 actually boils down to is an "excruciating"

depiction of "a smart cocktail party" (p.18). In this sketch Slabolepszy not

only succeeds in making his audience laugh by means of black humour; he also

manages to evoke empathy for the plight of the black domestic in South Africa

who so often has to endure what Albert has had to in Packing for Perth 1.

Monica finds herself in a one-horse town at a one-star hotel room in the

Orange Free State, after having just driven away from Johannesburg in her car

until the petrol gauge was empty. Slabolepszy makes fun of what one would

instantly recognise as a typical platteland setting, but he also seems to be

comically satirising a common belief that people from the Free State platteland

4.1.2 O.D. (O.F.S) - In this sketch Slabolepszy paints an exaggerated

picture of a bitter, overwrought Johannesburg northern suburbs type, Monica,

on the verge of a nervous breakdown after finally having left her ineffectual

husband. Slabolepszy does not condemn, but instead portrays his angst-ridden

subject with humour and treats her with compassion. In his ludicrous depiction

of Monica and her predicament, one interprets Slabolepszy as aspiring through

his comedy to help us to cope with "the daily, hourly inescapable difficulty of

being" (Bentley 1966:306), for he makes fun of a situation which is possible,

but when seen in a different perspective, is actually quite tragic. For example,

although Monica's predicament of loneliness, lack of communication, being

trapped in a loveless marriage and the way in which she is taken for granted by

her family, are in themselves tragic issues, Slabolepszy ridicules these issues

through Monica and her exaggerated, but typical responses. He is able to

evoke both laughter at and sympathy for the character in her circumstances. In

addition, because we are able to recognise ourselves through Monica,

Slabolepszy also enables us to laugh at ourselves, hereby making our own

everyday sorrow and tragedy more bearable through humour.
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are cut off from the outside world. This evokes a great deal of laughter, but

simultaneously our impression ofMonica's isolation is enhanced by this setting.

Monica is unable to share her grief or angst with anyone, for her only contact

with the outside world is a party-line telephone connection which she,

ironically, has trouble in operating. However, Slabolepszy's picture of a

woman's "bitter absurdity" (Coetzee in Pretoria News 24 June 1988:3),

abandoned in love and utterly alone, is made to appear ridiculous through

exaggeration and inversion. In this way Slabolepszy evokes both laughter at

and empathy for women experiencing the same problems. In this sketch it

seems to be a question of surmounting our problems through laughter.

Slabolepszy ridicules Monica's predicament, for those closest to her

(namely, her mother, her best friend, Edith, and her daughter, Debbie), are so

preoccupied with their own affairs, that they continually thwart Monica's

attempts at telling them that she has finally left her husband. In other words,

climax is followed by anti-climax, a process through which Slabolepszy evokes

laughter. He inverts an essentially tragic picture through exaggeration and

anti-climax, and by fusing it with comic and absurdist elements such as lack of

communication or isolation, succeeds in evoking empathy for people such as

Monica who are experiencing marital and family problems. Through laughter,

Slabolepszy enables the theatregoer to recognise himself and to laugh at his

own predicament.

Meniea's attempts at regaining control by chemical means are also

jeopardised, and again Slabolepszy is able to evoke laughter. Although she has

taken the big step of leaving her husband, she finds herself in a God-forsaken

Free State Town with no-one to talk to. Even the pills she pops at the

beginning of the sketch do not relieve her symptoms (Slabolepszy seems to be

making fun of a distinctive trademark of the idle rich in conflict, who take a pill

in order to take every kind of pain away). Monica is also denied the luxury of

dulling her sharp edges with whiskey and one is able to laugh at her misfortune
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of not being able to find a bottle of whiskey in her luggage. In addition, the

fact that she is prevented from ordering a drink because the bar is still closed

and is reserved for gentlemen only, adds to the comedy (which could also be

interpreted as a satiric barb at the more conservative Free Staters' with their

outdated notions about the subservient role of women in society).

When Monica gets through to her mother in Port Elizabeth, she is

unable to confide in her because her mother immediately suspects that Monica

is only phoning her because something is wrong (a typical reaction one would

expect of the "selfish mother type" who is too wrapped up in her own affairs to

be bothered by a daughter whom she regards as being grown-up enough to

fend for herself). Monica's mother is totally preoccupied with the death of her

precious Pekinese, Fluffy, and whether she should have an obituary published

in the newspaper to inform the people who knew her pet, of its death.

Slabolepszy comically satirises this kind of "pet worship" among people, but it

is ironic that a mother who is supposed to provide emotional support for her

family, seems to be more involved with her dog than her daughter. Slabolepszy

enhances the comedy through the comic contrast between what one would

expect from a loving mother and what one gets. Simultaneously he succeeds in

emphasising man's essential aloneness in times of crisis and reveals how selfish

and enmeshed people are in their own insignificant, petty lives, in which house

pets are more important than people. While softening the tragic implications of

Monica's situation through humour, Slabolepszy simultaneously also evokes

empathy for victims such as Monica who are abandoned in their hour of need.

When Monica eventually confides in her friend, Edith, and asks her to

remove the morbid note she left her husband and to look in on her daughter,

Debbie, crossed telephone lines and people listening in on the party line prevent

Monica from indulging in the luxury of evoking any compassion from someone

she has trusted will be able to care. The crossed telephone lines, Monica's

swearing "put your fucking phone down, dammit ... !" (p.3) and Edith's
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understanding this to mean her, are akin to farce. Hereby Slabolepszy is able to

evoke much laughter through exaggeration and contrast (Monica's sadness and

her irritated swearing). However, while we are laughing, we are also painfully

aware of man's alienation in times of need, which emphasises the truth of

Kern's perceptive comment on "the haunting ambivalence of farcical laughter"

(Kern 1985:85). Therefore, by means of the way in which Slabolepszy makes

us laugh at Monica, he is simultaneously able to evoke empathy for people such

as Monica.

Slabolepszy makes fun ofMonica's problems and evokes much laughter

by continually contrasting them with other trivial problems, which in turn make

her own problems, by comparison, also appear trivial. For example, consider

Monica's conversation with her daughter: before Monica is able to air any of

her own views, Debbie bombards her with complaints about water leaking and

the hamster's imminent danger because of this. In addition, Miriam, the maid,

is absent because of a funeral she has had to attend. (This could also be

interpreted as an indirect reference to the cultural customs of most traditional

Blacks, which include attending funerals of people whom they consider as

"cousins", "brothers" or "sisters" etcetera, even though they are very distantly

related or not even related by blood at all. Many white employers do not

understand this and consider it a very annoying habit that so many funerals

have to be attended, resulting in much working time being lost).

When Monica is finally afforded the luxury of venting her anger in her

hotel room, her frenzied monologue, ironically, is aimed at an invisible

husband. Although her tantrum is bitter, it is also ludicrous, and by making her

tantrum appear ridiculous, Slabolepszy evokes laughter. For example, when

Monica says, "Yes, we're having a tantrum, d'you mind ... !? We feed the

kids, we feed the pets, we feed your clients when we throw our boring dinner

parties ... ! We're on call twenty-four hours a day to open our bloody legs!"

(p.4), Slabolepszy makes fun of her anger at her husband by exaggerating her
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household "duties" (caring for the children and the pets, supporting her

husband and his business, and providing sexual love), which sound more like

those of a glorified slave than the labours of love that they are supposed to be.

By implication, Slabolepszy also seems to be criticising Monica's attitude.

Monica's hysteria by which she tries to rid herself of her burdens ends

in anti-climax when her hotel room neighbour phones, requesting her to turn

her radio down. As a result, Monica is forced to end her uninhibited tirade in

full-flight. However, Slabolepszy's exaggerated picture of Monica at the close

of the sketch has a tragic-comic dimension, for while Slabolepszy's depiction of

Monica's self-pity is comic, her angst is something that most women in similar

circumstances must have experienced. Although Monica's plight is actually

tragic, by looking at it objectively, one is able to laugh at Slabolepszy's final

exaggerated picture of our angst-ridden heroine as she lies crumpled on the

bed, silent sobs escaping from her throat, and the lights start fading with Steve

Forbert's "Settle Down" in the background. Here Slabolepszy evokes empathy

for married women experiencing similar problems. By placing the incident

within a recognisable South African context, and by comically satirising the

situation with comic devices such as exaggeration, anti-climax and inversion,

Slabolepszy extends his comedy and adds to the dramatic impact of the sketch

with its tragic undertones.

4.1.3 Karoo View - Of all the sketches in Travelling Shots, Karoo

View is the most absurdist in nature. Tyler accurately defines Travelling Shots

as the "satirical examination of South African whimsicalities" and refers to the

"intrusion of some wayward surrealistic touches" which remind him of the

intrusions of Ionesco's Rhinoceros (Sunday Tribune 20 November 1988:7).

These absurdist elements are noticeable in Packing for Perth I, but are

especially applicable to Nora's Ark and Karoo View, and reflect the way in

which Slabolepszy is able to extend his comic technique.
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Karoo View sketches the pit stop of two obnoxious, travel-weary "city-

types", Stan and Dave, at a platteland café in the Karoo. They obviously find

themselves in sheep country and Dave is quick to point out that the people,

too, are "Sheep in safari suits" because "They look like sheep. They dress like

sheep. They act like sheep." (p.2) In the above example, Slabolepszy ridicules

the "safari suit type", a male who one usually associates with unsophisticated

earthiness and encounters in the platteland; Slabolepszy by implication seems

to be suggesting that, although such a person is stubborn and will not allow

himself to be dictated to by fashion, he is a blind follower without individuality

in all other respects.

Stan's predictions are deemed to be realised when he points out "You

stayed here long enough, the same thing would happen to you" (p.2) and that

"Time. That's all it takes. It's like Brain Washing, right? Listening to Shit.

You listen to shit long enough, in the end you start talking Shit." (p.3) Stan's

choice of words in the latter example is sure to evoke laughter from the

audience, which immediately reminds one that "baseness" as comic device

dates back to classical times. However, Stan's words are also ironic, for that

which he criticises, is exactly what happens to him and Dave at the end of the

sketch, for they too start conversing like sheep, joining the chorus of "Baa-aa

Baa-aa's" that the people of this Karoo town use in order to communicate.

Wilson's observation about its almost becoming "a case of lambs to the

slaughter" (Wilson in The Argus 10 April 1989:6) for Stan and Dave is telling,

because Slabolepszy through paradox demonstrates how these two men

unwittingly become exactly like these sheepish people whom they regard as

their inferiors. Slabolepszy by implication seems to be warning his audience, in

a biblical sense almost, that they shouldn't make harsh judgements, since the

way in which they judge will be the criterion for when they are judged.

Stan and Dave's conversation is marked by short, abrupt sentences

which contain "all the shifty underlying games and ploys" and the "boxed-in
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STAN: Fris.

DAVE: Firm.

STAN: Farm Food and Free State Air. (p.3)

mind that produces the colourful and quite decorative slang" (p.18) that the

critic in the Sunday Times (Il December 1988) rather condescendingly admits

to. The "grudging, curt, monosyllabic sentences" that the two friends use and

which work well to convey their "macho humour" (Greig in Business Day 6

December 1988:8), are particularly effective in conjuring up the "cool",

machismo guys from the city who are totally displaced in South African

platteland surroundings, and who regard plattelanders as inferior. For example,

consider the following comic passage in which Stan and Dave discuss the

platteland waitress by using monosyllabic sentences. Their macho humour, the

sexual innuendo and the fact that Slabolepszy stereotypes the typical platteland

"meisie", evoke a great deal of laughter. Simultaneously Stan and Dave are

also exposed as being blatantly chauvinistic and superior towards these people

by discussing them so disdainfully, although they are within earshot:

DAVE SPINS AROUND AS A YOUNG WAITRESS IN
PIG-TAILS AND A VERY CONSERVATIVE BLACK-
AND-WIDTE OUTFIT PASSES BY THEM. IN SPITE OF
HER APPEARANCE (pERHAPS BECAUSE OF IT), SHE
CREATES QUITE AN IMPACT.

DAVE: (SPOTIING HER) Oooh ...

STAN: Hey?

DAVE: Ooh ... !

STAN: The Arse.

DAVE: The Legs.

STAN: TheFace?

DAVE: No.

STAN: Not the Face?

DAVE: Definitely not.

STAN: Bit ofa dog?

DAVE: Bit of a sheep.

STAN: Sheep dog. (SLIGHT PAUSE) But the rest ...

DAVE: The rest ... !

THE OBJECT OF THEIR ATTENTION HAS GONE INTO
THE KITCHEN.
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The two young men's attempts at being served are of no avail.

Slabolepszy's use of baseness as a comic device is particularly effective;

for example, Stan's curiosity about whether the young waitress "fucks" or not

(p.S). This, as well as their suspicions that their conversations are being

recorded and that their table is "bugged" (p.9), evokes a great deal of laughter,

especially their clowning when they start tapping the plastic tomato and talking

into the salt cellar, sugar-bowl, pepper pot and ash-tray.

Slabolepszy concludes his sketch on the level of fantasy, for the only

way in which the two friends can get any reaction from the café attendants, is

by communicating with them in their "baa-aa" sheep talk; in other words, they

themselves become like sheep. The symbolism of men becoming like sheep

(dumb followers) in Karoo View, is fairly obvious. However, Karoo View

does not fall flat after absurdist elements are introduced to the realistic,

platteland setting, for example, when everyone on stage starts bleating like

sheep. Instead, these absurdist elements succeed in heightening the dramatic

impact of the sketch. Slabolepszy adds an extra dimension and force to Karoo

View by his political allusion through the ridiculous absurdity of the way in

which his characters bleat like sheep at the close of the play. To a large degree

Slabolepszy through this image is also being stridently satirical for he seems to

be suggesting that among many white South Africans it is a case of joining

"them" (South Africa's conservative apartheid political faction), if you can't

beat "them".

Although we are able to laugh at people who act like sheep,

Slabolepszy's implied criticism of South Africans who have allowed themselves

to be wilfully indoctrinated and manipulated by apartheid politics, is

simultaneously also a rather scathing commentary on the status of the apartheid

political set-up in South Africa at the time. Greig refers to Slabolepszy's

unique writing talent and "his sense of the mundane and the surreal cohabiting"

(Greig in Business Day 6 December 1988:8). This is exactly the sense which
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Slabolepszy achieves in Karoo View, for by using a seemingly innocent,

platteland setting and investing it with surreal elements, he in addition to

making us laugh at the ridiculous, succeeds in satirising and questioning the

moral integrity of dominant political thought in apartheid South Africa.

Similarly Mda invests We Shall Sing for the Fatherland with an element of

the surreal when the spirits of the two freedom fighters who froze to death in

the park return to witness their own unceremonious burial in unmarked graves.

The fact that Mda's characters not only make us laugh, but also alert us to the

corruption and self-interest of the society that they fought for, greatly adds to

the play's dramatic impact. There is also tremendous irony in the fact that the

spirits of the two fighters have to wander as unacknowledged, unassisted and

aimlessly as they did in life, which makes Mda's satirical onslaught in WeShall

Sing for the Fatherland much more severe than Slabolepszy's in Travelling

Shots.

Slabolepszy's bizarre sketch contains many amusing anecdotes, but the

underlying socio-political comment is implicit. Within the South African

context, this could be interpreted as an allusion to the reigning politics of the

day. For example, Dave refers to a Cabinet Minister of the apartheid regime,

when he mentions the "Chris Heunis" smile that is supposed to melt opponents.

Although laughing at the eccentricities of others is a common comic device,

Slabolepszy also here seems to be criticising not only South African politicians,

but all politicians who use tactics such as an artificial smile by which to win

people over.

In Karoo View Slabolepszy also refers to the State of Emergency

imposed in South Africa in the late 1980s when Dave says:

We living in the middle of a State of Emergency, not
so? Right outside's the National Road. Who knows
how many undesirables sit here hatching their Marxist-
liberal-communistic plots? Undermining the Security
of the Nation, both Physically and Morally ... ! (p.9)
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By means of exaggeration, Slabolepszy makes fun of the conservative,

apartheid politics of the day that warn against any opposition as undermining

the physical and moral health of all South Africans, and where any liberal form

of thinking is regarded as a Marxist-communistic threat.

At another level, the bleating of sheep as a means of communication

can be interpreted as the absurd, empty content or lack of meaning in everyday

conversation. At still another level the bleating communication pattern of

people in the sketch hints at people's empty conversation, their gullibility and

predisposition to being indoctrinated by reigning, preconceived notions. This

could possibly be an oblique reference by Slabolepszy to South Africa's

apartheid politics, whereby people have been manipulated and indoctrinated for

such a long time that they cannot reason for themselves any more after a while,

but follow blindly, like sheep. By means of these satiric barbs, Slabolepszy

ridicules these victims of indoctrination and manipulation. Even though we

may not feel a deep sense of understanding or identification with the characters

and the situation sketched in Karoo View, Slabolepszy makes us aware through

comedy of something which is actually tragic, and is able to evoke empathy for

those among us who are also victims of this type of indoctrination and

manipulation. Such an interpretation of Karoo View also reinforces

Shershow's view of comedy's ambivalent nature and the "ironic union of

tragedy and comedy" (chapter 1). However, by infusing his sketch with

humour, Slabolepszy ensures that that its socio-political commentary on South

Africa and its inhabitants never becomes too scathing.

Slabolepszy's chooses the isolated Karoo plattelanders as the butt of his

scorn, but one forgives him this ''wickedness'', for in Karoo View the comic

device of laughing at the expense of others is implemented, and by stereotyping

the inhabitants in the Karoo, he is able to evoke much laughter at what many

South Africans will instantly recognise as typical of the area. The comic
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principle of laughing at ourselves or laughing ourselves out of our miseries, and

by so doing purging ourselves, is especially applicable in Karoo View.

4.1.4 Sidewalking,RS.A - This sketch concentrates on how a black

man learns to survive in an apparently integrated South Africa when he

pretends to be an American Negro in order to get accommodation in a white

residential area, in other words, he "learns how to twist the system" (MacLiam

in The Star 17 June 1988: 12) to his own advantage. Slabolepszy evokes

laughter by exaggerating his Stix character, but even while we are laughing at

Stix's antics and his ingenious tricks to evade the complexities of a

fundamentally prejudiced society, Slabolepszy makes us recognise our own

guilt in the sketch.

Slabolepszy makes us aware through laughter, for the subtle

implications of a racist society are just below the surface of his humour. By so

doing, he evokes empathy for individuals such as Stix who are the victims of

apartheid and who are forced to invent their own rules in order to survive.

Dan Sebogedi who played the title role of this cameo sketch in 1988,

states that it is "a funny play - very funny" and also very "timeous" (Sebogedi

in The Star 15 December 1988:4). This is a very telling remark, for in this

sketch Slabolepszy succeeds in highlighting one of the iniquities of apartheid

South Africa: the double standards that white South Africa adheres to when it

comes to its black inhabitants - an American Black is okay; a South African

Black is not okay or good enough for Whites to accommodate.

Slabolepszy also cleverly exposes another two wrongs in this sketch

through ridicule, for he seems both to be prodding at the "local awe of

everything American" (The Daily News 17 November 1988:1) and a Black's

exploitation of this situation in order to get lodging in a "White" area.
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It is ironic that Sebogedi should point out that in November 1988,

Boksburg announced its intention of bringing back full segregation, yet

American sportsmen could come to South Africa freely and do what they

pleased here without any restrictions (The Star 15 December 1988:4).

Sebogedi also informs us that Slabolepszy calls his sketch "sidewalking",

because if you do things straight in South Africa, you don't seem to get

anywhere (The Star 15 December 1988:4). Despite the fact that Sidewalking,

RS.A manages to expose "the absurdity of the Group Areas Act and our own

double standards as we lay down the red carpet for visiting Negroes, but

remain blind to the people at home with the same colour skin" and "opens a

window on to South African society and the view isn't pretty", we have to

agree with Coetzee that this work is "undeniably entertaining" (Coetzee in

Pretoria News 31 October 1988: 14). The entertainment value of Sidewalking,

RS.A. undoubtedly lies in Slabolepszy's humorous creation, Stix, who initiates

Although the Black's "crime" does seem justified and evokes a certain degree

of empathy for Blacks who are forced to react in the way in which Stix does

because of apartheid, one has to agree that Slabolepszy "does not only tilt his

lance at those who are a lighter shade of pale" (New Nation 8 December

1988: 12); in other words, Slabolepszy also makes fun of Blacks who cheat and

lie, and to a certain extent also criticises people who resort to this type of

deception.

Although the criticism of the prejudices of white South Africans is

actually quite scathing, Slabolepszy does not make it seem so in Sidewalking,

RS.A. and this sketch has been described appropriately as a very "clever

comment on Hillbrow's 'grey' dilemma" (Daniel in The Citizen 18 June

1988: 15). The "grey" dilemma that Daniel refers to is of course the dilemma of

racially mixed Johannesburgers starting to live in the same area, that is,

Hillbrow, a problem which the past government with its apartheid politics had

to cope with.
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and "teaches" his audience how he has learnt to side-step the problem of

boarding in white areas by pretending to be an American Negro. Slabolepszy 's

satire is more gentle than corrosive, for he makes his audience laugh in

Sidewalking, RS.A, but at the same time he also gently criticises the apartheid

politics in South Africa and makes fun of white South Africans' awe of

anything that is American.

Sidewalking, RS.A is an exceptionally energetic piece which Chisholm

accurately sums up as "engagingjoie de vivre" (Chisholm in The Cape Times

10 April 1989:9). The side punches Slabolepszy throws are very comic,

reminding one of the energy and jokes of the buccaneer in Once a Pirate

written almost ten years later, for example, the ways of walking that are the

black man's means of transport which Stix illustrates: the '58 Chev with one

flat tyre walk, the BMW walk, the Ten Ton Truck Boere Walk, the Magnum

PI walk, the Hippo walk and the sidewalking way that Stix is forced to adopt

for survival in an unfair society.

I

f

Slabolepszy's finely tuned ear IS also sensitive to the political

developments in South Africa and his subtle reference to the tricameral

parliament at the time is on target, despite our laughter at an impossible state of

affairs: for example, when Stix imitates the white landlady who refuses to have

him as a tenant: "I'm sorry, young man - not to say we discriminate - but, this

year we are trying Indians and Coloureds. Next year, we are trying Blacks ... "

(p.2)

The fact that Stix switches roles, first as himself and then as the various

landladies who refuse to take him as a tenant because he is black, adds to the

humour of Sidewalking, KS.A., and this contrast in roles also enhances the

energy of the sketch, never allowing a dull moment. Consider the following,

for example, in which Stix is comic and entertaining in his role switching.

However, Slabolepszy also subtly criticises the apartheid laws of the day and
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STIX: But, madam ... ! "Don't you
understand English? I said next year
we are trying Blacks ... !" But, please
... ! (MIMING STONE THROWING)
"Voetsek! Hamba! Go back to
where you came from ... !" (p.2)

reveals that the only way that the black man can retaliate is by throwing stones.

The landlady's exaggerated reaction to Stix with the words, "Voetsek" (a

way in which one would address a dog) and "Harnba" (the Zulu word for "go

away"), is able to make us laugh, but in addition exposes the tendencies of a

racist society. The fact that the landlady uses rudimentary Zulu suggests two

things: firstly it implies that she thinks Stix is stupid; secondly it criticises a

society which has not taken the trouble to learn the black man's language:

Although one has to agree with Guitig that Travelling Shots paints the

"white South African psyche ... as all black", it is also true that Sidewalking,

RS.A especially is not "grim, unrelieved horror, but balances all that is hateful

in us with the overwhelming vulnerability that lives in us too. It is the deeply

perceptive evocation of the plight of ordinary people caught in a time and place

far too big and complex for them." (Guitig in The Natal Witness 10 November

1988:7) Slabolepszy deftly lampoons the issue of white South African

prejudice; for example, in the following extract Stix manages to "con" his

gullible would-be landlady, but at the same time Slabolepszy manages to

prevent his wicked little stabs from coming too near the bone by making use of

comic humour. The fact that Stix should choose a name as ridiculous as

"Leroy Strawberry" and that the white landlady should fall for this lie, is in

itself responsible for much of the humour in this passage. Through his

exaggerated stance and imitation of the American Negro in attire and speech,

Stix is able to evoke much indulgent laughter from the audience. The way in

which Stix tells his story to the audience by switching roles, first as the

American Negro and then as the typical black South African, adds to the comic

delight of this extract; for example, the contrast between Stix as the suave

Negro with the American drawl visiting the ''bee-oootiful'' South Africa, and
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the black South African, who uses typical South African expressions used by

Blacks such as "Hau" and "Her mouth is like so". The speed with which Stix

spews out all the big Negro "names" in America to impress the landlady and

the alacrity with which the landlady agrees to having him as a tenant because

she is so impressed, also add to the comedy in the following passage:

STIX: ... My name is Leroy Strawberry
and, as you can see, I'm from the US of A
...! (SPINNING TO INDICATE THE 'A'
ON HIS BACK) I'm a visitor to your bee-
oootiful country, and I'm lookin' for a
place to stay ... ! Hau! She looks at me.
Her mouth is like so
(DEMONSTRATING A 'DROPPED'
JAW) "Excuse me, are you a Negro ...?"
You bet your cotton-pickin' Cincinnati
Red Sox, ma'am ...! (pULLING UP A
TROUSER LEG TO SHOW HIS SOX)
Eddie Murphy ... ! Bill Cosby! Sammy
Davis Junior! Louis 'Satchmo' Armstrong
...! One - two - three, she's got the
contract - "Sign along the dotted line, Mr.
Strawberry ...!" (pp.3-4)

And thus Stix "cons" his way into unrepentant South African hearts,

evoking empathy for an individual such as Stix, whose means justify the end:

"Ja. Sidewalking. They say rules is rules. But when people make rules

without asking what you think about the rules - you make your own, bra."

(p.4)

4.1.5 Nora's Ark - Very appropriately, this short sketch has been

called a metaphor for South Africa, and Coetzee remarks that Nora's Ark

"parallels the South African situation" and is Slabolepszy's "most telling socio-

political comment" (Coetzee in Pretoria News 24 June 1988:3). In this sketch

Slabolepszy once again reveals his ability of "taking a trite joke and building

characters around it" (Campbell in Financial Mail9 December 1988:92) - the

character of Grace evolved from snippets of conversation he overheard on

television of flood victims saying that God had turned His back on them, and a

woman wearing dangling earrings who found the flood so exciting because
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now everybody seemed to be talking to one another (Steadman in Weekly Mail

15 December 1988:32).

On the surface this short sketch briefly draws a picture of three

characters in their house near Prieska on the banks of the Orange River, getting

ready for the floods that are imminent. There is the widowed, frenetic and

overbearing Grace, a ''tarty bottle-blonde" (p.l), who for fun watches the robot

turn green from her vantage point at the Building Society in Voortrekker Street

and who for the remainder, is constantly in a frenzied rush to get enough tinned

supplies together before the predicted floods. Slabolepszy's exaggerated comic

depiction of the typical busybody in a small South African town is very

effective in evoking laughter from the audience. Elias is also a comic

exaggeration of the typical black servant, and in the sketch Elias occupies his

time polishing the floor until Grace will be able to see a reflection of her face

on the shining floor. Here Slabolepszy satirises the boss/underling relationship

that most South Africans will be able to recognise. The "mad", prescient sister,

Nora, who is able to communicate directly with God, has predicted long before

that the river will come down in flood and has warned that a boat must be built,

but to no avail, because nobody listens to her. Through exaggeration,

Slabolepszy also evokes laughter at the expense of this type of person who on

the surface seems to be out of control, but who in the end, ironically, seems to

be more in control than those who regard her as abnormal.

In Nora's Ark Slabolepszy satirises the reigning politics of the day in

apartheid South Africa. Consider the implicit criticism in Grace's total

disregard of the black man and how she strips him of his dignity in the

following example. The sketch starts with her dropping her car keys on the

floor in front of'Elias, who is polishing the floor. She totally ignores him, while

commencing to speak to her sister, Nora. Elias picks up the keys in quiet

subservience and places them on the table where Nora is sipping coffee from

her saucer.
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Right from the outset, Slabolepszy establishes the quiet synchronization

between Nora and Elias in his stage instructions: as "THE WlIl'I'E GIRL SIPS

- THE BLACK MAN POLISHES" (p.l). This adds to the comedy, for while

such a type of synchronising effect on stage can be very absurd to the audience,

it is also a means by which Slabolepszy is able to indicate his characters'

affinity and their ability to operate on the same wavelength. This prepares the

audience for the striking closing of the sketch which smacks of the surreal,

when Elias turns the table upside down and he and Nora sit in the makeshift

boat he has made for them, waiting for the rain and floods to come.

The two examples in the above are able to evoke laughter by virtue of

their absurdity. In addition, Slabolepszy is able to persuade us to recognise a

possible situation in apartheid South Africa, for example, how many Whites

demanded total subservience from their black employees. Although

Slabolepszy seems to be suggesting that a silent understanding between a black

man and a white woman was possible in apartheid South Africa, he

simultaneously also seems to be implying that a relationship between a black

man and a white woman would have been most vehemently rejected and in

many cases feared because of the prohibitions of the Immorality Act.

Slabolepszy is able to extend his comic technique by introducing absurdist

elements which are able to stimulate thought and evoke empathy for black and

white South Africans who have experienced similar discriminating

circumstances. In addition, Nora's Ark succeeds in illuminating a particular

time in South African history which largely substantiates Evanthius' s

interpretation of comedy's being a "reflection oflife and custom" (chapter 1).

Slabolepszy demonstrates his acute powers of perception and peculiar

ability to reproduce the speech patterns of people in his stage dialogue, for

example, when Grace states how she is affected by the exuberance of the town

people because of the predicted floods. By exaggerating and making fun of the

way in which a certain recognisable type of person speaks, Slabolepszy is able
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to evoke much laughter at the expense of people such as Grace; Slabolepszy

also seems to be making fun of people who have so little to do to keep

themselves busy, that they are able to be excited by impending disaster:

GRACE: (OFF) I'm in a state of total
shock. I'm finished I'm so excited I
could die. I'm going to have to pull
myself together before I - my God! Before
I don't know what ...? Before I have a
complete and utter cadenza ...! (p. 1)

Although Grace's neurotic nature is able to evoke laughter, Slabolepszy's

satire is scathing when Nora tells Elias that she is unable to see her face in the

polished floor. Here Slabolepszy also seems to be criticising the notions of

many Whites in South Africa (and people all over the world), that they are

superior by virtue of their skin colour.

Although a more serious meaning to this short sketch than that which

we perceive on the surface is obvious, the play is not morbid. For example, the

image of Nor a and Elias, two grown-up people, getting into an upturned table

which is supposed to be a boat, and starting to row, is so ridiculous that it is

sure to evoke laughter [despite the more serious underlying interpretation

thereof as being symbolic of the type of compromise that will have to take

place between Black and White in apartheid South Africa (rowing together

towards a better future) before there can be reconciliation and peace].

Campbell is able to grasp Slabolepszy's unique talent when he points out that

Slabolepszy ''understands the social importance of jokes in sublimating and

repressing fears and beliefs, and he uses them to show what is being hidden"

(Campbell in Financial Mail 9 December 1988:92). For instance, the

aforementioned example besides revealing a disguised message, is also a well-

designed joke which through laughter tempers our hidden fears and guilt within

the context of apartheid. At another level, this example of Nora and Elias

rowing together, calls to mind the maverick stereotype which Angove refers to
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in "Afrikaner Stereotypes and Mavericks in Selected Fugard Plays", who

"rebels against stifling conformity within his cultural group in a quest for

meaningful change" (SATJ Vol. 3 No. 1 1989:56). In the case of Fugard,

Helen in The Road to Mecca (1985), serves as a good example of the maverick

stereotype Angove refers to.

Nora's Ark is filled with clever, amusmg stories which Slabolepszy

places in the mouths of his characters. For example, by means of the following

story which Nora tells the audience about herself, Slabolepszy is able to evoke

laughter through joking, by which he exposes to ridicule the idiosyncrasies or

shameful habits of people in their most private (hidden) moments for the

audience to scrutinise. Simultaneously he exposes those who ignore people

such as Nora because they think they are "better" than her. In this way

Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy for all individuals such as Nora who are

trampled on. Slabolepszy makes us both laugh at and feel sorry for Nora when

she tells the audience that they talk at her: in their bathtubs (hereby Slabolepszy

jokes about how we all talk to ourselves at some or other stage where and

when we think people can't hear us); while they're cutting their toe-nails (a

very private task which we would not like outsiders to witness); or when

they're picking their noses [Slabolepszy jokes about something which in public

(and even in private) is a social taboo in the white culture].

In addition to the more light-hearted examples that have been

mentioned, there is certainly much that is "hidden" or just below the surface in

Nora's Ark and which Slabolepszy exposes through jokes. For example, he

largely sublimates and represses our own guilt when he makes us laugh at

Grace (and ourselves) when she insists on seeing her face on the polished floor.

The effect of this type of humour is twofold, for it not only exposes racial

prejudice, it also evokes empathy for people such as Elias who have had to

bear the brunt of unreasonable demands of a typically racist individual who

expects the impossible from those whom she regards as racially inferior. The
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image of Slabolepszy's makeshift boat in Nora's Ark also sublimates and

represses our ''fears and beliefs" by evoking laughter, but the criticism in the

underlying political motif is implicit.

The ways in which Slabolepszy's characters speak to the audience in

asides, lend insight into how his characters' perceive matters. When Grace, for

example, gossips to the audience about her sister, Slabolepszy, in addition,

enhances the comedy. However, Slabolepszy does not condemn in Nora's

Ark; Grace, for example, is treated with humour and understanding, although

Slabolepszy criticises what she stands for, that is, a prejudiced person who

thinks he is superior by virtue of his skin colour.

By means of this sketch, Slabolepszy has definitely given one something

to ponder on the way home. The irony in Grace's frantic rush to hoard

supplies when they will be cut off from the world because of the floods and her

incessant " ... so much to do so little time" and so many people are "depending"

on her (p. 4), is greatly enhanced by the audience's perception of Grace's

revelling in the idea of being isolated when the truth is that her world and her

house will not merely be isolated; they will be obliterated. Grace's

consolation of herself is also ironic and there is a double edge to her words:

"As long as we all get up onto high ground, we'll be fine. The Police have

already said so. The Army ... !" (p.6) The "parallel" to the situation in South

Africa that Coetzee refers to is evident from the above and could be interpreted

as follows: Grace represents the South African white Establishment in

apartheid South Africa who are frantically rushing about to get everything

ready for a "new" South Africa in case of disaster for the ruling Whites;

however, they miss the point entirely, for they ignore the real issue, that is,

getting their boats or houses in order is not enough, for in order to survive, an

entire change in attitude and life focus will be required. Slabolepszy extends

his comic technique by not only making fun of Grace's fear by making us laugh

at her gullibility about the South African police and army protecting her and her
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white supremacy, but by stimulating thought as to how our own white fears can

be overcome not through violent confrontation involving the police and the

military authorities, but through a total change of attitude and by, for example,

"rowing" together. In this way Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy for white

South Africans and their fears concerning the "new" South Africa.

Nora's aloneness except for her relationship and communication with

Elias is also quite clear when she tells the audience that nobody talks to her,

only at her. Her words that it is ''too late" (p.7) to do anything about the

floods, also have a prophetic edge to them as well as her warning that a boat

should be built, which is of course ignored by the bossy, termagant Grace.

Grace's threat about chaining Nora to her bed if she does not stop her

nonsense also has an ominous ring to it and could be interpreted both literally

and figuratively. For example, on the figurative level it suggests that you will

be forced to obey if you do not comply with what the Establishment demands

of you - there is no freedom of choice. It is also ironic that Grace can be so

While the image of Nora and Elias rowing on dry land in a boat which

IS actually an upturned table is ridiculous and able to make us laugh,

Slabolepszy's symbolic focus on South Africa's political dilemma at the time is

simultaneously able to evoke empathy for all South Africans having to cope

within the apartheid system. The fact that Nora, the "mad" one and Elias, the

"inferior" Black, are the only two who are able to grasp the delicate situation in

South Africa at the time, is simultaneously ironic and prophetic. Their getting

into the "boat" together is symbolic of what has to be done in order to make

the "new", democratic South Africa work; in other words, White and Black

will have to get into the boat together and row together if things are to work

out in the future. Grace reassures herself falsely, for getting onto the high

ground is not enough, and the promises of the Police and Army are of no

consequence. It would also seem that "madness" and "sanity" are inverted, for

Grace is actually the "mad" one and Nora, the "sane" one.
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excited about being "cut off from the outside world" (p.3) while it is quite

obvious that she herself has always been as isolated as her sister and Elias are,

although Nora and Elias at least have each other to communicate with.

Slabolepszy further intensifies the irony of Grace's excitement by

implying that many upholders of apartheid politics actually find the idea of

being isolated from the outside world part of both their political victory and

challenge, while being too blind to see that such an attitude is self-destructive.

This example also illustrates the "ironic power" of comedy which Shershow

refers to and how this irony is able to "cloak its serious messages in ridiculous

yet appealing disguises" (chapter 1). By contrast Slabolepszy implies through

Elias and Nora's shared understanding of each other and the situation, that we

will also have to learn to compromise if we want to succeed politically.

Grace's false security and isolation could also be interpreted as the isolation of

white South Africans who refuse to admit that there is a problem and think

that by staying on the "high" ground, away from what they misinterpret as the

danger, they will be saved. From the aforementioned it is clear that

Slabolepszy greatly extends his comic technique in Nora's Ark and that this

enables him to stimulate provocative thought. However, even though

Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy for people experiencing similar problems

to those depicted in his sketch, Slabolepszy simultaneously also seems to be

issuing a subtle warning that they should not be lulled by a false security.

4.1.6 Abnormal Load - This one-man sketch comes highly

commended by both critic and audience. Greig applauds the success of

Travelling Shots with a caption in Business Day: "Slabolepszy dead on

target" and describes Greg, the protagonist in Abnormal Load, as a "peculiarly

South African mixture of belligerence and self-pity" (Greig in Business Day 6

December 1988:8). The way in which Greig sums up the dialogue in the

sketch is itself also "dead on target":
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The scariness of the dialogue. which is acutely
stitched. is that the character speaks a
patchwork of clichés. His language is as tight
and exodennic as a tortoise's shell. His inner
life can only explode outwards. (Greig in
Business Day 6 December 1988:8)

Abnormal Load sketches a background to the travels of Greg, a

loquacious drunk at a wayside bar trying to communicate the story of his

traumatic, angst-ridden life to an uninterested, unseen bystander. Greg gives

the impression of the "macho" middle-class type, that Slabolepszy is so good at

depicting, but Slabolepszy perceptively paints a picture that is so sympathetic

that one feels sorry for the maudlin, self-pitying traveller with his pathetic

rambling. But before one starts feeling too sorry for Greg, he pipes up with

something so funny, that one cannot help laughing. It is as though Slabolepszy

is saying that life will not be worthwhile if one cannot laugh at oneself, and that

this is the way in which the human spirit defies and is able to endure adversity.

The entertainment value in a piece like Abnormal Load is undoubtedly a case

of laughing oneself out of one's problems, so to speak, although the laughs in

the sketch do "have a pretty hefty kick" as Gultig points out (Gultig in The

Natal Witness 10 November 1988: 7).

For example, one of Slabolepszy's gems occurs when Greg is queuing

for a show by Bles Bridges, but is unsuccessful in getting tickets, with the

result that he becomes quite worked up. One of the women in the queue

interferes and tries to steer him away from the subject by referring to Frank

Sinatra, but Greg offends the well-meaning lady by promptly reacting as

follows: " ... well, fuck Frank Sinatra" which, Greg informs us, makes him

about "as popular as a fart in a crowded telephone booth" (p.2). Slabolepszy

evokes laughter by making fun of the little old lady, officious types among us

who believe we are the self-appointed peacemakers of the world. Slabolepszy

doubles the comic impact by making us laugh at Greg's blatantly rude and

audacious reply (an example of low comedy), for Greg not only insults the
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lady, but also offends the crowd by being loud and rude, and for daring to

insult a singing legend such as Frank Sinatra. Greg's ribaldly humorous

explanation of the crowd's reaction to his faux pas merely adds to our laughter.

Slabolepszy also makes fun ofBles Bridges and the people who idolise him, for

the fact that Greg is a Bles Bridges fan also tells us something about Greg's

mentality (Bles Bridges is the somewhat glaring imitation of an American

singer of romantic songs. Bridges sings mainly Afrikaans songs and is

considered to be one of the greats by the South African white bourgeoisie, a

"hero" of the "nation" and a typical example of"Boere" kitsch).

We cannot always identify with Greg because he seems too

stereotyped, especially at the beginning of the sketch, for we then tend to laugh

at him rather than with him. However, towards the end of the sketch, our

perception of Greg and his suffering becomes more personal. By investing

Abnormal Load with a tragic/comic dimension, Slabolepszy enables us to pity

Greg, while we are laughing at him and his unfortunate circumstances. Here we

are reminded of the proximity of laughter and tears inherent in comedy.

Slabolepszy definitely understands the craft of cleverly interweaving a complex

character such as Greg within a rich, South African tapestry and making him

come alive on stage.

Greg tells his uninterested listener in the bar about his previous job as a

sales representative and how he was a traveller in South Africa. The contrast

between Greg's unwilling listener and Greg's persistence in trying to make him

listen, is responsible for much of the ensuing comedy.

Greg refers to the violence in South Africa and how it is unsafe both to

travel here without carrying a weapon or to pick up a hitchhiker who is likely

to "smash your face" (p.3). Greg's choice of words and the way in which he

conveys this sad state of affairs, evokes laughter, although what he is saying

reflects badly on circumstances in South Africa during the 1980s, the time that
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the play was written. This example also largely demonstrates comedy's affinity

with tragedy, and comedy's function of helping us to make our lives and

circumstances more bearable through laughter. Greg informs his South African

audience and possibly even teaches outsiders who don't know much about

South Africa, in a recognisable (albeit rather crude) South African patois about

the circumstances in South Africa during the eighties.

la. That was before they started pulling out.
The Yanks, the Dutch, the bladdy Brits - even
the fucken laps. Excuse the French, but that's
what happening and nobody knows it. But,
stick around - they'll soon wake up. The
proverbial shit's on its way to the fan. (p.3)

Through the type of language Greg uses, Slabolepszy satirises serious

issues in South Africa at the time and evokes laughter. For example, Greg tells

the unwilling listener about disinvestment by overseas companies because of

the country's internal politics which are in a mess, although South Africans

don't even seem to be aware of this and don't even seem to care:

Nevertheless, Greg's assessment about circumstances in South Africa is correct

and enlightening, giving an accurate reflection of South Africa at the time.

Slabolepszy also comically satirises the reigning feelings in South Africa

among a large section of the more conservative, right-wing Whites on the

forthcoming political changes in the country at the time. For example, consider

the half-inebriated Greg's reaction when there are no Blacks to help him in the

bar. Although Slabolepszy makes fun of the typical way in which a bigoted,

drunk South African would speak and is able to make us laugh at this,

Slabolepszy also evokes a more cruel type of laughter at the expense of the

black man in South Africa through Greg's self-righteous, self-pitying drunken

whining. Slabolepszy here simultaneously exposes blatant racism that is still

common among many white South Africans who regard Blacks as inferior and
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who insult them by referring to them by the derogatory term of "kaffir", and

who in their selfish bid for self-preservation and white superiority, begrudge the

Blacks their share in the South African soil:

Where we gonna get a pen now!? Eddie ... !!
Phineas ... !! Lukas ... !? Huh. Typical. Leave
the blacks to lock up - bladdy blacks bugger off
Story of this country, hey? Government wants to
give everything to the kaffirs. What do they do?
They leave you to clean up the mess ... (p.6)

The more inebriated Greg becomes, the more his defences come down

and the more truthful he becomes about himself; in the process Slabolepszy

reveals how pathetic he actually is, and is able to evoke empathy for Greg

because we are able to identify with his weaknesses and faults even while we

are laughing at him and his weaknesses. To a large degree we are also able to

laugh at ourselves through Greg, comedy hereby making our own pain and

hardship more bearable. Greg informs his unseen listener of the shady deals one

suspects he does: "In fact I'll sell anything ... No strings" (p.S), which

demonstrate just how desperate Greg is. When Greg suspects that the person

he is speaking to wants to leave, he also becomes more aggressive and

uncouth, displaying the "wounded bravado" (Pretoria News 24 June 1988:3)

that Coetzee refers to. Slabolepszy makes us laugh at Greg's maudlin

aggressiveness and the crude way in which he tells us about his unfaithful wife.

Simultaneously we are also able to empathise with Greg's aloneness in his hour

of need, in which he can't even depend on the love and support ofa wife:

Nobody leaves till - sit down! (ALMOST
AGGRESSIVELY) Siddown ... ! That's better.
(SMILING, CHECKING HIS WATCH) 1
mean, look at the time here, man. Wife's
asleep by now, man. (WICKEDLY) Either
that or she's pomping the next-door neighbour
... (p.S)
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However, Greg's reference to the supposed infidelity of the other man's wife in

an offensive type of South African slang ("pomping") is very comic. One

laughs at Greg's apparent lack of social graces and what one imagines would

be the other man's discomfort and shock because of Greg's blatant crudity and

intrusion of his privacy; and one also laughs because Greg appears to be

enjoying his own joke so much.

Greg's reference to his wife as the "Bitch" who won't let him see his

son and who locks him out of his "own bladdy house" (p.6), is more comic

than threatening, but his drunken anger becomes more sinister when he informs

his listener that this will be the last time that this happens. Greg explains that

his wife's been seeing someone else and although he becomes even more angry

and threatening when he tells about his wife's letting her boyfriend into his

house, his words are perceived as comic; for example, when he says: «My

One has to agree with Coetzee that Slabolepszy's "portrait of a man

moving inexorably towards murder en familIe is finely wrought" (Coetzee in

Pretoria News 24 June 1988:3) and that the psychological portrayal and

symbolism with which Slabolepszy invests this pathetic creature, is accurate.

In addition, Greg's self-pitying sentimentality when he refers to his son is

responsible for much of the humour. Simultaneously one is also able to

empathise with the image of a person such as Greg whose son is all he has to

cling to in a marriage that has broken down irretrievably. For example, when

Greg comes across a photograph of his son, "little Markie" (p.6), he starts

getting sentimental about his boy and speaks about white South Africa's

national sport, rugby, and one of its recent legends, when he refers to his son,

in typical drunken fashion, as "Ou Naasie! Hey, there's Daddy's big boy."

(p.6) (Here Slabolepszy also seems to be making fun of the average, white

South African male's obsession with rugby). Greg becomes more belligerent

and his bravado is threatening when he confides that "I love this kid. 1 kill for

this kid, strue's the living God. 1 kill for him." (p.6)
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house. My fridge. My lounge. My arm-chair... My Black and Decker bladdy

Power Drill ... !" (p.6)

In a rather pathetic attempt at justification, Greg explains that in his

favourite Wayne Fontana song, the words say: "The purpose of a man is to

love a woman, and the purpose of a woman is to love her man" (p.7), with the

emphasis on "her". He continues with his threats by referring to their wedding

promise: "Till Death Us Do Part" (p.7) and by emphasising that one has to

fight for what is one's own and that "there's no way I'm having any kid of mine

calling any other bastard their father." (p. 7)

Greg informs his listener how he will go to the house and kill the "lot'a

them" (p.7) and promptly whips out a pistol from beneath his jacket. In a vain

attempt to prove the weapon's effective safety lock, he pops the pistol first into

his mouth and then holds it against his temple, but then hastily puts the gun

away when this does not have the desired effect. Slabolepszy invests a very

serious moment in the play with dark humour through Greg's almost clownish

actions with his gun, and because he is plainly drunk. Greg's silent listener has

finally had enough and leaves the drunken Greg who stands up on wobbly legs

in a vain, pathetic attempt to get someone to listen to him. One suspects that

Greg's silent listener leaves so quickly partly because he is afraid that he

himself will be shot; this enhances the comedy, because we laugh at both

Greg's clumsiness and the other man's fear. At this stage we also interpret

Greg's threats as drunken bravado.

What Slabolepszy reveals through our laughter, is a broken, pathetic

man who is at the end of his tether, and who desperately needs someone to

listen to him and to understand him; but no-one seems to care or seems to be

interested in Gregory de Witt's plight. The words Slabolepszy places in the

mouth of his anti-hero when he tries to get some attention, enhance Greg's

forlorn state; Greg is prepared to do any job after having lost his permanent
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job because of disinvestment in South Africa and his plight becomes that of

many a South African in a similar position: ''Eddie, I can do anything!

Anything under the sun - you name it ... !" (p.8)

The essence of what Greg really stands for and what he is, is summed

up when he tries to justify his behaviour. One cannot help empathising

with Greg and many South Africans like him when he starts lashing out at a

world that is crumbling around him. Consider the following passage, for

example, in which Greg's words are leavened by humour. One has to agree

that the language that Slabolepszy makes Greg use is functional and not

offensive as MacLiam is also quick to point out: "An occasional gasp could be

heard in this Pretoria venue at the use of strong language, but the words and

the players' use of them are not out of place. Slabolepszy is a master of dialect

... " (MacLiam in The Star 31 October 1988:4) The way in which Greg

conveys his desperation by, for example, swearing intermittently, is

simultaneously also comic, despite the tragic undertones of the sketch,

especially when he swears and refers to the church in the same breath, which

largely defeat his claims of being religious .

... I'm a good bloke. I'm a nice bloke. I'm a
fine, upstanding citizen and I'm proud of it. I'm
proud a' my country. The truth is, I wouldn't
harm a fly and that's my fucken word of honour.
I'm a man who lives the letter of the law. I
work hard. I play hard. I pay my fucken taxes
and what's more I got a good idea what the
inside a' my local church looks like ... there's
only just so much a man can take, you know
what I mean? (p.8)

Coleman makes a valid point when he refers to Slabolepszy's ability to

add to the symbolic impact of the character of Greg by his depicting, with

unerring "accuracy a simple man's inability to cope with present-day realities"

and by making his creation intone the "woeful litany of personal and national

problems, of the ills and inadequacies that are the common lot of so many
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today" (Coleman in The Natal Mercury 18 November 1988). In other words,

Slabolepszy paints a picture that many would be able to identify and empathise

with. Greig accurately pinpoints Slabolepszy's humour as "blurting,

braggardly", "male", but "above all, precise. (To find it offensive would be the

rage of Caliban looking into his own face.)" (Greig in Business Day 6 July

1988:4)

When Greg tries to make his unwilling listener stay and listen to him, by

informing him that it is the Blacks who really suffer because of disinvestment in

South Africa, Slabolepszy demonstrates how Greg attempts to justify his

bigotry earlier on, and through comic satire, evokes laughter. However,

through Greg's attempts at redeeming himself, Slabolepszy also emphasises his

aloneness and need to be accepted. At the same time, Slabolepszy heightens

our awareness of how Blacks also suffered because of disinvestment in

apartheid South Africa, and in this way Slabolepszy succeeds in evoking

empathy not only for Greg and his personal circumstances, but also for all

South Africans who have suffered because of disinvestment and apartheid.

The effective close of the sketch evokes empathy for it leaves us with

the image of an emotionally broken, angst-ridden man with no job, no family

and no-one to care about him or listen to him, softly singing the "BROKEN,

BATTERED - BUT RECOGNISABLE" (p.8) refrain of the song, "The

purpose of a man is to - love a woman, and the purpose of a woman is to love

her man ..." (p.9), over and over again.

4.1. 7 Packing for Perth 11 - This very short sketch cleverly brings

Travelling Shots to its satisfactory conclusion and is the "wrapping-up

exercise" (p.l) that Slabolepszy refers to. He cleverly has all the actors who

have taken part in the sketches depict random, recognisable South African

characters who are representative of a cross-section of South African society.

These characters, when visiting overseas, because of the reigning politics in
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apartheid South Africa, react in a typical way to the question of where they are

from and Slabolepszy evokes laughter through caricature and exaggeration.

Each actor stands in an isolated spot on stage which represents the departure

lounges of different South African airports. One is able to identify the specific

South African "type" which Slabolepszy satirises, but underneath his ridicule,

Slabolepszy also succeeds in exposing truths about South Africa and its

inhabitants which the audience will have no trouble in recognising.

Slabolepszy first depicts a "PSEUDO-HIP, SANDTON-SLOANE

RANGER" (p.1) who says she's from London to avoid any questions about her

affluence. Although this is extremely comic, Slabolepszy's satire is twofold,

for he by implication seems to be lampooning the pretences of a certain type of

white South African who is afraid to admit that she is a wealthy, white South

African because she does not want to become embroiled in a South African

Although the comedy in Packing for Perth 11 evokes laughter at its

stereotyped characters, it does not really evoke empathy and Slabolepszy's

criticism of these types is very clear. Angove refers to this type of stereotype

as passive, in other words it is ''the character who unknowingly reflects most of

the predominant characteristics ascribed to that particular cultural group by

society at large" (SATJ Vol. 3 No. 1 1989: 56). A similar approach is followed

by Uys who reduces South African politicians whom he lampoons to passive

stereotypes, in order to make us laugh and to criticise, without really evoking

any empathy for his characters. Good examples of this are Uys's right-wing

conservative, Dr Andries Treurnicht in his revue Adapt or Dye; apartheid

minister, PW Botha in Beyond the Rubicon (1986); AWB member (Evita's

son, Izan, which significantly, is Nazi spelt backwards); and the black church

leader, Desmond Tutu. Fugard's passive stereotypes again include, for

example, Morrie and Zach's stereotype interpretation of the Afrikaner as a

verkrampte, politically obsessed, militaristic presence in The Blood Knot,

written in 1960.
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political discussion and why she, as a white woman, is rich and why so many

black South Africans are living in poverty.

"A CYNIC FROM CYRll.,DENE" (p.l) says he's from Zimbabwe

because no-one ever questions it, ''What the fuck do they know anyway ... ?"

(p.l) The fact that this character lies about coming from Zimbabwe which is a

black country, and his aggressive self-righteousness, are both comic and telling,

for here Slabolepszy both makes fun of and criticises the type of South African

who pretends to be something that he is not.

A "SMART-ALECK ENGINEER, EX-WITS" (p.1) follows, who says

he's from Australia to avoid any problems. Although Slabolepszy evokes

laughter by means of this exaggerated picture, he again by implication criticises

the fear of successful, pseudo-liberal white South Africans (the Witwatersrand

University in South Africa is known for its liberal political views regarding

apartheid politics), who are leaving the country despite their so-called liberal

views regarding the South African situation.

The character in the ''BULL-HEADED BROWN-SHIRT, COMPLETE

WITH SWASTIKA-TYPE ARM-BAND" (p.l) caricatures members of South

Africa's ultra-right political movement. In the typical reaction that he is from

"Verwoerdburg and proud of it ... " (p.l), Slabolepszy's allusion to

Verwoerd's political disciples is obvious, and adds to our laughter. When he is

A "BRIGHT-EYED INNOCENT FROM MIDDELBURG" (p.l) has

to admit that she's never been overseas, "Promise. Cross my heart." (p.1)

Slabolepszy hereby evokes laughter by comically satirising the typical,

uninformed Middelburg "meisie" who through choice or ignorance is not

concerned about what is going on in South Africa at all, and who reminds one

of Myrtle in Boo to the Moon.
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questioned about South Africa's apartheid politics, he says that apartheid is the

only answer, and that the trouble with today's world is that there are too many

"Kaffirs, Catholics, Jews and Communists trying to run the show. God gave us

this country because it's ours. They must all bugger off and find some other

place." (p.l) Although Slabolepszy's ridicules the AWB movement with its

racial and religious intolerance in South Africa at the time, and his criticism is

quite scathing, the way in which Slabolepszy utilises the comic principle of

laughing at something which is actually quite serious, lessens the harshness of

the criticism and makes our laughter more tolerant than condemning. By

painting this exaggerated, stereotypical picture of the South African AWB

type, Slabolepszy greatly enhances the comedy in this sketch.

Finally a "cool" Black from Soweto, clutching a play-script and dressed

in black leather and gold chains, says that he admits to coming from Soweto

and that he writes about the suffering of his people and their lack of human

rights. He also tells the audience that he supports "sanctions, the cultural

boycott and total disinvestment." (p.2) This stereotype picture of the

successful black Sowetan playwright who is leaving South Africa is also

extremely funny, but Slabolepszy here also seems to be satirising the affluent

black man in South Africa who is leaving the country with all its problems

behind, but who ironically justifies this by telling the audience that he supports

all the causes that will actually make the black man's lot in South Africa worse.

In other words, the implication is that he would rather take the easy way out

and leave South Africa and write about the suffering of the his black, fellow

South Africans from the outside, than share their struggle for liberation.

By making fun of reigning politics in apartheid South Africa and

people's reaction to it in Packing for Perth 11, Slabolepszy succeeds in

comically satirising the fears, anxieties and retribution of all South Africans.

Slabolepszy makes us laugh at a phenomenon that is actually tragic, but by

doing so, he also helps us to laugh at ourselves, thus enabling us to get rid of

much of our tension.



Chapter 5:

A Celebration of

Life, and the Inevitability of Despair

5.1 Miles from Machadodorp (1992) - This short one-act, well-made

play was first performed in 1980 under the title, The Defloration of Miles

Koekemoer and subsequently recorded as a teleplay, Highrise Cowboy, for

SABCTV in 1986. Slabolepszy felt the need for a shorter version of the play for

amateur groups and schools and this prompted him to adapt the play accordingly,

resulting in a 40-minute version, Miles from Machadodorp (1992), especially for

schools. This in itself is enlightening, for it once again indicates Slabolepszy's

versatility, staying power and ability to appeal to different layers of society; in this

case he was aiming specifically at a mainly school-going, white audience, while the

fact that a screenplay version was televised demonstrates the mass appeal of his

writing.

Although the play is light-hearted, funny and a celebration of life which

does not, for example, address serious South African issues, political or otherwise,

its underlying theme focuses on a universal problem encountered by people all over

the world, that is, despair brought on by loneliness. Even though Miles from

Machadodorp does not provide any answers to burning political questions or

moral issues, it is above all, entertaining, while at the same time offering hope and

evoking empathy for the not-so-popular among us, the shy, socially maladjusted,

introverted type.
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Miles Koekemoer, the central character in the play, can be described as a

social misfit or in his own words, "a classic nerd" (p.25), his rather unfortunate

surname merely adding to this impression. Miles comes from the country, but is

now working in a bank and lives in a "ONE-ROOl\1ED BACHELOR FLAT IN A

HILLBROWIYEOVILLE TOWERBLOCK" (p.l) in Johannesburg. This type of

setting immediately places Miles in a category in which many of the working-class

people without identity find themselves.

Miles's conversation with his pet goldfish is amusing, but immediately

emphasises the young man's loneliness. Although the audience is able to laugh at

the ridiculousness of a human being's conversing with a fish, our laughter is

ambivalent, for even while we are laughing, we are also able to feel Miles's

loneliness.

It soon becomes clear that Miles is preparing his flat for his guests whom

he has invited to his fancy-dress party. The original theme of his party was

"cowboys", but afraid that his guests would not approve, he has changed it to "the

cinema". His hero and role model is Clint Eastwood, the tough, "macho", "make-

my-day, pistol-in-hand" type who always wins. It is this image of someone who is

always in command no matter what, that he idolises and aspires to, with hilarious

consequences. For example, when he dons the blonde wig and cowboy hat, plus

all the other accessories in order to emulate his hero, Miles looks ridiculous, very

far from the "cool" persona he is trying to imitate. Miles's over-eagerness to

please and the effect of his fancy-dress costume, which is in direct contrast with

the desired effect (although he seems quite oblivious about how ridiculous he

looks), enhance the comedy. At the same time one also feels rather sorry for Miles

because of the pathetic outcome of his meticulous attempts at looking the part.

The image we have of Miles is of a person who despite his efforts, makes matters

even worse than they are. Through these comic devices of exaggeration, contrast
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and inversion, Slabolepszy is able to bring to life his socially maladjusted Miles

creation and is able to evoke empathy for people such as Miles.

Slabolepszy reveals Miles's loneliness and the fact that he suffers from an

inferiority complex when Miles admits to Roger, the goldfish: "1 know what

you're thinking. You're thinking I'm pathetic. I think I'm pathetic too, but what

can I do?" (p.2) When he informs Roger of the healthy fish food he has bought

him, his desolation and lack of confidence are enhanced when he tells Roger:

''Makes me wish I was a goldfish instead of a ... instead of a weak-kneed, lily-

livered little ..." (p.2) He even admits to Roger that he is a coward, "a First Class,

'A' Grade, Number One Coward" (p.2) who will never change, no matter what.

[Miles's, "Not now. Not ever." (p.2), is very humorous and has a familiar ring to

it. It seems as though Slabolepszy is making fun of a familiar chant by one of

apartheid South Africa's well-known, former ministers of Foreign Affairs, Mr Pik

Botha]. Miles's hopeful "Clint, where are you?" (p.2), when he is in a tight spot is

comic, but also reveals how dependent Miles is on his idol to provide all the

answers and how insecure Miles feels about himself. A similar comic device is

used in the well-known film, Play it again Sam, featuring Woody Allen portraying

a character who is a first-class "nerd" and loser like Miles, and who, when in a

tight spot, also consults an imaginary film hero, which in his case is the legendary

Humphrey Bogart. Such humour evokes laughter at the insecurity of individuals

who, when in a tight spot, have to consult fictitious characters; simultaneously it

heightens our awareness of how insecure, lonely people react and make use of

crutches in order to survive in an uncompromising world. In this way empathy is

evoked through laughter, while one immediately also identifies shared problems,

and how people often wilfully delude themselves with similar crutches in their own

make-believe worlds
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Spud strolls around nonchalantly as though the flat belongs to him, taking

in everything he sees, and acting very condescendingly towards Miles. But Spud,

who is obviously Miles's foil, since he is everything that Miles is not, is amusing,

especially when Slabolepszy places an expression like the following into the mouth

of his creation. His advice to Miles about looking for someone's address in the

telephone directory is: "You know how many Koekemoers there are in the

Jo'burg telephone directory? Do yourself a favour. Don't ever try count. You

start letting your fingers do the walking, you end up with bladdy digital arthritis."

(pA) This clever word-play evokes laughter which in addition magnifies Miles's

lack of verbal agility by comparison. A South African audience is sure to

recognise Slabolepszy's reference to the well-known radio and television

When Miles eventually musters enough courage to phone Cynthia, the girl

he is secretly in love with, he is rudely interrupted by someone ringing his doorbell.

With the telephone still off the hook, Miles is confronted by a character who

appears to be a robber, attired "IN COMBAT JACKET, JEANS AND

SNEAKERS, FULL BALACLAV A AND - MORE IMPORT ANTLY - WHAT

APPEARS TO BE A REVOLVER AT THE READY IN IDS POCKET. (p.3)

But Miles has been duped by his obnoxious, former flat-mate, Spud, who pushed

him around for six months while they were sharing a flat, for the "gun" turns out to

be a sawn-off curtain rail which Spud uses on Miles as a pea-shooter. Although

this type of clowning on stage is funny, and Spud's rather cruel practical joke

emphasises the comic principle of laughing at the discomfort of others, Slabolepszy

here reinforces one's impression of Miles as the proverbial "loser". Spud is quick

to rub in that Miles is " ... as gullible as they come. You're a pushover,

Koekemoer. You the best candidate for Candid Camera that ever lived!" (pA)

The fact that Spud does not spare Miles's feelings and draws his comparison from

a show such as Candid Camera, which specialises in often rather cruel practical

jokes, adds to our impression of Miles as a person of whom other people take

advantage, while at the same time emphasising Spud's nastiness.
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advertisement with the familiar jingle: "Let your fingers do the walking through

the yellow pages."

An amusing example of recognisable South African slang surfaces when

Spud admonishes Miles not to call him Arthur: "I know you might think that

Miles is the doffest name around and maybe it is, but lemme tell you - Arthur's the

absolute pits." (p.4) The direct translation of the Afrikaans slang word "dof'

means "not so bright", and although Spud seems to be reinforcing Miles's low self-

esteem in the above example by directly telling Miles that he has a stupid name,

Slabolepszy through this sort of celebration of the local tongue, adds to the

comedy in Miles from Machadodorp. Miles is made the comic butt by Spud's

taunting in many other examples in the play as well, and this reinforces our

impression of comedy's often being harsh in nature. However, Slabolepszy

simultaneously also succeeds in evoking empathy for Miles; in other words,

although we are able to laugh at Miles because he is a "nerd" or a fool, he is, in the

words ofKerr, a fool whom we "feel for" (see chapter 1:20).

Various attempts by Miles to get rid of Spud are of no avail and Spud

continues to torment and provoke the desperate Miles. Spud makes it clear that he

has taken a lot of trouble to find out where Miles is staying and stubbornly refuses

to leave and also starts playing on Miles's feelings, constantly reminding Miles of

his own inadequacy: "Who the only person to befriend this poor little dofburger

from Machadodorp, who didn't know an Auto-teller from a Pacman Machine? .,.

Who took you in? Who gave you a place to stay? A bed to dos down? ... who

was it who took you to the movies and awakened your passion for the Silver

Screen?" (p.6) In the above Slabolepszy's authentic reflection of the local tongue

is both humorous and enlightening. Simultaneously Slabolepszy is able to evoke

laughter by revealing how clever Spud is with words, and in so doing provides a

comic contrast with the not-so-clever Miles. When Miles retaliates by reminding
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Spud that it was he who in the end had to pay for the cinema tickets, telephone

bills, flat rent, laundry and Spud's parking tickets, one realises that it was actually

Miles who was looking out for Spud and not the other way around, despite Spud's

insistence on protecting Miles from the "Evils of the Concrete Jungle" (p.7). Spud

is obviously the typical "chancer", the one who has always taken advantage of

Miles, and now begrudges Miles everything that he has achieved on his own

without Spud's "help".

It is also very amusing when Miles all of a sudden remembers that Cynthia

is still on the line when he refers to the telephone bills, and grabs the phone,

blaming Spud for his interference when he finds that the person on the other end of

the line has hung up.

Most of the time Slabolepszy evokes laughter by making fun of Miles

through Spud's jokes aimed at Miles. For example, Spud's reaction to Miles's

rambling is an unimpressed, "You know something Miles - you're so straight,

you're bent" (p.8), and the deadpan, patronising way in which Spud ridicules

Miles, doubles the comic impact. The comic contrast between Spud's apparent

wisdom and Miles's naiveté or ineptitude, is also responsible for much of the

humour in the play, while at the same time enhancing our impression of Spud as

the classic bully and Miles as the classic "nerd". Slabolepszy's depiction of Miles

as a person who desperately seeks the approval of others and who would do

almost anything to fit in somewhere, is both comic and at the same time quite sad;

by means of this ambivalence, Slabolepszy succeeds in evoking empathy for

individuals who are like Miles.

Much of the ensuing laughter is evoked through Miles who protests and

Spud who taunts. Spud reassures Miles that he needn't worry about his
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Slabolepszy also strengthens our feelings of empathy towards Miles

through Spud's attitude which may make us laugh, but at the same time also makes

us feel quite sorry for Miles. Miles's vocabulary and language are much simpler

and more straightforward than Spud's. The contrast in their approach to using

language also implies a contrast in character between the two friends: Miles is

perceived as the honest innocent, whereas Spud is perceived as conniving and

devious. Miles's explanation that his "oo. guests are due seven for 7.30" (p.IO), is

interpreted by Spud as a deliberate attempt to impress him and to sound grand;

Slabolepszy here not only evokes laughter at the underlying rivalry between Miles

gateerashing his party by sarcastically informing Miles that he "wouldn't be seen

dead hob-nobbing with a bunch of pseudo-snobs from the world of High Finance"

(p.9). These lines are inventive and funny, but also betray a hint of envy and

jealousy on Spud's part, which in turn doubles our laughter because Miles is hardly

a person to be jealous of. Spud also seems envious of Miles's interest in Cynthia

and taunts Miles about her: "What's she like, Miles? You cracking it there?"

(p.lO) Miles blames Spud for Cynthia's perhaps not arriving at all; Spud's

response to this recalls the same type of "fizz bang" comic effect developed in later

works such as Saturday Night at the Palace and Smallholding. For example,

consider the immediate advice Spud gives Miles about Cynthia, which is comic,

but is typical of the type of language one would associate with the chauvinistic,

braggart types such as Spud: "If she doesn't rock up, so what? Plenty fish in the

sea. I got a great philosophy about these sorta' things. If you lose on the swings,

you gain on the merry-go-round ... " (p.IO) Spud's blasé attitude also to a large

extent betrays that he might be lying about his success with women which could

also evoke laughter because one suspects this. Spud's clever advice demonstrates

Slabolepszy's remarkable ability to manipulate words for comic effect by which to

convey accurately the type of language one would associate with a wiseacre like

Spud who believes he is being very clever, although the audience perceives his

patronising condescension towards Miles as comic.
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and Spud, but also seems to be making fun of our own attempts at trying to sound

important by using clichés and pretentious language. Spud's retaliation "Now

there's a pseudo swank statement" (p.IO), accurately demonstrates Slabolepszy's

ability to manipulate language and to invent memorable expressions for comic

effect. In this example, Spud's verbosity and use of fashion words to describe the

South African "in" scene ("pseudo swank") and to impress Miles, magnify their

rivalry and betray Spud's even greater pretentiousness. The comic implication of

Spud's comparison of Miles with the "pseudo swank" sophistication of the South

African "Yuppie" types is intensified by our knowledge that Miles is the exact

opposite of the "pseudo" smart types he is being compared with, and that Spud is,

in fact, jealous of someone as socially inept as Miles.

Miles eventually gets rid of his unwelcome friend, but not before Spud has

thrown a few drops of beer into the fish bowl. This is an example of cruel humour

which could evoke empathy for Miles because even while we are laughing, we feel

quite sorry for Miles, considering how precious Roger is to him.

The first scene comes to a satisfactory close with the sound of the popular

theme tune of the Clint Eastwood film, The Good, The Bad and The Ugly,

bleeding in and swelling until blackout. This lends authenticity to this compact

play, for we are immediately able to associate Miles with the "good" and Spud

with the "bad" or "ugly" guy; a general cowboy atmosphere enhancing Miles's

obsession with cowboys (Clint Eastwood in particular) and his forthcoming party,

is established in this first scene with its appropriate close.

At the beginning of scene 2, Slabolepszy's comic technique resembles that

at the beginning of the play. When the lights fade up, the flat is prepared, with all

the posters, snacks, punch, cactus and wagon wheel meticulously in place for the
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party. However, despite all his efforts, our hero looks decidedly ridiculous and out

of place in his cowboy outfit, boots, six-guns, "zapata" (Mexican) moustache

and blonde wig underneath the cowboy hat. This exaggerated picture which

Slabolepszy paints adds to the humour and even Miles's fervent references to the

time to Roger (it is already after nine and no guests have yet arrived) are funny,

although one feels rather sorry for Miles who has gone to so much trouble for his

absent guests. The image that Slabolepszy has so successfully created is that of

the habitual loser who once again has managed to get the wrong end of the stick.

Here Slabolepszy emphasises Miles's despair and the comedy is extended to evoke

empathy for misplaced individuals such as Miles.

When the doorbell rings and it is Cynthia, Miles is hardly able to believe

what he sees. In order to hide his embarrassment and confusion, Miles makes a

weak joke about Cynthia's lack of costume, remarking that she has come as

Scarlett 0' Hara. This, together with our knowledge that his call earlier in the

evening was to a wrong number and that it was not Cynthia on the telephone, is

able to evoke laughter. Similarly, Miles's explanation about the lack of guests as

"last-minute disasters" suffered by the "half a dozen or so" of his "really close

friends" (p.13) who he invited and that he is still expecting quite a few people to

come, evokes laughter because we know that Miles is lying to save face.

The ensuing scene is almost farcical in nature. During the conversation

between Cynthia and Miles, Miles's attempts at suavity are thwarted every time,

for his weak jokes fail to impress Cynthia. Slabolepszy's depiction of Miles as a

clumsy fool who is not adept in the art of polite conversation or telling good jokes,

evokes laughter. Nevertheless, Miles is a fool whom we feel for and he is not

necessarily interpreted as being inferior. In fact, one feels rather sorry for Miles

because of his predicament, and our laughter is more sympathetic than derisive.

By means of the following clownish routine, Slabolepszy evokes much laughter at
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Miles's expense. For example, we laugh at Miles's physical clumsiness when he

pricks his posterior on the toothpick cactus and trips on the edge of the carpet,

nearly spilling the punch over Cynthia's dress, a disaster which she manages to

avoid by jumping up just in time. Miles is convinced that there is a splash on her

dress, consequently his attempts to make good and his "WALL- TO-WALL

TALKING" (p.14) to cover up his shyness and embarrassment, are also very

comic. Another example of slapstick humour, a popular comic device to evoke

laughter, is when Miles tries to imitate "The Man With No Name" (p.14), his idol,

Clint Eastwood, by lighting a cheroot, but badly botches this attempt at being

"cool" by starting to cough.

Neither Miles's ''friend'', Ron Cartwright, nor his boss, Mr Withers, puts in

an appearance at Miles's party. It appears that Miles thought of the fancy-dress

party after Mr Withers had slyly indulged in a form of emotional blackmail by

warning Miles to start thinking laterally if he wanted to be promoted and not to be

joining the ranks of the retrenched. Miles's, " ... ja - well - you can't get more

'lateral' than a stand-up finger supper with a Country-and-Western Cowboy slant"

(p.lS) is comic, but prompts Cynthia to react that he had perhaps been too lateral

in his thinking. However, she does seem to like Miles in spite of the impression he

creates of a typical bumbling fool and eventually asks him to sit down next to her

and to relax.

When Ron and Elize phone to let Miles know that they won't be coming to

Miles's party any more, Cynthia sides with Miles by pointing out that this is not the

way "friends" are supposed to act. Miles who is definitely the typical "innocent",

does not really know how to react when Cynthia ironically misinterprets their

being alone together as a set-up by him. Miles is completely out of his depth and

flustered by this suggestion as well as Cynthia's subsequent female advances. He

offers her some snacks and asks her for a cowboy "HILL-BILLY SQUARE
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However, Cynthia soon realises her mistake and after the unlikely pair have

found common ground (Roger, the goldfish), their mutual communication

commences. Just as she and Miles start relaxing and become cosy with each other,

the precarious balance of their intimacy is shaken by the entrance of ''King Kong"

in costume, whom Miles mistakes for the bank's branch manager, Mr Withers.

What follows, borders on farce. King Kong's advances on Cynthia are met with

stony disapproval: "CYNTIllA IS GETTING MORE THAN A LITTLE

PEEVED AT ''KING KONG'S" SHENANIGANS. SHE HITS HIM WITH A

CUSHION. HE "ROARS" AND THUMPS HIS CHEST ... " (p.22) Cynthia

protests that Miles should not allow Mr Withers to take advantage of her, even

though he is Miles's boss, that here in his own flat, Miles is the one who is in

charge. When King Kong's antics get out of hand, they do not seem as amusing as

before and the comedy becomes more cruel than the fairly light-hearted comic

approach that has preceded this interlude; for example, King Kong starts causing

major havoc by tossing Miles's furniture about. The scene now becomes chaotic

and, when King Kong picks Cynthia up and throws her down on the sofa, Miles

tries to intervene, but is sent sprawling across the room. Miles realises that it is

now or never, and "STRIDES ACROSS THE ROOM AND - LIFTING 'KING

KONG' BODIL Y OFF THE DAMSEL IN DISTRESS - SWINGS HIM

AROUND AND EXECUTES THE MOST PERFECT RIGHT CROSS TO THE

JAW" (p.23), reducing King Kong to a crumpled heap. When King Kong's mask

is pulled off, it turns out to be Spud, with the result that Miles unceremoniously

ushers a protesting Spud through the front door, locking it behind him.

DANCE" (p.l7), to try and hide his discomfort. Through irony, contrast and

exaggeration, Slabolepszy in the above example succeeds in evoking much

laughter, but also empathy for Miles in the situation he finds himself.
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Characteristically of farce, and what Kern refers to as the "triumph of the

meek" (chapter 1), Miles is in command of the situation at the close of the play and

order is restored. Cynthia is all praises for Miles who risked everything, his job

and his livelihood to do the right thing, even though he thought it was his boss he

was punching. She impresses upon Miles that this is all he ever has to do - the

right thing. But Miles is not so easily convinced and tells Cynthia that he is what

you would call a joke, and that none of his colleagues turned up because they

didn't want to make fools of themselves. He discloses his hurt and that he is

regarded as a "plaasjapie" (p.25) at work, and that his colleagues laugh at him

behind his back: "I'm what you'd call a classic nerd" (p.25). Cynthia reacts by

telling Miles that the party he organised is unique, that his "so-called friends"

(p.25) missed a very special evening and that he should stop regarding himself as a

nerd and start believing in himself"as a worthwhile human being" (p.25). The play

ends with Miles and Cynthia gazing into each other's eyes and dancing to "Do not

forsake me, oh my darlin' " from the classic Western, High Noon. Slabolepszy

ends on a comic note, and the exaggerated impression he leaves us with is of the

cowboy who eventually gets his "gal" and rides off into the sunset, and how the

two of them will be able to overcome the evils of the world by standing together.

At a first glance this play does seem rather sentimental, not boiling down to

much more than tomfoolery on the part of Slabolepszy, an inventive play

illustrative of his verbal agility and intuitive sense of the comic. Nevertheless, one

should bear in mind that this play was originally written at the beginning of

Slabolepszy's playwrighting career, a time when he must have been experimenting.

It was also, as already mentioned, aimed originally at a mainly school-going, white

audience. But its commercial success on television shows it to have had a more

general appeal.
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Miles from Machadodorp seems to work because it celebrates life,

treating the "loser" with sympathetic humour and demonstrating that there is hope

for the socially inferior misfits among us, provided that we are able to believe in

ourselves and have the courage of our convictions. Miles from Machadodorp

also appears to be successful not in spite of, but because of the many comic

highlights bordering on farce, for example: Miles's ineptitude, physical and verbal

clumsiness; and the antics resulting from King Kong and his tricks. Although

Slabolepszy has drawn transparent stereotypes, they are recognisably believable:

Miles, the gullible, naïve "good" guy and Spud, the "bad" and "ugly" guy who is a

chauvinistic womaniser who takes advantage of those less fortunate than he. The

play is well-written and compact, the "cowboy" theme with all its nuances cleverly

interwoven. The fact that the play draws on a typical South African setting, also

adds to its authenticity.

Miles from Machadodorp's sheer energy and celebration of the local

tongue by which Slabolepszy is able to evoke laughter, add to its enjoyment and

would make it especially pleasing to teenagers. In the end Slabolepszy has been

successful in not only providing an excellent forty minutes' comic entertainment,

but has also touched on the universal problems of loneliness that all people must

have encountered at some or other stage in their lives. Slabolepszy makes fun of

the problems that are common to the "little man" or the socially maladjusted and

incompetent among us and in so doing, evokes laughter. Through the comic

exaggeration of his Miles character, Slabolepszy simultaneously focuses on

loneliness, a universal problem, hereby evoking empathy for all lonely, socially

inept people like Miles. Young people and teenagers would also readily be able to

identify with Miles's inferiority and sense of failure; the fact that Miles in the end

overcomes his inadequacy, also offers them hope and encouragement. In this way

Slabolepszy is able to extend the comedy in Miles from Machadodorp, which

greatly adds to its special appeal.
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5.2 Under the Oaks (1984) - Perhaps one of Slabolepszy's better known

plays is the tautly written Under the Oaks, which was first performed at the PACT

Pot Pourri Festival in 1984, and subsequently presented as part of a double-bill

with Over the Hill at the Grahamstown Standard Bank Festival of the Arts in 1985

(Slabolepszy 1994:3). MacLiam (The Star 1 October 1984) praises Slabolepszy

as proving with this work that he is "among the foremost South African writers

in the comedy genre" and has a "finely honed sense of humour".

Although Under the Oaks on the surface adds up to no more than a short,

but penetratingly shrewd, light-hearted comic sketch celebrating the life of a

certain type of male and his obsession with the game of cricket and the problems it

creates for those around him, specifically his wife, its success with South African

audiences has been enormous. It also demonstrates Slabolepszy's versatility in

being able to diversify his comic technique, if one considers the stringent satire and

acerbic wit in, for example, Saturday Night at the Palace. The enthusiastic

reception of Under the Oaks is partly owing to the interpretation and portrayal in

the play of the quintessentially South African comic creation, Corky Labuschagne,

by the well-known South African actor, James Borthwick. Minervini comments on

Borthwick's skill in bringing to life a Corky who is able to evoke empathy, when

she states that Under the Oaks is essentially a "vehicle for one actor to epitomise

the great South African slob, which James Borthwick does with perfect accuracy,

immaculate timing and a generous wallop of affection" (Minervini in The Sunday

Star 26 November 1989:9). In The Star (12 August 1985) MacLiam commends

Slabolepszy's wonderful sense of humour and ability to milk hilarity from the

situation, also agreeing that "Borthwick' s interpretation of the Afiikaner is

beautifully observed and utterly credible. He is a flesh and blood character who is

instantly recognisable." One may even add that Borthwick's Corky is comparable

to the legendary status of Oom Schalk Louwrens who has become synonymous

with the actor, Patrick Mynhardt. Corky has been so appealing and successful a

character, albeit a stereotype character, that Slabolepszy has revived him in the
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recent Tickle to Fine Leg" (1995) which has also enjoyed tremendous success at

the box-office.

The name, Under the Oaks, is derived from the lining of oak trees at the

Newlands Cricket Stadium in the Cape, which have in the meantime been cut down

as part of the improvements to the grounds. However, this does not interfere with

the continuing success of the piece and Slabolepszy himself suggests that future

productions of the play should stick to the original text, set before the oaks were

destroyed (Slabolepszy 1994:3).

If one were to interpret Under the Oaks as hiding a deeper, more

portentous message, one would have to agree that it is that the Corkies of this

world have nothing more meaningful to sustain them in their rather empty lives

than the game of cricket and the ritual surrounding it. Such an interpretation

appears to be negated by Corky's own admission, "What's a match in the grand

scheme of things?" (p.2S) However, Corky's words are paradoxical (and therefore

comic), for one immediately realises that the exact opposite is true of Corky, for to

him the game is everything in the grand scheme of things. One has to agree that

Slabolepszy has been able to inject food for thought "amid all the bursts of

pleasure" in Under the Oaks by subtly stimulating and gently coaxing his audience

"into questioning the empty rituals of their lives" (The New Nation 24 November

1989: 12). In Under the Oaks Slabolepszy exaggerates Corky's preoccupation

with the game of cricket to the extent that it becomes obsessive and everything

else becomes subservient to it, including Corky's job and even his wife. Corky

risks everything that he is supposed to hold dear in order to watch his precious

game of cricket, just for the enjoyment of the moment.

* In an interview on 31 December 1998, Slabolepszy states that in 1999 he will add to Under the

Oaks and Tickle to Fine Leg, Life's a Pitch, to complete what he calls, "The Corky Trilogy".
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However, there is an inevitable despair inherent ill this type of

obsessiveness. In Under the Oaks Slabolepszy stimulates thought regarding

individuals such as Corky, and what they will do after the euphoria and excitement

of the game (as well as the alcohol) have worn off. Corky obviously has a life to

lead after the game, but one doubts the sustaining power of something as

ephemeral and lacking in depth as a game of cricket. Through this type of

interpretation of Corky, the implication is that there is something lacking in

Corky's own mental make-up and in individuals like him. Corky's obsession with

the game that has become his god, calls into question its relevance "in the grand

scheme of things" (as Corky suggests), since there must surely be more to life than

the game. In Under the Oaks Slabolepszy seems to be comically satirising

individuals such as Corky whose limited faculties are unable to question a deeper

meaning in life. Through Corky's limited outlook on life, Slabolepszy in fact

exposes Corky as someone whose life boils down to no more than a game itself.

Such an interpretation can be extended to include a metaphor for a way of life

which is unsatisfactory and limiting. Slabolepszy's criticism of such a way of life is

implicit in Under the Oaks and echoes Greig's perceptive comment on the play:

"For Slabolepszy love of sport is more than a class indicator: he uses it as a

metaphor for the way people deal with life and reveals the limitations of the

metaphor." (Greig in Business Day 21 November 1989:21)

In our overall interpretation of Under the Oaks as revealing the limitations

of a life governed by sport and the empty rituals associated with it (for example,

overindulgence such as the abuse of alcohol and womanising), Slabolepszy

succeeds in evoking empathy for people such as Corky who are so blinded by their

obsession that they are unable to see what really matters and to find true meaning

in their lives. However, by exposing Corky's weaknesses in a comic manner, he

also exposes us who are in many ways just like Corky. By laughing at Corky, we

are actually laughing at ourselves, but simultaneously also questioning the empty

rituals of our own lives. Such an interpretation of Slabolepszy' s comic technique
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corresponds with Shershow's perspective on the ambivalent nature of comedy and

comic characters being "both worse than us and exactly like us" and makes

Bentley's view that the "comic sense" in fact helps us "to cope with the daily,

hourly, inescapable sense of being" (see chapter 1:5) meaningful.

Through relevant detail, Slabolepszy's setting IS given its customary

authenticity, which we have come to associate with Slabolepszy's work. The set

comprises a single pavilion with four rows painted "sports-field green", the

numbers clearly visible on the benches as at a real cricket match. Slabolepszy

comically describes the "offerings" of the "countless feathered offenders"

(Slabolepszy 1994:4) in the oaks above, which are clearly visible on the seats.

When the slightly overweight, lumbering Corky appears on stage, he

immediately strikes a comic picture as the ardent cricket fan who has come to

support "Western Province" in its third day against the Transvaal, no matter what.

There is no question about his fanaticism regarding the sport, for he has come fully

equipped for this momentous occasion. Many ardent South African fans of the

"gentle science of cricket" (Slabolepszy 1994:v) as Slabolepszy himself refers to

the sport, will no doubt be able to recognise this familiar picture, though it is of

course an exaggerated picture, in keeping with the comic convention of drama.

Corky is described as a "large individual" who is "huffing" and "puffing"

under the enormous weight he is carrying, which includes amongst other things, "a

huge cooler bag, a garden umbrella, several cushions, a transistor radio/casseue,

a small portable braai and a canvas shoulder bag (containing fuel for the fire as

well as other odds and ends)" - thus "our intrepid cricket supporter makes his

way down to the picket fence" (Slabolepszy 1994:4). Corky appears to be very

proud of his most prominent feature, his large "beer boep", "judging by the
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manner in which he ceremoniously carries it before him" (Slabolepszy 1994:4).

Slabolepszy evokes laughter through his exaggerated description of the average,

over-enthusiastic cricket fan with his most distinguishing feature, a characteristic

rotundness around the stomach. The picture that Slabolepszy paints is a familiar

sight at most sports occasions in South Africa: the over-enthusiastic fan whose

"beer boep" is his most distinguishing feature, but which actually betrays his own

sedentary, self-indulgent but limited life. This picture which Slabolepszy paints, as

well as Corky's obsession with the game, suggests a nostalgic yearning for a time

in our lives when we were still young. In addition, our hero worship of the game

and the players also suggests a longing to be like them. Slabolepszy makes fun of

the religiosity with which the game itself is regarded when he describes Corky

scrutinising what is soon to become the cricket "battlefield', as "hallowed turf'

(Slabolepszy 1984:4).

Slabolepszy is able to evoke much laughter at Corky as his mock-heroic

description of the setting and Corky indicates. Slabolepszy evokes laughter at

Corky who looks and acts like a clown, without even realising that he is being

ridiculous, which adds to the comedy. In addition, the image of a man obsessed

with cricket simultaneously makes us feel a bit sorry for individuals such as Corky

who have not really grown up and who don't have anything else except cricket and

the rituals surrounding it, to keep them going in their otherwise empty lives. In

this way Slabolepszy is even able to evoke empathy for individuals such as Corky

whom we instantly recognise and tolerate because they are part of the South

African way of life. The New Nation sums up this aspect of Slabolepszys work

as follows: "He does not make harsh judgements; instead he attempts to evoke

empathy and concern." (24 November 1989:30)

Corky's attire is a dead give-away as to what he stands for, but also adds

to the comedy in general. Slabolepszy once again mocks fanatical cricket fans by
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describing Corky and his dress as "Not exactly Dior, he nevertheless strikes a

dashing pose in his veldskoens, rugby socks, checked shorts, vertically striped

shirt and ever-sa-cocky tri/by hat." (Slabolepszy 1994:4) Slabolepszy is a master

in the art of wordless comedy, as his impressive opening to Under the Oaks

demonstrates. Without his having said a word as yet, Corky's non-verbal presence

enlightens the audience about his personality and heightens the comedy. Corky's

attire, together with his exaggerated ritualistic actions, borders on farce and hereby

Slabolepszy ensures that his audience will laugh. Corky meticulously tries out all

the seats, until he finds what he considers to be the perfect spot, after having tested

each seat by hopping up and down in each place with his bottom, and shifting from

side to side. After having tested two cushions on which to sit, he eventually places

the selected one underneath his buttocks in a seat in the front row and unloads all

his necessities. Caricature fashion, Corky smacks his lips and checks whether his

peanuts are still in his top pocket. When he takes a swig from a bottle of beer he

has extracted from the now unzipped cooler bag, Slabolepszy describes the first sip

that Corky takes as "pure bliss" which, together with the first bite from his home-

made hot-dog, is "heaven on earth" (Slabolepszy 1994:5). This extremely comic

picture of the undaunted cricket fan who places cricket and the rituals associated

with it on such an elevated pedestal, lends it the religiosity of pagan worship

almost, so intense is Corky in his regard and so fulfilling it appears to be for him.

Corky's bliss of the moment is increased when he, in addition, looks up at

the cloudless sky commending it with his eyes, "it is indeed a lovely day"

(Slabolepszy 1994:5) - Slabolepszy's description seems to be alluding to the

legendary South African cricket commentator, Charles Fortune, whose

characteristic Oxford English accent and style of describing the landscape have

often been imitated in order to evoke laughter. Corky's cup runs over when he,

with utter self-satisfaction, removes his shirt and now, "resplendent in his white

vest" (Slabolepszy 1994:5), starts dabbing a large blob ofNivea cream on his nose

- the latter of course enhancing our perception of Corky as a clown or caricature,
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usually associated with farce. "Life is great" ( Slabolepszy 1994: 5) as our hero

joins the clapping of the small crowd of unseen spectators when the game at last

commences, after he has appropriately substituted his straw hat for a more suitable

blue, floppy hat with the letters WP in large white letters emblazoned on its back

and front, which clearly advertise which team he is supporting.

Slabolepszy's striking opening to Under the Oaks sets the mood for what

is to follow which, while being extremely humorous, does not develop much

beyond that. Although we do not learn any profound lessons from the sketch,

Slabolepszy provides a slightly satiric picture of over-zealous cricket fans who

regard the ceremony of drinking, eating and hurling profanities at the umpire or

players, as important as the game itself Here Slabolepszy succeeds in making us

laugh at ourselves as we recognise the circumstances and the person, although

perhaps not personally identifying with them. Minervini describes this feature of

Under the Oaks as ''the spoonful of sugar that makes the message go down"

(Minervini in The Sunday Star 26 November 1989:9); for example, the comedy in

the opening of Under the Oaks to a large degree cloaks Slabolepszy's underlying

criticism of the cricket fanatic who centres his whole life on something as

insubstantial as a game of cricket. However, Slabolepszy treats his protagonist

with such compassion and humour that we are not able to dislike Corky, even if

we laugh at him and his antics.

The picture that Slabolepszy paints of the not-so-subservient, newly

independent, ''tarty'' cricket wife who has committed the most unforgivable of sins

by forgetting to bring the six-pack beer carton that Corky has ordered, is also very

comic. One of the spectators at the cricket match, Richard Hopcroft, a caricature

of the "upper-crust", tight-lipped Englishman, also serves as a striking contrast to

the plain, rather crude Afrikaner, Corky. Both Corky's wife, Beatrice, who is an

absolute ignoramus as far as cricket is concerned, and the snooty Englishman, act
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as excellent foils to Corky; by contrasting Beatrice and Richard with Corky,

Slabolepszy is able to evoke laughter.

Although it is evident that Richard Hopcroft is also an enthusiastic cricket

fan, he is the direct opposite of Corky. As the play progresses, one becomes more

and more aware that their outlooks on life and frames of reference are vastly

different. Richard's dress immediately betrays his roots which, although he is also

obviously South African, reveals that he falls at a different end of the spectrum

from Corky. In fact, Richard seems to be the perfect English gentleman that one

would associate with the upper crust of English society in South Africa, enjoying

the gentleman's sport of cricket like his peers at Oxford or Cambridge. Consider,

for example, the way in which Slabolepszy makes fun of Richard by describing him

as the typical Natal Englishman, from his characteristic clothing, to the inevitable

newspaper which he carries around with him: "He is a dapper man, scholarly in

appearance, fortyish. He wears long trousers, collar, tie and blazer (or tweed

sports jacket). All he carries is a newspaper (the Cape Times) and a pair of

binoculars (without its case) slung over his shoulder." (Slabolepszy 1984:6)

What follows is very amusing, reminiscent of music-hall farce, for as

Richard fastidiously searches for the correct seat number on his ticket which he has

difficulty in finding because the rows are unmarked, he continuously crosses

Corky's line of vision, with the resuIt that the only way in which Corky can follow

the game is by ducking this way and that, in order to see. Their disjointed

conversation is precipitated by Corky's ''Hey - you work for PG Glass?" (p.6)

when he finally can't take it any more. Corky's irritated reaction is a fairly

standard, petty remark one would expect from a schoolboy who tries to hide his

irritation by making a feeble joke. However, Corky's joke fails to amuse Richard

because it is aimed at Richard; this, and our knowledge of Corky's seriousness

about cricket, is able to evoke laughter from the audience. The comedy is
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heightened by this type of joke which simultaneously betrays Corky's immaturity

and lack of finesse. Corky's rather sarcastic reference to a well-known South

African firm manufacturing glass will no doubt ring a bell and the implication of his

words that he is unable to see through Richard because Richard is not transparent

like glass, enhance the comic effect. Richard's subsequent very English "Oh, I do

beg your pardon" (p.6), also affords many laughs; by exaggerating the typical,

civil way in which an Englishman would react (which actually masks his own

irritation), contrasted with Corky's bluntness, Slabolepszy is able to evoke

laughter.

Corky's intermittent screaming of advice to players, is also misunderstood

by Richard, who is trying to be polite by making small talk, which Corky

subsequently ignores because of his intense concentration on the game. The

following serves as an excellent example of how Slabolepszy magnifies the

differences between the unlikely pair and contrasts Corky's bluntness with

Richard's elegant way of speaking, in order to evoke laughter. Despite their

mutual interest in the game, they express their affinity with the game in totally

different ways and are actually communicating at cross purposes. In addition

Slabolepszy is able to enhance the comic effect by the clownish actions and

reactions of Richard and Corky:

CORKY [to the players]: Bowl him!

Startled. RICHARD literally jumps into the
air. He turns and looks at the field of
play, briefly caught up in the action.
RICHARD: Gosh, don't tell me Pienaar's
still in? [He turns again to CORKY, aware of
his obvious involvement, yet anxious to find
his seat] Excuse me. is this Row A?

CORKY [Attention fixed on the game]: Hit
the rubbish!

RICHARD: Excuse me ... er ...

CORKY [Watching the game]: You'll never
get him out! (p.6)
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It is clear from the aforementioned passage that Richard is unaccustomed to

Corky's uninhibited earthiness, loudness and blunt way of expressing himself. The

way in which Richard jumps into the air, not used to the vigour with which Corky

supports his team, and his polite, unemotional way of speaking which exemplifies

the "stiff upper lip" usually associated with the English, emphasise the contrast

between Slabolepszy's two stereotype creations and is largely responsible for the

humour in this passage.

Slabolepszy further enhances the contrast between Corky and Richard by

their respective reactions during the usual opening gambit about the state of the

weather when two people have just met: Richard's refined, "Absolutely superb"

and Corky's rather crude, unrefined, "Bakgat" (p.7), mean exactly the same, but

do betray their social standing and level of education within the South African

context. The logical deduction that one makes is that Corky is a representative of

the lower middle classes in South Africa, leaning more towards the lower class

Afrikaans-speaking South African; and Richard, one of the South African English

élite. Richard's consternation at the bird droppings on the seats, also adds much to

Corky's (and the audience's) amusement.

The ensuing comedy derives mostly from this marked contrast between

Corky from Belville and the typical English gentleman from Natal The audience

will surely laugh as much at what the unashamed, earthy Corky says to the more

than correct Richard, the players and umpires, as at Corky's blatantly comic

actions themselves. For example, when Corky cracks a hard-boiled egg on his

head and starts eating it, his unrefined manners are once again reminiscent of

music-hall clowning. Corky's language usage celebrates the local tongue and will

be easily recognisable to the average South African audience. For example, Corky

admits his allegiance to Natal supporters when he says to Richard: ''Between you

and me, as far as I'm concerned a Banana Boy is always welcome behind the
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Richard's speculation about the derivation of the French surname

''Labuschagne'' and its pronunciation as "Labbashane" is also amusing;

Slabolepszy seems to be making fun of the local idea that pronunciation of the

name in the latter form will add to a person's social status. Corky and Richard's

conversation follows a predictable comic pattern, alternating between the cricket

game that is in progress and other everyday trivialities, the comedy of which

is emphasised by the fact that they are obviously unaware that they are being

funny. A particularly funny moment is when Corky identifies one of the cricketers

as one of the "okes" that "gives cricket a bad name" (p.17); his words are ironic,

for it is obvious to the audience that it is "okes" like himself, Corky, the somewhat

too unaffected, unrefined and blatantly candid supporter, who will give cricket a

bad name. We are able to laugh at Corky for we immediately recognise how

transparent his excuse is about his grandmother's dying and his having to miss a

day's work to attend her funeral "Under the Oaks" (p.17). The fact that Corky

uses a half-truth (although he is at the cricket stadium and not at a funeral, he is

not lying about being "Under the Oaks") in order to justify his absence from work,

heightens the comedy. We are not only able to laugh at Corky, but also at

ourselves when we recognise how we too use similar excuses to avoid a

constructive day's work.

Grape Curtain." (p.ll) A South African audience is sure to identify the "Grape

Curtain" as the Western Province with its umpteen vineyards and wine farmers,

and a "Banana Boy" as a slang term for someone living in Natal with its many

banana plantations.

When Corky offers Richard a beer during their ongoing conversation, his

reluctance to accept one of Corky's spiked oranges instead, adds to the comedy.

Richard is obviously not accustomed to Corky's way of expressing himself and

misinterprets the word "impregnation" for its literal meaning. It is certainly also
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not Richard's "style" or mentality to use Corky' s kind of tactics in order to get

hard liquor (and what a variety it is) into the stadium:

CORKY (holding one up): How about an
orange?

RICHARD: You offered me a beer.

CORKY: Aha! Orange with a difference,
When they ban hard liquor you got to change
your tactics. Ever heard of impregnation?

RICHARD: What!?

CORKY: Injection by syringe. [He takes one
orange out at a time, holding them aloft]. I
got Johnny Walker, Klipdrift Mainstay ... or
if you prefer something with a real kick in it,
may I recommend the Smirnoff. (p.22)

In the above passage, Slabolepszy evokes laughter by showing his audience to

what lengths spectators will go in order to smuggle a variety of spirituous drinks

into the stadium. A similar comic example about the ingenious ways in which

spectators smuggle hard liquor into the sports venues is repeated in Slabolepszy's

1995 hit play about rugby, Heel Against the Head.

Corky's SUspicion that the umpire is being bribed when (according to

Corky's interpretation) he doesn't give a fair ruling is comic, but it also seems to

suggest something about Corky's own character and standards, for the implication

is that Corky himself is not impervious to bribes, which is why he suspects the

umpire. Corky's self-pitying reference to how unfair the game of cricket is, "I

don't know why I put up with all this ... I don't know why I subject myself to this

day after day ... I don't need this in my life. I mean, shit man, a man's life is hard

enough" (p.26), is both amusing and enlightening, for it is one of the rare

moments in the sketch that Slabolepszy hints that there is something more to

Corky than meets the eye - that he is also a person who leads a life that is not

always moonshine and roses. In this respect, the audience would be able to
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identify with Corky, for don't we all live lives that are not trouble-free'> Seen in

this light, Corky's obsession with cricket becomes more acceptable, and

Slabolepszy evokes empathy for all individuals who use cricket and the rituals

associated with it, as a means of escaping the despair that is part of their daily

lives. Once we are able to admit that we, too, like Corky, dull our senses, for

example, by spending a day at the cricket, another parallel can be drawn, for are

we not by attending a performance like Under the Oaks, also practising a similar

form of escapism?

Corky's comment on honesty, also endears him to us and demonstrates that

while Slabolepszy perhaps makes us laugh rather disdainfully at Corky, he also

depicts a character like Corky with empathy and compassion. In the following

passage Slabolepszy depicts Corky's longing for a decent, honest world with

compassion, for this is also something that most people would like to have in their

lives, but which is sadly a luxury that few people possess; one is also able to

identify with Corky's yearning for his youth when he had a father who could

advise him, and this shared perception will be able to evoke empathy from the

audience:

That's the problem of the world today ... no
decency ... no honesty. 'Specially honesty ...

lA supermarket packet is opened to reveal
his wood, carefully placed atop balls of
paper]

If you haven't got honesty, you haven't got
nothing. That's what my father always said
... can still hear him saying it. [Pausing to
deliver the immortal words] Cornelius, he
used to say ... he never used to call me Corky,
only my mates called me Corky ... Cornelius,
he used to say, you can go into this world, you
can climb to the top of the bladdy tree, Cock
of the Walk, but if you not honest, if you not a
honest man, you bugger all. (p.26)
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The aforementioned advice which is so comically related by Corky (for

example, his language errors, the way in which he tells his story and the type of

language he uses) is followed by an amusing paradox, which immediately refutes

the awesomeness of the moment: Corky tries to start a fire for a braai, which is

illegal on the cricket grounds, by which action Corky betrays his own dishonesty

(of which he is evidently oblivious). Corky only stops his preparations when he is

warned by a policeman not to do so. Corky's ensuing belligerence at the police's

interference betrays his limited perceptions. However, his words are comic for is

this not the kind of profanity that we would like to fling at the police in times of

frustration: ''Dammit! Free Country!? I mean this is supposed to be a free-

flippin' country! It's a police state. It's nothing less than a full blown, honest-to-

God bliksemse bloody police state." (p.29)

Corky continues to betray his limited insight and low-life mentality, which

is common to many like him in South Africa who, in times of trouble, revert to

empty threats of leaving their place of birth for "better" places like Australia:

"Stuff this. I'm going to Australia. Stru's Bob! Got a mate in Sydney ... What

you can't do in Sydney! Nothing you can't do there ... the booze ... the gambling

... " (p.29) When Richard informs Corky of his brother who tried Australia, but

came back after eight months because there were no jobs and because of the flies,

Corky is not deterred, but promptly declares his intention of going to New Zealand

or Canada instead: "I'm buggering off. I've had enough." (p.29) This is of

course a familiar refrain of many white South Africans who were and are fed-up

with circumstances in South Africa, but who, ironically, return to South Africa

after a short while, disillusioned at finding that the grass in fact is not greener on

the other side. Through the above, Slabolepszy satirises this tendency of

emigrating and the immaturity of blaming all your troubles on the authorities, even

though you, like Corky, are in fact in the wrong.
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Corky borrows Richard's binoculars to watch the cricket, but causes an

amusing interlude when he spots some tanning beauties and, much to Richard's

chagrin, ogles them. In addition his mixing up "tanga" with "Toga ... Tandem ...

Whatever ..." (p.31) when he describes the scantily-dressed ladies, adds to our

amusement. Corky's subsequent lecherous description of these alluring women is

very funny, especially as he is too busy surveying them through the binoculars to

realise that his wife has just arrived and can hear every word he is saying. His

references to familiar landmarks in South Africa (Drakensberg) and the world

(Swiss Alps) by which to describe the women's anatomy, and his almost orgasmic

delight at watching them, make the following one of the comic highlights of the

sketch; it also reminds us that sexual innuendo is aways a very effective comic

device in farce and low comedy:

Not that firm a tit man but hell, ou Dolly
Parton lies down next to her, you got instant
Drakensberg, the Swiss bladdy Alps ... and
whose for a bit of mountain climbing now and
then? Whose for conquering a few peaks
when the time is ripe ... ? Ooh, that's it ...
move, move, baby move ... roll over ... yes,
that's it. Yes. Oooh, this is painful ... this is
sheer bladdy agony! (p.32)

The aforementioned passage reinforces our impression of Corky as

something of a womaniser and an incorrigible chauvinist, but who in the end seems

more like the typical hen-pecked husband than the "macho" type he would like to

believe he is. For example, Beatrice's reaction to her husband's antics is to thwack

him across the head with her magazine, and Corky's reaction to his wife's

unexpected arrival, is to act innocently and seemingly servile. It is clear from all

these examples that Slabolepszy mainly relies on contrast for comic effect. For

example, we have the contrast between Corky's reaction to the young women and

Richard's disapproval; then there is the contrast between Corky's apparently

lecherous inclinations and his actual subservience to his wife.
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Beatrice is described in rather unflattering terms as the typical, ageing

blonde ''bimbo'': ''A rather buxom bottle blonde ", wearing "outsize sunglasses. a

hideous wide-brimmed hat, turquoise slacks (several sizes too light) and a loud

top", with totally inappropriate high-heeled sandals, sling-bag and the all too

familiar "YOU' magazine (p.31) (a well-known South African magazine which

thrives on sensational stories and Hollywood gossip, but nevertheless, is read by

the masses) under her arm to complete the picture. This precise and amusing

description of Beatrice and her subsequent behaviour, all reinforce our impression

of her as the typical sharp-tongued, hard-bitten, common bottle-blonde prototype.

Slabolepszy of course paints a very exaggerated picture of Beatrice. One

only realises just how dumb Slabolepszy's caricatured blonde creation is when it

turns out that Beatrice is late because when she asked a policeman where the Oaks

were, he introduced her to two "okes from Grabouw" (p.33). Corky and Beatrice

immediately pick a fight because she has forgotten the beers, but she taunts Corky

that she has forgotten them in the same way that he has forgotten who he was

looking at through the binoculars. Despite Corky's apparent chauvinism, it is

obvious from their conversation that Beatrice won't allow herself to be bossed

around by her husband because she retaliates in kind and even informs him that she

gave the beers to the two "okes" from Grabouw and that she had a "whale of a

time" (p.35) with them. But neither Beatrice nor Corky is tongue tied, and the

way in which Corky checks Beatrice's ignorant questioning about the game

through clever word play, is very funny:

BEATRICE la beat]: They seem to do a heck of
a lot of strolling around.

CORKY [gritting his teeth]: That's because it's
between overs.

BEATRICE: What's overs?

CORKY: Our marriage, if you don't shut up! (p.37)
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What follows is the usual conversation about the game which demonstrates

Slabolepszy's knowledge of cricket and his acute ear for all the subtle nuances of

small talk. It slowly becomes clear that Corky is much more interested in the game

than in his own wife, and this makes the comedy darker. Richard starts paying

attention to Beatrice and even invites her to his guest cottage in Natal. In the

meanwhile Corky is so upset with the development of the game that he tears up his

ticket, vows never to watch another game, and states that he is leaving. Richard

and Beatrice gather up his things, intent on leaving together, but Corky

unexpectedly comes back, beer in hand and plonks himself down on the cushion,

apparently intent on seeing the game through to its bitter end. The play closes

with an indecisive, meek Richard leaving in reaction to Beatrice's urgent call

offstage. Corky is alone at last, not at all perturbed that Richard is taking his wife

home. By means of exaggeration, Slabolepszy sums up in a nutshell the utter

contentment of our blissfully happy cricket fanatic and evokes laughter:

CORKY looks right and left and carefully picks
up his shredded season ticket, placing it
lovingly in his shirt pocket. With a beer in his
hand, his team on the field and all distractions
removed, he is as happy as the proverbial pig in
shit. (p.45)

However, funny as Under the Oaks and its ending might be, one is forced

to admit that through Corky, Slabolepszy also implies that Corky's fanaticism

about cricket in itself betrays its own inadequacy in helping to provide a fulfilling

life. By making us aware of Corky's rituals and petty obsessiveness regarding a

mere game of cricket, Slabolepszy also makes us question similar transgressions

and the emptiness of our own lives. Such an interpretation underlines the

ambivalence of comedy and its inherent despair, even in an apparently light-hearted

play such as Under the Oaks.
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5.3 Over the Hill (1985) - This follow-up to Under the Oaks follows a

similar comic pattern, although the comedy in Over the Hill seems darker and the

work itself more complex than its predecessor. The sport in Over the Hill is also

replaced by rugby and the play overall contains more depth and character

development. Like Under the Oaks, it is a very "White", unpolitical play; in it

Slabolepszy reveals through the unrealistic aspirations of sportsmen how

uncompromising and disappointing life can be. MacLiam indicates that both these

two tightly wrought plays are also very satiric:

... the barbs arc dangerously pointed and
generously tipped with acid. The writing is
superbly economic, the wit runs a line
between chuckle-time and gusts of belly-laugh
and the perception of recognisable
eccentricities is awesome. (The Star 20
November 1989:4)

Slabolepszy's characters in Over the Hill are more real and do not

resemble the caricatures of Under the Oaks. Slabolepszy reveals remarkable

insight into the human psyche in his depiction of the three amusing, but wounded

characters, Charlie, Steve and Lynette. In addition, Slabolepszy invests the play

with an added dimension of almost heartbreaking pathos towards its end when

Lynette, ex-Citrus queen and fading beauty, makes a wrong life decision. The

closing of the play with Lynette doing a clumsy Tina Turner dance routine for her

fictitious modelling job, is poignant and, in essence, tragic. Hereby Slabolepszy

shows how gullible women can be deceived by rugby men and the apparently

glamorous world associated with them. Slabolepszy extends his image of an

uncompromising, misleading rugby world to include part of life's experience.

However, Slabolepszy's social satire in Over the Hill overall is not disheartening,

for he teaches with empathy and understanding.
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The action of the play takes place in a very realistic imitation of a

not very tidy rugby dressing room in Nelspruit, Transvaal, after a provincial

sub-section game. Once again Slabolepszy's setting reveals his willingness

to experiment and to make his plays as realistic as possible. This slice-of-life type

of play with its true to life props to a large degree resembles the naturalistic,

lifelike effect of, for example, Fatima Dike's popular So What's New (1991),

where the action of the play takes place in Big Dee's lounge/kitchen. Dike's play

relates the lives of three township women and how they survive, with a great deal

of humour and empathy: Dee runs a shebeen, Pat sells real estate and Thandi

peddles drugs illegally. The play is also comparable with Miles from

Machadodorp, Under the Oaks and Over the Hill because they all celebrate the

local tongue, relate the lives of ordinary South Africans in a comic manner and to a

large degree also reflect the despair which is inherent in comedy (there is

constantly an undertone of violence in So What's New which is indicative of this

despair). Mda accurately describes So What's New as "a new kind of black South

African theatre, a domestic comedy ... not overtly political" (Md a 1996:xxii), and

this resembles the similar non-political approach followed by Slabolepszy in his

plays which are discussed in this chapter.

As with Under the Oaks and Corky who resurfaces in Tickle to Fine Leg,

Over the Hill's sports theme re-emerges ten years later in the popular farce, Heel

Against the Head, which makes fun of rugby, a sport which Slabolepszy

endearingly calls the "social art of distraction". Over the Hill contains the same

zany kind of cross-talk in the same unmistakably South African idiom, but the play

does more than just make fun of over-zealous rugby enthusiasts and the culture of

rugby in South Africa.

In this short play, Over the Hill, Slabolepszy also scrutinizes those whose

hopes and dreams have been dashed by rugby and the inevitable disillusionment
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that sets in after they have given everything for the game and, ironically, have

received only a useless momento in return. Charlie's words echo and encapsulate

the exasperation of the disillusioned rugby player:

I'm sick of this game. I've had it up to here.
For years already. The busted kneecaps - the
dislocated shoulders. And as for the
newspapers - Christ. the crap they write about
you in the newspapers! ... I know, I know -
it's crazy - it's madness. I want to play and I
don't want to play. But what else is there?
When you're me? When rugby's the only
thing you know? Half the reason I'm not
upstairs is because I'm too shit scared to face
up to it. Wondering what the bladdy hell I'm
going to do. I mean where do I go from here?
What happens to me now? (p.75)

Slabolepszy extends his image of despair and disillusionment to include not

only the rugby player, but also many like him who can no longer do what up to

now has given meaning to their lives; for example, forced retirement from

occupations because of physical or other reasons. In this regard one thinks of

sportsmen, models, and people who are considered too old and therefore not

mentally alert enough, to continue with occupations which are very important to

them. Slabolepszy possibly uses rugby as the means by which to extend his

metaphor because retirement from such a sport comes relatively early in life. The

comic implications of using rugby as an image are intensified because physical

prowess forms such an important part of the macho male image. For example,

Charlie's self-pitying despair about seeing himself at sixty, hanging around the

clubhouse bar until they kick him out is simultaneously comic and sad. This

exaggerated picture that Slabolepszy paints of Charlie, and the implication that the

end of one's rugby career is the end of one's life, is ludicrous. However,

Slabolepszy comedy gains an extra dimension of sadness, for through his Charlie

creation, Slabolepszy seems to be articulating a universal fear of life:

meaninglessness. Charlie has given all and lost everything that gave his life any
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semblance of being worthwhile. Through Charlie, Slabolepszy also seems to be

reminding us that people are dispensable, which subtly warns us against becoming

too dependent on insubstantial dreams and people who are fallible. In this way the

comedy in Over the Hill is extended, and Slabolepszy is able to evoke a great deal

of empathy for people such as Charlie, whose suffering is universal.

From the odd bits of laughter, music and revelling upstairs, it becomes

clear that the manager and the rugby players are saying farewell to the thirty-six

year old veteran, Charlie Theron, and that he has been given an imitation gold

clock for his troubles. It appears that Steve, the twenty-four year old fly-half of

the "Blesbokke" who has been sitting by himself in the changing room, sulkily

drinking his beer, has punched one of the opponents during the rugby match. He is

feeling depressed with reason, for it appears that his wife, Estelle, wanted to leave

him, but later changed her mind for no rhyme or reason; in addition, Charlie

informs Steve that he is going to be dropped from the team. Slabolepszy's image

of the rugby has-been is particularly insightful and evokes empathy for the type of

person who has experienced the same circumstances.

Charlie is also not happy about leaving the "Blesbokke" after having played

for them for fourteen years. When Charlie informs Steve that his leaving is part of

the harsh politics of rugby, he is teaching Steve and the audience one of life's

valuable lessons: that one should not place all one's hopes on short-lived dreams

such as rugby. Charlie's bitterness about his own plight is also evident, but

enlightening, for it teaches us another dismal truth of rugby and of life: "That

clock's not just a farewell gift. It's part of the deal. It's like a medal they give to a

foot-soldier who's had his bladdy legs blown off." (p.75) Slabolepszy treats this

inevitability of life with understanding and succeeds in evoking empathy for people

whose lives seem to be falling apart and are devoid of meaning because they have

placed all their hopes on a dream.
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However, we are introduced to another, more ominous side of Charlie's

character when he tells Steve how he as a child, in an uncontrolled moment of

rage, battered a cuckoo clock to bits because it was not working properly: "But I

got it right eventually ... Bliksemmed the bladdy bird with a baseball bat ...

Should've seen what it did to the clock." (p.53) Although Charlie's words are

amusing, his destructive anger is menacing and warns us of a repressed violence

with the propensity to erupt at any moment, within the petulant, machismo Charlie.

Greig says of this inherent violence in Charlie's nature: " ... it grows into the

definition of a man whose instant reaction to the unexpected is violence and who

cannot temper force to the object." (Greig in Business Day 21 November 1989:8)

Consider in this regard, for example, the following passage in which Charlie

tells Steve how he handled his own wife, Charmaine, when he was also

experiencing wife trouble like Steve's. The perverse pleasure Charlie gets from

telling Steve how he disciplined his wife, and his sarcasm, are darkly comic.

However, Charlie's story also betrays his essentially arrogant, chauvinistic attitude

towards women, and that he is capable of extreme mental and physical violence.

The passage shows that Charmaine heeds Charlie's underlying, ominous warning,

but it also highlights the lack of meaningful communication between them. The

only way in which Charlie can communicate with Charmaine is by his manipulative,

superior attitude and by implying violence, a threat which Charmaine obviously

perceives as being very real, for she subserviently reciprocates with passive

acquiescence because she is afraid. Slabolepszy's satire in this passage is scathing;

in addition, he seems to be making an oblique reference to the danger and cruelty

of family murder and suicide:

CHARLIE: Charmaine tried the same trick
on me. Three weeks she doesn't talk to me.
All of a sudden she's going to pottery classes.
Pottery classes, huh! When I ask to see her
pots there's no pots because it turns out
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there's no classes either. We both at home -
the phone rings - I pick it up, there's no-one
there, All that kind of crap,

STEVE: You think she was having a bit of a
",?
CHARLlE: How must I know'}

STEVE: You didn't ask her?

CHARLlE [smirking]: Fuck that! I must sink
so low?

STEVE: So what you do?

CHARLIE: I kept my cool. All I did was one
night I just casually brought out the gun ... to
clean it. Made sure the kid was there too.
Okay, you haven't got a kid You got a kid it
helps. She sees you, she sees the kid she sees
the gun ... She thinks ... She doesn't try it
again. [Pause] There's more to being the boss
than making a noise. (p.65)

The above also calls to mind the menace within, and potential for violence,

inherent in certain of Slabolepszy's other male characters, for example, Vince in

Saturday Night at the Palace and JJ in Smallholding.

It also becomes clear from Charlie's discussion with Steve that Steve is not

above suspicion as far as his own wife is concerned, for his treatment of her is also

blatantly chauvinistic. For example, when Steve tells Charlie about his marriage

problems, he says: ''Normally she gives me uphill I just laugh, you know - grip

her arse, slap her around ..." (p.64) Steve's words are comic, but revealing, for we

immediately associate this type of sexist, arrogant behaviour with the authoritative,

chauvinistic male. The fact that Steve regards her as the source of the trouble, and

not himself, is likewise amusing, but it also reveals a lack of understanding and

meaningful communication between the two. However, Slabolepszy draws Steve

more sympathetically than Charlie, for our laughter at Steve's inept, but almost

playful handling of his wife, compared with Charlie' s cruel way of dealing with his

wife, is more empathetic. Steve does have redeeming qualities in his association
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with his wife because he at least tries to make up for their misunderstanding by

taking her a bunch of flowers. Notwithstanding this rather touching gesture at

reconciliation on Steve's part, it is both comic and ironic to think that a mere

bunch of flowers should make everything that is wrong between a husband and a

wife, right again. Because we also tend to feel quite sorry for people who have

such a limited. understanding of their wives as Steve has, and have sympathy for

wives who are married to people such as Steve, Slabolepszy simultaneously is able

to evoke empathy for married couples experiencing similar problems.

It is comic when Charlie finds a large pack of condoms in Steve' s kitbag,

for after the match, but here Slabolepszy also seems to be delivering a rather

scathing commentary on the impoverished moral integrity of blatantly unfaithful

husbands such as Steve. Slabolepszy also seems to be satirising the sexual

morality of the type of woman who, in the hope of personal gain, is all too eager to

be used by men who are in the limelight. In Steve's case, such women would most

probably be hanging around the rugby clubhouse after the match. However,

Slabolepszy's criticism of promiscuity and drunken revelry is not only restricted to

rugby individuals such as Steve and Charlie, for it appears as though he is also

accusing all males who are guilty of this type of mentality. For example, consider

the following in which Charlie suggests that he and Steve get drunk and pick up

some women after the game:

I don't know about you, but I gotta have a
dop. I tell you what. I'll slip back to the hotel
maybe score us some chicks. By the time you
rock up I'll have them ticking, how's that?
Even better you can take your pick - first
choice. (p.73)

This example is very amusing and Slabolepszy's satire IS more COmIC than

corrosive, tempering our more negative reaction to Charlie's cruelly chauvinistic
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attitude earlier. For example, Slabolepszy's criticism is deflected by Charlie's

usage of familiar South African jargon when he refers to alcohol as "dop", and

women as "chicks". Nevertheless Slabolepszy's criticism of this type of mentality

in men and their treatment of women as inferior sex objects for personal

gratification only, is implicit. Slabolepszy's image of rugby players as drunken

merrymakers is extended to include all men who, like Charlie and Steve, are intent

on immediate gratification and who would rather get drunk than face reality or

their responsibilities. This illustrates Greig's perception of rugby being the

controlling image in Over the Hill because the characters tackle, dodge and weave

in the same way as rugby players do on the field (Greig in Business Day 21

November 1989:8). Slabolepszy reinforces this image of evasion of reality with

Steve's amusing reminder to Charlie of their intended drunken night together:

" ... Hey, Charlie ... go order the dops, man. Let's get out of our bladdy minds."

(p.76) This calls to mind a similar comic device in Heel Against the Head (1995),

in which Slabolepszy also satirises Crispin's serious intention of cheating on his

wife and "scoring" with the women during his "dirty" rugby weekend

Together with its more serious undertones, Over the Hill also contains

many examples of Slabolepszy's customary, inventive wit, for example when

Charlie complains about his hair falling out and jokes about "Ou Moerdyk" whose

"getting himself a hairpiece next week. As long as he doesn't play with the damn

thing. Oke gives him a high tackle - he's left with a fur-burger in his hand." (p.66)

Another effective example of Slabolepszy's more ribald type of humour is when

Charlie tells Steve about the time he was in Durban and the players were "pissing

up the wall. Seeing who could piss the highest" (p. 73) - this is of course very

funny, but also informs the uninitiated what may happen in rugby dressing rooms,

and how such actions often seem funnier when one is drunk.
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Slabolepszy also refers to famous rugby personalities such as Naas Botha,

who was one of the legends of South African rugby and who gained world

recognition for his legendary rugby boot. Through Lynette's awe of this famous

personality, Slabolepszy evokes laughter by making fun of people's tendency of

elevating their heroes to an almost god-like status.

The beauty, Lynette, who is in her late twenties and past the bloom of

youth, adds yet another dimension to Over the Hill. Through Lynette,

Slabolepszy reinforces one's impression of rugby's being the controlling image in

the play, for Lynette also dodges and weaves like a rugby player, instead of

tackling her problems head-on. For example, through Slabolepszy's depiction of

the vulnerable Lynette, he informs his audience of the unrealistic aspirations of the

more naïve and gullible among us, and how such people are taken advantage of

and exploited by an uncaring world. Neither Charlie nor Steve is really concerned

about Lynette's plight. Charlie dodges and weaves through the Lynette issue,

because he is too much of a coward to tell her to her face that he was lying about

the modelling contract he was supposed to have arranged for her, and that it was

actually only one of his seduction ploys. Similarly, Steve also dodges Lynette by

leaving before she can finish her dance routine because he feels embarrassed and

does not want to become involved with her problems

Slabolepszy draws Lynette with bold, but sensitive strokes and in so doing

he evokes a great deal of empathy for people like her who trustingly take the leap

for a better life, but who sadly miss their mark. The fact that Slabolepszy makes

fun of naïve, trusting individuals such as Lynette, who seem to want more from life

than the occasional fling with a rugby player, evokes empathy for people like her

with similar aspirations. Simultaneously Slabolepszy through satire also seems to

be criticising individuals such as Lynette who dodge reality by seeing what they
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want to see or by simply being too preoccupied with themselves and too stupid to

realise that they are being taken advantage of or lied to by people such as Charlie.

It is significant that in his depiction of rugby-idolising characters such as

Charlie and Steve, Slabolepszy also demonstrates that such people are unable to

communicate with people who are as sincere as Lynette, and rather avoid the

issue, much in the same way as rugby players tackle, weave and dodge in rugby.

Although Lynette seems to be living in the past, she is honest, but Slabolepszy also

makes fun of her type of honesty; for example, when she trustingly tells Steve that

she hangs the "orange sash with gold writing on it" (p.79), a reminder of her Citrus

Queen days, above her bed and rather naïvely informs him that although her

mother says it's vain, she believes '<Whenyou've got it, flaunt it" (p.79). But the

tipsy Lynette lives in a dream world and deludes herself, (weaving and dodging

reality and not tackling her life head-on) for it is obvious that she does not have

"it" and will never be able to realise her dream of becoming a model.

Nevertheless, Lynette bravely blunders on with hopeful innocence: she has

given up her job at the Building Society and has broken up with her "ex" (p.82) to

pursue a modelling career which Charlie promised he would help launch. Lynette

is determined to have Steve watch while she is going through her paces in the

dressing room, even though Charlie, unknown to her, has made his escape from

the delicate situation, leaving Steve to handle the optimistic Lynette: "". I read in

a magazine somewhere the model of tomorrow doesn't only have to look good -

she must be able to sing, dance, act, sparkle - everything." (p.81) But Lynette who

never wanted "to sommer settle down and be a housewife" (p. 84) is alone in the

dressing room by the close of the play, for Steve, ironically, is also unable to face

her or to talk to her and slyly slips out of the dressing room without her noticing.
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The last impression Slabolepszy gives us ofLynette is effective and extends

the comic implications of Over the Hill, for it ties in with an interpretation of

comedy (and life) as being both sad and comic at the same time. On the one hand

the image of someone dancing his heart out for a person who is not there is

actually quite comic; on the other hand, Lynette's solitary dancing to an invisible

onlooker is simultaneously also hauntingly sad as she, with gauche femininity, in

her grand finale, "Isolated in a pool of purple light" pathetically "lives out her

fantasy" by dancing to Tina Turner's "I'm Your Private Dancer" (p.84), with the

background sounds of crowds whistling and cheering as at a real concert melting

into the soundtrack. MacLiam (The Star 12 August 1985) captures Lynette's

suffering with his appropriate description of Over the Hill's poignant ending as

Lynette's final "eloquent cry of despair". It is especially through this last haunting

image of Lynette's despair that Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy for people

such as Lynette. This inherent pathos in Slabolepszy's characterization of Lynette

also validates Kerr's argument about comedy's function as a means of dealing with

pathos (see chapter 1:7).
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Chapter 6:

A New Era:

The Uncertainty and Hope of the Early Nineties

6.1 Braalt Laaities (1991) - Slabolepszy originally wrote this short one-

act play for the 1991 Grahamstown Arts Festival (The Natal Mercury 19

September 1991:8) and it earned him the "Pick of the Fringe" award (The Star

Tonight 18 July 1991 :12).

Braalt Laaities takes place in the Hendrik Frensch Verwoerd Recreation

Hall in Springs, Transvaal and the year is 1991. It is significant that the play was

written during a time when radical reform was commencing in the nationalist based

government of South Africa, where socio-political changes were the order of the

day. One of the biggest breakthroughs was when the ANC leader, Nelson

Mandela, was released in 1990 after having spent twenty-seven years in jail as a

political prisoner of the Nationalist Party government in South Africa. Stein

therefore quite rightly points out the timeousness of Braalt Laaities for

illuminating the muddled relations between Black and White as a result of

apartheid:

At a time when "the new South Africa" is on
everyone's lips, Slabolepszy has focused his
material to highlight the rifts that apartheid has
created, particularly in trivial interactions of
people on a day-to-day basis. (Stein in The
Argus 12 December 1991 :8)
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Similarly Daniel comments on the relevance of Braait Laaities being subtitled a

"white black comedy" because it is "an incisive metaphor for the pain and

confusion infected in the human breast by apartheid" (Daniel in Weekly Mail 2

August 1991 :29). The Star Tonight (24 July 1991) is more blunt and to the point

in its description of Braait Laaities, but the commentary is nevertheless accurate:

Boikie and Moira, the "laaities" in Braait Laaities, "aren't that bright because

they've been bedonderd by apartheid".

It is immediately quite ironic that the back wall of the hall in this play

should be adorned by a head and shoulders portrait of Verwoerd, the architect of

Apartheid. This portrait of Verwoerd dominates the hall for it is also reflected in

an illusory mirror in the direction of the audience. The irony is immediately

enhanced by this, because Verwoerd seems to be dominating a place which is

supposed to be part of what was referred to as the beginnings of the "new" South

Africa, where all peoples will be free and equal. This device is very effective for

the actors are confronted by this "mirror" in which the face of Verwoerd is

reflected every time they face the audience: therefore, when the actors see the

audience, they also see Verwoerd. It is as though the face of Verwoerd follows

wherever the actors go and the audience is also to a large extent accused, or

reminded that they themselves are actually Verwoerd or that Apartheid is still alive

and well, despite the many changes that have taken place. In this itself there seems

to be an accusation that is constantly mirrored back at the audience and one

immediately ponders whether this was part of Slabolepszy's satiric intent.

Although Eveleigh also regards the invisible mirror device as being "symbolical of

such an object held up to life in the 'new' South Africa" (Eveleigh in Evening Post

1 July 1991: 5), to interpret Braait Laaities as a political play exclusively, would be

to misinterpret the play entirely.
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The essence of Braait Laaities can be summed up as the chance meeting

between two lost souls from contrasting worlds. Ironically, these two characters,

despite their different frames of reference, for a brief moment in time, in a specific

set of circumstances, are able to share a sensitive understanding of each other's

needs; each is able to find and comfort the other in his aloneness, each enriches

the life of the other. Although Slabolepszy tackles many "issues" in Braait

Laaities. for example, sexual exploitation and incest (Moira), racism (Moira's

upbringing) and material exploitation (Boikie), Slabolepszy does so without

apparent anger, for the play is as endearing and moving as it is funny. The delicate

subtlety, pathos and comic/satiric humour of the play's text and subtext, lend to its

poignancy and power, making it one of the gems in Slabolepszy's dramatic

repertoire. Although any play is open to varying personal interpretation and

appeal, Grobler does seem to have misinterpreted the essence of Braait Laaities

when she refers to the text of Braait Laaities as being nothing more than an

emotional and a political cliché (Grobler in Tempo 20 September 1991:7).

The extraordinary intensity and power of Braait Laaities is effectively

summed up by The Star Tonight (24 July 1991) in the following words: "When

Paul Slabolepszy wrote this emotionally incisive tragi-comedy he must have used a

scalpel with a sparkler tied to it". This is exemplified by Slabolepszy's opening to

Braait Laaities. In his stage directions he points out that "WHEN THE LIGHTS

FADE UP, ALL WE ARE CONFRONTED WITH IS THE AVUNCULAR

GAZE OF THE LATE PRIME MINISTER, IN WHOSE MEMORY THE

RECREATIONAL FACILITY HAS BEEN DEDICATED." (p.l) This opening,

with the black, jauntily dressed youth, Boikie Sibeko, (whom Daniel describes as

"a hopeful young thespian" from Thembisa (Daniel in Weekly Mail 2 August

1991:29), tentatively entering the hall, has tremendous impact. One is immediately

struck by the benevolent smile in the portrait and its juxtaposition with the black

man, for whom that same smile in the past had boded extreme misfortune if the

colour of his skin happened to be black. With the eyes of Verwoerd boring into
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him, Boikie starts rehearsing an advertisement jingle in front of the mirror of the

deserted hall. The contrast between Boikie's light-hearted manner, lack of respect

and concern about Verwoerd's portrait, and the portrait ofVerwoerd itself, is able

to evoke laughter at this early stage of the play, which in addition echoes the tragic

undertones of the injustices of apartheid one immediately associates with the image

ofVerwoerd.

When a shy, young white woman, Moira, quietly comes into the hall,

Boikie is so flabbergasted by the interruption, that he immediately grabs the broom

and pretends to be sweeping the floor. Slabolepszy evokes laughter through

Boikie's reaction, but Slabolepszy's satiric intent is clear, for by means of his

"scalpel with a sparkler", he criticises and exposes the legacy of apartheid which is

indirectly responsible for Boikie's behaving in this typical manner, and which

exemplifies the "boy" and "Madam" relationship of apartheid South Africa.

Eveleigh remarks on this remarkable ability of Slabolepszy's to throw the

"spotlight onto the foibles and habits with which we have grown up in this

country" (Eveleigh in Evening Post 1 July 1991:5). Boikie's reaction is very

comic, while simultaneously informing us of one of the social patterns of apartheid

South Africa: the black man is usually in the subservient role, either as manual

labourer or domestic worker, and it is this position which Boikie immediately

reverts to when he is unexpectedly confronted by someone who he has been

When Boikie grabs a broom by which to improve his improvisation, the

ludicrousness of an image of solemnity one usually associates with an imposing

apartheid figure such as Verwoerd, contrasted with Boikie's clowning, doubles the

comic impact. The fact that Verwoerd's gaze should be avuncular, also enhances

the comedy, for it is ironic that the image of someone who propagated separate

development, should now be looking down at a young, black man as though he

were family.
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indoctrinated to believe holds a superior position because she is white. In this way

Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy for people such as Boikie who are the direct

victims of an unjust system.

Boikie tries to break the tension by quoting Piet Koornhof as saying "Let

them eat bread." (p.3). In this way Slabolepszy evokes laughter by poking fun at

one of the former, more liberal ministers of the Nationalist government, Dr Piet

Koornhof, who now lives with a coloured woman and their children. In addition,

this comic reference to one of South Africa's legendary and most controversial

figures of the apartheid government, immediately also makes the play topical.

Moira's superior stance as "Madam" is enhanced when she warns Boikie not "to

be funny" (p.3) with her. However, the contrast between Moira's defensive

attitude and Boikie's relaxed manner which is hardly perceived as menacing by the

To hide his embarrassment, Boikie refers to the eyes of Verwoerd that

seem to follow one wherever one goes. Moira's nervous clutching of her handbag

evokes laughter while immediately telling us more about her as well, for this is

indicative of the fear and trepidation with which a conservative white woman, the

predictable "prototype 'meisie' " (The Natal Mercury 19 September 1991:8) who

has not yet learnt to relate to a black person on equal terms, will react when she is

alone with a Black man for the first time. Although Slabolepszy's criticism of a

doctrine which is indirectly responsible for behaviour such as Moira's is implicit,

the exaggerated picture which Slabolepszy paints of the frightened Moira IS

simultaneously also very funny. In this example, Slabolepszy's satiric wit IS

incisive, and the image of this type of woman who would have been brain-washed

into believing that the stereotype picture she has been given of every black man

being a potential murderer, thief or rapist, has underlying tragic implications.

When Moira naturally reverts to her arrogant role as "Madam" who regards Boikie

as the "Boy", the tragic/comic implications of Slabolepszy's wit are enhanced.
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After the unlikely pair have introduced themselves, the ice seems to be

broken for they both admit that the other's name is ''very nice" (pp.5-6).

Slabolepszy provides light-hearted comic entertainment when Boikie continues

with his advertising slogans after Moira has sneezed, and one immediately

recognises the brand products he mentions, for example, "Grippon", "Salusa 45"

and "Granpa's Headache Powders" (p.6), which are familiar products in South

audience, is again able to evoke much laughter at a possible scenano with

identifiable characters in post-apartheid society, in which the uncertainty of Whites

who have not yet succeeded in ridding themselves of their preconceived notions

and prejudices of the past, is magnified. Simultaneously, the comedy is extended

through the above, for Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy for people such as

Boikie and Moira who are victims of indoctrination and exploitation, through our

laughter of recognition.

After jesting for a while, Boikie finally admits to Moira that he was only

joking about being a cleaner to hide his embarrassment. Boikie's rambling reveals

a positive attitude to life. It is also amusing when he blesses Moira when she

sneezes, so that the Devil will not 'jump" in, but here Slabolepszy also emphasises

Boikie's openness towards the white woman and that he doesn't bear any personal

grudges about South Africa's stormy political past. Another stereotypical attitude

towards Blacks is revealed when Boikie tells Moira about ''Lionel van der

Westhuizen" (who sounds like a typical, white, Afrikaans-speaking South African)

who never blessed Boikie when he sneezed because according to him, to bless a

black person was a waste of time, for "With black people, he said, the Devil he

was already inside." (p.5) Boikie's revelation is darkly comic, and Slabolepszy

evokes laughter by satirically exaggerating a stereotypical response usually

associated with a white racist. However, Slabolepszy's underlying criticism of

such an attitude is implicit.
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African homes. On the surface, Boikie's comparison between the ailments of black

and white people, and the way in which he conveys this information, are very

COmIC:

BOlKIE: (MOCKINGLY) "Hay Fever". When
white people get it. they call it Hay Fever. When
black people get it, they call just call it sick.

MOIRA: Your watch says twenty-five past four?

BOIKIE: Always. T.B. You know T.B.? Very
bad. The black people - they get T.B. The white
people - they get Hay Fever. T.B. and H.F. -
(POINTING ALTERNATELY AT HIMSELF
AND HER) T.B. - H.F. T.B - H.F. -
(SUDDENLY SMILING AND POINTING UP
AT THE PORTRAIT) H.F. Verwoerd! (p.7)

Moira's preoccupation with the time and her subsequent ignorance about what the

''F'' in HF stands for, has darker undertones, for Slabolepszy here also seems to be

alluding to the ignorance of many Whites in South Africa regarding their political

heritage; it could also be interpreted as Moira's way of hiding her discomfort or

unwillingness to hear how the black man has suffered under apartheid. However,

even though Boikie's remarks in the aforementioned example are not malicious, he

jokes about something which is actually very sad. Slabolepszy's underlying satiric

intention of criticising the superior living conditions and medical care of Whites

who are not as afflicted by this "poor man's disease" as are the Blacks, is clear. It

is also ironic that many of the black population who suffer from T.B. also die

because of it, and here the tragic implications of Boikie's apparently comic

observations are intensified. Through the above, Slabolepszy also succeeds in

evoking empathy for people who have directly and indirectly suffered because of

injustice under apartheid.

Boikie's explains that Verwoerd's names mean "A French Dutchman who

became Makulu Boss Prime Minister of South Africa. Sies!" (p.8) Boikie's
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indignation, the element of truth in his comic reference, plus his South African

jargon which consists of English, Afrikaans and Zulu are of course very funny.

However, Slabolepszy simultaneously also subtly criticises an unjust society where

a person who was not even a native of South Africa was in charge. In addition,

the extreme subservience in the words "Makulu Boss Prime Minister" also points a

finger at the boss/underling relationship of apartheid South Africa and evokes

empathy for people subjected to this.

Moira has booked the hall to escape into her own dream world of dancing,

but soon realises that Boikie has been tricked into coming to the hall for a course

in acting on the big screen and television, for there is nobody else there except her.

Boikie tells her that he was told by Mr Green and Mr van Deventer, who are

obviously two white South Africans who have bolted, after having conned Boikie

into drawing all of his R120 cash from his ''Perm Blue Book" (p.ll), for a course

that will set him on the ''road to fame, fortune and the 'braait laaities' " (The Natal

Mercury 19 September 1991:8). These two men flattered Boikie into believing

that the camera loved him very much and that he was more talented than the

American film star, Eddie Murphy and the local actor, Ken Gampu. (Here

Slabolepszy again employs topical references by which to amuse his audience, for

Ken Gampu is a well-known South African black actor, whose career was

established during apartheid and which flourished despite it). However, although

Boikie relates his story in an amusing manner, and Slabolepszy makes us laugh at

Boikie's gullibility, Slabolepszy is also being satiric about organised crime in South

Africa.

Moira refuses to dance for Boikie, but he is more than willing to perform

his advertisements in front of her and "BULLDOZED BY HIS KEEN SPIRIT,

SHE IS FORCED TO WITNESS HIS PREPARED 'PIECE'." (p.9) When Moira

shows no reaction to his performance, Boikie's rejoinder, "How was that? Kak?
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If you think it was kak, you can say so. I have a very big heart." (p. 10), evokes

much laughter (and all the more so because Boikie seems to be oblivious to the

fact that his choice of words might be offensive), but also reveals Boikie's

compassionate, humorous nature. Boikie's zest for life is enhanced by his

clowning and his demonstration of Ninja Kickboxing, during which he falls "dead"

on the floor. This results in Moira advancing on him, "RAPE-SPRAY" (p.12) in

hand, trying to revive him with the condescending words: "Hey. Wena! I'm

talking to you!" (p.13) Moira's reaction is very funny, but Slabolepszy once again

comically satirises the typical reaction of the white South African woman who has

been indoctrinated to believe that every black man is dangerous and a potential

rapist. The "language" which Slabolepszy's characters use, very effectively

conjures up two South Africans who are members of the lower classes, but who

belong to opposite cultural backgrounds. Although Naudé feels that Braalt

Laaities is all right, but not "braait" enough, he does acknowledge Slabolepszy's

extraordinary knowledge of the lower working classes in South Africa which is so

masterfully put to use in his portrayal of Boikie and Moira. Naudé adds that

Slabolepszy also shows insight into lost victims of apartheid (Naudé in Vrye

Weekblad 12 December 1991:27), such as Boikie and Moira.

When Boikie leaves the hall in search of his missing agents, Moira pokes in

Boikie's plastic Checkers bag for cigarettes. (The plastic bag tells us something

about Boikie, for less affluent Blacks usually convey their belongings in plastic

shopping bags). The way in which Moira handles his Checkers plastic bag by

hooking it onto the broom's handle and then letting it slide towards her as though

it were the dirtiest thing in the world, does evoke laughter, but again reveals her

prejudice towards Blacks, as well as that of many like her. When Boikie returns,

Moira warns him not to leave his things lying around, for people could get ideas;

here Slabolepszy seems to be making fun of the violent circumstances in South

Africa, where every suspicious looking plastic bag might contain a hidden threat in

the form ofa bomb.
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When Moira asks for a cigarette and Boikie offers her one, she

"SURREPTITIOUSLY WIPES THE FILTER TIP ON HER DRESS" (p.14).

Meira's reaction is comic, especially the way in which she tries to hide it.

However, Slabolepszy's criticism is implicit, for this is the type of gesture one

would expect of prejudiced, conservative Whites in the same circumstances who

are afraid they might pick up some or other supposed germ that Blacks have,

which is indicative of the feelings of superiority many Whites harbour towards

Blacks. Slabolepszy also makes fun of the way in which stolen or broken goods

are sold in the streets by Blacks and how many people are tricked into buying these

cheaper goods which they consider the genuine article, when Boikie tells Moira of

his broken watch which he wears for the shine and which he obtained in similar

circumstances. Here Slabolepszy indirectly also criticises such practices which

flourish in South Africa and which could be regarded as a direct outflow of

apartheid's unfair distribution of wealth. However, Boikie's humorous words in

the following also teach the audience a valuable lesson:

When I come to Jo'burg first-time, I am learning
two very important things. Number One - All
that Glitters is Not Gold. And Number Two - lf
You Stay long-time in eGoli you get quick-quick
very Old. (p.IS)

In the above example, Slabolepszy demonstrates how finely-tuned his ear is to the

expressive language that many Blacks use in order to communicate. Slabolepszy

utilises language as a very effective tool to evoke laughter, but our laughter is

more indulgent than cruel, for the audience are sure to recognise a manner of

speech common to many South Africans and which largely exemplifies South

Africa' multi cultural nature. For example: "eGoli" is an African reference to

Johannesburg, commonly known as "the city of gold"; and Slabolepszy

demonstrates the influence of the double emphasis ("long-time" and "quick-

quick") which is common to many black languages in South Africa. One has to
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agree with Eveleigh that Slabolepszy's dialogue is as always "raait on" (Eveleigh in

Evening Post 1 July 1991:5). Slabolepszy also pokes fun at the perception of the

BMW car as epitomising everything that is "smart", when Boikie jokingly refers to

his broken watch as his "BMW", in order to make Moira laugh.

Slabolepszy demonstrates through humour that both Boikie and Moira are

able to empathise with each other and their respective circumstances. In this way

Slabolepszy seems to imply that the same is possible for the audience. For

example, Moira seems to be the more pragmatic of the two and not as gullible as

Boikie, whose country background has not prepared him adequately for the

rigours of city life. Moira is quick to point out that the acting course is a seam and

jokingly tells Boikie that he has been tricked into buying another "BMW" by the

two white gangsters. She teaches Boikie not to be too idealistic, gullible and

Boikie's indomitable spirit of survival forms a contrast with Meira's

sadness. His sensitivity towards people is revealed for he immediately senses that

Moira is not a very happy person and addresses her in his recognisable black South

African patois: "I wish you would laugh sometime. You don't laugh very much,

siesie" (p.15), "siesie" of course being the African word for "sister". The fact that

Boikie should refer to Moira as "sister" also shows that he regards her as one of

his kind, that he accepts her and is able to feel empathy for her and her

circumstances. It also heightens the audience's awareness of man's universal need

of love, understanding and acceptance. It is really extraordinary how Slabolepszy

is able to say so much with so little and how, once the artificial barriers separating

people are broken down, people are really able to communicate. Willoughby

endorses the compactness of Slabolepszy approach, which has proven so effective,

when he remarks that Slabolepszy has attempted less than "Some Big Statements"

in Braait Laaities, but has achieved "a great deal more" (Willoughby in Financial

Mail9 August 1991:54).
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trustworthy, for people's motives are not always honourable, when she warns him:

"There are sharks out there, jong. White men can also be skelms. White men are

sometimes the biggest skelms around." (p.16) Moira's humorous words, a mixture

of typical English and Afrikaans ("sharks", 'jong" and "skelms"), are used as a

tool to evoke laughter. However, what Moira says is not able to cloak

Slabolepszy's underlying accusation against people who take advantage of others,

and Slabolepszy is therefore also able to evoke empathy for people who have

similarly experienced exploitation.

But Boikie also teaches Moira the valuable lesson of positive thinking, for

it seems as if some of his inner joy spills over onto her when she begins to be more

at ease with Boikie. She tells him about their lounge suite which they bought from

Joshua Doore after a hint from a lady across the street who said "she had this

Uncle in the furniture business" (p.l7). The latter is an amusing reference to the

familiar slogan in the Joshua Doore Furniture Store advertisement. This

immediately causes Boikie to indulge in imitating his favourite furniture

advertisements, which is very amusing and entertaining. The contrast between this

light-hearted comic approach and Boikie and Moira's personal heartache, which

lies just below the surface, enhances comedy's tragic alter ego.

When Moira gets ready to leave, Boikie is worried that she is leaving

because of him and that she is cross with him for preventing her from using the

hall. When he tells her that he thinks she is at the hall because she is a dancer and

starts imitating the provocative movements of a dancer, Moira's defences are up

and she accuses Boikie of calling her a "slet" or a ''bladdy hoer" (p.19) by doing

this. Moira's anger and hurt again surface when she tells Boikie rather

condescendingly that he must "Eff-Off" back to Thembisa where he came from and

that the hall is "not meant for bladdy zots, anyway" (p.19) - "zots" is the slang

word for Blacks, but is always used in a derogatory sense and evokes laughter at
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the expense of others. She also asks Boikie who gave him the right to call her by

her first name and who gave him "permission to get all smart and fancy" (p.19)

with her. Through this type of stock response of Moira's, Slabolepszy evokes

laughter, while simultaneously making us aware of the warped relationships

between Blacks and Whites which resulted from apartheid.

When Boikie tries to restrain her from leaving, "SHE HITS OUT AT

HIM" (p.19), but Boikie realises that there is something wrong and does not react

with aggression, but with empathy: ''What is the matter, siesie? What is wrong?"

(p.19) It is then that Moira starts confiding in Boikie and telling him about her

father, who does not allow her to listen to rock music because it comes from the

devil, and that her father isn't her father anymore since they came to Springs. But

Boikie does not want Moira to leave and in the ensuing shuffle, she drops her

records. When Boikie picks up a record by "Police", they discover that they share

the same taste in music. In an attempt to ''PATCH THINGS UP" (p.20) between

them, Boikie tells a very amusing story of how he had mistaken the band "Police"

for the real police at first, and in the stereotyped jargon often associated with

Blacks, Slabolepszy continues to amuse and entertain his audience. Slabolepszy

here also comically satirises the effect the police, as the direct instruments of the

apartheid government, had on many Blacks in the "old" South Africa:

When I am hearing the Police for the first time,
I am thinking - Police? Aikona! Hai sugga!
But then I am finding out that the Police arc not
actually the actual Police and I am listening to
them very much happier. (p.20)

As the conversation between Boikie and Moira starts becoming more

serious, mutual trust is established between them. In the course of their

conversation we learn that Moira is a victim of her father's fanatic obsession with

Christianity. When Moira betrays her Calvinistic, strict, ultra-right, almost AWB-
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upbringing, by which she has been taught that the Bible says that black people

"can't even be Saved" (p.22), Slabolepszy's satire is scathing. When Boikie softly

informs her that she cannot really believe this, otherwise she would not be sitting

there with him, Slabolepszy by implication also subtly seems to be criticising how

some people even manipulate what stands in the Bible in order to suit their own

dark purposes, and reveals how restricting such reasoning about the Bible is.

Similarly Mda's satiric attack on the Dutch Reformed Church's distorted doctrine

which saw history as the manifestation of divine will, is darkly humorous and even

more scathing in The Road, when Koekemoer tells the Labourer: "It's our

Birthright. Every tree in this land that God has so kindly created for us." (Mda

1990: 125) The more Moira speaks, the more we learn about her obsessive father

who does not allow her to even speak to Blacks and who would "kill" (p.22) her if

he knew she did; and who hit her mother for allowing the black maid from the

next-door neighbours to borrow something from them. Moira's father even

regards Blacks as animals, but Boikie takes this in his stride and the way in which

he jokes about it, is amusing: "I think you must go home, Moira. Just now you

start thinking you going mad because you talking to the animals." (p.22) Although

Slabolepszy exaggerates the situation in order to evoke laughter, he here

simultaneously also criticises typical racist attitudes.

The two apparently alienated people really start communicating now and

Boikie soon guesses correctly that Moira comes to the hall to get away from the

tyranny of her father, to listen to her rock music and to "lose" herself in her

dancing.

When Boikie refers to the poverty of the black people by again quoting

Koornhofs "Let them eat bread" (p.24), Slabolepszy addresses a serious plight

among many South African Blacks, but he does so in a light-hearted, amusing

manner, and does not preach. By contrast, Uys's satiric exaggeration of Koornhof
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through mimicking his voice and mannerisms, and by wearing a latex mask with

protruding ears and a nose, is not as light-hearted. In Uys's ''Koornhof offers

Kyk" monologue, he ridicules Koornhofs justifications in a 1981 television

interview of the conditions in the Crossroads squatter camp: "If they don't have

bread, give them Kyk!" (McMurtry 1993:34). This type of punning is much more

scathing than Slabolepszy's light-hearted humour, because of Uys's distorted

allusion to the remark, "Let them eat cake", attributed to Marie Antoinette, which

conjures up visions of violent revolution, and Kyk, a banal romantic photo

magazine as a means of shelter (poor Blacks often use newspapers and magazines

to repair and build their shelters in squatter camps). Slabolepszy repeats his light-

hearted approach when Boikie informs the audience of how Blacks go and seek

their fortune in Johannesburg, the "city of gold":

Kyk when we arc sitting by my home in
Pietersburg - the men are coming with all the
stories from Jo'burg. In Jo'burg, they say, there
is always the jobs - always the money. In
Jo'burg, everybody is saying all the time - Take
the Money and Run, Take the Money and Run!
When you are coming to take the money, you
are finding out - yes, there is plenty running, but
fokol money. (p.24)

A very charming and tender moment in Braait Laaities is when Moira tells

Boikie the story of her eighty-five-year-old crippled ballet teacher. Moira relates

the wonderful sensation she experienced when she saw the transformation of her

teacher when she saw her small pupils, and when the music started, she would lose

her stick, her face would light up and she would start "floating" as though she

were somewhere else. Boikie interprets this as the "light inside" (p.25) of her, like

that of the candle which even though the candle "is burning down" (p.25), stays

the same until the end, sustaining her. Consequently, both Boikie and Moira start

"floating" in the hall, arms in the air, which adds a poignancy to Slabolepszy's

depiction of a fleeting moment in which two lonely souls comfort each other, and
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are able to share togetherness and understanding of each other, whilst their inner

flame sustains them. Daniel sums up their togetherness as the layers of

conditioned defences that have been peeled away, "where desperation and

loneliness sound responsive chords" when Boikie and Moira discover that "skin

colour is a flimsy reason for separating people" (Daniel in Weekly Mail 2 August

1991:29). Fugard, of course took, this theme of racial relationships much further in

Statements after an Arrest under the Immorality Act (1974), and is much harsher

in his denunciation of apartheid prejudice when Frieda, a white Afrikaner, falls in

love with Errol, a Coloured school teacher.

One could also interpret the image of two people moving In floating

movements on stage, as Slabolepszy's way of communicating the essential pathos

inherent in his two central characters. In Braait Laaities both Boikie and Moira

reveal that they have a sense of humour about themselves and their circumstances,

and Slabolepszy by implication seems to be saying that we should also be able to

laugh at ourselves and our circumstances, however tragic. In this way comedy's

function of purging oneself through laughter is demonstrated. Slabolepszy also

shows how closely related the comic and tragic are in Braait Laaities, for both his

characters have experience of tragedy in their lives, despite the humorous way they

at times seem to deal with that tragedy. Through the two characters "floating" on

stage, oblivious to the world and each other, Slabolepszy to a large degree

reinforces their apartheid heritage, but also helps the audience to laugh at the

ridiculousness of it all. Hereby Slabolepszy demonstrates how people often

anaesthetise their underlying pain, whether as a result of political or personal

reasons, or not.

Both Boikie and Moira indulge a secret passion which is ironic, for Boikie

optimistically looks forward to a bright future to solve his problems, whereas she

wants to escape her depressing family circumstances in order to solve hers.
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However, both Moira and Boikie are victims, despite what appears to be Boikie s

exuberant zest for life, for he too, like Moira, has heartache in his life. Moira

reveals to Boikie that she is unable to go back home, even if she wants to. When

sbe asks Boikie: ''Don't you wish that you could - go back?", it is a cry from the

heart because for Moira, a victim of incest, there can be no turning back. There is

pathos and irony in the image of a home and family which are supposed to provide

safety, but which cannot, for in one's own home one is the prey, with the real

danger lurking in the waiting arms of a father one never really had. Meira's escape

from the real, cruel world is to come to the HF Verwoerd Hall and to lose herself

in her dancing, to "float" away to a place free from sorrow.

Although Boikie's story on the outside does not seem as traumatic as

Moira's, he too wrestles with problems. Boikie is also unable to return home

because he has to support his mother and because his brother, Siphiwe, has

disappeared. Although the contents of Boikie's woeful tale are actually very

tragic, his rendition is so fused with humour, that his story comes across as

amusing, rather than sad:

We are in Pietersburg and there is the message.
Come quickly - Siphiwe has had the accident
with the taxi. (PAUSE)

When I am getting to Jo'burg. the story is
different. There is no taxi. There is no
accident. But there is also no Siphiwe.
(PAUSE)

I went to look for him by all those places where
they are keeping the bodies. Every time I look,
my brother is not among them. At the one
place. they say to me - ag, take him - take that
one. Take that one for the funeral, no-one will
know. I say to them - how can I take him if he
is not my brother? (pp.26-27)
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Boikie's story is a particularly funny example of what one could call "black"

humour, for one laughs at Boikie's tale about his brother's tragic disappearance.

Although Boikie's simplistic way of telling the story and his honesty contrasted

with the undertaker's lack of compassion and honesty, are able to make one laugh,

there is simultaneously also a poignancy and underlying pathos in this example. In

addition, the implication of what Boikie is saying is quite devastating; Slabolepszy

seems to be alluding to the high crime rate in South Africa at the time, where

human life did not mean much and where many people, especially Blacks, were

even offered another body as a sort of consolation prize if the real body was lost or

could not be found. It also points a finger at the high incidence of corruption and

crime in what was supposed to be the beginnings of the "new" South Africa.

There is added pathos in Boikie's predicament if one takes into consideration that

Siphiwe's absence makes Boikie's contribution of money he sends home every

month even more important. It is ironic that Boikie is now unable to do so

because he has been tricked out of his money by the two white men and has also

given up his job in search of fame and riches, by means of which he has hoped he

would be able to support his mother at home. In this way, Slabolepszy reveals the

many facets of his humour and, in addition, is able to extend his comedy by

evoking empathy for Boikie.

By the end of the play, Slabolepszy also reveals how deceptive it is to rely

on dreams. He invests his characters with both humour and pathos, and by making

us laugh at and with his characters, he is able to evoke a great deal of empathy for

them. For example, even while we are laughing, there is also an underlying pathos

in both the image of Moira having to return to her mundane existence as a

switchboard operator and Boikie's aspirations for the ''Bright Lights" of the

entertainment business which have been in vain.
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The subtle, humorous dialogue in Braait Laaities by which Slabolepszy' s

characters communicate, is extremely effective in bringing this ill-assorted pair to

life, as the following examples demonstrate. Moira jokingly points out that there

are plenty of''bright lights" flashing on the switchboard as well, but for Boikie they

are not the proper lights. Moira's reluctance to say the ''F-word'' is also very

funny when she is explaining to Boikie that the only way you can get rid of a rude

person on the switchboard is when he uses that word. However, her reluctance is

quite ironic if one considers her conservative upbringing and the fact that she is

molested by an even more "conservative" father who is so respected by the

community. When Boikie naïvely misinterprets the ''F-word'' to mean "freedom",

it is also very amusing, while at the same also indicating the South African black

man's preoccupation with freedom, which he was so long denied because of an

unfair system of government. Boikie's confession that he was involved in some

shady computer business deals is likewise very comic. For example, he tells Moira

that he realised he had to leave the business if he was to follow his dream and

become a star, otherwise the only time that he would appear on TV would be on

"Police File" (a well-known South African programme helping to track down

criminals) .

When Boikie remarks how dull Moira's job as a switchboard operator must

be, she betrays her inner yearning, sadness, loneliness, hurt, and compassion for

people who are suffering like her, when she tells how compensating her job

sometimes is when people phone her just to talk and how she can hear in their

voices that they have the same problems as her. She also cautions Boikie

about being less gullible and tells him that she will never be caught out and tricked

like Boikie was; she also reveals her long hidden secret of incest to Boikie.

In this way Slabolepszy emphasises how two people are able to share

empathetic understanding of each other, by comforting each other, by

communicating with mutual respect and by unconditional acceptance of the other

just as he is, notwithstanding cultural, racial or other differences:
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You got to look for other things when people
want something from you. You can't just give it
to them. You got to find out what' s going on
behind their smiles when they tell you how good
you are. How good you look. 'Specially how
good you look. Because when you give them
something that's yours and only you and they
know about it they can trap you. They can keep
taking it from you all the time and even when
you try to tell somebody about it, it doesn't help
because it's your father and it's been going on
for so long and he's so nice to you, nobody ever
believes you. You're the hoer! You're the slet!
You're the one that can't be trusted -! (pp.31-
32)

In an attempt to comfort Moira, Boikie proudly offers Moira one of his

home-made candles and tells her when she lights it at home she must remember

there is no other candle like it, it is "Boikie's Candle" (p.33). Through Boikie's

poignant gesture which encompasses both humour and pathos, Slabolepszy subtly

seems to be suggesting that there is hope for people such as Boikie and Moira,

who are both victims of their political and personal circumstances. In this way

Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy for victims such as Moira and Boikie. When

he wants to leave, she cautions him with Mohammed A1i's slogan, to "Float like a

butterfly. Sting like a bee." (p.33) On the one hand Moira's choice of words by

which to encourage Boikie is good, simple advice; on the other hand her words

are both encouraging and amusing, for Moira compares Boikie's circumstances to

those of one of the most illustrious boxers of the twentieth century, and within this

exaggerated context, they are able to evoke laughter. Slabolepszy also reveals that

Moira too is a survivor, although perhaps less resilient than Boikie. In

Slabolepszy's humorous depiction of Moira and Boikie as survivors, even though

they are victims, which is clear from the above example, Slabolepszy again evokes

empathy for people in similar circumstances to those ofBoikie and Moira.

The play poignantly comes to its close with Moira quietly watching the

flame of the burning candle while Boikie "floats", the theatre lights slowly fading
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to blackout with Moira's ''Barberton'' music playing in the background. The

contrast of the darkness (symbolic of the darkness of our lives) and the burning

candle (symbolic of the sustaining light shining through in our lives) is extremely

effective and enhances the dramatic impact of the play. In addition, the play's

closing is subtle, sensitive and penetrating, illustrating how Slabolepszy through his

humorous depiction of Boikie and Moira, is able to enhance the pathos at the

play's closing. By fusing humour, which makes us laugh, and pathos, which

excites either pity or sadness, Slabolepszy succeeds in evoking empathy for victims

such as Boikie and Moira. In other words, Slabolepszy provides a way of dealing

with this pathos which evokes our compassion, through our laughter of

recognition.

Slabolepszy implements a special type of humour in Braait Laaities, for

example, in the way in which his two creations are able to joke and laugh about

their own circumstances, despite the tragic undertones in their lives. Slabolepszy

seems to be suggesting that we, too, should laugh at ourselves in order to help us

make our own hardship and sorrow more tolerable, which emphasizes comedy's

function of helping us to cope with the "tragedy of modem life" (Bentley

1967:25). Through his characters' resilience and positive, humorous attitude

towards life, Slabolepszy reinforces our feelings of empathy with them and their

circumstances, for he depicts the lives of people whom we will be able to relate to

and understand.

In Braalt Laaities, Slabolepszy succeeds very effectively in touching on a

universal theme by portraying how the inner "braait laaities" are able to shine for

all of us, even if only during a brief, compassionate encounter, no matter what our

circumstances, with someone who really cares and shares our suffering. As Du

Toit points out, Braait Laaities manages to show 'just how easily barriers

between people of different races can be broken down on a personal level when
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they recognise their common humanity" (Du Toit in Eastern Province Herald 2

July 1991:9). It is as though Slabolepszy is saying that there is hope for all of us

who have a dream, but that we must always allow our inner light to shine, despite

the darkness. The title, Braait Laaities, also seems to be alluding to Moira and

Boikie, the two ''braait laaities" in the play, ''braait laaities" being the humorous

South African slang for ''bright lads". Braait Laaities is certainly a highlight that

seems to suggest that there is hope for the future, despite chaos and anarchy.

However, the optimism in Slabolepszy's poignant ending, is simultaneously also

misleading and a subtle indication of comedy's tragic alter ego, by which

Slabolepszy emphasises our desperate need to live a life of "happily ever after",

but which, in essence, is as insubstantial and deceptive as Moira and Boikie' s

dreams are.

* Mooi Street Moves was first perfomled at the Grahamstown Festival Fringe in June 1992, but

the final full-length version of the play was performed in January 1993 (Slabolepszy 1994:249).

6.2 Mooi Street Moves (1992)* - In his foreword, Slabolepszy makes it

clear that Mooi Street Moves takes place in the year 1993. This date is significant

within the South African context when one takes into account the tremendous

political turmoil that was taking place in the "new" South Africa at the time. Greig

accurately describes Mooi Street Moves as a "comedy of uncertainty" (Greig in

Business Day 5 February 1993:10). One is able to agree with Greig's point of

view, because in the play Stix teaches Henry how to survive in a country in which

old rules and values are being replaced by new ones and during a time that political

leadership is in the process of change. Slabolepszy reflects possible scenarios in

the "new" South Africa to evoke both laughter and empathy for his two diverse

characters and their attempts at survival in their "new" social and political

environment. The mood of uncertainty inMooi Street Moves sums up the general

atmosphere in South Africa in 1993. After Nelson Mandela's release in
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1990, many political changes were taking place in order to pave the way for the

emergence of a freer, more democratic society, with equal opportunities for all and

a more just system of government.

Slabolepszy uses the changing political climate to his advantage in Mooi

Street Moves. Greig points out that inMooi Street Moves Slabolepszy's "political

consciousness has become more sophisticated" and that this play is "shot through

with acerbic satire on the go-getting amorality of a country in a political

interregnum" (Greig in Slabolepszy 1994:xiv). One shares Greig's perception,

because in Mooi Street Moves Slabolepszy succeeds in capturing the atmosphere

of uncertainty, violence, and amorality often encountered when political leadership

is in the process of change, but he does so with compassion and razor -sharp wit.

By comparison, a play such as Saturday Night at the Palace, set in South Africa's

turbulent eighties, is much more "angry" than Mooi Street Moves and does not end

on the positive note that Mooi Street Moves does. After the London production

of the play, Hutera in What's On, (Theatre Record), also notes that Slabolepszy

elucidates "the enormous complications of his country's recent democratisation"

(Herbert 1994:1074). However, Slabolepszy is not an academic who

philosophises about probabilities and estimates, or who makes predictions.

Strydom explains how Fugard stresses the injustice of the apartheid system

in Boesman and Lena (1969), but leaves the audience with a glimmer of hope

(Strydom 1996: 14), as Slabolepszy does in Mooi Street Moves. She goes on to

explain that in Master Harold and the Boys (1982), Fugard's ''theme of

atonement is very clear", and that in My Children! My Africa! (1990), he

suggests the "possibility of reconciliation", but moving with the times in Playland

(1992), the main theme is ''forgiveness and reconciliation" (Strydom 1996:14-15).

In Mooi Street Moves Slabolepszy also reflects a certain part of suburban South

African society in transition at a specific time in South African history, with the
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emphasis on ''forgiveness and reconciliation". Like Fugard, Slabolepszy writes

from a human, emotional viewpoint, but Slabolepszy does so with sensitive wit and

humour, an approach which in turn adds to that realistic, slice-of-life touch that he

has become known for in his works and by which he is able to evoke empathy for

his characters. By contrast, Fugard's images in Play/and, as Strydom points out,

"are perhaps not exactly what is happening all over at the moment, but rather a

suggestion of what could, or should be taking place in our society" (Strydom

1996:50). Mooi Street Moves is not an overtly political play and does not provide

answers to South Africa's political situation. Nevertheless one is able to agree that

Mooi Street Moves (by virtue of South Africa's unique political set-up), "is

political because all South Africans are political" (The New Nation 18 February

1993 :14). Greig is also quick to point out the familiarity of Slabolepszy' s

landscape and comrnends Slabolepszy for "creating characters who seem typically

South African" (Greig in Business Day 5 February 1993: 10). The fact that they

are typical, albeit exaggerated representatives of recognisable South Africans, is

able to make us both laugh and empathise with them and their problems of

adapting to the "new" South Africa. It is also interesting to note that a visiting

United Nations observer told Slabolepszy that after he had seen Mooi Street

Moves, he understood more about South Africa's problems from his evening in the

theatre than at any other time during his six months in South Africa (MacLiam in

The Star 2 June 1993:3) - one has to agree that this is praise indeed and reveals

Slabolepszy's tremendous success at depicting a realistic setting with believable

characters.

But Slabolepszy has grown, for there is a marked development in Mooi

Street Moves. In the play he empathetically portrays the precarious balance

between BlacklWhite relationships, the adjustments they have to make in a rapidly

changing South Africa where two alien, hostile worlds come together, and the

inevitability of a situation from which there is no turning back. Vinassa emphasises

the empathetic understanding with which Slabolepszy draws his characters and
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points out this subtle, emotional level on which his work functions (Vinassa in

Vrye Weekblad 5 February 1993:25). Slabolepszy demonstrates yet another

dimension of his satire by inverting the customary, stereotypical Black/White

relationships encountered in white South Africa, for in Mooi Street Moves the

Black is depicted as a streetwise "dude" who initiates a white, country bumpkin

into the violent world of the new Soweto Hillbrow, teaching the white man the

tricks of survival in an alien milieu, and not vice-versa. Mooi Street Moves is

definitely also not restricted to a select white audience only, for we all are able to

learn from it and as Sebogedi, who played Stix in the play mentions, black

audiences are sure to recognise the setting: "". the majority of our people can

identify with the life depicted." (Memela in City Press 14 February 1993: Il)

The various awards Mooi Street Moves received locally and overseas, and

the many overseas seasons it enjoyed, demonstrate its tremendous success. Mooi

Street Moves also enjoyed a successful tour in Botswana in 1993 (Pople in Die

Burger 21 May 1993:3) which in addition emphasizes its appeal to a diversity of

cultures.

Although Mooi Street Moves has been described as an essentially bleak

play, Slabolepszy invests it with enough of what Baleta calls his "flick-knife wit

and sharp-shooting dialogue" (Baleta in The Argus 26 March 1993:4) to prevent it

from toppling over into outright tragedy. In modem terms, Mooi Street Moves

could be described as a tragi-comedy and this is enhanced by elements such as lack

of communication, alienation, Stix's fooling around and illustrative techniques on

survival and the game of soccer. Slabolepszy alternates a pervasive menace in

Mooi Street Moves with humour, but the audience is constantly aware of an

underlying violence threatening to erupt at any moment which one senses will

inevitably lead to tragedy. MacLiam supports such an interpretation when he says

that "while one is constantly aware that further tragedy is imminent - perhaps
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because of this - the innate comedy of the situation keeps the audience in a state of

almost constant laughter" (MacLiam in The Star 4 February 1993).

Slabolepszy depicts extreme squalor in Mooi Street Moves and there are

umpteen, unused objects scattered in the small Hillbrowapartment that Stix and

Henry share. This squalor also seems to be a manifestation of the corruption

during the transitional period from the "old" to the "new" South Africa. The

objects lying around could also be interpreted as symbolic of the redundancies of

the "old" order. Both Stix and Henry reach out for unattainable dreams. Stix

aspires for a better life than that which he was born into and which, ironically, will

not materialise, since he places all his hopes in life threatening schemes of which a

fatal outcome is inevitable. Henry again hopes to find his fast-living brother,

Steve, who has taught Stix to survive, but who, ironically, has succumbed after an

overdose of drugs. Henry's dream of obtaining a drill for supplying water also

proves insubstantial. Stix and Henry's reliance on these insubstantial dreams to a

large degree characterizes their immaturity and supports Greig's interpretation of

Stix and Henry as "delayed adolescents" (Greig in Slabolepszy 1994:xiii); through

this Slabolepszy also seems to be confronting his audience with how false dreams

can be and what Greig refers to as the "limitations of dreams" (Greig in

Slabolepszy 1994:xiii).

Playwrights are often described as writing really only one play and adapting

all other plays to fit in with the original. Although Slabolepszy has proved

extremely versatile, this comment about playwrights is also to a degree applicable

to him, if one takes into account his partiality for the male Witbank, miner

types in his plays and the re-emergence of his aggressive male types such as Vince

(Saturday Night at the Palace), Pa and JJ (Smallholding); his meek, henpecked

types such as Forsie (Saturday Night at the Palace), Henry (Mooi Street Moves),

Eddie (Pale Natives) and even Richard in Under the Oaks; the somewhat
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chauvinistic Corky (Under the Oaks) who once again makes his bow ten years

later in the popular Tickle to Fine Leg; and finally, the streetwise Stix Letsebe,

the "city slick black dude ... as dangerous as a sharpened bicycle spoke when the

chips are down" (p.249) of Mooi Street Moves, who first makes a brief appearance

in Sidewalking, R.S.A and who re-emerges as the still streetwise, but more

humorous survivor in Once a Pirate. However, Slabolepszy's depiction of Stix

Letsebe in Mooi Street Moves is indicative of his growth as person and

development as playwright, for Stix is portrayed as a fully-fledged individual and

Slabolepszy has clearly done his homework regarding Blacks' cultural heritage

within the South Afiican situation, their vernacular, and the potentially violent

situations that they are confronted with almost daily. In Mooi Street Moves

Slabolepszy is a far cry from the racist schoolboy of his Witbank days and his

portrayal of the delicate issues that are at stake in the vulnerable relationship

unfolding between two individuals from vastly different cultural backgrounds,

reveals extreme sensitivity and empathetic understanding.

Slabolepszy divides his one-acter, Mooi Street Moves, into three scenes.

His décor in the play is strikingly appropriate and functional, succeeding effectively

in depicting the cluttered squalor one would associate with a Hillbrow flat in the

early nineties, which lacks both effective supervision and adequate control. It has

been left to go to seed, and if one is to survive here, violence is the norm, rather

than the exception. Slabolepszy's effective choice of music also adds to the

play's authenticity, for example, the music of Johnny Clegg (who has been called

South Africa's own, white Zulu) ''from the Johnny Clegg/Savuka album 'Cruel,

Crazy, Beautiful World'" (p.266) indicates the scene change between the first and

second scenes; and Johnny Clegg's 'Jericho' serves as a bridge between scenes 2

and 3. Scene I opens onto a "large, sparse room. An old mattress lies on the

floor. Around the room are pristine cardboard boxes, all shapes and sizes

Milk crates serve as chairs, there are pictures of Orlando Pirates on the walls. If
the place resembles a squatter shack, so much the better." (p.2S0) Slabolepszy's
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stage directions are extremely effective in conjuring up the surroundings one

would associate with this "highrise ghetto" (Memela in City Press 14 February

1993:21) and the many squatter shacks springing up countrywide especially just

before and after the general election in South Africa in 1994. The black man's

affinity with soccer and especially his hero-worship of the soccer club, Orlando

Pirates, immediately become clear and are typified by the posters that Stix hangs

on the walls of his Hillbrow flat - these posters also succeed in giving us a glimpse

into the character of the owner of the flat.

The mealie "pap" in the pot on the flame of the portable cooker is also

typical of Blacks and becomes one of the central images on stage - Henry's refusal

of a steaming tin plate of porridge from the black man gains symbolic significance,

revealing the white man's reticence at associating with the black man's customs

and his refusal to accept Stix's attempts at hospitality and reconciliation. Henry's

stubborn resistance to Stix's offers of friendship has a satiric edge, which

becomes more blatant when Stix later makes fun of Henry's reticence. Through

this Slabolepszy seems to be criticising the white man's belief of exclusivity, even

regarding his God and his religion:

Hey-vohl You don't drink. Wena, you must say
your prayers. He is coming to get you - that Big
Makulu Boss in the Sky. The one with the
white beard the white shirt ... sitting on the
white cloud all the white liUle angels ...
[Afterthought] White maid ... [Offers again]
Thata. (p.261)

However, at another level again, Stix's use of typical Zulu words in order to

express himself better, is very comic in the above, and prevents Slabolepszy's

criticism from becorning too bitter. The fact that Stix repeats his offer of

hospitality in the above passage is indicative of Stix's compassionate nature, but

also seems to allude to the reconciliation process between Blacks and Whites in
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South Africa as such, which cannot afford the luxury ofbittemess or giving up, but

which has to be an ongoing process in order to succeed. Slabolepszy reveals

insight into a delicate procedure taking place in the "new" South Africa and

through this kind of humour with its many subtle implications and allusions,

Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy for all South Africans who have trouble

trying to reconcile their differences in a changing political and social landscape.

Slabolepszy makes effective use of light and darkness to enhance both the

eeriness of the setting and to hint at an underlying menace. Slabolepszy also uses

the familiar electricity issue in South Africa to evoke laughter and to inform us

about the problems that especially black South Africans have to struggle with

daily. A culture of non-payment of electricity bills and the indiscriminate cutting

off of the electricity supply, have been some of the direct consequences of these

electricity problems. Right at the outset of the play, Slabolepszy makes us aware

of the electricity problem, but simultaneously uses this to set the eery mood of the

play and to evoke laughter:

The central light bulb flickers. They both look
at the light. The white man is startled by the
black man's angry Cl}'.

STIX: [shouting to the heavens]: Ningazi
ngama simba .. ! Si badala irent lana ... ! [Don't
come with shit ... ! We paying rent here ... !]
(p.25l)

Stix's use of the language of the black man in order to voice his dissatisfaction,

further adds to the authenticity of Mooi Street Moves, making it not only

accessible to Whites in South Africa and elsewhere, but especially also to their

black counterparts.
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Slabolepszy immediately makes the audience aware of the almost

insurmountable cultural gap and irreconcilable differences between the black and

the white man, but he does so through humour. For example, one suspects that

Henry refuses the ''tin plate of steaming pap" (p.2S0) that Stix offers him because

Stix stirs his "pap" with a metal coat hanger and not with a spoon, that he eats his

porridge from the pot and not from a plate, and eats with his fingers without using

a spoon. The fact that Stix also by choice sleeps on a mattress on the floor and not

on a bed, even though the money from all his devious schemes is surely enough to

afford a bed, again emphasises the different worlds that the black and the white

man belong to. Henry also later observes that, even though Stix could watch

soccer in his flat on some of the best TY's in town, he prefers to do so in a stuffy

shebeen - this reinforces our impression of the vastly different value systems that

Stix and Henry have. By highlighting these cultural differences between Stix and

Henry, Slabolepszy is sure to evoke laughter.

The cultural differences between the black and the white man are also

comically alluded to by Slabolepszy when Stix later observes that Henry is "always

in a big hurry" (p.283) and Henry retaliates by saying that "Time means nothing to

you okes" (p.283) because he has already been waiting for three weeks for Stix to

find his brother, Steve. This is of course one of the major differences between

westernized Whites and the more traditional black African who is not as governed

by the clock as his Western counterpart is, thus the mocking "Africa time"

references to the non-observance of punctuality with regard to many black South

Africans. Mealie meal porridge or "pap" is also almost synonymous with the black

South African who by culture and often because of poverty, includes this high

carbohydrate food in his diet or even as his staple food. Black South Africans are

also well-known for their hospitality, therefore one is able to share Stix's

consternation at Henry's refusal of the porridge he offers with so much goodwill:

"STIX [to himself, in the vernacular]: Stupid mugu. I make him pap and he

doesn't want to eat it. How can a person not eat pap? Stupid mugu." (p.2S1)
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The word "rnugu" which is bound to evoke laughter, is of course a typically South

African reference to a simpleton or unenlightened, no-good person. However,

when Stix starts talking about Henry in a language Henry can't understand,

Slabolepszy is able to evoke laughter from the audience who will instantly

recognise the habit of speaking in a language you know the other person will not

understand when you are cross, so that you will be able to insult him without his

understanding. Thus Slabolepszy sets the scene for what is to come, effectively

creating a typically South African image of what takes place in many squatter

shacks or dilapidated Hillbrow tower blocks, hereby informing his audience about

what has been happening since, as Stix humorously puts it: "Mandela is free, my

bra. Soweto has come to town. Things are different.jong," (p.258)

The eeriness in Mooi Street Moves is further enhanced when Stix calls

upon what one interprets as his ancestors, to bring the light back on in the flat;

his cross-reference to the Bible at the same time, also highlights the dual religion

practised by many suburban Blacks who believe in both the God of the Bible and

their ancestors, worshipping both simultaneously - for example:

STIX guffaws and flicks a cigarette lighter,
ho/ding it close to his face. He shouts to the
heavens yet again.

STIX: Hey! Madala ... ! I-switch!

He begins singing a tribal song [Tmpi ... '} -
an eerie feel in the light of the flickering
lighter. Presently the lights come on again
and STIX blows out the flame.

STIX: Aha! And Madala said - Let There
Be Light! (p.254)

Slabolepszy seems to be comically satirising Stix's double standards when it comes

to religion, but Stix's colourful language and defiant attitude greatly add to the

comic overtones in the aforementioned. Consider, for example, Stix's seriousness,
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the way in which he demands that God bring back the light and addresses Him as

an equal ("Hey!"), and how he implores his ancestors to come to the rescue

through a tribal song (which immediately betrays his dualistic religion practices).

This, contrasted with his matter-of-fact acceptance of the lights coming on,

immediately afterwards, his self-satisfied "Aha" and his quotation from the Bible

on the creation of the world, ''Let There Be Light", is responsible for much of our

laughter.

Henry does not strike a very impressive note and Slabolepszy makes this

quite clear from the outset of the play - Henry's speech and body language (for

example, he wears informal clothes and well-worn shoes), immediately inform us

that he is a representative of the lower, white classes in South Africa, and the way

that he pathetically clutches his brown paper bag against his breast suggests that he

feels insecure and reticent in alien surroundings where he is totally out of place.

That Henry is not the brightest of individuals also soon becomes clear from the

way he speaks and reacts to Stix's more intelligent, witty banter. Henry is used as

a comic butt in a large part of Mooi Street Moves, especially at the beginning of

the play. Slabolepszy's comic technique of initially making Henry a caricature and

not developing him into a fully-fledged character, greatly adds to the comedy in the

beginning. Stix definitely strikes one as the cleverer of the two, but despite his

superior intelligence, one soon becomes aware that he is a compassionate person,

who not only offers Henry hospitality during their first encounter, but also takes

the dim-witted young man from Richards Bay under his wing and teaches him the

rules of survival in alien, dangerous surroundings. Stix's acute perception of

human nature is especially clear in the following comic lines which evoke laughter

at Henry's dim-wittedness, but which also demonstrate Stix's compassion and

understanding of people in need, when he realises that Henry is not quick on the

uptake. The fact that Stix is also the first to take the tentative step in offering his

friendship, immediately referring to him as "my bra" (my brother), is also a telling

statement by Slabolepszy, offering hope for the South African dilemma at large.
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Through Slabolepszy's humorous but compassionate depiction of both Stix and

Henry in a South African context, he is able to evoke empathy for his characters:

Hey? Hey? Your brain is gone on
holiday, my bra. Is gone to Durban?
PE? What is wrong, my friend? (p.
258)

However, despite Stix's intelligence, animation and natural wit, one is at

the same time also constantly aware that, as a product of his circumstances and as

a representative of his harsh surroundings, he too has a propensity for violence.

For example, this inherent violence can be illustrated by Stix's angry shouts in the

darkness when the electricity flickers at the beginning of the play. His angry oaths

at the Whites in his own language when the light snaps off and he and Henry are

momentarily left in the darkness: "Bulala bathakathi ... !! [Kill the Whites ... !]"

(p. 254), emphasise past and present animosity, between the Zulus and the Whites.

For example, in the above quotation, Slabolepszy could be alluding to the colonial

struggle for land ownership which dates back to The Battle of Blood River

(1838), in which so many Zulus lost their lives through the white settlers' bid for a

"promised land"; or to the slogan, "One Settler, one bullet" in present-day South

Africa, which is echoed by many revolutionary Blacks who advocate an armed

struggle against Whites. The underlying menace of Mooi Street Moves is also

enhanced when Stix slaps Henry across the face when Henry stubbornly refuses to

listen to his advice on survival on the streets and how to sell stolen goods; and by

the fact that Stix carries a gun for self-protection and eventually dies after a fatal

wound from a sharpened bicycle spoke.

Henry's tranquil exterior is misleading for Slabolepszy obviously wanted

the character of Henry to portray a smouldering violence as well. Greig is quick to
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pick up this smouldering violence in Slabolepszy's direction of Mooi Street Moves

and Martin le Maitre's portrayal of Henry:

Le Maitre is large and bulky and has a pug-faced
vulnerability and softness as an actor. 'With a
subtle. muffled threatening dimension to the
character he plays. The tension in the portrayal
is in the fact that he seems always about to cry
or to explode into violence. (Greig in Business
Day 5 February 1993:10)

It soon appears that Henry is in search of his brother, Steve, who was the

occupant of the flat that Stix now lives in, and that Henry wants to borrow two

thousand rand from Steve to use as a deposit for a water drill so that he can set up

his own business. One also soon learns that Stix is a hustler who deals in stolen

goods and who is adept in the art of negotiating underhand business deals. The

energy of Stix's smooth, extremely effective, appropriate dialogue and his

animated body language, add to the humour and enhance our impression of him as

a very intelligent person or "cool dude", well-endowed with the attributes and

acquired tricks of the trade necessary for survival in a menacing, suburban

environment. Slabolepszy also makes fun of the reigning climate of negotiational

politics in South Africa to enhance the impact of the contemporary nature of his

play by making Stix use words such as "codesa-desa" (negotiations), which are

comic, but which also reflect the nature ofStix's occupation, and allude to the new

political democracy emerging in South Africa through negotiation. However,

Slabolepszy also seems rather satiric in his "codesa" references, making fun of a

rather naïve conviction that all South Africa's political problems can simply be

solved by negotiation and the various Codesa 1s, 2s, 3s etcetera, in progress in

South Africa at the time.

The vibrant, sleek Stix cleverly uses Henry's references to how his

brother's flat was furnished and the absent TV, as an -opportunity to negotiate and
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demonstrate his business acumen. On the other hand, Henry's rather slow, dull-

witted way of describing things and his lack of insight, reveal just how easy a

target the unsuspecting Henry would be in the hands of an unscrupulous Hillbrow

con man. The contrast between Stix and Henry greatly enhances the comedy in

the following:

STIX: Too bad he's not still around I could
organise a very good colour TV. Easy terms.
Codesa-desa, the price - no VAT! [Takes his pot
- col/ects plate]. You not looking maybe for a
good colour TV, huh? Philips? Telefunken?
Remote Control? Zabba-zabba ...! [Looking
him up and down] No? Too bad. (pp.253-254)

HENRY: That's right. And over there. he had
a coffee table and a ... a gram-tape-deck sorta' -
radio. Carpet on the floor - pictures on the wall
- smart-fancy lamp-stand ... all sorts of things.

STIX: All the mod cons.

HENRY: Sorry?

STIX: Modern appliances. You know - zabba-
zabba - (whistles] Phee-phoo ... ?

HENRY: Ja. for sure. He had lots of those.

STIX: But no TV?

HENRY: He was planning to get one. New
one. He had an old one. but he was gonna get
another one. Nice one.

In the above Slabolepszy also demonstrates his acute ear for detail in the

communication patterns of a very large percentage of urban Blacks in South

Africa. He puts this knowledge to good use by making Stix use the double

emphasis of words, for example, "zabba-zabba", which is a very expressive word

to convey approval and which could be translated as "nice-nice", "good-good" or

"very smart".
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Slabolepszy highlights another problem encountered by many squatters and

Blacks on the fringes of the big South African cities and places like the Hillbrow

highrise building that Slabolepszy describes in Mooi Street Moves, when Stix

refers to their water problem: "Water is off, my bra. To get it, we must go to the

river." (p.254) By mentioning the water problem, Slabolepszy seems to be

reminding his audience of the tremendous health hazards because of this lack of

running water among many urban Blacks, and in so doing subtly pricks at the

consciences of the citizens of a supposedly First World country, but where Third

World standards prevail.

Greig describes Mooi Street Moves as "a comedy in language, full of the

boisterous celebration of the way people speak in this country" (Greig in Business

Day 5 February 1993: 10). This celebration of language serves as a device to

promote dramatic authenticity and to evoke laughter. This is especially true of

Slabolepszy's Stix character, for Stix's colourful language is witty, entertaining

and representative of many black inhabitants in South Africa. Banning describes

Junction Avenue Theatre Company's Sophiatown as "a play about language and

particularly about English and its role in determining identity" (SA TJ Vol. 3 No.

1:98). She goes on to comment about the characters' use of the "language of the

street" or "tsotsitaaf', "English and Afrikaans, heavily spiced with throwaway

comments in Zulu" (SATJ Vol. 3 No. 1:98-99). Slabolepszy's use of language is

similarly exploited inMooi Street Moves, and a particularly descriptive example of

this is when Stix reacts with the word "Long-long" (p.254) to Henry's enquiry

about how long Stix has been staying in the Hillbrow flat, which means, according

to Stix, that he has been staying in the flat "Too long." (p.254)

By means of this type of effective vernacular, we are initiated into the

violent, self-made world of the new Blacks emerging in South Africa. A good

example of this is when Stix informs Henry that no caretaker has supervised the
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flat since 1988 (the time when serious negotiations were starting to take place for

a "new" South Africa) and that the building is now ruled by the "N'kosi malanga.

The Godfather" who "comes to collect once a month" and who is sometimes

referred to as the "Comrade Kommissar - Chairman Mao" (p.255). Stix's comic

description of his new landlord is able to evoke laughter, but the dictatorial,

communistic and even cruel implications of his description allude to the way in

which many Blacks turned to ideologies such as socialism, communism and

terrorism in order to escape the tyranny of an intolerable situation. The irony of an

almost similarly unfair, cruel system replacing the injustices of the old, is self-

evident. However, Slabolepszy prevents his audience from becoming too morbid

and dwelling too much on past inequities and present dangers, when Stix directly

afterwards informs us that the landlord accepts just about anything he considers as

worthwhile rental payment, for example, Jack Daniels (whiskey) or Dulux

Weatherguard (paint) instead of money: "Whatever you got, bra. [Clicks fingers]

Come, come - Give Me Your Slice. Golden Banana." (p.256) Here Stix's comic

reference to the Natal Building Society advertisement and everyone getting their

slice of the golden banana, could also be interpreted as an indirect reference to the

negotiations taking place in South Africa at the time, with everyone insisting on

getting a slice of the South African "cake", even though the slices of the cake were

becoming smaller and smaller all the time. Henry's inability to grasp that the new

landlord is not a painter, also adds to the humour in this excerpt about the

landlord's even accepting paint as rental payment.

In Mooi Street Moves Slabolepszy, among other things, seems to be

poking fun at the underhand wheeling and dealing among many black and white

South Africans in order to eke out an existence in the "new" South Africa.

However, Slabolepszy especially also confronts his audience with the violent,

dangerous way of life experienced by a large part of the black community in South

Africa. He also seems to be making fun of the many "delicate" negotiations taking

place in South Africa at the time of the play, in order to negotiate a better future
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for all South Africans. Consider, for example, Stix's explanation to Henry about

the intricacies of how the building in which he is staying is run by both an Action

Committee and a Godfather:

... this building - okay? - is run by the Action
Committee representing the dwellers - that's
all the peoples who's living here. But the
Action Conunittee is in delicate negotiations
with a representative of the owner who cannot
be found right now because he is missing. (p.
257)

The fact that this "representative" might be hiding out as far as Toronto, enhances

the comedy, but at the same time makes the audience even more aware of the

corruptness of a society where there are no guarantees and where each man is for

himself.

Slabolepszy takes our perception of a corrupt society and the sub-standard

living conditions that have to be endured because of this even further through

comic satire, when Stix goes on to explain that:

The Godfather is someone else. He is on the
other side. There is another disagreement at
present because the Action Committee is
claiming that this Godfather is not
representing THEM. but ANOTHER Action
Group who is trying to sequestrate the
building from the owner on behalf of ALL the
peoples living in this area on the grounds of
lack of adequate infrastructure - lights,
running-water, sewerage - things like that. Is
a - whatjoo-call? - is what they call a two-
pong breakdown on two fronts. Is a double
dispute. (p.257)

Here Slabolepszy not only evokes laughter, but highlights this corruption and

focuses on the problems confronting the many different action groups busy with
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delicate negotiations taking place in South Africa at the time. However, through

the perceptive Stix, Slabolepszy diffuses the situation with comedy, by not only

forcing his audience to laugh at an impossible situation, but also at themselves. On

behalf of the dumbfounded Henry (and many South Africans who share the same

sentiments as Stix about similar situations in South Africa, but are afraid to voice

their views), Stix eventually tries to simplify the intricacies involved in this

situation by explaining to Henry that: "In other words - it's a foggop. You

understand a foggop ... ?" (p.2S7) Through Stix's comic explanation in the above

lines, which is able to evoke laughter because of his crude word choice and not in

spite of it, Slabolepszy sums up in a nutshell the problems of corruption that many

black South Africans had to contend with during the democratic changeover at the

time the play was written. By making us laugh, Slabolepszy is simultaneously also

able to evoke empathy for the black man's plight, as well as that of all the other

representative ethnic groups, in a changing South Africa.

Mooi Street Moves is spiced with many cross-cultural references which

make it not only applicable to either white or black South Africans, but to South

African society at large. Slabolepszy is especially perceptive when he refers to the

black man's culture and ingenious way of making fires for preparing food or for

providing the luxurious commodities which are usually supplied by electricity in

most modern households. The fact that he should include in Stix's speech both the

slogan of a well-known South African advertisement and an Afrikaans idiom in

order to explain how the black man functions, is clever, witty and enlightening:

This explains, you see, why when you come
in this building - you see some people are
making fires in the electric stove. 'n Boer
maak 'n plan, but a Black man - he goes all
the way, Lion Lager. (p.257)
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Slabolepszy also seems to be comically alluding to the debacle about the right of

the Zulus to carry traditional weapons after public marches were made legal in the

"new" South Africa, when Stix reprimands Henry about his deficient selling

technique:

This is not selling! This is not ... ! You can't
sell to me like that. That is not selling. That
is assault. That is assault with a traditional
weapon! (p.276)

When Henry misinterprets Stix's typical double, "Sowetan-style" handshake

"ending with hands extended, hip-height" (p.276) as a threat that he will have to

repay Stix for the money he wants to borrow, the situation is also very comic.

However, in this way Slabolepszy reminds his audience of the many culturally-

based sources of misunderstanding between Whites and Blacks in South Africa,

and in so doing, evokes empathy for people in similar circumstances.

At a certain level Mooi Street Moves is not only "bleak", as many critics

maintain, but almost akin to an urban South African horror story. For example,

when Stix informs Henry how unsafe it is to venture outside the flat when it is

dark, the underlying horror of menace and danger in the following is implicit: "Is

two 0' clock in the morning, my bra. You knock on somebody's door this time,

they kak on your head - throw you down the stairs." (p.258) However,

Slabolepszy here also demonstrates how comedy (our laughter at Stix's use of

crude words to explain the situation), is largely able to relieve the horror which his

words convey. Henry experiences this kind of horror first-hand when he refuses

Stix's offer of hospitality and encounters a man with a knife and only one eye, after

he has left Stix's flat. Stix's explanation that this is ''Mashubane'' or, as he is

known, "One Eye Jack" (p.261), a pimp who is "selling the girls from the building"

(p.261), some with ample figures and even an electric blanket to boot, enhances

our impression of the dangerous, sordid world that Stix belongs to, but also adds
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comedy to a potentially violent situation. By implementing this type of comic

technique, Slabolepszy is able to evoke tremendous empathy for people who have

to struggle in order to survive in a crime-ridden, violent world. This underlying

horror reaches its climax at the close of the play when we at length realise that Stix

has been stabbed to death, which also increases our feelings of empathy for him

and people like him. Such a closing is inevitable when one considers the danger

and violence inherent to Stix's way of life, and not an improbable outcome, as

some critics would like to believe. Greig sums up the "new", violent South Africa

depicted in Mooi Street Moves as "a world where the old safe security of black

and white has gone forever, replaced by shifting shadows in grey" (Greig in

Business Day 5 February 1993:10). Memela also observes how accurately

Slabolepszy is able depict the "new" South Africa and "the social problems

inherent in the suburb's transition from a previously whites-only area to a

congested, crime-ridden metropolis" (Memela in City Press 14 February 1993:21).

Slabolepszy is at pains to emphasise both the social and cultural differences

in the newly forged friendship of the streetwise Stix and his dim-witted, white

counterpart, Henry. But despite these two unlikely friends' communicative

differences, a precarious friendship develops which evokes empathy and offers

hope for an almost impossible present-day South African situation. At the same

time Slabolepszy also highlights the problems of alienation and lack of

communication which are encountered in most modern, urban societies.

Slabolepszy reveals that despite Stix and Henry's cultural and communicative

differences, they do ultimately share empathetic understanding of each other

although the play ends in disaster. This is heartening and suggests hope for the

"new" South Africa. Stix's inability to understand Henry's request of a place to

"crash" for the night: "Crash? Where is this crash?" (p.258), serves as a good

example of how Slabolepszy converts their intermittent misunderstanding of each

other into delightful comedy, hereby evoking empathy for them.
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Despite the seriousness of Mooi Street Moves, Slabolepszy indulges his

audience, for the play abounds in comic relief which is implemented not merely for

the sake of comedy itself, but also to inform his audience about what takes place in

South Africa on a daily basis; for example, the way in which Henry loses all the

money in his Help-U card to an unscrupulous trickster in the guise of a preacher.

Stix's belief that his money is safe if he hides it in his shoes or in the front of his

underpants, is very comic, but also informative because this is the way in which

many Blacks are forced through circumstances to hide their money. However,

Slabolepszy also criticises a corrupt society which calls for such desperate

measures. Stix's understanding of Henry's reticence at staying with him for the

night because ''You been Saved once - you don't want to be Saved again" (p.

265), is also illustrative of Slabolepszy's acute sense of the comic and how he is

able to manipulate and play with words in order to achieve a comic goal.

Hey - witgat ... ! [Shoving him backwards]
Something wrong in your ears? It's over for
you, this job. No more Codesa-desa, you and
me - Codesa's in its moer. Vat jou goed en
trek. Van Vuuren! Hamba! Foggoffl (p.
284)

When Stix apologises to Henry about his place of abode not being the

Carlton (hotel) and Henry subsequently understands this to mean Carlton roller

towels, the incident serves as another good example of Slabolepszy's comic wit.

Stix's codesa-codesa references gain a new comic meaning when Henry later tells

Stix how difficult it is for him to do his new job as "hustler" that Stix has taught

him and that he does not feel at home in what he is doing. Stix's reference to

"codesa" and his use of use swear words in response to Henry's reservations, is

sure to evoke laughter:
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In the above passage Slabolepszy also seems to be alluding to the political

"codesas" taking place in South Africa at the time and the deadlock that many of

these negotiational talks had reached. Probably one of the most comic lines in

Mooi Street Moves is when Stix gives Henry his first lesson on survival by

commenting on Henry's fancy New York paper bag in which he carries his

belongings after his own suitcase fell apart while he was getting off the train:

"You cannot walk around with a paper bag, even if it says New York. Shit is shit -

doesn't matter what label you putting on." (p.272)

These are the best, my friend. The girls are
gonna go mad for you in these. The best
... only the best. Imported from Italy.
Made in Taiwan... (p.277)

The fact that the roles are reversed and that the white man is now working

for the black man and not vice-versa, as in the "old" South Africa, is in itself also

very comic, especially when Stix follows up Henry's first lesson on how to sell

stolen goods by perceptively informing Henry about the gullibility of people and

how easily they are able to be duped: "People will buy anything ... people will buy

shit if you smile, wrap it up nice and do the right things." (p.273) Stix's comic

lesson on selling techniques also informs the audience of the many corrupt

businesses flourishing in South Africa, where goods are often sold as expensive,

imported European stock to the unsuspecting, snobbish buyer who would like to

believe that he is being discerning and buying the best at a bargain price. For

example, the shoes which Stix "sells" Henry seem to be an allusion by Slabolepszy

as to how prospective customers can be tricked into buying apparently high quality

goods that have in fact been manufactured in some Eastern country and which are

actually only cheap imitations of the original:

l
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The way in which Slabolepszy makes fun of South Africa's sports-mad

mentality is also very comic. For example, there are Stix's stories about his

favourite soccer team, Orlando Pirates; these stories are revived in 1996 when

Stix Letsebe once again makes his bow in the one-man show, Once a Pirate.

Stix's preoccupation with soccer also informs the audience about the larger

percentage of black South Africans and their obsession with the game of soccer;

for example, when he says: "Me. Football, my bra ... soccer. Once a Pirate ...

always a Pirate!" (p.269) Stix's references to the white man's obsession with

rugby and his illustration of the white man's inane chasing of a ball shaped like a

banana which jumps then this way and then that, are also very comic and in turn

point to Slabolepszy's farce, Heel Against the Head, which made its début in

1995, and pokes fun at the white man's obsession with rugby and all the other

unholy activities that ensue in the name of rugby. Slabolepszy also makes Mooi

Street Moves more local in character by his references to instantly recognisable

soccer and rugby names such as Doctor Kumalo and Faffa Knoetze.

Like Henry, the audience is soon initiated into the ways of the "new" South

Africa which Henry describes, but which is also able to evoke much laughter. For

example, we are told that the signs indicating the names of flat buildings are stolen

(that is why Henry could not immediately find the block of flats where his brother

stayed and where Stix is now residing); people are openly "pissing in the pot

plant" (p.278) of the foyers of flat buildings; and tenants slaughter sheep on the

stairs of flat buildings with "All this blood and guts ... and they ... they selling it ...

in chunks!" (p.278) By means of the following outburst of disgust voiced by

Henry, Slabolepszy continues to make fun of the present state of affairs in

Hillbrow, but simultaneously also places emphasis on the large cultural gap

between Blacks and Whites in South Africa. Slabolepszy also seems to be

implying that peoples of different races are often unwilling to make sacrifices in

order to understand one another. Henry's unwillingness to compromise could

also be interpreted as a satiric barb at the stubbornness of people who are not
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interested in renewal, who still cling to an old order and who are not prepared to

make sacrifices:

As soon as I find old Steve and I got my
money - I'm out of here. boy. I'm history. I
get my rig. I go down to the farms and I deal
with people you can ... talk to. Straight talk.
I get them their water - and they pay me my
money. That's a living. Thars a life. Not
the way people live in this place! It's not
right. boy. Uh-uh. It's not right. (pp.278-
279).

Through the above, Slabolepszy also makes his audience acutely aware of the

sensitive issues that are at stake in a changing political and social environment.

Although we are able to laugh Henry's stubbornness and simplistic way in which

he wants to solve his problems by running away, Slabolepszy here is also able to

evoke empathy for South Africans such as Henry who have problems adapting to

change.

Stix reacts to Henry's outburst by teaching him one of the most valuable

lessons of survival, that is, "sidewalking", which we were first informed of in

Sidewalking, R.S.A. and which is very comic:

You must know the play . You are never the
same thing twice ... like a chameleon, you arc
what they want you to be. but - you make the
sale. Lesson number One. Sidewalking. (p.
279)

However, in addition to the comic overtones of Stix's "sidewalking" lesson, there

is implied criticism of a society which inadvertently causes people to pretend and

lie in order to survive. Slabolepszy repeats the same extremely comic example he

uses in Travelling Shots of how Stix manages to get a flat in Hillbrow in 1988 by
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pretending to be an American Negro, Leroy Strawberry. Slabolepszy once again

also reminds his audience of the extreme prejudice and blatant racism that was the

order of the day in apartheid South Africa and how a black man often had to

pretend to be someone else in order to escape the injustices of a corrupt system.

Stix's personal pride at speaking his own language and not some "Fanagalo" (p.

285) invented by the white man, is also a subtle reminder of one of the many

unknowing injustices the white man inflicted on the black man in the past, by not

acknowledging and respecting his language enough to learn to speak and

understand it, but simply inventing a new, mixed language that could be

understood by everyone, but which in fact is inferior. Slabolepszy employs comic

satire to make his audience aware of the problems the black man in South Africa

had to face because of apartheid, but which he still has to absorb and work out,

even though it is within a new, democratic environment. In this way Slabolepszy

is able to evoke empathy for the black man's predicament in the "new" South

Africa.

Mooi Street Moves is an encouraging play because, even though Stix and

Henry have their differences, they are prepared to meet each other half way and

are also able to laugh at, but also with each other. In the Scotsman (Theatre

Record), Jinks commends Slabolepszy's "masculine, unsophisticated and

surprisingly warm-hearted wit" (Herbert 1994: 1074). This is seen in the way they

solve their problems through rough horseplay and by insulting each other, but in a

playful, joking way, which despite the insults and swear words, suggests that they

are mocking each other with compassion, rather than with angry intolerance. The

typical South African vernacular that they use (a mixture of Afrikaans, English

and Zulu), plus their clowning, is able to evoke much laughter at this stage,

notwithstanding the darker undertones of the play. It is largely because the

depth of Slabolepszy's understanding of his characters that he is also able to

evoke empathy for them, despite their differences:
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STIX: You a Dutchman. witgat. You the
Afrikaner-Dutchman who runs around chasing
the banana. And now - you slip on the banana!
Hamba! Voetsek! Get out! ...

HENRY: Stix ... how can I ... ? Where can I
']

STIX looks at him, does his best to stop himself
from Jailing about with laughter and then bursts
out laughing, covering his eyes with his hands

STIX: Hey - please, my bra - put something
over those legs. They hurting my eyes. man .. ,

HENRY stares at him. The prime poephol.

HENRY: Jusslaaik ... ! Very funny. hey ... !

STIX: [mimicking himseljJ: Hamba! Voetsek!
'Ag, please Stix. Don send me in the street '
[Apologising, or trying to] I'm sorry, my bra .
those underpants ...

HENRY picks up the trousers, unamused. He
attacks STIX, whipping him. STIX ducks and
dives, laughing again.

HENRY: Shit, you bastard ... !

STIX: Sunglasses help ... ! My eyes ... !

HENRY: Having me on all the bladdy time ... !

HENRY pursues STIX about the .flat whipping
and .flicking at him with the trousers. STIX
plays the 'subservient black', pleading jar
mercy and laughing at the same time.

STIX: Please, my boss ... ! I'm sorry, my boss
... ! Don't hurt me, my boss ... !

HENRY: Man-About-Town, se voet ... ! You
shit ... !

STIX: Eina -aaaa ... ! Einaaa ... ! [He freezes
and points off] Behind you, Mabushane ... !

HENRY [.swinging around] Where ... ?

STlX hurls a pillow at him and HENRY drops
the trousers and catches it. He advances on
STIX.

HENRY: Now you gonna get it, boy ... now you
gonna die a thousand deaths ...

They wrestle and struggle with each other,
Jailing on the ground - a good-natured scrap
that clears the air. (pp.285-287).
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It heightens our empathy for Henry and Stix when we see how they are able to

joke with each other, but also share their innermost, fervent thoughts and feelings

with each other. For example, Henry confides his dream of his own rig with Stix

and Stix justifies his way of life by telling Henry that he does what he does in

order, simply, that he may live: "I want to live, bra." (p.290) It is also Stix who

eventually breaks the traumatic news of Steve's death to Henry. Stix teaches

Henry to survive in a hostile environment, but when he implores Henry to take a

gun on his next "business" deal, Henry's refusal to handle a life-endangering

weapon also teaches Stix the valuable lesson that violence is not always the

answer to everything.

The play's ending is poignant and hopeful, evoking empathy for its

characters and their situation. For example, even though Stix dies a violent death,

his last moments are in the arms of his newly-found friend, Henry, who shares his

dream of supplying life-giving water to those in need with Stix. Stix eventually

admits to Henry that he also wants this water that Henry is speaking of: 'Water

... I want this water ... " (p.297) Through this Mooi Street Moves rises above

petty cultural differences and colour. What the audience eventually sees is the

flowering of a delicate friendship between two people who have matured. Stix

and Henry are at last able to meet each other half way by being able to provide

mutual comfort and share their deepest feelings with each other; Slabolepszy

seems to suggest that the people in South Africa will be able to achieve this

mutual acceptance, despite their many political and cultural differences.

But Slabolepszy does not spare his audience and the play ends on a tragic

note, which Vinassa calls the ''No Exit" situation approach (Vinassa in Vrye

Weekblad 5 February 1993:25). Greig regards the ending in Mooi Street Moves

as too melodramatic and too easy a solution to two vastly different people who

still have to sort out their differences (Greig in Business Day 5 February
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1993: 10). However, even though Greig may consider Slabolepszy's closing as

melodramatic, it is also nostalgic and does manage to reinforce the tremendous

impact of the play, despite its being "an observation about life" and not an

"artistic solution", as Greig suggests (Greig in Business Day 5 February

1993:10). One has to agree with Morris in Time Out (Theatre Record) that "the

serpentine plot" in Mooi Street Moves "never surrenders to sentimentality"

(Herbert 1994: 1074) and that the merit of Slabolepszy's closing lies in the fact

that he does indeed make a telling statement about the inevitability of life's

situations as we know them. Pretorius also points out that the abruptness of

Slabolepszy's ending is akin to the sort of "sudden violence" which is an

"everyday reality" (Pretorius in The Sunday Star 7 February 1993:4). Our own

perception of a newly forged friendship and the unfairness of an imperfect, but

sadly, real world is heightened by the following:

HENRY: Let's do it then Stix. Los this stuff.
We don't need it, man. [SrIX grits his teeth]
Look. Look. We sell the bakkie, okay? We go
down to Klerksdorp and we find this oke. We
ask him for the rig. Maybe we can ... Codesa-
desa the price a little bit. Maybe do a deal ...
It's a life out there in the Karoo, Stix - there's
this sky! You know that you're alive when
you Stix ... Stix ... !? [STLX hums quietly. his
eyes closed. HENRY looks about the room,
pondering his future] The sun goes down over
the Karoo ... and in the morning ... in the
morning ... it comes up again ...

STIX hums, a haunting tribal melody. (p. 297)

In addition to the pathos in the above image, Slabolepszy is even able to infuse

Stix's last moments with humour, for example, when Henry reveals the influence

of his "master" in his reference to the "Codesa-desa" bargaining principle.

Through this comic-tragic depiction of his characters, Slabolepszy is able to evoke

tremendous empathy for Stix and Henry, but also for all people who have to

struggle in the same circumstances as they have to.
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Bauer's final statement on Mooi Street Moves is telling, as she commends

Slabolepszy for having written "a near flawless play which, naturally, ends

tragically as the outsiders descend into the luckless pit to which they were most

probably born" (Bauer in Weekly Mail 12 February 1993:31). However, what

stands out inMooi Street Moves is not so much its tragic ending, as its message of

hope and reconciliation. Coleman accurately sums up the essence of Slabolepszy's

comic technique in Mooi Street Moves by pointing out the contrasting

backgrounds and personalities of the two characters: "It's an initial difference

over pap that seemingly stamps the men as adversaries until a bond grows that

transcends skin pigmentation, attitudes and up-bringing." (Coleman in The Natal

Mercury 1 August 1992: 12) It is precisely this quality of humour combined with

more serious undertones, which enables Slabolepszy to evoke both laughter and

empathy, and which greatly adds to the play's overall success. The ending of

Mooi Street Moves is "fierce and forgiving" [in keeping with Shershow's views

(1986:27) on comedy]. However, comic convention implies that such optimism is

ambiguous because it ignores the contrary, that tragic reality is part of life.

Therefore the optimistic ending of Mooi Street Moves in itself is able to evoke

empathy for the South African situation at large and South Africa's diverse

cultural groups, for it echoes an almost desperate longing for things to work out in

the "new" South Africa.
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Chapter 7:

Personal Angst

7.1 The Return of Elvis du Pisanie (1992) - This is the last play in

Slabolepszy's collection of works, Mooi Street and other Moves, and Slabolepszy

without doubt ends the collection on a very high note. Of all Slabolepszy's plays

to date, this one-man show (or monologue as Slabolepszy calls it), The Return of

Elvis du Pisanie, is the play which has received more awards than any other play

in the history of South African theatre (Dickson in Eastern Province Herald 11

November 1993:8) and also seems to have been one of the most popular plays

with South African theatre audiences.

The Return of Elvis du Pisanie toured nationally in the year 1993.

However, the play is also known internationally, for Slabolepszy by invitation

performed the play in the United States of America, including on his itinerary

Chicago, Alexandria, Illinois and Virginia (Slabolepszy 1994:300). Slabolepszy

himself commented on the universal appeal of The Return of Elvis du Pisanie

after the play's reception in Chicago when he stated: "America gave Elvis to the

world and now he comes back via the mouths of foreigners. They understood the

character completely." (Van Rooyen in Pretoria News 12 May 1993:3)

In The Return of Elvis du Pisanie, Slabolepszy was able to give vent to

his natural talent of story-telling, but Slabolepszy rather sadly admits that many of

his stories in the original two-and-a-half hours' playing time had to be sacrificed,

and the essential honing and trimming reduced the play to the streamlined script of

seventy five minutes that it is today (Slabolepszy 1994:300). Perhaps one of the
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most striking features of this play is its lack of props. One immediately realises

that the starkly bare stage (except for a solitary lamppost against a fenced

background, a gutter on the pavement, a plastic milk carton and four beers in a six-

pack), enhances the tremendous impact of Slabolepszy's play. This, together with

the effective lighting technique of intermittently focusing a spotlight on Elvis du

Pisanie, helps to make The Return of Elvis du Pisanie the memorable experience

that it is.

Elvis du Pisanie could be regarded as a reincarnation of Greg in Abnormal

Load (Slabolepszy himself admits that there are strong resemblances between the

two characters - they have both lost their jobs and have suicidal tendencies), but

Elvis du Pisanie is a fully-fledged character who does not hover on the periphery of

the stereotypical, as does Greg. In addition, as Rutter points out, Elvis du Pisanie

is "so human that anybody, regardless of race, class or nationality" (The Cape

Times 3 December 1992:4) can relate to him. Although Elvis du Pisanie is an

essentially South African character, his appeal is universal for he shares a common

denominator, that is, his adulation of the real Elvis Presley who, although having

passed away, is known and adored by multitudes of fans all over the world.

Slabolepszy elaborates on this when he says:

The touchstone here is Elvis. There's something
kitsch about him, something middle-world. He
connects with a section of every country. The
pilgrims of Graceland all look the same, there's
a uniformity about them, a kind of mental
attitude they share. There is a type of music to
each time and place and Elvis is a common
denominator to so many people. (Elahi in The
Citizen 30 September 1992:23)

Eddie also experiences universal emotions such as his sense of loss and

hopelessness, for which the only outcome seems to be suicide, also a universal
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issue. The fact that Eddie is the typical "bloke-next-door" (Slabolepszy

1994:301), the ordinary guy with whom most people are able to identify and

empathise, further reinforces the impact and universal appeal of the play. Marais

sums up this universal nature of The Return of Elvis du Pisanie as follows:

Paul Slabolepszy's brilliant one-man show is
compelling because he addresses thoughts and
feelings that everyone recognises in themselves -
we all experience feelings of failure at some
stage of our lives - His recollections of his
childhood, movies. characters and an era are
universal, and there is always something with
which to identify. (Dai(v Dispatch 15 October
1992:10)

The role of Elvis du Pisanie calls for a versatile talent such as

Slabolepszy's. The audience's attention is immediately riveted when the play

opens with Eddie singing an old-time Elvis hit, slowly swinging around the pole on

stage, in true Elvis style, "Love me Tender, Love me Sweet ... Is your heart filled

with pain, Shall I come back again ... ?" (pp.301-302), a song which is immediately

recognisable to all and which adds to the nostalgia of the moment as Eddie takes

us with him on a trip down memory lane. Edward Cedric du Pisanie's references

to how Elvis Presley has appeared to people after his death in familiar South

African landmarks such as the "MossGas oil rig" (p.301), the "Wagon Wheel

Motel in Beaufort West, knocking back a double brandy and Coke" (p.302) and

outside the "Apostoliese Geloofsendingkerk in Marble Hall" (p.302), make the

play amusing and local in character, but also point to the universality of the Elvis

myth, by which thousands of Elvis fans swear and which is illustrative of the

human capacity for self-deception. Rutter points out the combination of the local

and universal when she says "the universal nature of the script, which while being

firmly rooted in an indigenous setting, still manages to transcend geographical

confines and ascend to ecumenical heights" (The Cape Times 3 December

1992:4).
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It appears that Eddie has returned to the exact spot where he had been

thirty years before because of what he believes was an encounter with Elvis. Eddie

expects another "reappearance" in order to get some answers from the "King"

himself. Slowly Eddie relates how he would have committed suicide this same

night if it had not been for the "interference" of Elvis himself over the radio in the

car where he wanted to gas himself, with the same song: "Is your heart filled with

pain ...? Shall I come back again ... ?" (p.310). While we are able to laugh at

Eddie's preposterous notions about his direct communication line with Elvis, we

are simultaneously so drawn into his sadness and his genuine conviction about

Elvis, that we are simultaneously also able to empathise with him.

Is my heart filled with pain ... ! [Looking up
angrily] Of course it's filled with pain ...? Why
you think I'm doing this ...? For fun ... !? 'Shall I
come back again ...T I dunno. Where were you
the last time I came to this spot, thirty years ago -
and waited and waited and waited ... !? (p.31O)

In due course Eddie tells his own heart-rending story of how he, while

lying in his bed, had been led by some premonition thirty years before and had

returned to this same lamppost expecting an encounter with Elvis; Elvis had not

appeared that night, but by some inexplicable co-incidence, Eddie had missed being

slaughtered by his unbalanced father, who had that same night committed suicide

after having killed off the rest of the family. Now Eddie wants Elvis to reappear

and supply some answers for having interfered not only on that fatal night, but also

now, on this very night. While one is able to identify with Eddie's pain, his child-

like adulation of Elvis, his sincere belief that it is Elvis himself who has interfered

in his life, and his almost petulant insistence that the "King" owes him an

explanation, are also very comic. Consider the following, for example, when

Eddie conducts a conversation with the imaginary Elvis via the words of the well-

known Elvis song; before the audience can become too carried away by Eddie's

pain, the way in which Eddie rationalises is sure to evoke laughter:
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It is clear from this example that Slabolepszy makes fun of Eddie in a gentle, subtle

manner. It is through this kind of subtlety that we are able to identify with Eddie

and Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy for Eddie.

Before reaching the very moving climax of Eddie's poignant tale,

Slabolepszy's play narrates entertaining stories about Eddie, who was a teenager

during the Elvis-era in the 1950s and early 1960s (Eddie is now forty-six years old)

- Slabolepszy himself admits that except for the family murder, he draws on many

of his own experiences in this play. With his remarkable flair for telling amusing

stories, Slabolepszy prevents The Return of Elvis du Pisanie from becoming

morbid. If one could classify The Return of Elvis du Pisanie, one would possibly

call it a modern tragi-comedy, for although there are extremely sad, pathos-filled

moments in the play, Slabolepszy's acute sense of the comic, even in the play's

sadder moments, prevents The Return of Elvis du Pisanie from becoming

outright tragedy.

One usually learns about the social history of a country when watching

plays. In this respect Slabolepszy succeeds, for he reflects South African life as it

is in The Return of Elvis du Pisanie. Grobler describes Slabolepszy's plays as

chronicles and adds that it is the familiarity of Slabolepszy's social and historical

landscape that lures big audiences to witness those elements in his plays that are so

genuinely South African, yet so difficult to describe; she pinpoints how these

audiences are mesmerised by their familiar lives unfolding before them on stage, a

process which Slabolepszy delicately balances with a humorous-satiric edge and

the pain of recognition (Tempo 25 February 1993:5). This is especially true of

The Return of Elvis du Pisanie, but what makes the play so appealing is that

Slabolepszy does not so much ''teach'' his audience about South Africa, as bares

the soul of the human psyche, for in Eddie one is able to recognise oneself,

experiencing with him the same sense of joy, helplessness, desperation and
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isolation. In both this respect and the fact that Slabolepszy relates the social

circumstances of this country, Slabolepszy's plays are non-elitist; as he himself

maintains: "I don't see what I'm doing as elitist. I tell stories from the landscape.

It's what I do best." (Elahi in The Citizen 30 September 1992:23)

Eddie believes that the "simple act of ... switching on a car radio" (p.303)

has changed the course of his life and through this Slabolepszy makes fun of a

specific form of self-deception that man is prone to by believing in supernatural,

external forces that are able to control his life, and in the case of Eddie, it is Elvis

Presley who speaks to Eddie from the grave. However, one cannot be patronising

by condemning Eddie's immature, almost infantile notion of clutching at something

as insubstantial as a message via a song over a car radio to give some meaning to

his life - is this not a weakness that everyone is susceptible to in his lifetime and

The emotional impact of The Return of Elvis du Pisanie is heightened by

Slabolepszy's haunting image of the devouring insecurity that modem man is prone

to. However, in Slabolepszy's play there is hope, for it seems as though the

catharsis of tragedy achieved through Eddie's intense suffering cleanses and

revitalises, not only leaving Eddie with new hope for the future, but also

transferring this sense of hope to the audience. Slabolepszy succeeds in giving his

Eddie character an unforgettable existence of his own, creating an individual

character with whom the audience can both empathise and sympathise, in the

process recognising their own anxiety, weaknesses and fears - Marais identifies this

act of participation with Slabolepszy in The Return of Elvis du Pisanie as "an

experience you live through with him" (Daily Dispatch 15 October 1992: 10). It is

this type of involvement which Slabolepszy strives for in his plays, for he admits

that "The whole point of telling a story on stage is that you connect with others. If

you don't, then you have failed, you haven't told a story successfully." (Elahi in

The Citizen 30 September 1992:23)
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which points to man's almost primitive, psychological urge to survive in a hostile,

uncompromising environment?

Consider the following passage in which Eddie tells the audience with

almost child-like excitement about his envisaged funeral. This reminds one of the

darkly comic humour in We Shall Sing for the Fatherland, in which Mda's two

freedom-fighters return as spirits to watch over their own mean funeral, while Mr

Mafutha's funeral is much smarter because of his accumulated wealth. Slabolepszy

makes fun of the sensationalism surrounding a suicide and how people often attend

such funerals out of morbid curiosity and because they don't want to miss

anything, rather than out of respect for the dead. Mda's satiric humour exposes

commitment which is betrayed and dreams which are shattered, and in this way

evokes a great deal of empathy for the two ex-soldiers. Slabolepszy shows how

people often regard a funeral for somebody who has committed suicide as an

"Event", (p.303). Through exaggeration, Slabolepszy implies that many people

also regard funerals of this nature as an opportunity to be entertained, rather than

to mourn. The notion of getting excited about one's own funeral, ["boy-oh-boy"

(p.303)] is so ridiculous and incongruous, that this in itself is able to evoke

laughter from the audience. The fact that Eddie describes his funeral in such

minute detail and that he truly believes that this is what it would be like at his

funeral, even predicting the way in which people will react to his suicide, adds to

the comedy:

They'd be carting me off ... laying me out.
Getting me ready for the funeral on Monday
or Tuesday and, boy-oh-boy - what an Event
that would be. hey? This pathetic little
bunch, all gathering around my AYBOB
discount coffin and sadly shaking their
heads ... Hah! Father Vincent! Must be
tough for you, hey, padre? No talk today of
the Kingdom of Heaven, hey? You don't
believe a man who takes his own life can
ever join the Everlasting Party up there, do
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you? HO\'Vdo you know. Father? Huh?
What makes you such an expert? ... I don't
believe it ... ! Braithewaite!? You got a
cheek! I gave twelve a' the best years a' my
life. selling your shirty product. and you
showed me the door. You think coming to
my funeral's gonna make up for it ...7 ...
Oh. come Bob - dry those tears. man. It's
not me you crying for - if s the bum golfing
partner you're losing - the guy you cheated
a few bucks off every odd Saturday
afternoon. [To his 'wife J Eunice ... Eunice.
Sweetheart, please - please try to understand
that it's more than just these things don't
just happen '" overnight (p.303)

In the above passage Slabolepszy in addition evokes laughter by making fun of a

typical South African ("AVBOB") funeral, discount coffin and all, of middle-class

white South Africans. Slabolepszy satirises the typical reaction one would expect

from an uncompromising priest who does not believe suicide victims will go to

heaven. Eddie's subsequent indignation because of this, and his reference to a

concept as serious as heaven as an "Everlasting Party", likewise evoke laughter.

Nevertheless, Eddie's funeral guests are also totally plausible

representatives ofEddie's world, even though they are amusing. For example, we

laugh at Eddie's reaction to his unfeeling boss who has the "cheek" to attend his

funeral after having given him the sack after twelve years of selling his "shirty

product", and who is partly responsible for his depression and feelings of

inadequacy. Eddie's description of his "bum" golfing partner and superficial

friend, Bob, is likewise amusing. Even Eddie's sincere attempt at trying to explain

why he committed suicide to his wife, Eunice, is amusing if one perceives it in the

context of an imaginary funeral. However, in addition to our laughter at the

circumstances of the above, there is an underlying tragic dimension to this type of

comedy of laughing at something as tragic as the funeral of a would-be suicide

victim. The way in which Eddie enacts his own funeral is both sad and funny, but

our laughter is that of recognition. For example, we laugh because we recognise
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When Eddie interrupts his rendition of the events leading up to his

contemplation of suicide as the only way out, Slabolepszy breaks the gloom and

hints of impending disaster in the play, and succeeds in entertaining his audience by

making them laugh and bringing back memories of the "good old days", which

teenagers who grew up in the fifties and sixties "rock" era would find especially

meaningful and which everyone is bound to find amusing. For example, Eddie

recalls the days in 1962 when Wicks King Size Bubble Gum could be chewed for

ten hours before losing its pink, could be stored under one's desk at school for

three weeks, "pink as a pink carnation" (p.304) or saved in the inside of your

blazer pocket for as long as two-and-a-half years, and could even be stretched

"around a Chev Bel-Air and a Vauxhall Victor, standing nose to shark-fin tail and

still have enough to stick behind your ear and save for later" (p.304); when

Religious Instruction was still a compulsory subject at school; and when one still

got ''Miniature Deep Sea Divers" (p.304) in one's Corn Flakes. Eddie reminds

one of the Bubbly Bubbly cooldrinks, gob-stoppers, Eskimo Pies and Lucky Dips

with a giant packet of Sunrise Toffees with extra cream and butter as the prize at

the Saturday Morning Matinees, with their Lone Ranger, Dick Tracy, The G-Men

and The Robot and the Ape serials and where a mere sixpence was the entrance fee

for these matinees. Eddie's imitation of a typical Saturday morning matinee is

especially amusing: the African Mirror music in the background; an obnoxious

that we too, like Eddie, revert to self-pitying fantasies about death and our own

funerals when we are sad; by making us laugh at ourselves, Slabolepszy to a large

degree also enables us to deal with our own pain. In addition, Slabolepszy invites

our indulgent laughter because we are able to recognise a typical South African

funeral together with typical funeral-goers. Eddie's rendition of his own funeral is

so human in its heartfelt simplicity, self-pity and bravado, that it simultaneously

evokes laughter and draws empathetic understanding from the audience. The

acting out of the part of Eddie at his own supposed funeral, is also a test for any

actor's versatility and acting skills, and well suited to Slabolepszy's talents.
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gang of youngsters taking their seats; the predictability of the Dick Tracy serials

where the hero usually escapes death or some horrible disaster just in the nick of

time, but which keeps dedicated fans in suspense until the next week when they

will learn in the subsequent episode whether their hero has made it or not. The

way in which Eddie imitates the sounds made while Dick Tracy is dealing with the

gangsters is also very convincing and sure to amuse even those who are not easily

touched by comedy - "Dan-dan-dan-dan-dan -dan- dan-dan-dan - daah - dish ... !

[Three rapid punches] Dish-dish-dish! [Three rapid reactions] Dish-dish-dish!"

(p.305)

Eddie who becomes the youngster sitting in the bioscope seat eagerly

watching the Dick Tracy series while wolfing down his popcorn, adds to the

humour and entertainment value of The Return of Elvis du Pisanie, while at the

same time illustrating the actor's versatile acting talents and in the process also

preventing the play from becoming too tragic, considering Eddie' s emotional

turmoil. The fact that this amusing interlude should afterwards be replaced with

the spotlight on Eddie as a grown man again, as though nothing has happened and

as if what he has related were merely a mirror reflection of his thoughts, is an

extremely effective and innovative device that succeeds in heightening the contrast

between the comic and the tragic. By so doing, Slabolepszy prevents the

audience's attention from wavering and this dramatic technique is a gem in the

hands of an experienced director and actor: "When the lights cross-fade to come

up fully on him at the lamppost - it is as if he has not moved from the reflective

pose he was in before the story began" (p.306); it also demonstrates to what

extent Slabolepszy has developed his own individual, but diverse style. Like

Slabolepszy, Mda is also very versatile and willing to experiment with various and

innovative dramatic techniques as, amongst others, his cinepoem, The Final

Dance which, for example, metaphorically captures the oneness of an Old Man

and a Little Girl while they are waltzing together, demonstrates.
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Eddie confides that he is actually waiting for some kind of miracle to

happen, for the chances of Elvis Presley's actually turning up in this exact spot

where he stood thirty years before and which is more than two hundred kilometres

from his present home, are unlikely. Eddie relates his personal angst at becoming

redundant and losing his job; he shares with the audience his plight of how

difficult it is for a man of forty-six to be re-employed, a reality that many ageing

males in the same predicament who have also been excluded by the system are sure

to be able to identify with. Even Slabolepszy admits to worrying about his own

looming debt at the time, saying that "A lot of (the central character) Eddie's

struggle was mine. There was a real sense of what I was going through. We're all

a kind of salesman - whatever we do we're selling something." (Elahi in The

Citizen 30 September 1992:23). Slabolepszy's drawing on personal experience,

heightens the dramatic impact of the play and lends more credibility to the Eddie

character.

Eddie even goes as far as telling the audience how he planned his own

suicide. Slabolepszy handles a subject which is actually supposed to be sad with so

much subtlety, wit, honesty and finesse that one cannot fail to be amused. In this

way Slabolepszy succeeds in providing momentary relief and distancing one from

the underlying tragedy of death by creating diversion in the form of laughter. For

example, consider Eddie's contrition at his suicide note perhaps upsetting his

children while they are watching their favourite TV cartoon, or his wife's not

finding his body in the garage for more than three weeks, during which time his

body most probably would have turned green. Eddie's concern about his family is

both comic and touching. While we are laughing at the way in which Eddie

worries about trivialities, if we take into consideration that he is contemplating

something as momentous as death, we simultaneously perceive Eddie's character

as very human, and not the tragic figure we might expect him to be, as Slabolepszy

shows us through Eddie's kind-heartedness and love of his family. Likewise, the

comic contrast between something as trivial as Eddie's trouble with the vomiting
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dog and its excitement at the misinterpreted prospect of a seaside holiday because

of Eddie's midnight bustling on the night of his planned suicide; and Eddie's

contemplation of the actual suicide itself, is able to evoke laughter. It is through

his ability to invest his Eddie character with human qualities, which make him

simultaneously recognisable and identifiable, that Slabolepszy succeeds in evoking

laughter and empathy for Eddie.

Eddie's story about his Uncle Albert, who usually sponged on his family's

kind-heartedness and took advantage of their hospitality, is told in visually graphic

terms. Although stories of a scatological nature and low comedy do not always

appeal to everyone, the way in which Eddie and his brother, Nigel, teach Uncle

Albert a well-deserved lesson by putting together a home-made device which they

fix to the top of the outside toilet or "Long Drop" (p.3ll) and which results in

Uncle Albert looking like a "giant, swollen, Lunch Bar" (p.313) after falling into

the toilet, is bound to evoke a great deal oflaughter from the audience.

Eddie's reflections about his caring, sensitive English mother who could

never really adapt to the wild, harshness of Africa, the thunderstorms and the

"Zulu Mine Dances" (p.315) which made her think that the Zulus "were gearing up

to avenge the Battle of Blood River" (p.3l6) are also very touching. Nevertheless,

the image of somebody's being afraid of something that happened more than one

hundred years ago, is ludicrous and therefore able to evoke laughter (Slabolepszy

hereby also seems to be satirising the white man's often unreasonable fear of the

black South African). The story Eddie relates about how his mother considerately

replaced his melted Easter egg, also stands in stark contrast to her violent death at

the hands of a mad, insensitive husband. Slabolepszy's references to actual

circumstances and historical events that took place in South Africa also once again

highlight the South African context of the play's physical surroundings.
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Eddie's tale about his father who served in the Second World War and who

was stationed at Tobruk during the North African Campaign gives another

interesting slant to The Return of Elvis du Pisanie, for it appears that it was the

war that caused his father's mental imbalance during his later years. Eddie's

feelings of guilt and that he should have died on that fateful night with the rest of

his family, and his inability to tell his wife and children that he is unable to go on,

are also touching and evoke empathy for individuals such as Eddie who through

something as incomprehensible and violent as family murder, have been deprived

the security of a family during their teenage years. These feelings of guilt and self-

recrimination plague Eddie as a grown man and every now and then Slabolepszy

allows us a humorous glimpse of Eddie's suffering, evoking empathy for people

such as Eddie:

Purpose to everything. Hub. 'There a
purpose to everything ... ' Bullshit ! What
was the purpose, Father Vincent ? What
was the purpose me coming to this lamppost
that night - thirty years ago - if my whole life
since has been such a stuff up? ... The way I
look at it, there's bugger all purpose to
anything ... ! (p.318)

The candid, amusing way in which Eddie's relates his suffering, swear words and

all, does not make his sad circumstances morbid, and evokes a humorous reaction

from the audience.

Every now and then Eddie interrupts the sadder part of his life story with

amusing snippets of his younger days which conjure up nostalgic memories of a

time long past, for example: how he and his young friends used to make "klei-lats

with the willow branches" and started "zhukking" one another 'with big, fat lumps

a' clay" (p.316); how they used to sand down cars like the "Dodge and

Studebaker ... Pontiac, Packard Plymouth ... Chrysler. The days when cars sound
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like cars and not ... Chinese take-aways" for Oom Piet's car painting business,

with wages ofa "tickey or a farthing, depending on whether or not you're slapgat"

(p.316) (the "Chinese take-aways" seems to be a comic allusion to the variety of

imported Japanese manufactured cars in South Africa). Slabolepszy's flashback

technique in The Return of Elvis du Pisanie proves not only humorous and

entertaining, it also elucidates and helps the audience to visualise the society that

Eddie belonged to and the people who shaped his life. This type of technique also

heightens the tension of the play before it culminates in the shocking revelation

about the family murder.

When Eddie continues the story about his father, we hear about his father's

recurring "nightmares and freakouts" (p.317), which were becoming worse and

worse, and how he suspected they had been transferred to Witbank because of this.

Eddie hints at his father's cruelty to his mother during those years, when he relates

his father's reaction to his mother's reference to her husband's poor health; the

following lines are darkly comic: ''Not well? I'm not well ... ? This coming from

someone who dives under the kitchen table everytime a piss-will little

thunderstorm comes along ... !" (p.317) In an interview Slabolepszy admits that he

draws on personal experience in Eddie's stories about their Witbank days and this

is evident from Eddie's accurate description of the area: "It was a big black

splodge. Coal mines and slag heaps as far as the eye could see." (p.318) - this is

both informative, familiar and amusing, for it tells us about a part of South Africa

as it really is. Eddie's indignant reaction to why the Carlton Bioscope had been

turned into a betting house would most probably be the same for most of today's

forty-six year-olds who were also teenagers in Eddie's day.

Slabolepszy also admits that Eddie's story about Old Joseph and Oom

Carel in Van Deventer Street in Witbank and the boat that they were building in

their back yard for when the big rains came, is based on a true character during
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Slabolepszy's Witbank days. Eddie concludes the comic/tragic tale about the two

old men when he explains how the rains at last came for poor old Joseph and it

rained for three days non-stop after a thunderstorm "the likes of which the

Transvaal had never seen before or since" (p.321); but at least old Joseph was at

last at peace with the world, even though he died in knee-deep water after a fatal

heart attack. Slabolepszy continues in this comic/tragic vein when Eddie recalls

how his father's condition worsened, how irritated his father had been with Oom

Carel and Joseph (a coloured man) for building a boat with a cement bottom when

there was not a sea in sight, and how they had been unable to do anything about

their father's fits of rage. In the passage below Slabolepszy also launches a

satirical attack on the racial prejudice of many white South Africans who share the

same type of attitude as Eddie's father, and their chauvinistic attitude towards their

WIves:

Back in Italy Village, he would've laughed at
one of his own jokes. We might even have
laughed ourselves - or told him to cool it
with the neighbours. But not anymore. He
was liable to go off the handle at anything
these days ... and rather than calm him
down, those tranquiIisers the doctor had
given him for his nerves were making him
even more ... gatvol. Gatvol with everyone
and everything. A total ... pain to live with
... 'What's a bladdy Cape Coloured doing in
the Transvaal? Bladdy coon must bugger off
to where he came from, man ...! [Spinning
round, viciously] And you must keep your
trap shut, Doris - or I send you back to
England ...!' (p.319)

Eddie relates how his troubled-filled life was given new meaning through

the girl next door, Lydia Swanepoel, his childhood sweetheart, whose name is still

engraved on the lamppost today. Slabolepszy's humour is sensitive and insightful

when he demonstrates what it is like when a fifteen-year-old boy falls in love for

the first time. Eddie's story about how he was mesmerised by Lydia, making the
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mistake of trying to win her over by mentioning the name of Cliff Richard and not

that of the "King", afterwards becoming obsessed with Elvis Presley and starting

to imitate Elvis in everything he did, is particularly entertaining. It once again

shows how finely attuned Slabolepszy's ear is to the comic and how he is able to

demonstrate with precise accuracy the psyche of a young teenager during an era

steeped in Presley mania. For example, Eddie's feelings for Lydia are accurately

summed up as follows:

She was the first one who got me ... all
shook up. In the chemical sense, that is. I
didn't know much about chemistry at age
fifteen, but - looking back - I know now it
definitely musta' been ... chemical. I mean
- I was already clocking into Heartbreak.
Hotel and we hadn't even said hello to each
other - never mind goodbye! The crazy
thing was, you know - she she wasn't
even really much to write home about. In
fact - to tell the truth - she looked more like
a ... like a stick-insect than a chick. But
what she had was this ... this pony-tail that
sort of ... did things to your knees.
Whenever she moved from one place to
another - that pony-tail would sorta' - bob-
flick - bob-flick - bob-flick -gwa-daannnggg
...! and you were gone. Sort of -
hypnotised. Like a zombie. (p.322)

In the above Slabolepszy evokes laughter in various ways. For example, Eddie's

painstaking explanation of how he was "shook up" is amusing, but very descriptive

slang by which to explain the turmoil of emotions his first encounter with a girl had

on him. By adding in the "chemical sense", Eddie understates what he really

means by being polite, but the audience are sure to grasp that what Eddie actually

means is that the girl affected his hormones, or more plainly, she affected him in a

sexual way. The fact that Eddie is so polite, and the way in which he refers to how

she could have broken his heart as his "clocking into Heartbreak Hotel" (a

reference to a familiar Elvis song), endear Eddie to the audience and make the way

he must have felt as a love sick teenager very real, recalling a familiar time in their
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own lives. In this humorous way Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy for

teenagers with similar experiences. Eddie's description of the girl's looks is also

very witty and we are able to laugh at both her imperfections, ("like a stick-

insect") compared with what Eddie regards as a "real" girl ("chick"), and the

teenage jargon that Eddie uses by way of explanation. His explanation of how her

ponytail (a trademark among teenage girls of the fifties/sixties generation)

hypnotised him and made him senseless "Like a zombie", is also both comic and

descriptive.

Eddie's exaggerated rendition of how he became a ''Man with a Mission"

(p.324) by emulating Elvis in everything he did and said, even after Lydia's pony-

tail was "beginning to lose its charm - but now it was becoming a matter of pride"

(p.324), is likewise able to evoke much laughter. He recalls how the ''War of the

Airwaves" between him and his mother began in the household with her wanting to

listen to From Crystal with Love on Springbok Radio and he to David Davies on

LM Radio, where all the Elvis hit songs were broadcast. Besides evoking laughter

and bringing back fond memories of the 1950s and 1960s in South Africa, the

above is accurate in describing a universal phenomenon, that is, of youngsters

using an idol as identification model and in the process making the whole

household suffer by, for example, forcing everyone to listen to the very loud music

of the idol in question. Through Eddie's amusing stories about his Elvis obsession,

Slabolepszy to a large degree also seems to be lulling his audience before his final

showdown at the close of the play. Slabolepszy makes fun of Eddie's obsession,

but it becomes more understandable considering his tainted relationship with his

father and lack of identification model. It is especially comic when Eddie's father

tells him to turn off Elvis's "bladdy crap" music and that they should "arrest that

bastard for obscenity" (p.324), and Eddie looks up the word "obscenity" in the

dictionary. It is then that the light about Elvis at last dawns on him: "The pelvis.

That's where it was. That was the secret. Get the pelvis going and I was half-

way there." (p.325) Thus a new life began for Eddie, which he relates to the
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audience in typical teenage slang, which is responsible for much of our laughter in

the passage:

Pretty soon, I was walking like Elvis.
Talking like Elvis. It wasn't very long
before the okes at school were even calling
me Elvis. Elvis du Pisanie ... ! With my
collar sticking up and my kuif hanging
down. I was gonna knock Lydia
Swanepoel's stockings right off her feet. He
was my Hero. I was closer to him than to
anyone else ... ! (p.325)

Eddie's big break at last comes when he wins the third prize in an Elvis

look-alike contest. Slabolepszy is extremely successful in conjuring up the

excitement and near-hysteria of such an important occasion at Witbank. Eddie

describes how all the teenagers and girls with their "starched dresses, alice bands

and bobby sox" (p.326) are there in full force, screaming and shouting because of

the occasion celebrating their hero, Elvis. It is this humorous part of The Return

of Elvis du Pisanie that determines much of its popularity at the box office, for the

audience are entertained in true Slabolepszy fashion as he puts his character,

Eddie, caricature style, through his Elvis moves: ''Last comb through my black

boot-polish hair and I'm up onstage" (p.327) not with the original song "Tutti

Frutti", but "All Shook Up" (p.327) because in this song there is "more vibrato" or

trembling, which was "a pretty smart move" in case one "sorta' " (p.328) forgot

one's words. Eddie's song is a huge success on stage and Slabolepszy even makes

fun of the jargon that theatre critics use when Eddie is congratulated for having

"plenty of élan. Eclat" (p.329) for his rendition of his Elvis song.

Slabolepszy paints a comic, but extremely vivid picture of the emotions of

a teenager after the contest, with the dejected, young Eddie sitting all alone at the

back of the hall with his third prize pink teddy bear. Nevertheless, our young

"hero" at last tastes the victory of winning when Lydia comes to him, looks at him
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like a real person for the first time in his life and tells him that she thought he was

the best Elvis there. Eddie gives Lydia the teddy-bear - "think of it as a gift from

Elvis" (p.330) - and the two young people hold hands for the first time. Although

this is largely an exaggerated picture of first love, our laughter is not derisive, but

that of recognition, by which we can think back with a smile to similar experiences

in our own lives. In this way Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy for his Eddie

character.

"As the lights go into cross-fade, EDDIE backs away to the lamppost"

(p.330) and through this Slabolepszy skilfully reverts back to the present situation

before Eddie's reminiscences: "From the heart-warming memory of greatest

triumph, he is thrown cruelly back to the harsh present." (p.330) The contrast

between the light-hearted comic approach in relating Eddie's past experiences, and

the present reality which seems sadder, heightens the comic/tragic overtones of

Eddie's plight. He is alone with his sadness, but is unable to articulate his sorrow.

His despair is acute and there is tremendous pathos in his piteous cry about his

family's terrible demise:

I can't tell you what happened, Eunice.
Where it all began. I can't even tell you,
because I can't even tell it to myself. I've
blocked it out. I've cut it from my mind. as
sure as if I'd cut it with a knife. I'm ... I'm
scared. There are so many ... questions.
(p.331 )

At last Eddie starts pouring out his sorrow and relates the strange events leading

up to that dreadful night when his family was killed. He tells the audience about

the film, 'Jailhouse Rock' that he and his friends had gone to see and how he had

dreamt of Elvis Presley "coming out of the light of the lamppost opposite the

Carlton Bioscope" (p.331), singing Eddie's favourite song, "One Night". The next

day Eddie is told of a black woman who claimed that she saw Elvis in the light of
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the lamppost at about the same time as when he had his dream. Slabolepszy

introduces humour to evoke empathy and to provide relief from the seriousness of

the moment; for example, Eddie consults the woman who corroborates his

friends' story after he has consoled her not to feel bad about what she saw because

Elvis could "astral-travel" (p.332) (Slabolepszy's ridicule of the exaggerated

claims of the Americans, especially those who believe in the supernatural powers

of their cult-heroes, is very funny). Slabolepszy, in addition, also seems to be

mocking young peoples' extreme gullibility regarding their super-heroes in the

latter example.

Eddie is convinced that Elvis is calling him through all this, and that night

he slips out of the house before midnight to meet his hero who, of course, does not

materialise, but in so doing, Eddie misses being killed by his father as the rest of his

family is. Slowly Eddie relives the fatal night and demonstrates in a very touching

way how his loved ones were tom from him. Slabolepszy points out that through

Eddie's enactment of the family slaughter, "It is as if a huge load has been lifted

off his shoulders" (p.333) and as he walks under the lamppost, it is as if he is

walking on air. His soul cleansed, Eddie slowly rips his suicide note to pieces and

walks towards his car singing "One Night". But before he reaches his car, the

unmistakable strains of "One Night" fill the air in the voice of none other than Elvis

Presley himself and it seems as though the song is coming out of the light of the

lamppost. The song builds up to a crescendo as if Elvis is in concert with fans

screanung. Slabolepszy's ending is a tour de force:

Eddie is bathed in pink light - a mirror
bal! twirls and splashes points of light
across the audience. Elvis is suddenly with
us and EDDIE lets go with wild abandon.

After a good .few bars, EDDIE stands
centre stage, looking out and smiling. A
pin-spot picks up his face and the light
fades ...
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The pin-spot fades to leave EDDIE
smiling, Elvis singing and the crowd
roaring ...

Blackout. (p.334)

Although one could argue that The Return of Elvis du Pisanie is not

Slabolepszy's most powerful play which abounds in hidden truths and profound

messages, it is without doubt an extremely appealing play and one suspects that its

success at the box-office and overall popularity cannot be ascribed to its

technically sound structure and streamlined presentation only. The tremendous

impact of The Return of Elvis du Pisanie seems to lie in its overall entertainment

value, its escapism in the form of laughter, its examination ofEddie's past through

déjá-vu by which Eddie is able to revive himself, and its lesson about the

therapeutic value of dreams or fantasy. In the play Slabolepszy paints a humorous

picture of a believable individual with whom we are able to identify, whose pain

we are able to share and who evokes empathy. However, Eddie's angst is not that

of a tragic hero, for Slabolepszy makes Eddie's suffering more realistic and

palatable through humour.

Eddie is able to recall the good times in his life with humour, which makes

him comparable with ordinary human beings. Slabolepszy depicts Eddie's

suffering and his happiness as part of life's inevitable cycle. This depiction of

Eddie reinforces our perception of comedy's being able to purge through laughter.

It also demonstrates that when one is able to laugh at oneself and one's life,

despite hardship, one emerges as a more mature individual; one is also able to

cleanse oneself and get on with one's life. In The Return of Elvis du Pisanie

Slabolepszy also indicates the proximity of laughter and tears, for there is nothing

in life which cannot be both comic and sad. Even though we are able to laugh at

Eddie from time to time, our laughter is not derisive, but a sharing of feeling,

which is able to evoke empathy for Eddie. This reminds one of comedy's tragic
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alter ego and Byron's words that "." ifI laugh at any mortal thing. 'Tis that I may

not weep." (Bentley 1966:299) Through our laughter of recognition Slabolepszy

succeeds in evoking empathy for individuals such as Eddie.

Slabolepszy bares the male psyche through Eddie's inward journey. in so

doing, Slabolepszy demonstrates how his creation is able to revitalise and absolve

himself, and finally find new meaning in his life. Herein also lies much of the play's

rejuvenating force, for through Eddie, Slabolepszy demonstrates that renewal is

possible for the audience as well. However, Slabolepszy invests the play with so

much humour and comic relief that Eddie's heart-rending tale never becomes

morbid, despite the tragic implications of his humour. Greig comments on

Slabolepszy's ability in his more recent works to shift "from a social focus to a

psychological focus and, in the process, maturing" (Slabolepszy 1994:vii) - it is

precisely this inward shift and maturity that Slabolepszy reveals in The Return of

Elvis du Pisanie and which makes personal identification possible. Ashton

perceptively summarises Slabolepszy's success in creating a character such as

Eddie as follows: ''Who would have thought that, in these times of national

gloom, that the baftlement of a redundant middle-class, middle-aged white

nonentity could evoke sympathy? Slabolepszy speaks for the species." (Business

Day 7 August 1992: 12)

7.2 Pale Natives (1993) - Pale Natives on the surface is a straightforward,

two-act play about a group of school friends who get together after an interval of

twenty-five years to celebrate the freedom of the bridegroom-to-be, Dave, before

his third marriage. The inevitable night of machismo debauchery and drunken fun

of this class of 1966 was appropriately billed as "that most bizarre and morally

questionable of modem Western-male rituals - the Stag Party" in a programme

advertisement for the Market Theatre in 1994. Just how bizarre and morally

questionable this male ritual is, is demonstrated, for example, by Eddie's visions of
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setting Dave in plaster of Paris after tying him up, and video-taping the whole

incident, which ironically adds up to no more than a rather cruel practical joke.

However, Slabolepszy's initial revelation about these "pale natives" in his play is

misleading. In his preface to Pale Natives, Slabolepszy informs us that the

"Action takes place over the course of one night in the early Summer of 1993", a

time in South African history which was marked by political uncertainty and

change. The uncertainty and change to a large degree parallel the inner conflict of

Slabolepszy's mid-forties male characters in Pale Natives, who are plagued by

fear, uncertainty and dissatisfaction with their lives, facing what we instantly

recognise as mid-life crises. In Pale Natives Slabolepszy shows a marked

development, which justifies Willoughby's remark in the Financial Mail of 4

February 1994 about Slabolepszy's being "the chief claimant of Athol Fugard's

crown".

The familiar, typically South African middle-class accents and dialogue

extend the comedy in Pale Natives, for by exaggerating and making fun of the way

in which a large section of South Africans speaks, Slabolepszy uses language as a

tool to evoke laughter. Wilmot commends Slabolepszy's dialogue in Pale Natives

as coming "off the streets and out of the locker room, used to create living,

breathing personalities" (Pretoria News 27 January 1993:3). However, the

greatest strength of Pale Natives lies in Slabolepszy's success at portraying with

perceptive insight the personal angst and vulnerability of his believable characters,

which Greig refers to as the "white male soul facing the abyss" (Greig in

Slabolepszy 1994:vii). However, despite these darker, tragic undertones in Pale

Natives, which are readily associated with comedy, Pale Natives also suggests

hope for the future and is spiced with enough of Slabolepszy's razor-sharp wit to

prevent it from becoming too bleak. The words of Paul McCartney's 1965 hit

song, Yesterday, which features in this play, sum up the inner quality of hovering
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sadness and nostalgia in Pale Natives: " ... Suddenly ... I'm not half the man I used

to be ... There's a shadow hanging over me ... Oh, Yesterday came suddenly ... "

The old-time buddies' friendship comes a long way for the five friends

who, as teenagers, all played together in a band called ''Pale Natives" during the

1960s. The title of the play is revealing, for here Slabolepszy seems to be alluding

to a surviving clan of white natives in South Africa who are stuck in a situation

against which they are powerless. An underlying socio-political comment on the

white minority predicament in a country which in fact belongs and has belonged to

a black majority for many centuries, is implicit. However, Pale Natives goes far

beyond South Africa's stormy political pressures. One senses, as Willoughby

implies in the Financial Mail (4 February 1994), Slabolepszy's ''turning with relief

from the necessity of political comment", and Willoughby's summary of the play is

particularly insightful: 'Ultimately, Pale Natives interrogates the middle-class

white predicament - we're pale natives in a sunburnt land".

Slabolepszy suggests that all of his five characters in Pale Natives are

lacking in some or other way. By creating these life-like persona on stage who are

simultaneously funny and pathetic, Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy from his

audience for recognisably South African, but universally human characters,

situations and dilemmas, and herein lies the strength of Pale Natives.

In his stage directions Slabolepszy introduces us to Ashley by describing

him as a distinguished company director of forty-five, who is 'Urbane and slightly

aloof' but who is "nonetheless able to let his hair down among old and trusted

friends". It soon becomes clear that Ashleyand Kyle (who is forty-five years old)

were the erstwhile leaders of the schoolboy pack, but there appears to be a great

deal of underlying tension between the two friends, suggesting all the while that
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there is unfinished business between them. Ashley's curiosity about whether Kyle

is aware of his coming to the stag party, heightens our impression of this

underlying tension. However, it also reveals the uncertainty of a person who is

about to meet someone who was very important in his life, and here Slabolepszy

also seems to be hinting that they perhaps share something that they might be

ashamed of, the implication being that despite Ashley's affluence, there might be

something lacking in his life as well. Ashley's adamant insistence that he and Kyle

had nothing in common, " 'Cept maybe the Beatles" (p.10), is also suspicious,

suggesting that Ashley is unwilling to impart what sixties secret binds him and

Kyle.

Slabolepszy's humorous description of Kyle in his stage directions is

telling: "One time Lady Killer and High Operator, he has well and truly shot his

bolt. Forever into get-rich-quick schemes, he constantly strives to regain his lost

youth". Although Slabolepszy's description is an amusing exaggeration of the

typical male, macho show-off, it immediately also suggests that Kyle is lacking as a

human being. Kyle reminds one of Slabolepszy's earlier character, Vince, in

Saturday Night at the Palace. Both Vince and Kyle are very aggressive and

search for unattainable ideals, which in itself is actually tragic. Kyle also seems like

a more mature version of Slabolepszy's "angry young man" depiction of Vince in

Saturday Night at the Palace - both characters in the end also succumb because

of their limitations as human beings. However, Kyle is also a tragic figure, for

Slabolepszy paints him as an individual who is unable to come to terms with his

homo-erotic roots.

Bill Flynn is perfect in the role of Eddie, a part that Slabolepszy wrote

especially for him (Kalender 19 January 1994:4). Slabolepszy's description of

Eddie as forty-four years old "Bulky, balding and gone-to-seed. Hen-pecked and

repressed, he is nevertheless one of life's optimists. A Rising Damp Remover of
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long-standing and no-mean repute", is very amusing and evokes laughter. Eddie

immediately reminds one of the caricature or clown figure in comedy which is used

as a comic device. One is also able to label Eddie as a typical, not-too-clever, hen-

pecked husband whose life is mediocre, despite his elevated blue-collar job status,

which Slabolepszy describes in mock-heroic terms.

Eddie confesses his love of people to Ashleyand how he enjoys talking to

them "Yes, you see because people need to talk, Ash. And like - I know that like,

these days everyone is like - going through a hard time, you know, so I just say to

them - hey, you must maar hang in there, hey! You must vas-byt." (p.35) Here

Slabolepszy makes Eddie more human and easily identifiable as a well-meaning

person, despite his limited mental faculties and way in which he expresses himself.

Eddie's words betray his middle-class roots but are in addition, also comic, for one

immediately recognises a jargon which many people in South Africa are familiar

with. However, through Eddie's use of comic, mixed AfrikaansIEnglish

expressions such as "must maar hang in there" and words such as "vas-byt",

Slabolepszy is able to extend his image of people needing the type of love and

encouragement a simple person like Eddie is able to give. Through Eddie

Slabolepszy also implies that not only South Africa's surviving clan of South

African Whites needs a listening ear, but people all over the world. The typical

South African dialogue ("vas-byt" means literally to bite on your teeth) greatly

adds to the image we have of South Africa as a "sunburnt land" and its white

survivors. Eddie's words of encouragement are spoken in a South African slang

which is comic, but through our laughter of recognition, Slabolepszy is able to

evoke empathy for all individuals who have to battle in order to remain standing.

Eddie also needs people and it is ironic that he, who is not the cleverest of people,

is able to recognise this need in other people as well. It is therefore clear that

Slabolepszy is able to endear Eddie to us through comedy, which is the instrument

by which he is able to evoke empathy for the Eddies of this world, despite their

shortcomings. It is through Eddie's humorous, but encouraging words that
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Slabolepszy also seems to be teaching his audience not to give up hope, despite

hardship: "You mustn't fight against the things in life. You must maar make a

plan. Because you can always make a plan, Ash. Always." (p.36)

The well-meaning Eddie character with all his shenanigans is also used to

relieve much of the tension initiated by Kyle, reminding one of the comic

convention of using a clown or trickster figure as a diversion or to provide insight.

Eddie at times even takes on a comic-tragic stature, for example, at the close of

Pale Natives, when he excitedly suggests that there is hope for the future, without

realising that Kyle is lying dead in the drinks tub.

Roux, Slabolepszy's most toned down character, is a forty-five year-old

sales representative at a petroleum company, who is struggling because of a few

bad investments, but is able to "take a stiff drink with the best of them", according

to Slabolepszy's stage directions. But Roux is also a sympathetically drawn

character, for we later learn of his marital problems, which are a major sadness in

his life.

Slabolepszy describes the forty-three year-old bridegroom-to-be, Dave, as

a person who has problems holding his drink and who runs a "thriving Car Air-

Conditioning and Immobiliser Business". Despite his material success, Dave

certainly has problems relating to the opposite sex and family life, which is

demonstrated through his inability to make his marriages last. Dave lies inert on

the floor throughout most of the action in the play, which could be interpreted as

his way of escaping the realities and responsibilities of his unsatisfactory life.

Dave's inaction on the stage also becomes a symbol of the inability of

Slabolepszy's characters to get on with their lives and to leave the baggage of their

past behind.
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As in his other plays, Slabolepszy's frame ofreference is South African, for

he points out in his stage directions that Pale Natives is set in the " 'Private

Entertainments Lounge' of a modest Sports Club in the south-eastern suburbs of

Johannesburg", but emphasises the lack of "CLASS OR DIGNITY' (p.l) usually

associated with these second-rate sports clubs which would be familiar to most

South African white males. At the outset one immediately senses Ashley's

displacement in surroundings that he, as an urbane, wealthy and successful South

African businessman, clearly would not be accustomed to.

Eddie's appearance on stage is enough to raise a laugh or two for he sports

a ''illGHL Y UNFASHIONABLE LIME GREEN SAFARISUlT AND BEIGE

SHOES WITH WHITE SOCKS" and "HIS SUlT POCKET IS LINED WITH

FIVE OR SIX BALLPOINT PENS. (p. 1) Slabolepszy is very perceptive at

depicting a recognisable South African type by means of his not-so-clever Eddie

creation whose attempts at looking like a distinguished, successful businessman are

totally defeated by his attire and snatches of the ever-popular "Achy Breaky Heart"

which he invariably sings while tugging at a well-used music centre. Eddie strikes

an extremely comic pose, something between ultra "Boere kitsch" and the

conservative Afrikaner right-wing type who, despite his laborious efforts at getting

into the swing of things, fails miserably to do so.

Eddie is the typical hen-pecked husband, for his main concern is where to

take his wife on their next holiday. Slabolepszy allows for many amusing moments

at Eddie's expense; for example, there is Eddie's indecision about whether to take

his wife to ''Marvellous Moer-i-shiss" (Mauritius), Hong Kong or "Hawaai" (p.3).

Slabolepszy also seems to be making fun of the spoilt, middle-class white South

African who has money for this type of diversion, but whose limited mental

faculties, superficiality and cheap snobbery are exposed through his indecision.

Eddie doesn't want to go to Mauritius because "every Tom, Dick and Harry goes
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there" (p.3) - Slabolepszy here also makes fun of a large section of white South

Afiicans who yearly visit this very popular, commercial holiday resort for their

summer holidays. Apparently Eddie's wife's main concern about going to Hong

Kong is that her favourite soap opera, "Loving" (an ongoing series on South

Afiican television), will be subtitled in Chinese which she will not be able to

understand. Hawaii is also not a suitable destination because, even though Eddie' s

wife may run into "Ou Tom Selleek ... in his Ferrari" (p.3) of the "Magnum PI"

television series which ran for many years in South Africa, she is concerned that

Eddie "just wanna go there for those topless hula-hoo girls" (p.3). Eddie does not

favour Guam as a holiday destination, which he describes as "a island or

something. But I mean, who wants to visit a place with a name like that?"

(pA)

Our perception of Eddie's role as providing comic relief by acting like a

clown is enhanced when he later staggers onto the stage with ''HIS SAFAR! SUIT

JACKET PULLED OVER HIS HEAD" (p.6), acting like a beggar from Guam.

Slabolepszy also makes fun of Eddie and his family's addiction to television, and

Eddie's awe of Ashley's few television appearances. Eddie's sense of pride

because of his addiction heightens the comedy, but is also quite a scathing

commentary on this type of empty-headed South Afiican who favours such a

limiting pastime, considering how mediocre some South Afiican television

programmes are, compared with television in America and Europe.

Through Eddie, Slabolepszy also alludes to South Africa's black heritage,

which is both informative and amusing - Eddie greets Ashley with an "ETHNIC

DOUBLE- HANDSHAKE" (p.6), which is supposed to mean, according to Eddie,

"that your two spirits like combine together and then fly off into the sunset. Like-

a Bird of Freedom. Bird of Peace." (p.6) This type of handshake is peculiar to

black South Afiican culture, and Eddie's exaggerated, simplistic explanation of this
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black custom evokes laughter, but is simultaneously also ironic, for Slabolepszy

simultaneously seems to be alluding to the lack of peace and freedom in the

sunburnt land's changing political landscape. This impression is reaffirmed by

Roux's rather pessimistic rejoinder: "As long as it doesn't crap on your head"

(p.7), to Eddie's bird explanation about what Eddie considers to be "the new

handshake for the new South Africa" (p.7). Slabolepszy indirectly seems to be

making fun of the emphasis on peace and freedom in the "new", democratic South

Africa emerging during the time the play was written and this immediately recalls a

similar comic approach in the 1995 rut play, Tickle to Fine Leg, in which Corky's

dog is named ''Freedom''.

Ashley rather condescendingly refers to Eddie's blue-collar job with the

words, "Something to be said, I suppose, for working with one's hands?" and

Roux retaliates with, "Spends half rus life knee-deep in mud and slush, but he's as

happy as a pig in shit." (p.8) Slabolepszy is able to evoke laughter through clever

word-play, by which he targets the mundane existence of the "small man" with the

"small" mind, who is too conditioned to realise that there is more to life than

merely existing. Slabolepszy demonstrates top form with rus accurate, authentic

and creative dialogue at describing possible, but believable individuals such as

Eddie, who are satisfied with their mediocre lives, but who neither know better,

nor are deterred in the least by their mental limitations. However, what

Slabolepszy makes Eddie say is extremely clever and comic, for example, when

Eddie proudly tells rus friends that the motto on the wall at his business is:

"Quality is Never Having to Say You're Sorry" (p.17); Slabolepszy again evokes

laughter by playing with words in rus comic allusion to a well-known line in the

sentimentally romantic film, Love Story: "Love means never having to say you're

sorry".
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Slabolepszy's invention of a term such as "closet polygamist" (p.5) which

Ashley calls Dave because of his "amours" which always seem to end up in

unsuccessful marriages, adds to the humour at the beginning of Pale Natives.

However, at this early stage, Slabolepszy does hint that all is not quite in place

with Ashley who has not been able to make "it to number one" (p.6) as far as

marriage is concerned. Ashley's reprimand of Roux that Roux' s notions of being

''Fancy-free. Free to fancy anything you like ... when you like .,. as many times as

you like" (p.6) are outdated; and his mocking remark, "You ageing Hippies -

Free-love is dead, Roux. Nobody ever tell you that?" (p.6), are telling comments

about Ashley's own circumstances. Slabolepszy seems to be implying that Ashley

is not quite as happy with his personal life as one is inclined to assume from his

outward wealth and success (Ashleyeven owns a yacht and an island in the

Aegean). Ashley admits, "1 didn't know who or what the hell 1 was 25 years ago

". Sometimes 1 think 1 still don't know." (p.IO) Ashley's words reveal his identity

crisis, by which Slabolepszy seems to be hinting at the underlying sadness in

Ashley's life. However, Slabolepszy also succeeds in evoking empathy for all

males in their forties who struggle with crises during mid-life. Ashleyand Kyle's

homosexual tendencies which found expression in an encounter during their youth,

could also be interpreted as what Willoughby in the Financial Mail (4 February

1994) refers to as the "homo-erotic roots of male friendship", a theme which

Slabolepszy picks at in Pale Natives.

Slabolepszy reveals that Roux has also experienced personal loss and

hardship by placing another of his very authentic and creative expressions in the

mouth of his Roux character; when Ashley guesses that Roux is not as happy as

Eddie, Roux's explanation reveals his own sense of failure: "". when you invest all

your hard-earned savings with high-flyers, you're bound to belly-flop now and

again." (p.8) Through the obvious humour in the latter expression, Slabolepszy

succeeds in evoking empathy for individuals such as Roux, who try their luck at

getting rich with the "other" successful ones, but who never quite manage to make
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it in the big league. Roux's failing marriage also adds to our image of Roux as a

person whose life is unfulfilled. Roux's story of how he managed to get hold of a

slaughtered chicken in order to please his father is very amusing. However, there

is underlying criticism of an authoritative, cruel father in Roux' s story of how he as

a young boy had to prove his worth and manhood to his father by slaughtering a

chicken: "I'm nine and a half years old - the old man sticks this axe in my hand.

He says - let's see if you the Fruit of My Loins ... " (p. 14)

Ashley's homosexuality is nowhere as obvious as when he exits to the

toilets in order to comb his hair in front of a mirror on hearing that Kyle has

arrived (Slabolepszy here also seems to be making fun of the type of gesture one

would usually associate with homosexuals). However, when Ashley returns from

the toilets and he and Kyle see each other for the first time, Kyle "GIVES

NOTHING AWAY" (p.17) and even snubs Ashley. The contrast between the

macho Kyle and the gentlemanly, soft-spoken Ashley is comic and able to evoke

laughter. Consider, for example, Ashley's polished manner and how Kyle makes

his grand entrance after swearing and blaspheming offstage because of his car that

has broken down: ''Locally manufactured piece of local shit ... ! Affirmative

Action se moer, man ... !! Ja-ssas!" (p.16) Kyle's banal words are funny, but they

also betray him, for we immediately recognise a typical South African type: the

chauvinistic, "angry young man" (who is not so young anymore), but who thinks

the world owes him something and who believes that the way in which to solve

problems is through aggression and by blaming something or somebody. In this

example, Kyle blames Affirmative Action (a practice implemented by South

Africa to try and eradicate the inequalities of the past by giving traditional "white"

jobs, to disadvantaged Blacks) for his problems. Kyle is also exposed as the

typical white South African racist. Consider the following passage, for example, in

which Kyle implies that although Blacks are as stupid as baboons, they are the

ones who are taking over in the "new" South Africa. Slabolepszy here satirises
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the racist type of mentality which still exists in the "new" South Africa, but he

also criticises blatant racism in general, which is a world-wide phenomenon:

I mean - three-hundred years ... ! That is three
centuries to civilise this country ... to chop
through the jungle and find the pot a' gold at the
end a' the rainbow. And for what ...? ... For a
whole buncha' Branch Managers to come down
from the trees and try re-invent the fucking
wheel ... ! (p.16)

In the following passage, Slabolepszy's allusion to the Nationalist

Government's power of forty years in South Africa by a white Afrikaner-

dominated minority is amusing, but reaffirms our impression of Kyle's blatant

racist tendencies and of his regarding Blacks as inferior human beings:

Poggenpoel Motors ...? And that is Hairybacks.
And that is four decades. Of what? The Great
Wank. Out of the Wilderness and into the fuck-
knows-what ...? From the 'Broeders' to the
'People' ... ! From Vrystaat to Amandla ... I
mean for fucksake, man ... ! (BELLOWING
THIS) Power to the Poephols! (p.17)

Here Slabolepszy's refers to familiar South African expressions which are clever

and appropriate, but simultaneously also comic and scathing: the slang for white

Afrikaners is "hairybacks"; "Vrystaat" is traditionally shouted as a token of

support at rugby matches and Kyle contrasts it with "Amandla", a word shouted as

a slogan at political rallies in the "new" South Africa. The latter example reveals

Slabolepszy's sense of the comic and his ability to use his knowledge of the local

tongue, South African politics and the diverse population groups in South Africa,

to extend the comedy in his work. The fact that we laugh at someone who is being

racist, which is actually quite tragic, makes us reassess our impression of the

cruelty inherent in comedy.
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Kyle's attire (dark glasses, dark slacks, black I-shirt and boots) and his

foul language betray him at every turn as the typical macho braggart or "tough

guy", and at the outset he seems to have few redeeming qualities. However, the

way in which Kyle expresses himself cannot fail to amuse. A good example of

Slabolepszy's bald, comic humour is when Kyle lashes out against the defective

bulbs that are sold in the shops nowadays, in a type of language that one would

easily be able to associate with the belligerent Kyle types of this world:

So what do 1 do? I do what any reasonable
fucker would do under the fucken circumstances
- I fucken change it, right? I get a new fucken
bulb ... I grab the fucken ladder, up I fucken go -
Hey, wow, fuck me ...! Got a fucken light that
works again. But for how fucken long? Strue's
God, man - two-three days later, I come home - I
throw the switch - gone again ...! ... I think -
nooit, man. Fuck this. Fucken light. Third
fucken time this month. It's beyond a fucken
joke now ...! ... It's not so much buying a new
bulb and go getting the ladder everytime, as
much as - fuck it! - how long's this gonna go on
for? (p.17)

The above demonstrates the popular comic device which evokes laughter at

crudeness or "baseness". By exaggerating the foul language usually associated

with stereotypes such as Kyle, Slabolepszy doubles the comic impact.

When Kyle finally concedes that he remembers Ashley, one is immediately

aware of the unresolved conflict between them and their old rivalry surfacing. For

example, when we learn that Kyle owns a Game Farm at Sabi-Sabi (a familiar

wildlife spot in South Africa), but Ashleyowns an island, this petty rivalry is able

both to make us both laugh and evoke empathy for people who are like us, and

whose best efforts will never really be good enough.
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As the party progresses, the jokes become more ribald and the drinking

intensifies. Eddie is determined to have a good time, no matter what, and insists

on videotaping everything happening at the party, but is put off when Kyle and

Roux pull down their pants and "moon" at the camera (one suspects that Eddie

reprimands them not so much because of the deed, but because he is afraid of what

his wife will say, which adds to our amusement). The friends' trip down memory

lane includes a rendition of the Dave Clark Five hit song, "Glad all over", when

the ''Pale Natives" were known as ''Dogzzz Breakfast ... dog-collars and all"

(p.23) - this should appeal to most audiences, especially those forty-years plus

white males who grew up in the same era as Slabolepszy's characters on stage, a

time when many teenagers aspired to be like the "pop" groups whom they idolised.

The ribald type of humour that most teenage boys indulge in is also sure to raise

many laughs, for example, when they reminisce and argue who was "farting with

the door closed" (p.24). While Eddie, Roux and Ashleyare singing the old

popular sixties hit, "Mighty Quinn" (p.24), Kyle takes Ashley's wallet from his

jacket pocket and examines it, pocketing a business card - this emphasizes that

Kyle, despite his nonchalance, still regards Ashley as a rival. Eddie's insistence

that they substitute the words of the hit song made famous by the Animals, the

"House of the Rising Sun" with the "House of the Rising Damp" (p.25), is also

very funny, not so much because of what Eddie says, but because he thinks he is

being funny and clever.

Slabolepszy captures the atmosphere likely to prevail at a stag party. The

following serve as good examples of this: Eddie's insistence that he was not

responsible for the unbearable smell in the toilets and his remark to Kyle that if he

forgets the name ofDave's new bride, he will be "as popular as a fart in a crowded

telephone booth" (p.32); Eddie's teasing of Kyle's "Kyalami - Salami .

(INDICATING A BIG COCK) (p.26); Roux's information about Kyle's record

time of two-and-a half weeks when "Kyalami Salami Broberg screwed his way

through the entire Matric Class of the Holy Cross Convent" (p.26); and Kyle who
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is so irritated by Eddie's insistence on videotaping the stag party as a remembrance

for Dave, that he crudely tells Eddie "I'm gonna catch a slash. If you wanna video

my dick, come video my dick." (p.33) Slabolepszy is very realistic in his portrayal

of a stag party where men usually have few inhibitions, say what they want to say

in the type of language they want to (however foul it may be) and where the free

flow of alcohol adds to the wholehearted abandonment of all respectability or

finesse. The type of language used by the group of friends suits the occasion to

perfection and adds to the comedy. A good example of the ribaldly humorous

dialogue is the conversation that ensues as a result of Kyle's reluctance to act as

Best Man for Dave:

KYLE: ... Every time I'm Best Man, the
marriages fuck out and then everyone blames
me.

ROUX: Whose fault is that? You s'posed to
kiss the bride. not pomp her.

EDDIE: Pomp ... ? Whose pomping who
here ... ?

KYLE: Hey, listen - I did not pomp Sonya du
Toil OK? That was nothing but a vicious lie!

ROUX: Did I say ... ?

KYLE: A vicious, back-stabbing, snake-in-
the-grass fucken bullshit story -

ROUX: I didn't know you even KNEW Sonja
du Toit ...

KYLE: And if I ever find the prick who
started it ... (INTO EDDIE'S CAMERA) I'll
kill the bastard! (p.30)

Throughout the revelry before the above outburst, Kyle keeps to himself

and when he and Ashleyare finally by themselves, there is an awkwardness

between them, which once again is indicative of the unfinished business between

them. Ashley's words to his old friend also betray his sense of loss and

dissatisfaction with his own life and his nostalgic longing for a time long gone:
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It's amazing how something so '" simple can
bring such ... joy. such ... meaning to their lives.
(SEARCHING FOR "CONVERSATION")
Simplicity. That's the answer. isn't if) That's
the target we ought to be aiming at. Innocence.
A Return to Innocence. (ANOTHER
AWKWARD PAUSE) So. Hmph. Here we
are. Full Circle. (p.l7)

Kyle does not allow himself to be tempted by Ashley's words, but

concentrates on comparing who makes the most money between them. Kyle does

not react to Ashley's "You cannot deny the past" (p.28), but relishes the moment

when Ashley admits that he has lost the bet made before their final school exams

and that Kyle has made more money than he has, even if this is of no consequence

to Ashley. Characteristically, Slabolepszy does not condemn Kyle and his way of

life outright. There is a great deal of humour, but also pathos, in Kyle's

explanation why he has such a good memory: "(TAPPING HlS HEAD) When

you pickle shit in alcohol, it lasts a helluva lot longer." (p.29) In this way, Kyle

seems to be making fun of himself (and teaching a valuable lesson concerning not

taking oneself too seriously). However, there is also sadness in Kyle's remark, for

the implication is that Kyle has been forced to turn to alcohol in order to blunt the

rough edges of his unsatisfactory, unfulfilled life. Through Kyle's comic remark,

Slabolepszy also conjures up a very sad image of Kyle, which is largely responsible

for our feelings of empathy towards Kyle and people who are similar to him.

Act 1 closes on a rowdy note, after Dave at last makes his appearance and

"A BEER IS LITERALLY THRUST INTO HIS MOUTH." (p.36) The friends

sing loudly" ... WHILE EDDIE FILMS THE PROCEEDINGS (SINGING

ALONG ALL THE WHILE) - WE ARE INTO HEAVY DOWN-DOWN

SONGS, WITH MUCH FROTH, NOISE AND SQUIRTING, ETC." (p.36) By

means of this "macho" humour, Slabolepszy succeeds in capturing the prevailing

atmosphere of a stag party very effectively. The same applies to Act 2, which in

the beginning is described as a " ... POST -PARTY WAR ZONE. THE PLACE IS
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AWASH WITH GLASSES, BOTTLES, FULL ASHTRAYS AND THE TELL-

TALE DEBRIS OF SERIOUS PARTYlNG. THE LARGER TABLE UPSTAGE

GROANS UNDER THE WEIGHT OF ASSORTED ALCOHOLIC

BEVERAGES AND MIXES ... OUR FIVE CHARACTERS (IN VARlOUS

STATES OF DISHEVELMENT AND SEMI-UNDRESS) ARE SCATTERED

ABOUT THE PLACE LIKE RAG DOLLS WITH THE STUFFING KNOCKED

OUT OF THEM." (p.37) Because Slabolepszy's description of the revelry and

chaos after a stag party is largely an exaggerated picture, it is able to evoke

laughter. Slabolepszy also seems to be satirising the type of revelry and chaos that

is possible at stag parties. In this way he questions this type of moral degradation

which in essence is tragic, for it reveals the depths to which civilized man (and the

"pale natives" of South Africa) have actually sunk.

Ashley stares intently at Kyle while arguing about the meaning of life.

Ashley maintains that "If you've got what you want - here ... (HAND TO HIS

HEART) ... then Life Meaning. Purpose." (p.37) However, because we suspect

that Ashley's defences are down because of his over-indulgence in liquor, and that

it is largely a matter of the alcohol speaking, Slabolepszy is able to make the

audience laugh at Ashley's seriousness. Here Slabolepszy also seems to be

implying that Ashley himself lacks inner peace, despite his intellectualising to

suggest the contrary. Nevertheless, through Ashley's remark Slabolepszy implies

that Kyle also lacks inner peace, a problem which finds expression in Kyle's

aggression and his angrily lashing out at everyone and everything. By

implementing this type of comic technique, Slabolepszy even succeeds in evoking

empathy for foul-mouthed individuals such as Kyle, as well as more soft-spoken

individuals such as Ashley, who are unable to come to terms with themselves and

their personal circumstances, whether it be in South Africa or elsewhere. One is

able to understand Kyle's anger, if one reasons in terms of his latent

homosexuality. It seems as though Kyle is trying to hide his inner conflict by an

exaggerated outer macho image and through aggression, and this in essence
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reduces him to a pathetic creature. Slabolepszy also seems to be criticising a

society whose intolerance towards homosexuality, results in people reacting in the

same way as Ashleyand Kyle do.

Slabolepszy prevents the conversation between Kyle and Ashley about the

meaning of life becoming too intense through Roux and Ashley's side comments,

which provide comic relief Eddie's inability to understand Kyle's jibe about

considering euthanasia (for Eddie's wife), rather than an overseas holiday, serves

as one of Slabolepszy's most effective examples of preventing Pale Natives from

becoming too philosophical and intense at this stage of the play. The friends'

disjointed conversation, with the exception of Dave who lies unconscious on the

floor, with his trousers about his ankles (which is viciously satiric in terms of

people who have lost all control), reinforces our impression of people who are

unable to communicate properly. This is characteristic of the modern world, in

which meaningful communication and proper understanding of one another are

also lacking. Although Ashley tries to make Kyle understand that contentment and

fulfilment come with achievement, Kyle still blames his unenviable personal

circumstances on his South African legacy:

Legacy, you see. After three-hundred years,
this is what you left with. This is the result.
Third World Circus. man. Tin-Pot... One-
Horse ... Lame Brain ... Banana fucking
Republic! (p.39)

Through Kyle, Slabolepszy alludes to the "new" South Africa after its three-

hundred years of white domination, which is now being ruled by people whom

Kyle regards as baboons eating bananas. Although one is able to laugh at Kyle's

audacity and choice of words, Slabolepszy in this way also relentlessly exposes

how many white South Africans are not able to accept the new dispensation in

South Africa, and perceive what is emerging in South Africa as threatening, while
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considering the Blacks taking over and what is being created in the "new" South

Africa, both as inferior and inadequate. However, when Ashley mockingly points

out that Kyle will most probably be blaming computers next for his failed life, one

realises that a person such as Kyle is actually a pathetic person who needs to be

pitied and empathised with. One suspects that people such as Kyle lash out

aggressively against everyone and everything because they still have not learnt to

accept themselves, and how to channel their anger. While we are laughing at Kyle

in a superior manner, Slabolepszy also simultaneously makes us aware that because

Kyle is unable to find inner peace, there is something tragic about him. In our

interpretation of Kyle as a comic/tragic figure, Slabolepszy is able to evoke

empathy for men such as Kyle, who have never really grown up and learnt how to

cope with their shortcomings in an acceptable way or to accept themselves as they

are, whether they have homosexual tendencies or not.

Slabolepszy provides comic relief in the form of a lewd joke, when Eddie

diverts the attention away from Kyle's personal crisis or angst, and tells the crude,

but extremely amusing story about his son's asking him for money to buy a

computer diskette: ''Dad, I need some bucks for a stiffie. I think - no man -

what's this now! Is my laaitie going up to Hillbrow ... so he can stick his stiffie in

some floppy ... ? No, man!" (p.39). The sexual innuendo in the above example is

obvious, but in this way Slabolepszy succeeds in preventing Pale Natives from

becoming too heavy and moralizing.

Kyle to a large degree, also provides comic relief by evading the real issue

between him and Ashley, and by hammering on the political issues in South Africa.

For example, Kyle refers to the Blacks in South Africa as "houtkoppe", a

derogatory term for Blacks in South Africa, who are likened to people having no

brains (brains of wood), which is an example of a popular comic device

encountered in low comedy by which rather cruel jokes are targeted at those who
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are considered inferior. Ashley's remark, "". this is not the topic under discussion

here and I don't see why I should be drawn into it" (p.40), further enhances our

impression of the secret that Ashleyand Kyle have shared since their schooldays,

but which Kyle is unwilling to admit.

It is once again Eddie who awkwardly verbalises the dilemma facing the

men at the stag party when he explains that they have never had the opportunity of

being officially initiated into manhood like the Blacks, who have rituals and

ceremonies initiating them into manhood. Slabolepszy vividly portrays the

personal crises facing his characters, and the visions they have about death

emphasise their suffering. For example, Ashley recalls how one of his friends

drowned and looked as though he was asleep, except for his hard, white face

which looked like alabaster, "Like a smooth white stone you find on the bottom of

a river" (p.43) - this image of a lifeless stone at the bottom of a river enhances our

perception of life's futility and meaninglessness, which is one of the recurrent

themes in twentieth-century literature.

Roux's story about how Michelle Pfeiffer cried for him at his own funeral

is comic largely because of the unlikeliness of her being at his funeral and because

she is so unattainable. In this way and by investing Roux with pathos through our

knowledge that he is desolate because his wife wants to leave him after twenty-two

years of marriage, Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy for him. Roux's tears

could be interpreted as typical maudlin drunkenness which one is able to laugh at;

nevertheless, through this type of humour Slabolepszy makes us aware of Roux' s

pain, and succeeds in evoking empathy for individuals such as Roux who are

unable to face life without the support and comfort of their life-long partners.
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It is only Ashley who seems to have made peace with himself. for he

perceives death as an inevitable part of one's life. However, Ashley's inner peace

is misleading in the light of his slightly inebriated state. It is also ironic that it is

only Ashley who seems to come to terms with life, despite his homosexuality and

being so different from his machismo friends - it is as though Slabolepszy is

implying through his Ashley creation that nobody's life is perfect, but that inner

peace and happiness can only come through acceptance of life and of oneself

Eddie's dream about how he was turned away by Saint Peter at the "Pearly

Gates" (p.44) because his job as Rising Damp Remover was not on Saint Peter's

list is very amusing, but it is also indicative ofEddie's own feelings of inadequacy

and worthlessness as a human being. In this way Slabolepszy invests Eddie with

both sadness and humour, by which he is able to evoke empathy for all persons

experiencing the same feelings of inadequacy as Eddie.

Ashley's confrontation with Kyle about accepting life and what one is, is

interrupted by in-between, lewd conversation about the female stripper who did

not arrive because all the money for the party "went on the booze" (pA8), which

provides much entertainment in the form of comic humour, but which

simultaneously points a finger at the "pale natives" of this world and the level to

which they will drop in order to assure a good time. However, the

meaninglessness of Kyle's futile life is clear from his words (albeit crudely

humorous in his reference to lovemaking as "pomping"):

Eating. Sleeping. Pomping. And waiting for
your Annual fucken Leave. Everyone sits and
fiddles while Rome fucken bums. (p.49)

Slabolepszy's allusion to South Africa's political situation (''Rome burning") is

also clear from the above. However it is by making us aware of Kyle's
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meaningless life through this type of humour, that Slabolepszy succeeds in evoking

empathy for people who have nothing left to make their lives worthwhile any

more.

The party inevitably (like most stag parties) becomes very heated and it

seems as though the characters need to relieve their underlying tension through

aggression: "EDDIE GRABS KYLE. ASHLEY GRABS ROUX. THEY ARE

LIKE A PAIR OF WILD DOGS AT EACH OTHER'S THROATS." (p.49)

After Kyle has stormed off stage in a fury, Roux tells Ashley the truth about Kyle

and how the "Golden Boy" when he "hit 40" lost control and turned to crime in

order to become the "Absolute Best" (p.SO), ifhe could not reach the top by being

honest: ''Kyle's been had up for fraud, extortion ... you name it. The whole

reason my marriage is on the rocks, is thanks to me getting involved in his crazy

seams." (p.SO) Although Kyle to a large extent seems to be responsible for his

own downfall, there is pathos in this picture Slabolepszy paints of Kyle as a

youngster who had all the potential, but who in the end was not able to make it to

the top. However, at this stage Slabolepszy prevents Pale Natives from becoming

too philosophical and refrains from too much moralizing through the antics of

Eddie, who is plainly no drinker, but who insists that he is becoming drunker by

the moment and that he is going through the different stages of intoxication, as put

forward by Ashley. When Kyle comes back, the friends reminisce about "the

greatest days of their lives" (p.SS), when they all played together in their band,

"Pale Natives". Their nostalgic longing for days gone by, despite its largely being

a case of "dronkverdriet" which is very comic, is sure to evoke empathy from the

audience who must have experienced similar wistfulness, especially if they are forty

years plus, and are able to identify with the familiar sixties era Slabolepszy is

recalling. Ashley's rather sobering remark that they were not able to make it as a

band afterwards because "People grow up. Time marches on" (p.SS), also seems

to sum up the predicament facing these friends who are not able to come to terms

with their lives because they have not been able to handle the responsibilities of
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adulthood, nor reach the ideals that they have set out to achieve (typical problems

encountered by men during mid-life crises or which one can refer to as the

personal angst experienced by the white male soul facing the abyss).

Once again the ice is broken and Slabolepszy evokes laughter through

Eddie's clowning. Like Slabolepszy, Mda also employs graphic examples of low

comedy; for example, in his play, The Hill, when the old and the young miner

compete over, and protect their faeces. A similar comic device to evoke laughter

is used when Eddie appears on stage, with a vomit-bespattered toilet seat about his

neck, adamant that he, too, is now drunk and which he verbally proves by using

the f-word. Although Eddie is perceived as the harmless, dim-witted joker who is

tolerated by all, it seems as though he was always the odd-man-out among the old

friends, considering to what lengths he will go in order to be accepted by his

mends. Kyle even believes that they would have made it as a band if they had

kicked out Eddie as the drummer, who was always dropping his drum sticks and

moaning. In this regard one is able to empathise with individuals such as Eddie,

who despite their limitations, will do almost anything in order to be accepted by

the group, but whose attempts are mostly futile and laughed at by people.

Matters are brought to a head when Kyle is unable to take Eddie's attack

of "VERBAL DIARRHOEA" (p.56) (Slabolepszy's euphemism about Eddie's

loquaciousness says it all) on how intoxicated he is any longer and fires a shot into

the ceiling, and then turns the gun on Eddie, warning him that he will kill him if he

does not shut up. The contrast between Slabolepszy's more light-hearted comic

approach earlier, and the seriousness of the present, heightens the tension of the

moment. Kyle now turns the gun on whoever is protesting and although it is

amusing when all the friends, afraid of being shot, now find an excuse to leave, the

underlying tension of this volatile situation and the menace inherent in the Kyle

character, add to the dramatic impact of the play as it draws to its climactic close.
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The old buddies finally drink a toast to the sleeping Dave and his

forthcoming marriage, after which they submerge his head in the cold water of the

tin bath in which they kept their drinks cold. Kyle and Eddie unceremoniously

dump the dripping Dave beside the sofa, and Slabolepszy describes Dave as "A

DRIPPING, PATHETIC HEAP" (p.61), which is indeed a sad picture ofa person

who is unable to make it in an unsympathetic world, except by numbing himself

with alcohol.

Kyle bets his friends for "a hundred bucks" and jokingly adds that he will

"Throw in a case of 1&B" (p.60), if he is able to keep his head under water for

three minutes. When Kyle pulls his head out after only thirty-four seconds under

the water, he dares Roux to meet the challenge, which Roux immediately does,

beating Kyle by seven seconds. Kyle insists on going under water again, but as

they prepare to leave, Eddie forgets to count how long Kyle was under. Kyle

eventually lifts his head out of the water, but when he discovers that Ashley has

left a cheque in his jacket pocket, he is furious and grabs Ashley, cocking his gun

in Ashley's face. Although it "SEEMS AS THOUGH HE MUST PULL THE

TRIGGER", Kyle ''RIPS THE CHEQUE TO SHREDS" (p.66), with Ashley

almost in tears next to him. Kyle plays his trump card by viciously exposing

Ashley's homosexuality in front of all his friends, but his revenge on Ashley is

short-lived, for Slabolepszy makes it clear that for Kyle there is ''NO COME-

BACK. IT IS COMPLETE STALEMATE" (p. 67), after Ashley calmly informs

Kyle that "I'm Bent and you're straight. Now we know exactly where we stand."

(p.67)

It is now Dave who breaks the tension of the moment by rising from behind

the sofa and calling for Melanie, which comes as a complete surprise because he is

supposed to be getting married to Catherine. Dave, whom Slabolepszy describes

as the "EPITOME OF DRONKVERDRIET" (p.68), adds much to the humour at
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this late stage of Pale Natives, as the play draws to its shattering close.

Slabolepszy manages through this roller-coaster technique of intense drama

relieved by comedy, to keep his audience riveted, never allowing a dull moment.

Ashleyand Kyle's secret is finally disclosed after the other mends have left

and Ashley apologises to Kyle by saying:

You've been terrified out of your wits all night
that I'd undermine your so-called manhood by
telling the others what happened all those
years ago. But rest assured, I could never do
that. I wouldn't dream of it. I loved you,
Kyle - I always did (p.70)

Kyle's rather pathetic, "Ash ... Ashley?" (p.70) to the empty stage after Ashley has

left, adds to the image that Slabolepszy creates of a broken soul who is unable to

admit his homo-erotic roots and is abandoned by everyone, especially the one

person who truly loved him - there is humour but also tremendous pathos in this

picture that Slabolepszy paints of Kyle as a person who is utterly alone. After

knocking back a half-bottle of whiskey, Kyle plunges "HIS UPPER BODY INTO

THE ICY WATER ONE FINAL TIME. THE SECONDS TICK BY ...

PERHAPS KYLE THRASHES ABOUT, THEN GOES STILL." (p.70)

When Eddie returns to collect the tape deck which he has left behind, he

does not realise that Kyle is dead, but optimistically enthuses about how he has

never witnessed a sunrise in his forty-four years until now. However, Slabolepszy

ends Pale Natives on an optimistic note with Eddie's words, "Come on, Kyle.

Come see the sunrise, man. It's so fantastic, man. It's the most fantastic thing you

ever seen in your whole life! As God is my Witness!" (p.7l), hereby implying that

there is hope for the future. This example could be interpreted as black humour,

for we are actually laughing at the image of someone who has died in a tragic
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manner, and the fact that someone else is oblivious that he is actually speaking to a

dead person. Simultaneously, there is also tremendous pathos in the above image

and the underlying tragedy of wasted life is vivid in our minds as the lights slowly

fade with Kyle's solitary, lifeless body on stage, the music of Pro cui Harum's "A

Whiter Shade of Pale" swelling until blackout. By means of the above comic

technique, Slabolepszy invests Pale Natives with a tragic/comic dimension which

extends the dramatic content of his work and makes it more forceful, for by the

close of the play we are able to empathise with the wasted life and futility depicted

on stage by Slabolepszy's "pale natives". The hope in Pale Natives is also

ambiguous, and recalls Shershow's interpretation of the optimism in the

conventional happy endings in comedy as actually being cynical, for it "magnifies

the world with its infinite sense of the possible, and diminishes it with its ironic

sense of the impossible" (Shershow 1986:20).
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Chapter 8:

Free At Last

8.1 Fordsburg's Finest (1998) - Slabolepszy calls one of his latest

endeavours a highlight in his playwrighting career". The play was first performed

at the Market Theatre in February1998, with an African-American actress, Dorcas

Johnson as Thandi, (a New York hbrarian in her early forties who has returned to

her land of birth) and Marius Weyers as Freddie (a used car salesman in his late

forties). It enjoyed a very successful run, with a very positive reaction from both

audiences and newspaper critics. Slabolepszy does admit that the only bad critique

was written by MacLiarn*, theatre critic at The Star Tonight, who did not like his

play and found it "stilted and uncomfortable" and suggested that "it teetered on the

brink of boredom"; MacLiam also criticised the structure of the play, as well as

Lara Foot Newton's direction of the play (Bristowe in Sunday Times 22 February

1998:25). When Slabolepszy, in reaction, wrote MacLiam a personal letter, the

letter was published and, because the issue was now blown out of proportion, it

caused quite a controversy*. Bristowe describes Slabolepszy's reaction as

follows:

"Irresponsible" Slabolepszy roared in The Star
Tonight a few days later. "You leave your
readers with the impression that this is a poorly
written, poorly acted and poorly directed play
and you fail to relate the sense of wonder,
astonishment, laughter and tears - copious tears
that occur night after night in this play. Why is
this the first play of mine that receives
immediate standing ovations?" (Bristowe in
Sunday Times 22 February 1998:25)

* Slabolepszy told me this during an interview on 31 December 1998.
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Despite this controversy, one has to admit that this one-act play once agam

demonstrates Slabolepszy's versatility as a playwright, for he attempts by his own

admission to bring together all the strands of his previous work in Fordsburg's

Finest. * The fact that he once again draws on personal experience, adds to the

play's authenticity and makes it convincing: " ... I never had the sense that I

belonged. There's a lot of me in Thandi's story, the displaced exile." (Blignaut in

Mail and Guardian 13 to 19 February 1998:4)

Like Victoria Almost Falls, this play takes place in the "new" South

Africa, in the early summer of 1996, but is not as light-hearted as its predecessor.

Fordsburg's Finest relates the homecoming of a black woman who as a baby left

the country with her parents for America in 1953 and has lived there in exile until

now. Slabolepszy draws on South Africa's stormy past in this play, for many

Blacks left South Africa when apartheid became intolerable and preferred to flee

their land of birth and live in exile rather than fight for their freedom and perhaps

face a violent death. Thandi returns to South Africa to find and redefine her roots

after the death in America of both her alcoholic parents, who were unable to adapt

to their new surroundings. Throughout their stay in America, her father, a

trombone player and her mother, a housewife, pined for the country of their birth.

Although Slabolepszy contrasts familiar stereotypes by which to evoke laughter in

Fordsburg's Finest, for example Rocco, Freddie's ultra-right wing brother with

Thandi, whom Rocco mistakes for a cleaning woman and insults with racist, lewd

remarks while making sexual advances to her, the play reverberates with an inner

quality exposing the pain of displacement. At the same time Fordsburg's Finest

demonstrates that it is not only the Blacks who were displaced because of

apartheid, but that the "guilty" party, that is, the South African Whites, also

suffered a great deal as a direct consequence. It is as though Slabolepszy through

* Slabolepszy told me this during an interview on 31 December 1998.
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this play wants to exorcise the ghosts of apartheid by revealing that everyone

suffered in the process; nobody was left unscathed and no winners emerged.

Similarly, Fugard's Playland (1992), seems an intentional move on the part of

Fugard, to show that a black man and a white man are able to reconcile and

exorcise the trauma of their stormy past in apartheid South Africa through

understanding and forgiveness.

Slabolepszy demonstrates how two people from totally different worlds are

able to reach out to and comfort each another, regardless of skin colour and a

stormy past. He seems to suggest that South Africans will also be able to

reconcile their differences of the past.

It is soon revealed that Freddie, an ex-policeman in the "old" South Africa,

and representative of the purveyors of apartheid or, according to Thandi, one of

the "instruments" (p. 37 ) of an inhumane system and one of the main reasons why

she and her parents were torn from their land of birth, has also suffered because of

apartheid: Freddie's son was killed on the border at Oshakati during his army

service, which resulted in Freddie's divorce from his wife and his resignation from

the police force.

Freddie's insistence that he was never responsible for the deaths of any

Blacks is significant, for it demonstrates the white man's need of forgiveness for

contributing to a system for which he unwittingly was responsible. It inadvertently

also reminds one of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in present-day South

Africa, through which many South Africans have been able to ask forgiveness for

wrongs of the past in apartheid South Africa. Freddie tried to redeem himself by

leaving the police force, but also admits that as a youth of eighteen years, he even

cried at the death of Vewoerd, the grand architect of apartheid, for lack of
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knowing any better. This also reveals the degree to which Whites in South Africa

were indoctrinated and manipulated by an inhumane system, without even being

aware that they themselves were the perpetrators thereof and that they were

condoning one of the most cruel judicial systems in the free world: "I cried on the

day they shot Verwoerd ... ! ... Cried for a week. Cried unashamedly! But, then -

please tell me - what else you s'posed to do when you're 18 years of age and you

don't know any different?" (p.35) This immediately reminds one of Slabolepszy's

earlier plays such as Saturday Night at the Palace, Smallholding and Mooi Street

Moves, in which the same type of political undertone is present. In Fordsburg's

Finest one gets the distinct impression that Slabolepszy through Freddie wants to

try to justify what has happened by explaining circumstances from a white man's

perspective and to ask pardon for the injustice for which he and all white South

Africans indirectly share the blame; for example, when Freddie tells Thandi:

OK, so I didn't tell you I was a policeman.
I'm sorry. I'm branded forever. Guilty as
charged ... What else you wanna know?
Hub? That I was born in '48. when the
Nationalists came to power. That Iworked
two years on the railways, in a job reserved
for whites. So what does that make me - a
criminal? ... The problem with you exiles is
that you got it all second hand over there.
Third hand Blown out of all proportion.
(pp. 35-36)

Thandi's old homestead where she was born has been replaced by a rather

tatty, used car lot, the premises from where Freddie now runs his second-hand car

business and this comes as a complete anti-climax to Thandi. There is much

pathos in the picture that Slabolepszy paints of a disillusioned black woman who

comes back in search of her roots by which she can give meaning to her life. The

fact that all those near to her and all her remaining relatives in South Africa have

either died or fled because of the "system", adds to this image of Thandi's utter

isolation. Thandi has no roots, nowhere to go, no family - she has no-one or
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nothing to turn to, to sustain, love or uplift her and only has herself to provide

inner strength. This in itself is an extremely desolate image of humanity abandoned

by all it holds dear, and provides much of the pathos in the play. However, Thandi

is not a tragic figure, for Slabolepszy's creation is humorous, spirited,

compassionate and perceptive, and able to laugh at herself (she jokes about her

being too preoccupied about her South African roots) and at those around her who

have been indirectly responsible for her sorrow (Rocco and Freddie). By

combining pathos with humour, Slabolepszy is able to evoke a great deal of

empathy for his creation. (One is immediately reminded of how Slabolepszy also

used a combination of comedy and pathos in order to evoke empathy for

memorable characters in his other plays. For example, September is abandoned by

the end Saturday Night at the Palace; Pa, a pathetic drunk, is also isolated and

alone by the end of Smallholding; we are able to identify with Eddie's personal

pain in The Return of Elvis du Pisanie. the vibrant, humorous Stix dies in Mooi

Street Moves; and even Eddie in Pale Natives is both pathetic and comic at the

same time).

By the same token, despite Freddie's humorous, optimistic attitude, his life

also represents a rather futile, empty, meaningless existence since the loss of his

son. Through the despair of his main characters, Slabolepszy emphasizes shared

experience between them, demonstrating the paradoxical nature of sorrow and

reminding us that, despite our feelings of isolation, we are not alone in our

suffering. In this process of suffering it is as though a new type of freedom which

transcends political boundaries emerges in Fordsburg's Finest, revitalising its

main characters. A parallel with the South African situation can be drawn from

this: as the euphoria of the "new" south Africa starts wearing off, one will have to

realise that if one is not free from within, freedom, political or otherwise, will be

forever out of reach.
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Like Slabolepszy's previous plays, Fordsburg's Finest is not a political

play per se, despite its darker undertones and political allusions. Slabolepszy

infuses Fordsburg's Finest with varying degrees of humour and wit to prevent it

from becoming dismal and to evoke empathy for his characters and their

circumstances. For example, he implements light-hearted wit through clever word

play to evoke laughter (as he also does in all of his other plays). In Fordsburg's

Finest Slabolepszy makes fun of the average South African's awe of anything that

is American when the bigoted Rocco cannot believe that Thandi is really American

(similar wit is used in Sidewalking, R.S.A. and Mooi Street Moves). Freddie's

typical South African expressions such as "Lekker Like a Krekker" (p. 14); his

explanations about Roeco's being "Ultra Mega Multi Far Right. In fact, anyone

further Right would be falling off the edge of the earth ... With friends like that,

who needs enemas?" (p.2S); and his advice that Thandi should ignore Rocco

because he's a "dinosaur. Tyrranosaurus Deluxe. What you people in America

would call a Retard" (p.26), are also very humorous, and recall similar comic

devices in all of his other plays.

Roeco's rejoinder to Freddie about answering the telephone in the office is

a shocking reminder of South Africa's racist apartheid legacy: ''Do it you self. I'm

nobody's fokken hotnot for hire!" (p.S), and recalls a similar comic technique

which evokes cruel laughter at the expense of others, for example, in Saturday

Night at the Palace, Smallholding, Pale Natives, Braait Laaities and Mooi

Street Moves. Through typically racist vocabulary, Slabolepszy both evokes

laughter and points a finger at the racist tendencies among a large section of white

Afrikaners with Roeco's type of mentality. Slabolepszy infuses his humour with a

satirical edge, reminding one of similar dark wit employed in Smallholding at JJ

and Pa's expense.
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There is also a satiric edge to Freddie's apparent misinterpretation of

Thandi as being a typical black South African woman in search of a second-hand

vehicle who, as he rather condescendingly assumes, would jump at the opportunity

of possessing a car like a "two-litre Skyline" which would make her feel like the

"Queen of Soweto" (p.S). Slabolepszy evokes laughter as Freddie blunders on, by

further assuming that Thandi's husband would probably prefer "a Hi-Ace, not so?

Taxi mad, these guys, What can you do?" (p,S) The latter seems to be an

allusion to the flourishing taxi-business for black people in South Africa, but

enhances our perception of the many sources of misunderstanding and latent

racism that still exist between Blacks and Whites in the "new" South Africa, for

Freddie naturally assumes that Thandi, a black woman, couldn't simply want a car

for private use as a white person might.

By means of Thandi's grim, sophisticated American humour compared

with Freddie's almost dull-witted naiveté, which is an inversion of the more typical

South African stereotypes, as well as Thandi's misunderstanding of Freddie's

South African wit and way of expressing himself, Slabolepszy allows for many

laughs, This in turn reminds one of Slabolepszy's previous plays with their razor-

sharp wit and typically South African vernacular, Slabolepszy's landscape is also

reminiscent of his other plays and in Fordsburg's Finest he once again draws on

his Witbank days, In addition, Fordsburg's Finest also recalls similar scenes in his

other plays, For example, Freddie lovingly recalls how he used to clean cars for a

sixpence in the old days and how he learnt to "drive behind the wheel of a Dodge,

and it breaks my heart watching these Oriental dinky toys clattering up and down"

(p.S). This reminds one of a similar scenario in The Return of Elvis du Pisanie.

When Rocco enthuses about his stunt-driving through "the burning flames at

ninety kays an hour", Freddie's verbally adroit rejoinder to Roeco's daring as

comparable to that of a "Kentucky Fried Poephol" (p.S), is both amusing and

reminiscent of a similar type of wit in his previous plays, for example, in Victoria

A/most Falls, the expression "Poephol without portfolio", Slabolepszy also seems
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to be making fun of the world wide bunji-jumping craze in Freddie's amusing

remark about his would-be, stuntman brother: "You may as well bunji-jump off

the Baviaanskloof bridge without the bladdy elastic bands and be done with it."

(p.3) As in his other plays, Slabolepszy is also being informative about familiar

South African landmarks when he mentions this popular bunji-jumping site in

South Africa.

At the close of the play, one realises that the significance of Fordsburg's

Finest lies in its sincere attempt at what I shall call reconciliatory theatre (the

reconciliatory theme is also evident in Victoria Almost Falls). Barrie Hough also

commends Fordsburg's Finest in this regard with his comment that Athol Fugard

promised the groundwork for reconciliatory confrontation between Black and

White on the South African stage in his drama, Playland, and that in Fordsburg's

Finest this promise is fulfilled (Hough in Rapport 15 February 1998:28). In the

written text of Fordsburg's Finest it does become clear that what Slabolepszy is

trying to suggest is that all human beings share universal emotions of wanting to be

loved and accepted, of wanting to fit in somewhere and to belong. The fact that

two unlikely individuals such as Thandi and Freddie are able to reach out to each

other despite the past and despite their differences, engenders hope for the future

of humanity and of a "new" South Africa that is able to leave the baggage of its

past behind; this is again similar to the overall impression of a play such as Mooi

Street Moves. Through its characters, Fordsburg's Finest as in Slabolepszy's

more recent plays, for example, Mooi Street Moves and Victoria Almost Falls,

reflects the attempts between people at reconciling differences, despite a defiled

past. In this respect Fordsburg's Finest not only evokes empathy for a country

such as South Africa with its many political and social problems that still have to

be overcome, but also evokes empathy for individuals all over the world who share

the same feelings of despair and isolation that Freddie and Thandi do. However,

the positive note on which Fordsburg's Finest ends inspires hope not only for
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South Africa's future, but also for that of mankind; the play also seems to be

saying that individuals do have redeeming qualities.

Freddie and Thandi first share common ground in their mutual concern for

the chick that has fallen from its nest after Freddie has yanked the nest down in

order to get rid of the birds that plague him by messing on the cars with their

droppings at his used car lot. Their concern for the chick reveals that Freddie is

tender-hearted and that Thandi is also a caring person at heart. When Freddie

voices his reservations about the chick's making it, but wiIts under Thandi's stem

gaze and responds with a rather trite ''No, OK - I mean - where there's life, there's

hope"(p.7), Freddie's reaction is both amusing and revealing, for it places him

within a certain category in the South African context. He is a lower working

class, simple-minded white South African who possesses the redeeming quality of

compassion. Freddie reminds one of similar dim-witted characters who are also

made the comic butt of Slabolepszy's humour, for example, Miles in Miles from

Machadodorp, Forsie in Saturday Night at the Palace, Allie in Boo to the Moon,

Corky in Under the Oaks, Eddie in Pale Natives and Henry inMooi Street Moves.

However, whereas Corky, for example, is a stereotype character, Freddie is a fully-

fledged character with whom we are able to identify, and this endears him to the

audience and enables us to share his pain. Like Thandi, Freddie is also a loner who

has no friends or associates to provide emotional and other support, as his

following comic, but telling words reveal when he speaks about how everyone has

abandoned him and his business: ''It's what happens when your support system

caves in and they all up and leave you like rats from a drowning ship." (p.8)

Although Foxy Freddie's (as Freddie likes calling himself) words are spoken in jest

and are amusing to the audience, Freddie's aloneness is reiterated when he jokes

about himself and tells Thandi that she's "looking at a One Man Band here. A

Solo Artist ready to take on the world and his brother!" (p.8) It is through this

humorous depiction of a courageous soul who is able to laugh at himself, that

Slabolepszy succeeds in evoking empathy for Freddie and people like him.
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When Thandi places the chick in his hands with the rather sarcastic, 'Well,

now you got a little friend to take care of, life should start looking up from hereon

in" (p.8), her words are also able to evoke laughter, for she seems to be making

fun of Freddie. However, at the same time Slabolepszy emphasises Freddie's

isolation, which in turn could also be interpreted as an allusion to the desolation of

modem man, which the audience can relate to and which is able to evoke empathy.

The contrast between Freddie's unsophisticated and Thandi's sophisticated

humour, is responsible for much of the laughter at this early stage of the play.

However, the fact that these two damaged people are still able to joke good-

humouredly, despite their differences, endears them to the audience. The fact that

Freddie insists that Thandi sit down and have some coffee while waiting for her

taxi so that they can speak to each other and she agrees, also reveals the loneliness

of both Freddie and Thandi. Slabolepszy again makes fun of the average South

African's awe of anything that is American (a reminder of Leroy Strawberry in

Sidewalking, KS.A) when Freddie remarks: "I'm not used to female visitors,

never mind Americans." (p.9)

However, like Freddie, Thandi also has no place in society and this is made

clear when she tries to make her situation clear to Freddie by joking: "Don't call

me 'exile' - please. Sounds like you got some sorta' - physiological ailment of

somekind. You're kinda' 'interactively challenged'. A social misfit." (p.lO) Both

Freddie and Thandi are social misfits who, as products of their circumstances, are

unable to adjust and find a niche in society. Thandi's bitterness at the purveyors of

apartheid who have been directly and indirectly responsible for her present

circumstances is very clear when she blames Freddie and his kind for having "the

habit of tearing things down" (p.lO) when he refers to her old house where she

was born: "These houses're long gone. They tore them all down." (p.lO)
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When Freddie accuses Thandi of not being willing to let him forget the

past, she jocularly tells him that she will only let him forget if the chick survives.

In the same vein, his retort, "You hear that, birdy boy? You better come right, ou

pally, or what little credibility I got left is gonna fly right out of the window."

(p.lO), is amusing, but it also seems to be Slabolepszy's way of referring to the

fragility of the "new" South Africa, the foundation of which is shaky, where trust

and hope have to be rebuilt to prevent it from dying at its rebirth. By investing

Freddie's apparently light-hearted bantering with this kind of sub-text, Slabolepszy

is able to evoke empathy for individuals such as Freddie and Thandi who have to

adapt to a new social and political environment.

The bird image can be interpreted as a symbol of the "new" South Africa,

which has to be nurtured and tenderly cared for in order to survive. Nevertheless,

Slabolepszy refrains from heavy moralising, for with the image of the broken bird

still fresh in our memory, Freddie's story about how he ran down a dog with his

car, provides immediate comic relief. The way in which Freddie relates his story

with familiar South African words ("brak's", "jislaaik", "voetsek" and "bladdy"),

his unpretentiousness and the fact that he seems to have a sense of humour,

endear him to the audience and make us laugh with him, rather than at him, which

results in understanding rather than scorn:

I smacked into this dog once in Albertville -
Great Dane. Stupid brak's up like a shot
and he's following the car. limping along
behind me. Ten minutes later. I look in the
rear mirror - he's still there ... ! (Mimicking
dog) Galumph-hop ... ! I'm thinking -
jislaaik! - 1 wind down the window. I'm
shouting - voetsek! Hell, man ... ! What
chance you got of getting away with a Hit-
and-Run, when the bladdy evidence is
following you home?" (p.10)
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(Freddie's reminiscences about the accident call to mind similar comic humour in

The Return of Elvis du Pisanie when Eddie prepares to commit suicide, but is

hampered by the family dog).

When Thandi and Freddie start conversing, Slabolepszy alludes to actual

apartheid atrocities when Freddie mentions the eviction of the Blacks in

Sophiatown, a place which Thandi knows by the name of "Kofifi" (p. Il) and

which she bitterly refers to as the "white man's 'Triumph' " which "should become

such a glittering monument to his folly" (p.ll). In Junction Avenue Theatre

Company's Sophiatown (1986), this theme of displacement is explored in full and

because the play is humorous, based on actual events which make it very realistic

and emotional, empathy is evoked for the characters who are forcefully removed

from their homes by the apartheid government. Thandi' s references to the

"countrywide clampdowns" (p.ll) by the apartheid government against Blacks in

1953, the year in which she and her parents left South Africa for America, also

allude to actual events in South Africa at the time. There is immense sadness in

her story of her parents who were forced to leave South Africa because of its

racist ideology and who were not (as Freddie was about to say) troublemakers, but

sensitive, ordinary human beings in need of compassion, understanding and a place

to live where they would be free to realise their potential:

FREDDIE: Your father was a ...? (pausing,
not keen to say "troublemaker? '')

THANDI: My father was a musician. He'd
gotten the opportunity to play in New York.
The classic "lucky break", I guess. (A wry
smile) Before my poor mother knew it. she
was on the boat - ten month old girl lied to
her back in a blanket. First time she'd been
anywhere near the ocean, let alone heading
for some far-distant land on the other side a'
the world. (p.ll)
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Similarly Freddie, from a white perceptive, comically alludes to actual

events in present-day South Africa, which despite its new democracy, is not all that

it is made out to be. Freddie tells Thandi of a South Africa where Third World

standards prevail, where one's life and personal property are in constant danger

and where mass protest action, looting, violence and economic deterioration are

the order of the day:

Welcome to the Third World, lady. Purchase of
a car these days goes something like this -
(making a "gun" with his finger, grujJ1y)
"Shaddapl Get out! And leave a' engine
running ... !" (Humourless chuckle) Is it any
wonder I'm in a zero growth industry.
(Reaching for a new cigarette pack) I mean,
why go to the trouble of buying asecondhand
car anymore when you can pick 'em up free a'
charge on any old street corner? (Lights up,
draws deep) Time was when I carried a gun, you
know - in case it ever happened to me. Not
anymore. Woke up one day, I thought - to hell
with it! I'm getting too old for this. If a bloke
wants my wheels - let him take 'em. Take
everything. Take aliI own. In fact. it's got to
the point where I've started wishing that some of
that rolling mass action we always hearing about
would roll past my door here ... somebody chuck
a nice-fat molotov cocktail over the fence and
end all my worries. Boem! Bang! Finish and
Klaar. Grab the insurance and head for the
hills. Fish for a living. Sit under a tree. (p.12)

The aforementioned two examples paint the South African situation from

two different perspectives. Both Freddie and Thandi's stories evoke empathy,

even though Thandi's rendition lacks humour. The way in which Freddie

expresses himself and the fact that he actually makes fun of tragic circumstances

such as violence and crime in the "new" South Africa, are able to evoke much

laughter (a similar comic device also works very well in Mooi Street Moves).

However, our laughter is that of recognition, which enables us to empathise with

Freddie and his circumstances (as a result of similar comic techniques in The
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Return of Elvis du Pisanie and Smal/holding, we are also able to identify with

Eddie and Pa's pain). In both the aforementioned examples ofFreddie and Thandi,

Slabolepszy succeeds in evoking empathy for people at opposite poles in South

Africa, for he demonstrates how both the Blacks and the Whites have suffered and

are suffering, because of past and present injustices in South Africa.

Simultaneously, Slabolepszy highlights Thandi and Freddie's mutually shared

suffering and how they are drawn to each other because of this, suggesting that

there is hope for the future.

Slabolepszy paints Thandi in bold, purposeful strokes which evoke the

impression of a strong woman, despite her suffering. In this regard, one calls to

mind Mhlope's Have you seen Zandile? (I986), which Stephen Gray refers to as

"liberation theatre" in his article, "Women in South African Theatre" (SATJ

Vol. 4 No. 1 1990:85). In this play Zandile is a black repressed female, who in the

end reveals her hidden feminine strengths and qualities. Similarly, Slabolepszy in

his depiction of Thandi, seems to be alluding to the newly empowered,

independent woman that has been emerging in the nineties and which the present

South African government is so eager to acknowledge. For example, Thandi is

concerned about animal suffering (the baby bird) and forces Freddie to respect and

share her concern. She is sophisticated and poised, her language and bearing

reflecting her dignity and breeding, in contrast to the roughness and down-to-earth

language employed by Freddie. By sheer force of will Thandi even forces Freddie

to stub out his cigarette since the smoke is detrimental to her health. Freddie is

unaware that Thandi is making fun of him when he explains how hardworking,

"one of a kind" charming type of guy he is, with the "smile, the handshake, the

look in the eye that says - On Like a Scone. You can trust me. This guy - he's a

man of his word." (p.14) Thandi is quick to make fun of this image Freddie has of

himself as the successful second-hand car salesman, the man with the "shiny fake

Rolex" (p14). The fact that Freddie is unaware that she is actually being insulting
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and mocking him, unable to comprehend when she adds "(Deadpan) Good God,

I'm looking at a walking-talking, living cliché" (p.14), adds to our amusement.

Freddie is not able to understand Thandi's sophisticated American banter,

her condescending manner or her jokes at his expense. For example, he cannot

grasp how and why she is making fun of his obsession with cars and his simplistic

way of regarding life. The type of humour which typifies Slabolepszy's Freddie

character is more ribald than the humour associated with Thandi, which in turn is

much more toned down and sophisticated than Freddie's humour. With Freddie,

Slabolepszy evokes laughter by means of jokes and clever word play; Thandi' s

humour is sophisticated and thought provoking. The contrast between Thandi' s

sophisticated and Freddie's more earthy humour, is in itself responsible for much

of our laughter.

Although Thandi's humour is directed at Freddie, and the audience is to a

degree able to share her condescension towards him, especially at the beginning of

the play, the humour that she directs at him is not cruel, but more like an

exasperated tolerance. However, because we are able to understand Slabolepszy's

characters and because they are depicted as humorous, compassionate human

beings, Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy for them. For example, Thandi is

compassionate like Freddie, for when she realises that she has hurt his feelings, she

starts communicating with Freddie at his level and then really starts listening to him

when he shares his deep love of cars with her. However, Freddie soon blunders

when he mentions his lack of a Night Watchman, otherwise known as a "Boss

Boy" (p.19) at the car lot. Freddie reveals that he has a conscience about the

iniquities of the past, for he is quick to explain that a "Boss Boy's a name we have

for a ... it's got nothing to do with ... it's sort of a kind of a ... a figure of ...

speech" (p.19) and is also quick to change the subject for fear of affronting her.

Freddie's honesty, lack of social graces and sincere attempt at covering up his
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mistake because he is afraid that he has offended Thandi, simultaneously make us

laugh and endear him to us. In this way Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy for

people such as Freddie whose genuine attempts at reconciliation are often

hampered by unintentional mistakes. However, in the above example, Slabolepszy

once again touches on a sensitive issue by mentioning a form of address that is

insulting to the person being addressed, and which is commonly used by Whites in

South Africa to address black, grown-up working males, especially in the "old"

South Africa. Such a form of address becomes even more insulting when one

realises that many traditional Blacks in South Africa have to be initiated into

manhood through. ceremonial rites according to their custom and that it is then a

tremendous insult to address someone who has been initiated into manhood as a

"boy", when he has already earned recognition as a "man" among his people.

Freddie also really starts listening to Thandi and it is touching how he starts

visualising with her what her old house must have looked like and where the

different rooms would have been situated on the used car parking lot. They even

find the spot where Thandi was supposedly born, or where Thandi would like to

believe she was actually born, but Thandi is not even afforded this luxury of

belonging somewhere because she realises that she is not "spiritually attuned"

(p.20) to her ancestors, as black custom requires. Thandi relates how shocked and

disillusioned she was to arrive at her envisaged Utopia. However, her reaction to

this is also humorous and able to evoke laughter. By making us laugh at Thandi's

predicament, Slabolepszy is able to evoke our empathy, by stressing her

displacement in a world that is alien to her and which she is unable to identify with.

Slabolepszy comically describes a familiar Third World landscape within the South

African context and in so doing evokes empathy for all individuals such as Thandi

who have returned to their land of birth, only to realise that they are unable to fit in

anywhere:
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The day I arrived. I checked into a hotel at the
airport and took a cab to Soweto. I mean -
where else? I figured I oughta get right to the
heart of it. right') The sooner the better. Hoo-
boy - talk about Culture Shock! The ride on the
highway was straight outa' Disneyland - without
the crashbars and the candy floss. Wc're
dodging minivans and tow trucks, luxury sedans
- coulda' sworn we passed a mule-cart! Before
we know it. we're bumping along this dirt road
from hell. Block upon block of jelly-mould
shacks and a ... swirling mass of humanity. The
cabby tu.rns round - smile half a mile wide -
he says: "Yo, this is Meadowlands".
Meadowlands!? lt was like - my God! - that's
the song, right? The song my father played over
and over on his old reed pipe, and here I am -
I'm right in the middle of it! (p.20)

Thandi shares her deep sense of loss with Freddie: "There is no pain in not

belonging. Only a sense of - emptiness." (p.21) Freddie offers her some coffee

and through Freddie' s misunderstanding of "de-caff" (p.21) (decaffeinated coffee)

to mean ''Nes-caff'' (Nescafé coffee), Slabolepszy through humour prevents the

moment from becoming too emotionally charged. Freddie also shows that he is a

caring person when he, "BEAMING BROADLY" (p.22), plays Thandi a tape of

the penny whistle song, ''Meadowlands'', to bring "the true sound of Jo'burg"

(p.22) to her. He even invites her to dance: "1 can't do a toi-toi, but I sure as hell

can tiekiedraai." (p.23) Here Slabolepszy re-emphasises Freddie's caring nature

through humour, but also paints an authentic South African picture: "toi-toi" is a

well-known South African rhythmic dance by which Blacks move together at, for

example, protest marches or festive gatherings; "tiekiedraai" again is a well-

known word known by most South Africans, meaning a twirling motion that forms

part of traditional Afrikaner folk dances.

It is when Rocco enters while Freddie is at the shop getting milk and

decaffeinated coffee for Thandi, that Slabolepszy through this stereotype creation

of the typical South African Afrikaner racist, reveals through satiric humour, the
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level of racism that still exists in the "new" South Africa and the indignities that

many Blacks still have to contend with. Freddie's brother mistakes Thandi for the

cleaning lady and because she does not respond to him, he starts speaking "down"

at her, in order that she might understand him. The way in which Rocco speaks to

Thandi is very comic, but at the same time it reveals his insensitivity and blatant

racism towards Blacks, whom he regards as inferior, and evokes empathy for

sophisticated, intelligent people who have to suffer fools and racists such as

Rocco:

ROCCO: Who the hell're you? (Spotting
her apron) You the girl? (No response)
Since when you work here? (Thandi is
rooted to the spot, aghast) Never mind.
Wheresa' boss? Boss ... ! Waarsie baas?
Makulu Baas? (She remains speechless)
Juslaaik, fokken farm girls ...

ROCCO RETURNS. J:_"NTERSTHE HUT.
SPEAKS TO HER IflTHOUT LOOKiNG
AT HER ... Listen, siesie. (p.23).

Slabolepszy continues with this dark type of comic humour when Rocco

tells Thandi that he will not leave money for the used car he is going to take from

Freddie since she most probably will "scale" (p.23) (steal) it - "This - the money -

this is deposit. Is not all the money - is only deposit. (Four .fingers) Four

thousand. I'll bring it to him tomorrow - more - malo. I'd leave it here now, but

there's no ways I'm leaving four g's with a houtkop female I never seen before."

(p.24) If the insulting term, "houtkop", meaning brainless, South African Black

is not enough, Rocco adds insult to injury by making lecherous sexual advances to

Thandi even though he thinks she is inferior by virtue of her sex and skin colour:

"You quite a sexy little bitch, aren't you? I grip your fris poephol, you'd

probably quite like it." (p.24). However, when Rocco in addition orders Thandi

to make him some tea, she gets her well-deserved revenge on Rocco by making

him a concoction of Coca-Cola, Worcester Sauce and chilli pepper. The ensuing
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scene IS extremely comic, Thandi standing ready to defend her virtue,

"FREDDIE'S BATTERED OLD KIERIE" (p.24) in hand, with Rocco coughing

and spluttering on the "spiked" Coke, shouting profanities at her: "Ghhaa ... I

Kof! ... ! Shaaa-aaat ... ! What the ... !! Fo-guuuuurrt .. .1" (p.24)

Despite its darker comic implications, this brief interlude between Rocco

and Thandi could also be interpreted as a means of providing comic relief; and

Rocco does remind one of the clown in comic drama. (This boisterous, rough

comedy is also put to very good use to evoke laughter, as well as to provide

insight and understanding, in plays such as Saturday Night at the Palace, Miles

from Machadodorp, Pale Natives, Abnormal Load and Mooi Street Moves).

However, through Rocco, Slabolepszy not only seems to be comically satirising

ongoing racism in South Africa by pointing a finger at South African prejudices

based on skin colour, but also criticises the chauvinistic male types who regard

women as inferior sex objects only. (This corresponds with the chauvinistic

characters in Slabolepszy's very early plays, for example, the lecherous Spud in

Miles from Machadodorp, Vince in Saturday Night at the Palace, who regards

women as sex objects, Charlie in Over the Hill, who keeps his wife under his

control by emotionally blackmailing her with his gun, and even Crispin in the

more recent Heel Against the Head, who is furious with his wife for spoiling his

fun with the girls during his stolen rugby weekend).

Rocco gets no support for his predicament when Freddie returns and

"CRACKS UP" (p.25), laughing at the scene before him, with the result that

Rocco is even more racist and insulting towards Thandi:

Haa-bladdy -haa ... ! What's so fucken funny?
If you must get yourself a kitchen kaffir ... (to
Thandi, apoplectic) ... how about tryna' get
one who speaks English ... ! (p.25)
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Through humour which is darkly comic, and satire, Slabolepszy makes fun of

Roeco's racist and sexist attitudes and evokes laughter at Thandi. However, our

laughter at her is tolerant and understanding, for we are also able to feel for

Thandi and her predicament in the "new" South Africa. We also tend to laugh

more tolerantly at Freddie's mistakes, but our laughter at Roeco's blatant racism

is more scornful.

Freddie offers Thandi some "Romany Creams" (p.26) with her coffee,

using a familiar cliché to inform her that "No coffee break is complete without

Romany Creams" and directly afterwards replaces the well-known French

advertising slogan on South African television with his own version, the "cream

della cream" (p.26). Here we laugh at Freddie because he thinks he is being

clever, but his translation of the French tends to expose his stupidity more than

anything else. The fact that Freddie is unaware of how stupid he is, heightens the

comedy (this is similar to, for example, the simple, good-meaning, bumbling Miles

character in Miles from Machadodorp who also makes trite statements by

drawing on well-known television and radio advertisements). Freddie's simple-

mindedness also reminds one of other familiar creations of Slabolepszy's, for

example, Forsie in Saturday Night at the Palace, Henry in Mooi Street Moves

and Tjokkie inHeel Against the Head.

When Thandi mistakes Freddie's reference to the "Corner Greek" (p.26) as

her being a "geek" (p.26), Freddie's laborious explanation about a typically South

African phenomenon, that is, Greek café owners called "Tony" at almost every

street corner in South Africa, even though many of them are not really Greek, is

also both informative and funny. By using typical South African expressions, for

example, when Freddie explains that he also has Viking blood running through his

veins even though he may be a "Rock Spider" or "Hairy Back" (p.27), derogatory
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terms for white Afrikaners, Slabolepszy is being informative (most white South

Africans are of mixed blood) and comic (Freddie's use of name calling).

Both Freddie and Thandi articulate their aloneness while they are enjoying

their coffee break and Freddie's remark that he doesn't "really chat enough to

people these days" (p.27) is telling. Likewise, Thandi confides her isolation when

she tells Freddie about New York where people:

... stare straight through you. You may as well
not be there. Merely locking eyes is a risk
because, by doing that, something is expected of
you. You smile at someone and they're onto you
for a dime, or a quarter ... A casual glance at a
traffic light - and there's this scumbag tryna'
sell you some crack, some dope, some new
flavour of the month. (p.27)

Freddie shares his son's death with Thandi and tells her nostalgic, amusing

stories about his childhood days, for example, how they used to go to the drive-in

in the late fifties and watch the film on the blue gum trees after the screen had

fallen down, so starved were they for entertainment (this could also be an indirect

reference to the cultural and political isolation South Africa experienced at the time

because of its apartheid doctrine). Thandi is able to share the pain of his son's loss

because, as she explains, "I've been there", when he tells her that "The past is

gone. You can't bring it back." (p.29) Freddie does not want to talk about his

son because he believes that "Dwelling on the past is a waste of time! You drag

things up, all it does is make you weak ... useless ... pathetic. Can't do nothing.

You fall apart." (p.29) Thandi perceptively responds to this by telling Freddie that

"I guess you can't. If winning is what it's all about." (p.30) From the above one

is able to infer that Thandi, like Freddie, knows the pain of loss, but has learnt that,

by sharing it with someone, one can relieve pain even if it cannot be taken away

completely. Here Slabolepszy also seems to be alluding to the situation in present-
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day South Africa, where many people have been able to relate their pain through

the Truth and Reconciliation Commission and by so doing, relieve themselves of

much of the bitterness, anger and pain of the past. Freddie's view of such an

exercise being a waste of time is in direct contrast to the kind of catharsis or

cleansing which unburdening our problems can bring. Freddie's attitude could also

be interpreted as an allusion to the negative feelings of many white South Africans

regarding the Truth Commission.

Despite Freddie's protestations about dwelling on the past, the unlikely pair

share intimate moments with each other and Thandi's pain is evident when she tells

Freddie of her childhood days in New York, how her mother died and she was

made to feel special by being called "Thandeka" or "Princess"; how her father

kept her dream of Africa alive by telling her that her "real home was never a

windowless box in this ... fortress of concrete and steel. It was a green pasture

somewhere under a big African sky", (p.3l) and that Thandi would go back to that

home one day. When Freddie tells her that he could never live anywhere else than

in Africa, she shares one of her most painful moments with Freddie by telling him:

''Neither could my parents. I guess that's why they drank themselves to death."

(p.3l) There is tremendous irony in the picture that Thandi paints of her father's

obsession with visiting the Statue of Liberty on Thanksgiving and the 4th of July

every year, by which to reaffirm his new found freedom for himself and his family,

but that he, as well as his wife, in his heart "was more of a prisoner than ever"

(p.31). She explains how her father could sometimes lose himself in his booze and

his music, but that her mother was already dying before they reached America.

There is immense pathos in her description of her mother's grief

She could never bring herself to sing the
songs he sang so easily, so powerfully, so
- so right from the depths of his soul.
They stuck in her throat like dry bones.
Like ... stones that ... slowly choked her.
(p.31)
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Thandi finds it "mildly ... ironic" (p. 32) that she should be sitting at the

very spot where she was born, enjoying coffee and cookies with a white man

telling her he is sorry about her pain. There is indeed irony in the situation, that a

white man and a black woman in the "new" South Africa should be sharing their

deepest thoughts with each other, something that would have been unheard of in

the "old" South Africa, but which is actually one of the most normal things in the

world. It is as though Slabolepszy is implying that people are unique individuals

who are able to adapt to new circumstances, transcend petty differences and share

their most intimate, painful moments with each other; ask for forgiveness, and by

so doing, purge themselves so that they are able to get on with their lives, despite a

defiled past. Freddie's heartfelt empathy for Thandi's plight can be interpreted

as an extended apology felt by those people in South Africa who indirectly share

the blame for people in Thandi' s situation and who are also burdened with her

sadness:

I wish your house was still here. I wish you
coulda' come along here. and ... found the
path and the flowers and all the pretty
things you were looking for ... (p.32)

However, it soon becomes clear that saying sorry is not enough, for Thandi wants

more than just pretty things to come back to; she wants:

Answers! Answers! ... Answers as to why! Why
il all happened! Why we ever had to leave!
Why so many lives were destroyed - in whose
name and for what! (p.32)

Freddie is unable to answer her, "UNABLE TO SUFFICIENTLY

EMPATHISE' (p.33), in much the same way as most white South Africans are

unable to feel the real pain of the people who suffered and are still suffering

because of apartheid. However, Freddie clumsily attempts to relieve her sadness
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and bitterness momentarily by trying to be humorous. In the following,

Slabolepszy effectively captures the mood of the moment, demonstrating that,

although the extent of individual pain can perhaps only truly be experienced by the

sufferer himself, there is nobility in the other party's attempts in at least trying to

empathise, share and relieve that pain. In so doing he not only evokes empathy

for Thandi, but also for Freddie:

HE HOLDS OUT HIS HAND TO HER, KEEPS IT
EXTENDED. SHE TAKES SOME TIME BRE4KING
OUT OF HER MOOD, GETTING UP, SLOWLY
MOVING TO THE DOOR. FREDDIE INDICATES
THE CAR SE4T OUTSIDE, MAKES rVAY FOR HER
TO PASS.

FREDDIE: Take a scat, madamoselle. Front row.

SHE PUTS ON A BRAVE FACE AND SITS DOWN ON
THE CAR SE4T. FREDDIE ACTIVATES THE
COLOURED LIGHTS, REAIAINING ON THE TOP
STEP.

FREDDIE: Voila!

THE EFFECT IS MAGICAL IN A SAD, TArrY KIND
OF WAY.

FREDDIE: (Brightly) Howzat? (p.33)

It is now Freddie's turn as the ex-policeman, to pour out his heart about

the "old" South Africa, and his words to a large degree reflect how circumstances

were and are from a white man's perspective:

I look back sometimes and it's like ... it's
never really happened. The things I saw
... the things I never saw, only heard about
... the things I heard about and didn't want
to believe it for fear of - I dunno - losing my
mind. There were guys who lost it, you
know. There were guys who - there was a
hardness - a bitterness. It was everywhere
... all of the time ... could smell it ... taste it
... breathe it in air ... What it must've been
like for the people living in those
townships, I can't even begin to imagine.
(p.33)
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Freddie is stopped short by Thandi who did not realise he was a policeman and is

bent on fleeing when he starts relating his contribution as policeman during the

black uprising in Thokoza, when all available policeman were called out "when the

place went up in smoke" (p.34). Thandi's reaction is typical if one takes into

account the stigma attached to white policemen during the old regime and the

stereotypical image of them as pawns used by the government to suppress black

dissidents, even if this included cruel torture and even murder. He tries to reassure

her by telling her that he resigned from the police force in 1985, but Thandi cannot

be pacified, even when he explains how things were from his own perspective.

Thandi forces Freddie to admit that he was part of those who kicked down

the doors of Blacks at two 0' clock in the morning, but Freddie tries to justify his

actions by telling her that he did not enjoy what he was doing because "Lotsa'

people suffered", "The country was in flames" and "They were burning them alive"

(p.36), and one deduces that what Freddie is referring to in the latter example is

the practice among Blacks opposed to the government during the uprisings in

apartheid South Africa, and especially during the eighties, of burning black

dissidents and white people alive inside burning tyres.

Thandi is unable to be pacified and her last accusation is wrung from her

heart when she asks Freddie (and indirectly also accuses the audience): "What

kinda' people reduces a fellow human being to the level of an animal ...?

Godammit - a dog had more rights!" (p.37) In one of the most dramatic moments

in the play, Thandi gives vent to all her pent-up feelings of anger, resentment and

sadness, verbally lashing out at Freddie and trashing everything in sight. There is

tremendous pathos in the picture of Thandi finally breaking down and sobbing her

heart out. In this way Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy for all individuals such

as Thandi who have been damaged and disillusioned by apartheid.
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Slabolepszy reverts to straightforward dramatic writing In the

aforementioned examples of human suffering and how Freddie and Thandi

unburden themselves. There is also little to smile or laugh at as Thandi poignantly

bares her soul to the audience, accusing their guilty conscience outright:

Mamma ... ! Can you see me, Mamma?
I've done it. I've come home. I've come
home, like I always said I would. (A tender.
heart-felt plea). And now you can come
home too. Mamma! It's OK now. It's OK
now. It's here ... I'm here we're here ...
we're home ... we're home home ... home
... (p.38)

Although Freddie is unable to comfort Thandi in her hour of need, he does

try to offer some advice and consolation. It is through Freddie's simple, pragmatic

advice and his hint that he, too, has endured suffering, that things seem to revert to

normal after Thandi' s dramatic outburst:

1 can't make it right for you. lean 't bring it
back. If saying sorry is not enough. I can offer
you my prayers, for what they worth ... We have
to accept what's given to us in this life - hard as
it is. Lord I should know ... This is life. This is
how it is. (p.38)

He is now able to relate his own pain and suffering to her about how he, too, lost

a son and his wife because of the System, and how he through what he jokingly

refers to as this "wake up call from God" (p.39) was able to quit the police force.

It is now as if both Freddie and Thandi have cleansed their souls. Thandi is now

able to admit quite jokingly that, although she "had this crazy notion about roots"

(p.40), she now realises that there is no turning back for her anymore, and that she

carries the land within her, even if she has moved away. Freddie's ineptness when

Thandi thanks him for helping her because he, according to Thandi, for all his
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"bluster and bravado", has "the tenderest of souls" (pAO), is comic, but also

heartening, for it predicts hope for the future through forgiveness and

reconciliation.

Just before the two new friends can go out to enjoy a hamburger together,

a battered, "LITERALLY SMOKING" (pAl), half-drunk Rocco reappears,

informing them that he has written off the Jetta that he borrowed from Freddie. It

is as if dramatic justice has been meted out to the bigoted Rocco and Slabolepszy

allows many laughs at Rocco' s expense, hereby bringing back the comic

equilibrium that was maintained before Thandi and Freddie's dramatic interlude of

soul searching, confession and catharsis. Thandi even seems to have forgiven

Rocco, for she offers to nurse his wounds, despite Freddie's protestations. Rocco

is even able to treat Thandi with awe and respect after having learnt that she is

American, and in this example Slabolepszy seems to be poking fun at South

Africans' awe of everything that is American. Thandi's inner freedom and

tranquillity are complete for she is even able to convince Freddie to look after

Rocco after he has passed out. All seems well because Freddie will be able to look

after both his drunk, injured brother and the baby bird. Thandi believes Freddie

can do this, because he is a kind and caring person - the image one has of Freddie

through Thandi' s eyes is that he, too, possesses the inner strength and calm of a

truly "free" person.

The play closes to the strains of "Meadowlands", Freddie and Thandi firm

friends, enjoying each other's company while trying to carry bundles on their

heads, proud of their successful attempts at mastering this African art and beating

the "Gender Issue" (pAS) through this. Slabolepszy handles sensitive political

issues in Fordsburg's Finest, even touching on Women's Rights and the gender

issue. His criticism is scathing on occasion, but he does balance the play and

prevent it from becoming too overtly moralising and sentimental by infusing it with
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humour. The contrast between Freddie and Thandi, and Rocco as a comic butt,

provides much of the humour in the play. His humorous depiction of Freddie and

Thandi is also able to evoke empathy for them as victims of injustice.

Slabolepszy also deserves acknowledgement for deviating from his

previous plays where men have been the central focus, by placing a strong-willed

woman at the centre of Fordsburg's Finest. Although the ending of the play is

almost like a fairy tale come true, the overall positive impression left by

Fordsburg's Finest is heartening: there is hope for all (the "new" South Africa),

we are all products of our circumstances ("This is Life" (p.43)); and everything is

able to be conquered through love, understanding and compassion. Through the

play Slabolepszy seems to be giving welcome and much needed advice about inner

freedom: that we should all be optimistic, recognise that life can be a celebration,

depending on what we make of it [Thandi says "1 carry the land within me" (p.40)]

and live our lives to the full, despite hardship and suffering.

It is clear that Slabolepszy has been able to bring together and demonstrate

an impressive range of effective comic techniques in Fordsburg's Finest. These

comic techniques have been vital to the overall success of the play and have proven

also to be very effective in his previous works. For example, the complexity of his

comic technique is revealed in his use of light-hearted humour, in which all three

characters are used as comic butts, but by which Slabolepszy is able to evoke

empathy for them (even Rocco seems to be treated compassionately, especially

when Thandi nurses his wounds). This is contrasted with explosive conflict and

dark humour which is enhanced by the uneasy silences in the play (for example,

between Thandi and Freddie), which calls to mind the underlying menace in his

earlier plays such as Saturday Night at the Palace (Vince, Forsie and September

are all three menacing in some or other way, but also very comic at times) and
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pain) is enhanced through comedy and makes identification with them possible.

Pathos is also used to very good effect in Saturday Night at the Palace, Over the

Hill, Smallholding, The Return of Elvis du Pisanie, Braait Laaities, Mooi

Street Moves and Pale Natives. Slabolepszy uses comic devices such as the

invariable joke, fine-drawn dialogue, inventive word play, witty stories and

language as a comic tool in Fordsburg's Finest, by means of which he evokes

laughter and which are characteristic of all his other plays. However, in

Fordsburg's Finest Slabolepszy has been able to extend not only his comic range,

but also the function of his comedy, which informs, teaches, provokes thought and

evokes various responses such as laughter at and with, enjoyment and empathy.

The tragic undertones of the play are also enhanced by Slabolepszy's comic

approach which highlights comedy's affinity with tragedy and to a large degree

demonstrates Kerr's idea of comedy's being able to extend itself "in the presence

of tragedy" (Kerr 1968:145). Hough's interpretation of Fordsburg's Finest

corresponds with the above when he accurately describes Slabolepszy's typical

style as contrasting robust comedy with poignant tragedy, which allows his diverse

Smallholding (Pa and JJ's inherently violent natures, but which Slabolepszy

continually leavens with humour and contrasts with Pa's essential pathos).

In Fordsburg's Finest, Slabolepszy also makes use of satire, which tends

to be quite scathing at times (the blatant racism which is exposed through Rocco

especially, and also Freddie) and which is comparable to the satire which is used in

many of his earlier plays, for example, Saturday Night at the Palace,

Smallholding and Travelling Shots. Ribald humour or low comedy which is

characteristic of all Slabolepszy's plays, is also a trademark in Fordsburg's Finest,

especially with regard to Rocco (in Pale Natives this type of humour is more

obvious, but very effective).
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characters, Thandi and Freddie, to attain catharsis by bringing them to a point

where they are able to open the windows of their souls to each other and which

sets them on the road to healing (Hough in Rapport 15 February 1998:28).
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Chapter 9: Conclusion

Slabolepszy has come a long way since writing his first full-length play,

Renovations, in 1979. An intensive study of his plays has revealed how he has

realised the potential for evoking empathy through comic technique.

Through his dramas, Slabolepszy has portrayed with perceptive insight

stereotypes, at whom we are able to laugh, but simultaneously he has also depicted

flesh and blood South African characters on stage, people whom we are instantly

able to recognise and learn from. It is largely through our laughter of recognition

that Slabolepszy has been able to evoke empathy for his characters and their

specific personal and social circumstances within a South African context. Without

doubt, Slabolepszy's greatest gift is his acute ear for the local tongue. By focusing

on and exaggerating the way in which many South Africans have developed their

own South African jargon, Slabolepszy has used language as a tool to evoke

laughter. Because he has made his characters' language so typical, we have also to

a large degree been able to identify with them, and in this way Slabolepszy has

been able to evoke empathy for them in their specific circumstances. The dialogue

which he uses in his plays, makes his work accessible to a multi-layered South

African society. It is by means of this common appeal that Slabolepszy has not

only been able to intensify the comedy in his work, but has also been able to evoke

empathy for characters within the multi-cultural South African context. In

addition, because the issues he tackles and personalities he makes fun of are

universal in nature, his plays are not restricted to South Africa, but are able to

appeal to foreign audiences as well.

The landscape that Slabolepszy draws on is typically South African, from

the turbulent 1980s through the uncertainty of the 1990s until the present "new",

democratic, free South Africa. Although Slabolepszy maintains that he is no
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political animal, an underlying socio-political commentary cannot be separated

from his work, which makes his plays even more recognisable, instructive and

accessible to a very large spectrum of society. He has proven to be extremely

innovative and adventurous in his plays, for he has tackled a large variety of

themes and techniques in his work. However, he has in his plays always chosen

comedy as the major tool to evoke both laughter and empathy. His comic

technique varies from light-hearted comic humour to its darker, satiric undertones,

but his comic approach has also illuminated the tragic dimension inherent in

comedy. Although some of his plays are more light-hearted than others, the tragic

dimension with which he has invested most of his plays, not only intensifies our

feelings of empathy with the characters and their circumstances, but also heightens

the dramatic impact of his plays. However, Slabolepszy never gets entangled with

too much heavy-handed moralizing, for he generally informs his audience and

evokes empathy for his characters in a more light-hearted manner, relieving the

tension and darker comic moments and tragic undertones in his plays with comic

humour. What Slabolepszy depicts on stage is always realistic and, even though he

sometimes dabbles in absurdist comic technique which distances the audience and

makes identification with the characters difficult, it is often the underlying tragic

image reflected by the comedy which the audience are able to empathise with. One

of Slabolepszy's major strengths, is that the comic depiction of his characters and

situations is recognisable and possible. This makes it easier to identify with the

characters, which in turn helps us to empathise with them.

Slabolepszy refrains from taking sides in his plays, sketching each character

and situation with insight, in this way giving his audience an opportunity to make

their own deductions. His plays are generally also open-ended, offering hope for

the future, with the possible exception of one of his earlier, darker plays, Saturday

Night at the Palace, which depicts with harrowing intensity the outcome of racism

and bigotry. However, the very fact that Slabolepszy's plays offer hope, also

reflects the ambiguous nature of comedy, which envisages a happy ending, but
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which implies an unstated, tragic dimension, because tragedy and unhappiness are

inevitable in the human life cycle. This type of ending which denies unhappiness,

in fact makes comedy's inherent tragic dimension more obvious.

An investigation of comedy in general has revealed its many facets, and

enabled one to identify Slabolepszy's predisposition to a more light-hearted comic

approach. Slabolepszy's satiric approach is on the whole also more light-hearted,

although his earlier works during the turbulent 1980s in South Africa seem to be

more vicious and menacing than his later works, and as such, evoke strong feelings

of empathy for individual characters, for example, September, Evie and her black

lover, Gideon, and Pa. The energetic pace in works such as Saturday Night at the

Palace, Pale Natives and Once a Pirate, comedy rapidly alternating with its tragic

counterpart, leaves the audience almost breathless at the close, but prevents the

play from becoming dull and losing its tremendous comic/tragic impact. In most of

his plays he takes his audience on a roller-coaster ride of intensely dramatic

moments which are relieved by comedy just before the tragic impact of his comic

technique becomes too intense.

Slabolepszy also likes making use of the buffoon or clown in his works to

act as a foil or to relieve tension, but such clowns are mostly fools that we feel for

and which, while making us laugh, are able to evoke empathy as well. For

example, consider Forsie in Saturday Night at the Palace; Corky in Under the

Oaks and Tickle to Fine Leg; Miles inMiles from Machadodorp; Allie in Boo to

the Moon; Henry inMoo; Street Moves; Eddie in Pale Natives; Tjokkie in Heel

Against the Head; and Freddie in Fordsburg's Finest. He even endows his fools

with a tragic dimension, reminiscent of Charlie Chaplin's clown, which intensifies

our feeling of empathy - for example, Miles, Henry, Eddie and Freddie in the

aforementioned works. Slabolepszy demonstrates comedy's paradoxical nature,

that is, the tragic undertones inherent in comedy, in order to strengthen our

empathy and to enhance the dramatic impact of his plays. For example, by
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investing a character such as September and Pa with pathos, he is able to evoke the

ambivalent laughter of the audience, for our laughter is mingled with tears. In this

way Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy for his characters within a unique South

African situation.

Slabolepszy and his South African heritage are inseparable. A definite line

can be drawn through his works, linking South Africa's social and political history,

from the early 1980s onwards to the present. A familiar geographical, political and

social landscape is readily identifiable in his works, but Slabolepszy's growth as a

playwright and a person in the space of more than twenty years, from his late

twenties to his fifties, can also not be separated from his work, revealing how he,

himself, and his comic approach, have matured and developed in the process.

Slabolepszy's comic technique is complex and diverse. For example, he

combines bald comedy, underlying menace and pathos in plays such as Saturday

Night at the Palace, Smallholding, Pale Natives and Mooi Street Moves.

Suffering is an important feature of characters such as September, Pa, Kyle, Stix

and Elvis du Pisanie, but because we are able to identify with the pain of the

characters, and also laugh with them and not only at them, Slabolepszy succeeds in

evoking empathy for them in their specific circumstances.

A political thread can be traced through Slabolepszy's work during the

turbulent 1980s in South Africa. The era largely lends itself to comic humour and

satire directed at his characters caught up in the circumstances of the day, but

because we are also able to share the characters' circumstances and dilemmas

during this time, we are able to empathise with them, even while we are laughing

at them. Saturday Night at the Palace, with its underlying socio-political

comment on a country and its peoples stuck within the manipulating force of

apartheid, serves as a good example. In BOl) to the Moon Slabolepszy humorously

depicts the personal and political dilemmas of teenagers in apartheid South Africa.
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The sketches Packing for Perth I, Packing for Perth II and Sidewalking, R.S.A

in Travelling Shots, make a valuable contribution in elucidating through humour

South Africa's intricate political and social issues during the late 1980s, when

political and social change was inevitable in South Africa. In these sketches,

Slabolepszy manages to evoke empathy for South Africa and its inhabitants mostly

through comic satire and by implementing absurdist elements which evoke

laughter, but which by implication suggest an underlying tragic dimension, and as

such are able to stir our feelings. Underneath the comedy in Smallholding,

Slabolepszy's tells a harrowing tale of personal and political crisis of different

representatives of the political spectrum during the late 1980s in South Africa. In

this play Slabolepszy implements a variety of comic techniques, combining

absurdist elements such as the surreal ending of the play, with intense drama and

pathos filled moments, a combination which is largely responsible for our

identification with the characters. In this way Slabolepszy succeeds in creating one

of his most memorable plays, evoking empathy for all parties involved in a strife-

ridden South Africa, tom apart by its internal politics.

Slabolepszy also writes plays for their sheer entertainment value and

enjoyment. These plays celebrate life and the local tongue. Plays which serve as

good examples of this are: Miles from Machadodorp, Under the Oaks, Over the

Hill, Tickle to Fine Leg, Heel Against the Head and Once a Pirate. His 1995

commercially successful hit plays, Tickle to Fine Leg and Heel Against the Head,

are more farcically inclined than the other examples mentioned above, which once

again demonstrates Slabolepszy's versatility as a playwright. However, in addition

to the light comic touch in all these works, one is simultaneously also able to

detect an underlying despair, by which Slabolepszy is able to strengthen our

feelings of empathy for the character in his specific circumstances. For example,

Miles is the downtrodden anti-hero in Miles from Machadodorp; Corky is

obsessed with cricket in Under the Oaks and this overrides all else; and Charlie is

the "over the hill" rugby player, chauvinist husband and authoritative father who
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could possibly even destroy his own family if needs be, in Over the Hill. In Tickle

to Fine Leg, Corky's story about how a black player, ''Blessing Matawani", had to

disguise himself in the "old" South Africa because he was black, so that the white

team could win the cricket match, is both tragic and scathing satire. Likewise, our

response to Crispin's cruelty towards his wife when she spoils his "dirty" rugby

weekend in Heel Against the Head is paradoxical, for our laughter is mingled with

despair at this type of abominable behaviour by men who cheat on their wives.

Slabolepszy's allusion to how an unfair system of politics has forced Stix to

survive in an uncompromising, post-apartheid environment, in Sidewalking,

R.S.A, Mooi Street Moves and Once a Pirate, also has a tragic dimension, and

through our laughter of recognition is able to evoke empathy.

Slabolepszy extends his comic technique in the sketches Karoo View and

Nora's Ark in Travelling Shots, by introducing absurdist elements to these works.

Karoo View is both extremely comic and innovative, but the underlying satiric

condemnation of South Africans who have been so indoctrinated by South Africa's

apartheid heritage that they follow like blind sheep, is implicit, and by making us

aware of this through laughter, Slabolepszy is even able to evoke empathy for

these victims of indoctrination. In Nora's Ark, Slabolepszy makes one of his most

telling socio-political comments through absurdist comic technique, whereby Nora,

a white woman and Elias, a black servant, climb into an upturned table that serves

as a boat and start rowing together, to save themselves from the imminent floods.

Although one is not able to identify with these characters on a personal level,

Slabolepszy evokes laughter at a comic/tragic situation which we are able to

recognise and empathise with.

Slabolepszy's commentary becomes more personal in the sketches D.D.

(O.F.S.) and Abnormal Load in Travelling Shots, as well as in the plays The

Return of Elvis du Pisanie and Pale Natives. The humour in D.D. (O.F.S.) is

more light-hearted than the angst experienced by Greg in Abnormal Load.
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However, both these sketches evoke empathy for individual suffering. Although

Slabolepszy makes us laugh at Monica who is on the verge of a nervous

breakdown and has left her incompatible husband in O.D. (O.F.S.), we are

simultaneously also able to empathise with women in her circumstances. In

Abnormal Load, Greg is the central character whose wife has left him and who

has lost his job through disinvestment (a telling socio-political comment on

circumstances in South Africa at the time). Slabolepszy's comic timing is superb

in this short sketch, for just before one starts feeling too sorry for his rowdy,

pathetic, drunken anti-hero, Greg does (his action with his gun which is more

clownish than threatening) or says something that is so comic (his self-pitying,

drunken remarks) that one cannot refrain from laughing. Slabolepszy's

tremendous achievement of Abnormal Load lies in his ability to combine intense

comedy with pathos, by which he evokes empathy through laughter for an utterly

believable, ordinary character such as Greg, who is a victim of both his personal

and political circumstances.

The Return of Elvis du Pisanie, which is one of Slabolepszy's most

popular plays, functions on the same comic principle and relates the personal crises

and angst endured by the main character, Eddie. However, through this

combination of comic humour and pathos, Slabolepszy enhances the tragic-comic

dimension of the play, and through our laughter of recognition, evokes empathy

for his believable and identifiable protagonist. Slabolepszy suggests that there is

hope for individuals such as Eddie, even though their lives have been touched by

serious issues such as family murder and the contemplation of suicide. Slabolepszy

throughout evokes empathy by comically reviving with superb conviction the

nostalgia of the Elvis era, which most people are able to understand and even

identify with. Through a combination of a surreal dimension, pathos and comic

humour, Slabolepszy is able to intensify our feelings of empathy for his central

character and hereby greatly enhances the dramatic impact of The Return of Elvis

du Pisanie.
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Slabolepszy's depiction of male bonding in Pale Natives, functions on an

entirely different angst-ridden level than the angst in the aforementioned examples.

In Pale Natives, Slabolepszy's humour can be compared to the Rabelaisian, vulgar

kind. Nevertheless, the sheer force and hectic pace of the play, together with its

hilarious jokes and satiric intent, make it one of the gems in Slabolepszy's dramatic

repertoire. All the characters in Pale Natives, including the clown, Eddie, have

some form of tragedy in their lives, and here Slabolepszy poignantly combines

pathos with comedy, which enable us to empathise with the characters. Even

though Kyle dies in Pale Natives, the play ends on a positive note, suggesting that

there is hope for the future.

The uncertainty and hope of the early 1990s in South Africa is brilliantly

captured in Slabolepszy's Braait Laaities and Mooi Street Moves. What makes

Braalt Laaities so special is that Slabolepszy allows characters from two different

worlds, Moira, a conservative white Afrikaner and Boikie, a black man, to touch

each other's lives. The comic contrast between the two characters is responsible

for most of our laughter, but by investing the play with pathos (the personal

vulnerability of characters living within a changing political climate) and combining

it with humour, Slabolepszy is able to evoke empathy for his characters. In the

play, Slabolepszy also suggests that people are able to change and let go of their

preconceived notions, growing in the process and enriching each other's lives.

Mooi Street Moves relates the precarious balance of the "new" South

Africa in transition. In this play Slabolepszy also evokes laughter through the

comic contrast of a white country bumpkin, Henry and a streetwise black man,

Stix, who are able to meet each other half way, on common ground, in the "new"

South Africa, despite their obvious differences. Their vastly different frames of

reference and ensuing communication patterns evoke much laughter, but

Slabolepszy simultaneously also evokes empathy for individuals battling with

similar problems and, in addition, demonstrates that such individuals can learn to
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communicate and comfort each other in their hour of need. Although Mooi Street

Moves is one of Slabolepszy's bleaker plays, Slabolepszy's humour prevents it

from becorning too morbid, and through laughter helps us to identify with the

characters and empathise with them and their circumstances. In Mooi Street

Moves, Slabolepszy's landscape is authentic and his characters are realistic.

Slabolepszy's comic approach varies from light-hearted clowning to varying

degrees of satire. He enhances the comic-tragic dimension of his play through the

pathos which is evoked through this varied approach.

In a play such as Victoria Almost Falls, which was written in the wake of

the new emerging political freedom in South Africa, Slabolepszy makes us laugh

by contrasting the various cultures he depicts through his characters. In this way

he is able to evoke empathy for his characters caught in the middle of a unique

South African multi-cultural dilemma. In the play he also attempts to demonstrate

how the different cultures in South Africa's multi-cultural melting pot, are able to

be reconciled. The play was criticised for its sentimentality and over-optimistic

political stance, which is understandable if one takes into account how most South

Africans at that stage were still relishing the afterglow of the new democracy

manifesting itself in South Africa at the time. However, what Slabolepszy attempts

in Victoria Almost Falls is commendable and it is certainly a very humorous play

which evokes empathy for South Africa's multi-cultural society and its many

problems.

Fordsburg's Finest transcends South Africa's immediate political

pressures, although Slabolepszy's socio-political commentary on a black woman

returning from exile in America to the "new", democratic South Africa, in order to

redefine her roots, is implicit. A new kind of freedom which relinquishes its hold

on the past and looks towards the future with new hope and optimism is suggested

in the play. Fordsburg's Finest ultimately also demonstrates man's uniqueness

and capacity for change. It is significant that in Fordsburg's Finest, which was
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written by Slabolepszy in 1997, the euphoria of the "new" South Africa has worn

off, which enables Slabolepszy to look at the "new" South Africa objectively

through his two characters, Freddie and Thandi. Through a variety of comic

devices and techniques, which include light-hearted clowning, varying degrees of

satire, pathos, comic contrast, bald humour, jokes, clever wordplay and

manipulation of the local tongue, Slabolepszy is able to evoke both laughter at or

with, and empathy for his characters. However, through the humorous depiction

of his characters, Slabolepszy also suggests that, despite the "new" South Africa,

the old apartheid issues of racism and bigotry still exist. He also demonstrates that

apartheid did not spawn any winners, only losers, for both South Africa's Blacks

and Whites suffered because of apartheid. However, by also making us laugh at

the characters and their seemingly insurmountable problems, Slabolepszy

simultaneously evokes empathy for these victims of apartheid. In addition,

Slabolepszy is not pessimistic in Fordsburg's Finest, for in spite of the

disillusionment of his two main characters in the "new" South Africa, he ends on a

note of hope for the future, suggesting that despite South Africa's stormy past,

individuals from different cultures and spheres of society are able to meet each

other halfway and comfort each other.

In all these examples it is clear that Slabolepszy not only has used a variety

of comic techniques, but has also been able to realise comedy's potential to evoke

empathy for characters in a unique South African setting.
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SUMMARY

A study of comedy reveals its variety and scope, its subjective nature, how

we are able to see in it a reflection of life and customs, and how comedy is able to

evoke empathy for characters through our laughter of recognition.

South Africa's stormy political background is reflected in Slabolepszy's

dramas, from the turbulent apartheid years of the 1980s onwards, (for example, in

plays such as Saturday Night at the Palace, Packing for Perth I, Sidewalking,

R.S.A, Boo to the Moon, Packing for Perth II and Smallholding) through the

early 1990s with their uncertainties and turnover of leadership, until full

democratization in 1994, and the eventual attempts at forgiveness and

reconciliation until the present.

Although Slabolepszy's plays are not exclusively political, like some of

Fugard's, do not rally people to action as Mda's and the township plays do, or are

not as corrosively satiric as most of Pieter-Dirk Uys's work, he provides insight

into the South African situation and, through a variety of comic techniques, is able

to evoke empathetic understanding for his characters in a South African setting.

The sensitive humour and wit in Braait Laaities (1991) evoke empathy for

a conservative, white woman, and a streetwise, black male, who are able to

communicate on mutual ground, despite a stormy political South African

background and personal sorrow. Mooi Street Moves (1992) is a particularly

poignant play in which Slabolepszy through a variety of comic devices evokes

empathy for a black and a white man who succeed in reconciling their differences,

despite their conflicting politics and cultural heritage.
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His plays also reflect comedy's tragic alter ego, especially in the personal

angst of characters in plays such as The Return of Elvis du Pisanie (1992) and

Pale Natives (1994).

In Fordsburg's Finest (1998), a black woman who has been in exile and

returns to a democratic South Africa to redefine her roots after an interim period

of almost forty years, becomes the focus of his concern. The play transcends the

limitations of politics, race, sex and skin colour. Slabolepszy evokes empathy for

present-day South Africans through various comic techniques, and demonstrates

with perceptive insight that forgiveness between people is indeed possible.

Slabolepszy experiments with various comic devices and techniques, plus

varying degrees of comedy, ranging from bitter satire in his earlier plays, for

example, Saturday Night at the Palace (1982), to an overall more light-hearted,

even farcical approach in his other plays; for example, Under the Oaks (1984),

Miles from Machadodorp (1992), Victoria Almost Falls (1994), Tickle to Fine

Leg (1995) and Heel Against the Head (1995). Through a comic approach which

alternates between dark and light-hearted humour, and low comedy, Slabolepszy is

able to touch on contentious issues, for example, white male bonding in Pale

Natives (1994). Absurdist elements are introduced in Travelling Shots and

Smallholding, which demonstrate his versatility and ability to implement various

comic techniques with success.

Like his contemporaries, he shows his use of English to function as a

"linguafranca ", but uses a distinctly South African "patois", mixed with English,

Afrikaans and ZululXhosa expressions and South African slang, as a comic device

to evoke both laughter and empathy, and to make his plays more authentic.

Slabolepszy's appeal is both national and international, and he is one of

South Africa's most popular playwrights. He extends the boundaries of his work
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by providing peculiar insight into the South African situation, as well as the human

psyche. His plays are accessible to people from all walks of life, notwithstanding

race, creed or colour, and through humour, he is able to evoke empathy for all

individuals within a South African socio-political context.

It is clear that Slabolepszy in his plays has been able to realise comedy's

potential to evoke empathy for individuals in a South African setting through a

variety of comic techniques.
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OPSOMMING

'n Studie van komedie toon die verskeidenheid, omvang en subjektiewe

aard daarvan, en hoe komedie 'n spiëel van lewenswyse en gebruike kan wees,

asook hoe dit empatie vir karakters kan ontlok deur ons gelag van herkenning.

Suid-Afrika se stormagtige politieke agtergrond word weerspiëel in

Slabolepszy se dramas, vanaf die onstuimige apartheid jare van die 1980s,

(byvoorbeeld, in toneelstukke soos Saturday Night at the Palace, Packing fOT

Perth 1, Sidewalking, R.S.A., Boo to the Moon, Packing for Perth 11 en

Smallholding) deur die vroeë 1990s met al die onsekerheid en oorgawe van

leierskap, tot volle demokrasie in 1994, en die uiteindelike strewe na vergifuis en

rekonsiliasie tot die hede.

Alhoewel Slabolepszy se toneelstukke nie eksklusief polities is, soos

sommige van Fugard se werke, nie mense aanhits tot aksie soos die van Mda en

die "township" dramas nie; en nie so kwetsend satiries is soos die werk van Pieter-

DirkUys nie; gee hy insig in die Suid-Afrikaanse situasie. Deur 'n verskeidenheid

van komiese tegnieke maak hy empatiese begrip moontlik vir sy karakters in 'n

Suid-Afrikaanse milieu.

Die sensitiewe humor en gevatheid in Braait Laaities (1991) ontlok

empatie vir 'n konserwatiewe, wit vrou, en 'n wêreldwyse, swart man, vir wie dit

moontlik is om met wedersydse begrip te kommunikeer, ten spyte van 'n

stormagtige Suid-Afrikaanse politieke verlede en persoonlike hartseer. Mooi

Street Moves (1992) is 'n besonder aangrypende toneelstuk waarin Slabolepszy

deur middel van 'n verskeidenheid komiese middele, empatie ontlok vir '0 swart en

'n wit man wat daarin slaag om, ten spyte van 'n konflikterende politieke siening

en kultuur, hul verskille by te lê.
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Sy dramas weerspieëlook komedie se tragiese alter ego, veral met

betrekking tot die persoonlike angst in dramas soos The Return of Elvis du

Pisanie (1992) en Pale Natives (1994).

In Fordsburg's Finest (1998), word 'n swart vrou wat as uitgewekene

terugkeer na 'n demokratiese Suid-Afrika om haar oorsprong te herontdek, die

fokus van sy belangstelling. Die drama styg uit bo die beperkings van politiek, ras,

geslag en velkleur. Slabolepszy ontlok empatie vir die hedendaagse Suid-

Afrikaners deur middel van verskeie komiese tegnieke, en demonstreer met fyn

waarneming, dat vergifenis tussen mense wel moontlik is.

Slabolepszy eksperimenteer met verskeie komiese oogmerke en tegnieke

in sy dramas, plus uiteenlopende vlakke van komedie, wat varieer van bitter satire

in sy vroeëre werke, byvoorbeeld, Saturday Night at the Palace (1982), tot 'n oor

die algemeen meer lighartige, selfs klugtige benadering in sy ander werke,

byvoorbeeld, Under the Oaks (1984), Milesfrom Machadodorp (1992), Victoria

Almost Falls (1994), Tickle to Fine Leg (1995) en Heel Against the Head

(1995). Deur 'n komiese aanslag wat varieer tussen donker en lighartige humor,

en klugspel, is Slabolepszy in staat om kontensieuse strydpunte aan te raak.

Elemente van die absurde word ook in sy werke aangewend, veral in Travelling

Shots en Smallholding, wat daarin slaag om sy veelsydigheid as dramaturg en

vermoë om verskeie komiese tegnieke met sukses aan te wend, te illustreer.

Soos sy tydgenote, toon hy sy gebruik van Engels om as "lingua franca"

te funksioneer, maar gebruik 'n duidelik waarneembare "patois", gemeng met

Engels, Afrikaans en Zulu/Xhosa uitdrukkings en Suid-Afrikaanse sleng as

komiese tegniek, om beide te vermaak en empatie te ontlok, en om sy dramas meer

outentiek te maak.
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Slabolepszy se aantrekkingskrag is beide nasional en internasionaal, en hy is

een van Suid-Afrika se mees gewilde dramaturge. Hy verbreed die grense van sy

werk omdat hy besondere insig verleen vir die Suid-Afrikaanse situasie sowel as

die menslike psige. Hy slaag daarin om sy werke toeganklik te maak vir mense van

alle vlakke van die samelewing, nieteenstaande ras, kleur of geloofsoortuiging, en

deur humor slaag hy daarin om empatie te ontlok by alle individue binne 'n Suid-

Afrikaanse sosio-politiese konteks.

Dit is duidelik dat Slabolepszy in sy dramas daarin slaag om komedie se

potensiaal te verwesenlik om empatie vir individue binne 'n Suid-Afrikaanse

samelewing te ontlok, deur gebruikmaking van'n verskeidenheid van komiese

tegnieke.


